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SUMMARY 
Different levels of congesti'on are 'encountered in ports all over the 
world and particularly in developing countries. Depending on the 
volume of traffic flow over time, the changes of development in the 
economy and industrial activity and the random arrival and service 
pattern of ships; the optimum berthing capacity resulting in minimum 
cost at any future time period has to be determined to avoid undesirable 
repercussions. 
The existing methods fail to provide the links between the aggregate 
economy, demand and optimal berthing capacity for all time periods 
of the planning horizon, and conventional techniques based on static 
frameworks are used to arrive at optimal strategies for specific times 
into the future. 
This study is an attempt to remedy those difficulties and relate 
future demand to optimal berthing capacity in an interactive dynamic 
fashion. 
Three models are developed: a forecasting model linking seaborne 
trade to gross domestic product, population, productions consumption 
and elasticity of demand;, a simulation model relating the various 
demand levels to different port configurations; and an investment 
model relating the resulting congestion cost to capital cost, where 
an optimal strategy in berthing capacity is achieved for the years 
19859 19909 1995 and 2000. 
The last model has been extended using the above mentioned points in 
time to result in an optimal berthing capacity for any future time 
period within the planning horizon 1985 - 2000. This model is 
validated through forecasting, simulating and appraising the 1992 
and 1998 results and reducing the amount, costs and time of work by 
75 per cent. 
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CHAPTER I 
GENERAL CONTEXT: PORT PLANNING AND RELATED RESEARCH 
1.1 Port Planning and Development 
Transport in its different modes is the artery of economic growth$ 
development and progress which is vital for the flow of national and 
international trade. It accounts for between 10 and 20 percent of the 
gross domestic product of most industrial nations (Imakita 1978) and 
much more in the less developed countries with rich natural resources 
that are developing very fast. - The faster the economy grows, the 
greater the demand for more efficient, transport systems linking less 
developed areas which have ample resources with other areas where 
resources are needed for manufacturing industrial goods which in turn 
have to be moved to wherever they are demanded and consumed. 
In Iraq where over 90-percent of trade (imports and exports) is carried 
by maritime transport, the ports constitute the most essential and 
sensitive part of the transport system. Any inadequacy of a nation's 
ports will depress the level of throughput and result in long queues 
with cargo being laid up in expensive ships instead of cheaper stores, 
The consequences of failure to provide proper port capacity before the 
increased traffic arrives are clearly illustrated by the recent 
congestion in many ports of the world, in particular in developing 
countries. Perhaps the most remarkable case of heavy congestion ever 
faced by any country was that which began to build up in Nigeria in 
1974. The (Observer) reported that "More than 400 ships, 240 of them 
carrying cement are stuck outside Lagos harbour, Most have little hope 
of unloading their cargo for up to two years ..... the oil-rich 
Nigerian 
Government is forced to, pay an average of 11,225 a day in waiting time". 
The outstanding reason being that orders for 16 million tons of cement 
were made by the Nigerian Government when the actual handling rate of 
the-only available port was estimated at 1.3 million tons a year, It 
is also reported that surcharges resulting from port congestion cost 
Iran some one, billion dollars during the financial year April-1975 to 
- 
March 1976. 
The enormous sums of money lost through congestion would often have 
been more than sufficient to build a system of modern ports, Seaports 
can, moreover, play a major role in promoting international trade by 
generating commercial and industrial activities which directly assist 
the economic progress of the country, The history of many European 
ports - for example, Hamburg, Antwerp, Marseilles and Rotterdam - 
shows how a bold policy of extending and modernising ports can revitalise 
the economy of the region (UNCTAD 1978). 
At a conference by UNCTAD in Geneva (Hinterland Bimonthly review 1977), 
it was established that the average number of days a ship must wait for 
a berth in thirty ports which are regularly subject to congestion has 
grown as follows: 
Year Days 
1971 2.2 
1972 2.3 
1973 4,0 
1974 4.8 
1975 14,3 
1976 40.5 
These figures refer exclusively to general cargo vessels, The waiting 
period for bulk carriers in the same ports was often much longer. 
There is no doubt that congestion produces serious repercussions of all 
sorts. Ships and cargo will be tied up for fairly long periods thus 
freezing capital as well as goods for nothing and may result in 
substantial diversion of traffic in*the long run. This will result 
in raising the cost of goods and might even lead to shortages, eventually 
resulting in delays in the implementation of projects. The main reason 
for congestion is the big import surge which has become-commonplace in 
most of the Middle Eastern countries, 
Professor Leontief (Maritime Traffic and World Ports 1979) estimated in 
that port traffic for the Middle East will grow by twenty eight-fold 
- 
for general cargo and by more than ten-fold for dry bulk by the end of 
this century. 
The seven berths of Damman, before the big import boom beginning in 
1973, handled 1,308,878 tons. By 1975 Damman had added another six 
berths and an increase in the number of berths to forty-two by 1980 was 
planned (The Sunday Times). If that target is met, it will mean an 
increase in tonnage capacity by more than 300 percent in five years, 
What has been said above illustrates clearly how important it is for 
any country to determine as early as possible the right level of 
capacity required to meet present and future demands in order to avoid 
congestion. Surprisingly this transport sector seems to have received 
a relatively small amount of attention among'researchers, at least until 
recently. Following upon a surge of imports in very large proportions 
into the Middle Eastern countries - raw materials, industrial goods, 
entire plants and so on - attention has inevitably been drawn more and 
more to this field, and especially to port, planning and development as 
the most important aspect of this phenomenon. 
Too often port planning is seen as a technical engineering problem 
arising from aýsudden lack of capacity. However, one aim of this 
research is to place port planning within the, context of long term 
national economic planning and to see it as a strategic planning 
activity, rather than an engineering solution to a short term technical 
problem. In a strategic planning context, it is necessary to relate 
port requirements to forecasts of national growth, and to consider a 
range of possible growth paths and with an analysis of the consequences 
of alternative levels of port investment, With these investment 
possibilities phased over time, 
Port planning problems depend on the varying volume of-traffic flow 
over time and the changes of the development in the economy and _ 
industrial activity. If seaborne trade is increasing with time then 
one of the most important means by which improvement in ports is 
achieved is through new investment allowing for increased physical 
capacity. 
- 
Changing the physical capacity of the'port to meet present and future 
requirements is a dynamic process. The optimum for the dynamic process 
(that is, providing the best form of expansion in the course of time) 
is attained by balancing the gains from reducing congestion against the 
costs of doing so, Therefore, this study will not consider in any 
detail the day-to-day requirements of operating the port, such as the 
number of tugs, pilots, forklift trucks .... etc., but concentrates 
mainly on the timing and level of investment for the berths of the 
commercial ports. 
1.2 Overview of the Methods Used in Port Plannia% 
Since port planning problems are essentially queueing problems because 
of the stochastic nature of the arrival and service times of ships, 
most of the literature in this field makes intensive use of queueing 
theory. Others have based their studies on simulation of particular 
ports or parts of a port, thus gaining more insight into the problem and 
tackling it in a more realistic way since ports all over the world 
vary in their operating policies, differ in their featuress 
characteristics and types of cargo and ships they handle. 
The majority of the work published appears to be a descriptive summary 
of what was done and what was obtained in a particular port or terminal, 
without details of the methods employed. Unfortunately the literature 
in this field suffers certain limitations in forecasting seaborne trade; 
queueing theory and simulation; and investment appraisal which are 
discussed below. 
Trade forecasts and their link to the economy and economic growth are 
ignored in almost all the studies and are assumed to be given or made 
available by the country concerned or by different consulting firms, 
and whenever taken into consideration, the cargo tonnage which is 
dynamically changing at the port was obtained by numerical computations, 
If such a method is used, enormous computations on trial and error 
basis are required to examine whether the condition of the total cargo 
tonnage is satisfied or not (Noritake and Kimaru 1983). '- 
- 
In all the papers discussed in section 1,3 of this study seaborne 
projections are assumed to be known, except in the case of Bergen 
(Institute of Transport Economy 1973) where they mention that the 
forecasting process was started by a discussion of the development of 
the import and export to Norway and comparisons with growth in the 
Gross National Product were made. The background figures were worked 
out by a team under the Ministry of Finance, analysing the future 
economic development in Norway and the forecasts were worked out by 
using a comprehensive economic growth model for the national economy, 
While foreign trade data were taken from a customs statistics already 
punched on cards, investigations to estimate domestic trade were' 
carried out by the Norwegian Central Bureau of Statistics and the 
yearly figures for the Bergen Port Authority which indicated that a 
conservative and radical yearly increase of zero and 3 percent 
respectively would be reasonable estimates, 
The most commonly adopted techniques used in forecasting seaborne 
demand are discussed briefly below (detailed analysis of these 
techniques is provided in section 4.2 of chapter 4). - 
The simplest technique used is trend extrapolation where forecasts are 
usually based on what has happened in the past so inferences can be 
made about the future, 
The U. K. Ministry of Transport in the Portbury Study (Ministry of 
Transport 1966) used gravity models, The model worked quite well in 
predicting past cargo flows (Starkie 1967), but later studies have 
shown that the model's assumption of fixed market shares for each port 
resulted in extremely poor forecasts (Chu 1978). .- 
The U. K. National Port's Council developed an elaborate econometric 
trade flow forecasting model. The model interprets statistical data 
of past movements of the relevant variables observed in other 
countries or in other spheres of economic activity and constructs 
mathematical functions which effect certain relationships expected to 
effect trade and tests these by statistical methods against historic 
data (National Port's Council 1976). 
- 
Input-output models developed in the 1930's have been used by Professor 
Leontief their originator to make detailed projections of seaborne 
traffic categories of cargo up to the year 2000 (Leontief 1979). 
The trouble with the two models above is'that they rely heavily on the 
availability of highly disaggregated high-quality statistical data, a 
requirement many ports and countries cannot meet. In addition those 
models are very maintenance intensive. 
The analysis of movements of ships in port are constructed by and large 
on the basis of queueing theory (Edmond 1975) which is severely limited 
in the complexity of the system it can represent and therefore of the 
problems to which it can realistically be applied (Guise 1982). 
Wherever simulation is used, hardly any details are given to follow 
what was really done and how. This obviously could be due to the fact 
that such studies are confidential and have a high commercial value. 
Finally the investmei 
available discounted 
estimated port costs 
ship waiting time to 
existing or proposed 
strategy. 
nt appraisal is partial and makes use of the 
cash flow techniques by making a trade-off between 
supplied by the civil engineers and the costs of 
determine the cheapest strategy from the already 
ones, by comparing the costs and benefits of each 
Most investment decisions reported in the literature (White 1972) focus 
solely on the relationship between the cost of increasing port capacity 
and the savings in ship waiting time. 
Concerning investment appraisal (Goss 1978) points that ........ there 
is no commonly accepted method of appraising proposal's for investment in 
port facilities ....... 
in some instances this lack of systematic appraisal technique appears to 
have led to under-investment, over-investment or misplaced and mistimed- 
investment. 
This study attempts to remedy the above mentioned limitations and 
difficulties in the following ways: 
ý 
Building a forecasting model for seaborne trade linking the 
growth (or decline) in cargo tonnages to the economy and 
economic growth with minimum data availability, 
2. Building a simulation model which provides detailed analysis 
of the movements of ships in port from the time they arrive to 
the time they depart. In order to avoid the prohibitive costs 
of simulation which is usually run on large computers, the 
simulation in this study is run on the micro (see chapter 6 of 
this study). It is an aim of this work that the models can 
be implemented on widely available computers and are 
transportable. 
3. Developing an investment decision model resulting in the 
optimal berthing capacity for any future time of the planning 
horizon (1985 - 2000) through linking seaborne projections to 
simulation and to investment appraisal in a co-ordinated way, 
This study is thus concerned with the relation between the growth in 
time of shipping and trade passing through the port on the one hand, 
and the financial evaluation of the berthing facilities of the port 
on the other, that is, it examines the effect of changing demand on 
the berthing capacity of the ports, to arrive at a dynamic optimum 
investment programme at the strategic level for the commercial ports 
of Iraq, anticipating in advance the changes in future demand of 
different cargo vessels that are likely to use the port up to the 
end of this century in order to avoid the heavy costs of congestion 
or low berth occupancies. 
In the next section a review and analysis of some recent studies 
conducted in this field will be given. 
1.3 Background to Analytical and Theoretical Techniques'- 
Most of the studies of port investment fall into two categories, the 
theoretical studies from which conclusions are usually derived from 
considerations of analytical models and the case studies which are 
- 
derived from data collected in particular ports. 
be grouped under three major headings: 
Studies based on queueing theory 
Studies based on simulation 
(iii) Studies based on other techniques 
All the studies can 
This section aims simply to introduce the nature of the research 
studies in port planning that use these three approaches, A full 
consideration of the techniques will be given in Chapter 4. 
1.3.1 Studies Based on Queueing Theory 
Studies based on queuing theory can be divided into two parts; studies 
using the mathematical analysis of queueing theory and studies using 
graphical solutions based on queueing theory. The latter avoids the 
burdensome task of computing numerous combinations of parameters 
analytically resulting in considerable time saving. 
1.3.1.1 Studies Using Mathematical Analysis of Queueing Theory 
An article by (Mettam 1967) gives a description of mathematical 
analysis of queueing problems as they apply to ships in port, Mettam 
shows how techniques developed in his article may be applied to the 
planning and design of ports to forecast the likelihood of congestion 
and costly delays as ships wait for a berth. 
The method set out in this article is based upon a model in queueing 
theory. It assumes that the rate of arrival of ships is a random 
function of the Poisson, laW; the service time at the berth varies 
according to a negative exponential distribution, each berth is capable 
of handling all types of cargo; there are no berthing priorities; the 
cost of delays per unit time are equal for all ships and that the cost 
of these delays is a linear function of time. 
Since all berths are assumed to be identical, it cannot indicate 
whether the provision of a specialised handling facility (e. g. dry bulk, 
- 
or container) at a generally available berth would reduce congestion, 
it cannot test the efficiency of a particular system of berthing 
priorities, and it cannot compute whether all ships are delayed by a 
small amount, or whether most are not delayed at all while some are 
delayed for several days. 
The assumption that the cost of delays is a-linear function of time is 
far from realistic as will be seen later in this study, 
A paper by (Taborga 1969) developes and tests a model for a dynamic 
growth policy for a seaport in an underdeveloped geographical region. 
This model has restrictive assumptions in that it assumes that only 
one homogeneous commodity will flow through the port and only one type 
of ship is assumed to operate in the port. The model is in fact an 
application of queueing theory. It represents the port as a set of 
multi-channels in parallel (a set of identical but independently 
operated berths) with an identical set of Poisson inputs and outputs. 
A similar approach dealing with port capacity requirements was taken 
by (de Weille and Ray 1969) which deals with the question of how many 
berths should a port have, and uses a queueing theory model to 
determine how much waiting time would be incurred given the number of 
berths and the number of ships arriving annually. 
The model used in this paper makes the following assumptions: 
The time between successive arrivals is a random variable 
and has a negative exponential distribution. As a 
consequence of this assumption, the probability that 
n arrivals occur within an interval of time t, U n(t) 
is given by 
(, t)n e-xt n(t) R. ' 
1.1 
Which is a Poisson distribution and X is the mean (or 
expected) rate of arrival . 
- 10 - 
The service time per ship is a random variable and has a 
negative exponential distribution with a mean service rate 
V. 
(iii) All the berths have the same service rate. 
Service is on a first-come-first-served basis. On the 
basis of these assumptions, the mean length of the queue 
and the mean waiting time per ship were calculated using 
the following equations: M 
b 
mean length of the queue L M! 1.2 
an ]+ aM (1-b)2 Mil T_ (1-b h... go n. FFF 
mean waiting time WL1.3 
x 
Where M is the number of berths 
a (the utilisation parameter for a berth) 
b (the utilisation parameter for the system). 
Although there is no mention in the paper of future demand except that 
it could be estimated using some growth rates it is assumed that a 
unique estimate of future demand for each year could be presented, hence 
waiting times could be computed for different numbers of berths. 
Waiting times (queueing times) could be converted to costs using wait- 
ing costs per ship per day, multiplied by the total waiting time. -Cost- 
benefit analysis is then used to arrive at the optimum number of berths 
for a certain year through comparing queueing costs with the costs of 
constructing and maintaining berths, if that year queueing costs of ships 
exceed the expansion costs of adding berths then the addition of berths 
should take place. 
The model althou. gh very useful and interesting since, the, authors have 
- 11 - 
gone into a great extent of extensive and lengthy 
producing tables of the total annual waiting time 
400,5009 600,700,8009 1000l 1500 and 2000 ship 
and for average service times of 1,2,3,4 and 5 
berths ranging from I to 18, has restrictive assui 
the ones described above. 
calculations in 
for 100,200,3009 
arrivals per year 
, 
days and number of 
rnptions similar to 
It implies that the demand function for each future year is completely 
inelastics in other words, a certain number of ships will arrive 
regardless of costs in waiting times, The model also implicitly 
assumes that the berths are interchangeable, i. e. all berths have the 
same service time for all ships, while in reality a port might have 
some specialised berths and that different types and sizes of ships 
may have different service times. 
In fact the authors do recommend that simulation is a better approach 
to solving problems of this nature, 
(Edmond and Maggs 1978) examine how useful are queue models in port 
investment decisions for container berths. The authors favour queue 
modeis tabulated by (Page 1972) to those of (Mercer 1973), The latter 
might give better representation for scheduled arrivals, but the 
results are more difficult to evaluate and the errors introduced by 
the latter process will almost certainly outweigh any reduction in 
error by using very sophisticated models, 
The authors warn that blind application of tabulated results such as 
for the average waiting times and multi-server models are not relevant 
to, and do not discriminate sufficiently between practical investment 
options. 
Tides are the main factors neglected in the models considered in this 
paper. They impose a restriction on entry times to the ports which 
increase the importance of berth availability, The authors admit 
that although some queue models do give a reasonable approximation to 
some aspects of container operations, it is clear. that no queue model 
can adequately represent the relevant operations of container terminals 
and hence simulation models may eventually be the only satisfactory 
- 12 - 
way to represent the relevant operations, unfortunately such models are 
prohibitively expensive and time consuming. 
1.3.1.2 Studies Using Graphical Solutions Based on Queueing Theory 
(Nicolaou and Asce 1967) describe how the operation of a port is 
influenced by the number of ships arriving at the port and desiring to 
occupy berths, and the number of berths available in the port, The 
factors affecting the number of berths are evaluated in terms of the 
following interrelated parameters: 
(1) Acceptable percentage of congestion in port. 
(2) Acceptable percentage of berth occupancy, 
(3) Optimum cost combination arising out of costs of idle 
port facilities and of ships waiting in port, 
This paper describes criteria for the combined evaluation of parameters 
(1) to (3) on the basis of a simplified approach using graphical 
solutions. Based on Poisson law, and assuming that the average 
number of vessels is known, the values of the probability and expected 
frequency of vessels arriving in port are computed from curves 
prepared on the basis of tabulated values of probability as given by 
(Fry 1965). 
On the basis of summation of probability values shown in those graphs, 
three sets of curves are prepared, The first set shows the relationship 
between congestion and cost index (average cost of ship awaiting berth/ 
average cost of ship awaiting berth + average cost of an idle berth 
(see Figure l, l)), the second set of curves shows the relationship 
between congestion and berth occupancy and the third set shows the 
relationship between annual port capacity in tonnage, related to the 
number of berths available and the percentage of congestion based on 
a handling rate of 1000 tons per berth per day, 
- 13' - 
The graphical presentat ion of these three sets of curves allow the 
calculation of optimum port capacity for the required port and by 
inspecting the graphical representation it is possible to obtain 
general guidance to the suitable condition. The burdensome task of 
computing numerous combinations of parameters analytically or even by 
an electronic computer is avoided and considerable time can be saved. 
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A similar approach was adopted by (Noritake and-Kimura 1983) to find 
the optimum tonnage capacity for general cargo, which should be 
handled with a specific number of berths, and convenient graphs 
called 'optimum berth capacity curves' are obtained, In berth planning, 
- 14 - 
it will be useful to show the range of the amount of cargo which is 
optimum to be handled by a specific number of berths. While Nicolaou 
and Asce took account of the costs for idle berths and idle ships, 
Noritake and Kimura say that the costs for berths and ships in port 
occur during both idle time and active time. Accordingly it may be 
suitable to consider both of these costs, 
They define the cost in port with S berths as: 
T cs=C JS + CSTn s 1.4 
I 
where CT= total cost for port with S berths during the period T S 
Cb= daily cost of a berth 
CS = daily cost of a ship 
ns = average number of ships present in port 
Both sides of equation 1.4 are then divided by CST in order to decrease 
the number of parameters involved, Thus 
rT = 
CST 
=( 
Cb )S +; s=r bS S+Rs1.5 Ss rs T c-s 
in whith 
rT ratio of total annual cost for port with S berths to annual Ss 
ship cost, and 
rbS , -- berth-ship cost rat. io. 
Then curves showing the relationship between rT and the traffic SS 
intensity (ratio of average arrival rate of ships to the average 
service rate of ships) for rbS ý 0.25 are obtained (see Figure 1.2). 
- 15 - 
The methodology used in this article is very similar to the one used 
by Nicolaou and Asce except for the 'optimum berth capacity curves' 
which use different axes and were developed for a variety of queueing 
models such is WK/S/cos WE2/S/m and K/E3/S/c-, Unfortunately the 
curves developed in'this article are too clustered together and their 
use could very easily lead to misleading results in the optimum 
number of berths. 
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Another study making use of tabulated and graphical presentations of 
queueing theory was conducted by (ITALCONSULT 1979) for the 
determination of the number of berths required for bulk solids in 
Jubail port (Saudi Arabia), In their study they use a set of curves 
giving the probability of waiting as a function of the number of 
berths available and berth occupancy. Once the probability of 
waiting time has been determined with the use of selected curvest very 
simple formulae consistent with the basic assumptions regarding the 
laws governing the random variables of the problem are used to yield 
the average waiting time of ships that wait, The latter is considered 
the critical factor in deciding if the expected costs incurred for 
demurrage of ships may be reasonably offset by providing additional berths. 
- 16 - 
It is stated in this study that the method adopted is definitely an 
approximation and more sophisticated methods such as simulation are 
recommended for more accurate results. 
(Crook 1980) in his brief article presents some useful information in 
the form of tables regarding the relationship between berth occupancy 
and ship queueing time. This paper presents tabulated queueing 
theory results calculated by UNCTAD secretariat which can be. used by 
port planners in dimensioning the number of berths for a port. The 
author does recommend, however, a more sophisticated approach, a 
simulation model, which attempts to estimate, the ships time in port 
and reproduce the reality of the port, 
(Jansson 1984) expands the use of queue models a step further. In 
the first part of his paper, a queueing model for the expansion of 
seaport capacity is developed with a view to deriving expansion paths 
for the capacity to load/unload ships and the capacity to accommodate 
cargo in transit storage. In the second part this model is used for 
calculating optimal charges on ships and cargoes, and for examining 
the likely financial, result of optimal charging. The author makes 
no claim*in his present study to have found a definitive solution to 
the last-mentioned problem, but believes that he has been able to 
bring into focus an interesting new area for theoretical and 
empirical research which has been extensively discussed in the 
literature, see for example, (Bennathan and Walters 1979). 
Since this study is not concerned with port charges, port pricing will 
not be discussed any further, 
As far as the first part of this paper is concerned, an important point 
that emerges from the discussion is that queueing theory may not be 
readily applicable to seaports as is commonly assumed, One fact that 
should be remembered is that where transit storage is applied the 
transfer of goods between sea and land transport is not a single-stage 
process. In these circumstances the conventional question regarding 
the optimum number of berths is not altogether relevant: it should be 
replaced by two interrelated questions regarding the optimum number of 
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cranes and the optimum area for transit storage. 
By considering the single-stage channel facility (a port section with 
one berth only), the author demonstrates through using elementary 
queueing theory, that if the service time is constant rather than 
following a negative exponential distribution, that is, the 
elimination of service time variability, reduces the mean queueing 
time by half. In the case of seaport operations this means that 
the expected queueing time may be reduced by either increasing the 
handling speed or by making ship calls more homogeneoust e. g. by 
specialising in servicing a particular type of ship or cargo, 
The author then considers the multi-channel facility (seaport consist ng 
of n identical berths) and demonstrates that the total queueing time 
decreases when demand and capacity increases at the same rate, The 
author states but does not show that the occupancy rate will steadily 
increase along the expansion path, while the mean queueing time will 
decrease, a logical result obtained by all researchers and shown in 
Chapter 7 of this study. This means that both the capacity cost 
and the queueing cost per unit of throughput will fall as throughput 
increases. 
An interesting model taking account of the transit storage is then 
developed, Rather than measuring the output of the port by the 
number of ship arrivals (or the number of ships turned around), a 
two-fold output measure is adopted where the total queueing time is 
regarded as a functjon of the service outputs of two stages (total 
service time of ships and total storage of the cargoes) as well as the 
number of service stations in each stage as illustrated in equation 
1.6 below. 
Z(X, Y, nl, n2) 1.6 
where Z= total queueing time 
X= total service time of ships 
Y= total storage time of cargo- 
nl= number of service stations in stage 1 (cranes) 
n2= number of service stations in stage 2 (transit storage) 
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Avoiding the complicated mathematics of queueing theory, the author 
constructs nomograms for those relationships that are of particular 
interest. By means of, his present model, he claims that it is 
possible to produce nomograms, for port capacity expansion-paths by 
assuming different values for the, ratio of-the capacity unit cost to 
the value of ships lay time, In his paper he provides a single example 
of a capacity expansion path where he tries to answer two questions: 
What is the optimum number of cranes of a specified type 
when the total crane-hour requirement is KX? 
2) What is the optimum transit storage capacity, when the total 
storage space requirement is Y? 
In the present model this., is entirely a matter of trading off crane 
and storage costs against saving in queueing cost, The balancing 
factors are the number of service stations n, and n2, 
Given the costs of the service stations and the value of customer's 
time: 
Total capacity costs = c1n, + c2n2 1,7 
Total queueing costs of ships = vZ(X, Y, nl*n2) 1,8 
Hence, the criteria for determining the optimal number of service 
stations can be stated: 
Stage I: cl Aw [ Z(n, ) -; Z(n, +1 )) 1.9 
Stage 2: c24v [Z(n2) - Z(n2 + Ul 1.10 
where Z(nl) = total queueing time with n, service stations in stage I 
Z(n, +I) = total queueing time with nl+l service stations in stage 1 
On the basis of these criteria it is possible to trace the expansion 
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path for the number of successively higher levels of demand for port 
services given the values of cl1v and c2tv, The choice of a 
representative value of the relative factor prices will inevitably 
be rather subjective. The value of C, depends on the types of cranes 
that are installed on the quay and the value of c2 depends on whether 
or not a transit shed is needed or not and on the applicable value 
of land, The value of v varies very widely depending on the size and 
type of ships calling at the port, 
In the example used in the article cl/v is set equal to c2/v = 1/5 and 
the value of v to 30gOOO Sw, Cr. 
Two figures are developed in this paper, the first shows the 
relationship between the number of service stations with the total 
service time in days (see Figure 1.3) and the second shows the 
relationship between the number of service stations with occupancy 
ratesl both used to calculate the number of service stations for 
each stage. 
31- 
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Fig. 1.3 Expansion Path for the Number of Service Stations 
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From the foregoing discussions, it becomes clear that the restrictive 
assumptions in the aforementioned papers renders them to be inflexible 
to be applied for the average tidal multi-purpose ports and their use 
might be restricted to specialised ports or terminals where only one 
type of cargo and identical ships are handled. 
Such models cannot incorporate discontinuities such as shift work, 
tidal constraints and the sharing of more than one class of cargo and 
different ship types and sizes by the same berth, 
1.3.2 Studies Based on Simulation 
The queueing theory approach cannot be pursued to advantage, however, 
nor continue to be viable$ without questioning the validity of the 
basic assumptions. One example is the widely accepted assumption 
for Erlang distribution for ship arrivals and service times which is 
necessary in order to make the general models generally applicable 
(Imakita 1978). For example the service distribution in the Iraqi 
ports follows a normal distribution (see Chapter 6 of this study), 
A reluctance on the part of some researchers to accept the validity 
of such assumptions and since the system of interest sometimes is 
such that it cannot be represented adequately by any of the mathematical 
models, gave rise to a different type of approach, the simulation 
model. 
One of the early works in this field was carried by (Heggie and 
Edwards 1968) where an investment programme was prepared for Port 
Swettenham from 1968 - 1977 on the basis of cost-benefit analysis 
using a computerised simulation model, 
In this paper, the physical constraints that were likely to have an 
effect on the ports future operation were the ' shortage 
of wharves 
and more importantly$ a shortage of wharves with specialised 
equipment on handling bulk cargoes, The problem therefore resolved 
itself into a question of devising a model that would enable future 
port congestion to be calculated on the basis of a number of alternative 
assumptions about new berths and additional handling equipment. 
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The simulation input was the pattern of ship arrivals, the length of 
the simulated year and number and types of vessels with their relevant 
cargo sizes. The number of wharves in a given year determined the 
presence or absence of congestion in port. This variable is constant 
for any one simulation run and can be altered to examine the effect 
on port congestion. 
The cost-benefit analysis was carried out using the usual methods of 
discounted cash flow analysis. Costs and benefits were discounted 
to a base year 1968 at an opportunity cost of capital of 10% per 
annum provided by the government. 
Different alternative strategies were evaluated and the cheapest 
chosen. 
In fact in this paper the authors made a comparison between Mettam's 
method which is an application of queueing theory, as opposed to a 
workable cost-benefit method using discounted cash flow techniques, 
They conclude by saying that the complex characteristics of Port 
Swettenham and its traffic could more sufficiently be taken account of 
by applying a simulation model as opposed to the method proposed by 
Mettam. 
The first step in improving the model as suggested by the authors will 
almost certainly be to build into it a tidal restraint, 
A simulation model has been extensively examined by the Transportokonomist 
Institute of Oslo. The first version of its model was worked out 
under contract for (UNCTAD 1968) for the Port of Casablanca. The 
modified second phase of the model carried out during 1971 - 1973, 
under a joint project among UNCTAD, the Port of Bergen Authority and the 
Institute (Institute of Transport Economy, 1973). The operational 
relationships in this model are mostly based upon regression analyses 
from the actual data, for example, the number of gangs allocated to 
the ships is calculated: 
G= Cl + C2, (tons) + C3. (Iength of ship) 
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The Bergen constants were: 
0.82 domestic trade 
C1=0,56 foreign trade 
C2 = 0.0033 
C3 = 0.00444 
Similar formulae were used in the calculation of cargo handling rate 
(tons per gang). 
The model takes into account both the seaward and inland side operations, 
that is, number of pilots, tugs, etc., on the seawardside and quays 
sheds .... etc., on the inland side, 
The model produces a lot of output such as queues, use of gangs and 
equipment, cargo movements to and from sheds, use of storage, number 
of ship hours and cargo hours, number of ship arrivals simulated, use 
of pilots and tugs and use of berths, It was impossible to verify 
all output from the simulation because the corresponding statistics 
from real life were unknown, But, according to the Port Authorities 
of Bergen, the utilisation of quays, sheds, ... etc,, seemed to be the 
same in the simulation as in the present port, 
In contrast to the Institute's model, most other researchers have relied 
heavily on the theoretical distributions in their simulation as is 
the case with the "Port Simulation Model" (World Bank 1974). 
Unfortunately, very little could be obtained about the Bergen and World 
Bank Models making it impossible to know what was really done and how 
it was done. In the Bergen model a report describing the results 
obtained from the simulation and some of the regression equations could 
be obtained but no details about the simulation, While the World 
Bank model, where only quay operations were simulatedg it is merely 
a user's guide where very little is said about the model and only forms 
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are provided where the relevant data could be filled and outputs can 
be obtained in terms of time related operations and their costs through 
the use of the World Bank computer, in other words, the model serves 
like any other simulation package available on the market but through 
filling the relevant forms rather than learning to operate the package, 
(Nilsen and Abdus-Samad 1977) describe and compare the techniques of 
simulation and queueing in'the planning of Puerto Cortes port in 
Honduras and suggest guidelines for determining the conditions under 
which the two techniques should be used, 
The TAMS simulation package was used to carry out a capacity analysis 
of Puerto Cortes to assess future needs for berthing space, 
Simulation models yield more detailed results than other methods such 
as queueing theory, and can be used to evaluate the total port complex 
including$ channel entrances, movements within harbours, berth 
utilisation and landside storage. The. value of the detailed 
information obtained from simulation must, however, be balanced against 
the high cost of developing and operating the model. 
Queueing models are quicker and less costly to use than simulation, 
however, they do not 
' 
have the flexibility of simulation models, are 
less adaptable to complex situations and provide less detailed results, 
The authors conclude their paper by saying that there is no set rule 
that can be advanced showing that one tool is superior to the other. 
The superiority of one model on the other is rather predicted on the 
specific Case being analysed, 
(Guise 1982) in his article "Simulation of port systems -a basic 
guide" arrives at similar conclusions and. suggests that computerised 
simulation can overcome many of the problems inherent in queueing 
theory techniques but is very time consuming and costly. 
Referring to the article by (Edmond and Maggs 1978) and the last two 
articles, it becomes clear that simulation techniques are superior 
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to queueing theory models when complex systems are concerned, The 
main disadvantage with simulation seems to be its high cost, All 
simulations of port operations conducted to date seem to have been 
carried on large computers such as the U. C. C, 1108, IBM 360/670 
IBM 7094, etc. 
It follows therefore that if simulations can be produced cheaply, it 
is recommended that they be used, This is what this study does 
through using microcomputers (see Chapter 6 of this study). 
Simulation has the advantage over queueing theory in that it can be 
used for modelling a complex process which would otherwise defy 
mathematical description, because of the stochastic behaviour and 
non-linear characteristics of the process (UNCTAD 1978). Even 
though a mathematical model can be formulated to describe some systems 
of interests it may not be possible to obtain a solution to the model 
by analytical techniques, While it is very difficult to study 
nonesteady states of queues by analytic procedures, it is quite easy 
to do so by use of simulation (Ackoff and Sasieni 1968). 
In addition to the above (Naylor et al 1966) lists a number of other 
reasons for using simulation, the most important are listed below: 
Simulation makes it possible to study and experiment with the 
complex internal interactions of a given system, 
2. Detailed observation of the system being simulated may lead 
to a better understanding of the system and to suggestions for 
improving it, 
3. Simulation-is a useful training aid and an excellent method for 
research into system behaviour, 
4. Simulation allows many alternatives to be tried. When new 
components are introduced into the system, simulation can be 
used to help foresee bottlenecks and other problems that may 
arise in the operation of the system, 
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5. Simulation can serve as a "preservice test" to try out new 
policies and decision rules for operating a system, before 
running the risk of experimenting on the real system, 
6. Simulations are sometimes valuable in that they afford a 
convenient way of breaking down a complicated system into sub- 
systems each of which may then be modelled by an analyst or a 
team which is expert in that area, 
7. Simulation enables one to study dynamic systems in either real 
time, compressed time, or expanded time. 
1.3.3 Studies Based on Other Techniques 
An alternative to the application of queueing theory was introduced by 
(Buckley and Gooneratne 1974), They argue in favour od using their 
average congestion cost function as a function of the traffic flow, 
the shape of which depends on the particular traffic congestion process 
in operation. They also investigate some aspects of the determination 
of timing for investment-in the face of changing traffic flow over a 
period of years. 
Their idea of introducing a congestion cost function was quickly taken 
- up and modified for somewhat more generalised application by (Chang 
and others 1 975) who have built a model for the planning of harbour 
capacities. In essence their work is devoted to the minimisation of 
the total cost of cargo transport (that is, ship costs plus inland 
transport costs) by using non-linear programming. They assume the non- 
linear function for ship waiting cost to be dependent only on the flow 
of cargo. Their costs for ship waiting time, however, are derived on 
the basis of queueing theory. One of the reasons why ship waiting 
time costs are included in the analysis is that such costs are passed 
on to the grain importers (to whom they make specific reference in the 
model) through surcharges and higher ocean transport rates, 
The non-linear function is replaced by a piecewise linear function and 
the problem as they formulate it, is handled accordingly by linear 
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programming as a transportation problem determining the optimal flow 
from each harbour to each destination (inland zone), 
(The analysis of investment planning for a port facing a continuously 
shifting,, price-dependent demand has been tackled by (Devanney and 
Tan 1975) through the use of dynamic programming in their article 
examining the coupling of expansion policies for a port with short- 
run pricing. 
A more recent paper (Dan Shneerson 1981) attempts to answer the 
questions whethers when and where investment in port systems should 
be made. Treating ports as public utilities, the main building block 
of the static criteria for port investment in this case is the 
comparison between queueing costs and the costs of expansion (adding 
berths, or adding cranes, whichever is applicable), If for a given 
predicted demand and queueing costs of ships exceed the costs of 
adding a berth, the investment should be made, 
The extension from statics to dynamics was demonstrated by Devanney who 
shows this'for a hypothetical case of a single port and a single 
commodity. Shneerson's analysis remains in the domain of dynamics and 
the problem of investment in a single port is extended to investment 
in port systems (Nigerian Ports). When there are many ports in the 
system, the throughput that will pass through any of the ports is 
assumed to depend partly on the facilities available in the other ports. 
The amount of cargo that will pass through each port will have to be 
determined by optimising the movement of goods to and from their origin 
and destination as they flow through the port system, Only after 
traffic has been allocated to the ports can investment be evaluated, 
At each point in time the port authority will be facing two types of 
decisions: 
- How to allocate traffic between the ports. 
- How much and where to invest, 
The objective function used within the model is the minimisation of the 
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present value of total costs over the period 1985 - 2000, Total costs 
to be minimised include the costs of investment in ports plus the costs 
of queueing in ports plus the costs of inland transport, plus the costs 
of shipping subject to serving the forecast traffic demand, Demand 
was not considered in this objective function as it was assumed to be 
perfectly inelastic. 
The calculations involved estimating demand by type of commodity for 
each period considered (which was supplied by Dr. J. Bigosinski in a 
separate study)s then estimating supply of port facilities by type of 
facilitys andq finally analysing the resulting equilibrium over the 
required port facilities 
The capacity of existing break-bulk facilities was estimated on the 
basis of the actual handling rate in Nigerian ports, The total number 
of berths available in Nigeria during the period 1985 - 2000 was 
assumed to equal the number planned to exist in 1985, 
For ports, queueing costs of ships were calculated, For each of the 
21 ports, two curves of queueing costs - average and marginal - were 
calculated. These were calculated as a function of the capacity 
utilisation of the port and on the basis of specific parameters 
existing in the Nigerian ports, 
Inland transport costs were based on a previous study (Scott 1972), 
railway operating costs were based on a study by (CANAC 1977), costs 
in ports were calculated on the basis of samples taken at the ports 
of Nigeria and published statistics at NPA and terminal design and 
inland connection costs were made by C. E. Tech., Inc. 
The adequacy of Nigeria's port capacity to handle the forecast demand 
in 1985 was evaluatedl so that the total costs were minimised, It 
became apparent that by 1985 port capacity would already be 
insufficient to accommodate demand and the possible solution of 
extending the existing port system to accommodate future increase in 
demand was discarded. 
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Hence the problem was reduced to evaluate the size and the staging of 
investment for a new ocean terminal either in the vicinity of Lagos 
or near Warri. 
The decision on the size of investment at each period of time was 
based on minimising the sum of the following costs: 
Investment costs for period t, 
Inland transport costs and queueing costs in ports for period t, 
The present value of queueing and investment costs from period 
t+I to the year 2000, 
These costs were calculated for each location at intervals of 4 years. 
The solution to the dynamic programming investment problem resulted 
in a cheaper cost for the ocean terminal near Lagos. Throughout the 
period there will be no need for investment in conventional break-bulk 
facilities and 2 container berths are to be added every 4 years starting 
in 1985, 
The author also provides the optimum port charges in his article as a 
by-product of the search for optimum outputs, 
This article is similar to the article of (Chang and other 1975) as 
far as cargo flow is concerned except that dynamic programming is used 
instead of non-linear programming, however, in this article the author 
admits that by nature of the solution to the dynamic programmingo at 
some periods of time occupancy rates of facilities will be low, and at 
others the ports will be more congested. The constraint that revenue 
should cover cost in each year is not imposed, 
Queueing costs in this paper were calculated as a function of capacity 
which is an elementary method and should have been worked on the basis 
of queueing theory or simulation to obtain accurate results, There 
is also no justification as to why the total number of berths 
available in Nigeria during the period 1985 - 2000 was assumed to equal 
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the number planned to exist in 1985 especially when the total amount 
of cargo to be handled in the year 2000 is more than two and a half times 
that of 1985 and increasing continuously throughout this period, 
In conclusion to this section, most of the literature available on 
port planning gives very little details of how it was done, especially 
where simulation is concerned, which makes it very difficult to learn 
anything about the model and to assess it properly, In addition the 
application of any model to a particular port does not mean that it can 
be applied to another port with minor changes since each port all over 
the world has its special circumstances and characteristics, Moreover, 
text books concerning this field are virtually non existent which makes 
port planning studies that much more difficult, 
This brief description of the above papers was given to provide a 
technical context for the study, as more detailed analysis of 
techniques will be given in Chapter 4, 
In the next chapter a brief background about Iraq is provided with 
particular reference to ports and port related data. The study 
approach, boundaries and problem concepts together with problem 
formulation will be developed in Chapter 3, Theoretical analysis and 
research methodologies will be considered in Chapter 4, the various 
techniques that can be used in modelling port planning problems will 
be discussed, and a critique of these techniques including their 
appropriateness to particular port problems will be provided, 
Chapters 5,6,7 and 8 describe the proposed modelling frameworks 
developed for this study, Chapter 5 will deal with the development of 
(seaborne projections) demand models based on consumption, production$ 
gross domestic product and population, In Chapter 6a simulation 
model is developed, this model is centred around a dynamic, stochastic 
computer simulation programme, It is dynamic in that port operations 
may be simulated for any desired length of time, thereby providing in 
hours estimates of the results of port operations simulated for years, 
and it is stochastic in that processes which vary randomly in actual 
port operations are represented to vary in the same way during the 
simulation. Chapter 7 gives a detailed analysis of the simulation 
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resul ts. 
In Chapter 8 an investment decision model is developed linking the 
capital costs of berthing facilities with the queueing costs of ships 
obtained from the simulation to arrive at an optimum investment 
decision at any future time period, Finally, Chapter 9 draws 
conclusions about thi. s study and gives some recommendations for further 
research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
IRAQ: GENERAL BACKGROUND 
Since this study is concerned with the planning of the ports of Iraq 
up to the year 2000, it is felt necessary to provide a general back- 
ground about the country as a whole. After giving a few introductory 
remarks about Iraq's geographical location, its population growth rate 
etc., the main features of the economy and economic planning are 
then discussed. A brief account of the physical infrastructure of the 
highway and rail networks is provided next, and finally the trade and 
ports together with maritime trade and ports data is given. It will 
be seen in this chapter that maritime trade has increased rapidly 
during the years 1974-79 almost doubling due to the impressive growth 
rates achieved in the economy, thus necessitating the importance of 
port planning since 90 percent of the country's imports and exports are 
transported as maritime cargo. 
2.1 Introducti on 
TRAQ 1979 
Area(square kilometres) 
Population(persons) 
Gross Domestic Product 
(M. I. D. ) 
GDP per Head(I. D. ) 
Value of Imports (M. I. D. ) 
Crude Oil Production 
(000bpd) 
434,000a 
12,804,000 b 
Seaborne Imports (000 Tonnes) 
Rate of Exchange: I Iraq 
Dinar(I. D. ) 
7,520 
587.3 
1,739 
3,400 
5,423 
$3.333 
(a) Excluding Iraq's share of the Saudi- 
Iraq Neutral Zone 
(b) Estimates 
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Iraq is part of the Arab Nation, located at the northern east of Arabia. 
It is bounded on the north by Turkey, on the west by Syria and Jordan, 
on the south by Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the Arabian Gulf and on the 
east by Iran. 
The total population recorded at the October 1977 censusl was just over 
12 million persons of whom 3 million resided in the Greater Baghdad area. 
The annual growth rate has averaged 3.4 percent in recent years. Almost 
half of the total population was aged under 14 years in 1976, providing 
the foundation for rapid future growth. Assuming a continuation of 
recent trends, the population would exceed 25 million by the end of the 
century. 
2.2 Economy 
With an area of 434,000 square kilometres and a population of 6ver 14 
million persons, Iraq is one of the largest and potentially one of the 
most important countries in the Middle East. 
According to World Bank data, economic expansion, stimulated by the 
country's oil receipts was rapid during the 1970s, averaging more than 
12 percent per annum between 1970 and 1978. The precise size of Iraq's 
oil revenues is not known but it has been stated that they could be the 
second largest in the world, and, certainly the economy is dominated by 
the oil industry. The country is also rich in other minerals, 
principally sulphur and phosphates, output of which is to be substan- 
tially increased during the next five years. 
In the lastest five year plan (FYP) covering the period 1981-1985, 
expenditure is projected at no less than $133 billion. Particular 
attention would be devoted to agriculture, as food imports now represent 
a considerable drain on the nation's finances. At present only about 
1 Central Statistical Organisation, Ministry of Planning 
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one quarter of the total cultivable land is being utilised. Expendi- 
ture in this sector has concentrated on various land improvement projects 
including extensive irrigation schemes, while the introduction of more 
intensive form of agriculture with improved technical assistance will 
lead to increased agricultural output. The FYP expects self suffi- 
ciency in foodstuffs to be attained by 1985. Substantial investments 
will be made with foreign assistance in manufacturing industry and 
that large sums will be allocated from oil revenues to infrastructural 
development, including road and rail transport with emphasis on increas- 
ing the ports capacity. 
An indication of the rapid pace at which Iraq is building up its 
economic framework can be guaged from the fact that total expenditure 
on consrtuction projects accounted for 40 percent of GDP in 1975, and 
was almost 60 percent higher than the combined total for Kuwait, 
Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Oman. By 1980, Iraq's 
construction expenditure was more than twice as great as their total. 
Variations in Gross National Product tend to derive mainly from changes 
effecting the oil and agricultural sectors which, despite the rapid 
growth of manufacturing industry in recent years, are still outstand- 
ingly the main contributors to national wealth. 
Private sector development has been curtailed by nationalisation and the 
public sector exercises control over the country's trade and is respon- 
sible for the purchase of nearly all imports. 
Iraq is expected to make substantial economic progress, its drive to- 
wards industrialisation is having a modest success. The future prospect 
for agriculture is very good, but nevertheless, the economic progress 
will remain vulnerable to fluctuations in oil revenues until the 
ambitious industrial development plans come to fruition. The major 
agricultural and irrigation projects now underway are likely to make 
significant contribution to local food supplies well before the late 
1980s, so that food imports, and with them dependence on the North 
American grain producers, maybe expected to fall sharply before the end 
pf the decade. 
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The conflict with Iran is obviously having a detrimental effect on Iraq's 
short term economic prospects, but the country's substantial hydrocarbon 
revenues will eventually provide the government with the financial re- 
sources to develop the country's economy well into the next century. 
When the current difficulties are overcome, economic growth should 
resume the same impressive rate seen during the 1970s. In the meantime 
reduced oil revenues combined with financial support from other countries 
should enable the economy to stay reasonably on course'. 
2.3 Economic Planning 
Most developing countries today believe planning to be a necessity. As 
Iraq has a long experience of development planning dating back more 
than four decades, the authorities have been strongly influenced by out- 
side ideas., initially in the pre-revolutionary period of 1958 from the 
west but later by the Soviet ideas after 1959. In the 1970s Soviet 
influence over Iraq's economic affairs lessened and there is no indicator 
of it reviving. Instead, there has been an earnest attempt to discover 
planning methods which are best suited to Iraqi conditions, rather than 
trying to conform with either Western or Soviet planning models. 
Iraq started to adopt planning as early as the 1940s with the country's 
transition to an oil-based economy. It was realised that the government 
would have to play a major role in economic activity if the oil revenue 
was not to be wasted fruitlessly on current consumption. The emphasis 
was on creating a well organised centralised authority for administrating 
oil revenue expenditure and on ensuring that funds were dispensed in an 
orderly fashion so that economic stability would prevail. At the same 
time it was acknowledged that the private sector in Iraq was unlikely 
to be capable of modernising the economy, especially as it was so 
limited in size2. 
Iraq, An economic report published by the Market Intelligence 
Department, National Westminster Bank, November 1981. 
2M Ziwar Daftari, The Planning and development of Iraqi Industry 1980 
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The plans in the fifties were continually being revised and redrafted 
before they reached the implementation stage. One reason for this was 
that the oil revenues on which the planned expenditure was based were 
continually being revised upwards, a further reason was the presentation 
of reports by outside bodies or experts called in to study the country's 
development prospects,, such as the World Bank Mission in 19521. 
Iraqi planning methods were fairly basic in the 1950s, the usual pro- 
cedure adopted being to forecast the likely level of oil revenue, and 
then draw up a spending programme in the light of these projections. 
No attempt was made to formulate development objectives in the light of 
the country's needs, it was solely an anticipated oil resources which 
determined what was to be done. The development plans were a mere 
listing of possible projects. The construction sector had the best 
record of implementation and the industrial sector the weakest. It was 
not until the 1970s that the implementation record for industry reached 
a consistently high level, indicating that the planners were on target. 
After the 1958 revolution planning methods changed less than planning 
targets and the approach remained partial than comprehensive although 
detailed five year economic plans were prepared. The detailed economic 
plan for 1961-65 had a modest success. The plan for the 1966-1970 
period was a much more-sophisticated document than the detailed economic 
plan of the previous five years and for the first time consistent and 
quantifiable criteria were used for project appraisal,, so that possible 
investment undertakings could be ranked in an order of priority. Two 
criteria were used, capital output ratios and capital to foreign ex- 
change savings ratios. Under the first criteria, projects with higher 
output in relation to capital investment were preferred over projects 
with lower output. The second criteria gave priority to projects with 
higher ratios of foreign exchange saving per unit of investment over 
those with lower saving. The implementation of the 1966-70 plan was 
not notably much more successful than the implementation of the previous 
International Bank for Construction and Development, The economic 
development of Iraq, 1952. 
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plan has been. The 1971-75 plan marked a major change over the previous 
plan, both in terms of planning methods and development strategy. The 
authorities adopted a macro-economic rather than a micro-economic 
approach. Targets were given for growth, consumption, exports, prices 
and employment. 
The major change In the late 1970s in planning has not been in methods 
or strategy but in the machinery for administration of the development 
effort. Much useful research has been carried out within the Planning 
Ministry and the projects successfully implemented are concrete examples 
of the achievements made; productivity has improved considerably and 
waste resulting from utilised capacity has been significantly reduced. 
A five year plan is prepared for the following sectors: 
- Agriculture, forestry and fishing 
- Mining and quarrying 
- Manufacturing industries 
- Construction 
- Electricity and water 
- Transport, comunication and storage 
- Wholesale and retail trade, hotels and others 
- Banking, insurance and real estate 
- Services sectors 
The five year plan 1981-85 for the transport sector was mainly based or 
the expected growth in economic activity, expected increase in national 
income and thus per capita income, and the expected increase in 
population growth. 
2.4 Transport Infrastructure 
2.4.1 Highway Network 
Only in the last ten years has progress been made in improving Iraq's 
overall infrastructure and even now it is still insufficient for the 
envisaged economic development. However, every effort is being made to 
improve the facilities. Most of the highway network is single carriage- 
way. although near Baghdad most has been improved to dual carriage-way 
and motorway standards. Since 1970 more 
emphasis has been placed on the 
upgrading of the existing paved roads 
to modern standards, and the paving of 1; 
RKM 1_4 
the earth roads, rather than on the 
improvement of existing roads to dual 
carriage-way standards. Zakho A 'bl'aje avat 
Links between the main centres, such 
as Baghdads Mosul and Basra, are of 
reasonable quality, and major im- 
provements have taken place between 
other major city links and on a 
number of bridges across the Tigris 
and Euphrates. The major proposal 
some five years ago under construc- 
tion is a 1,200 kilometres dual 
carriage-way to motorway standards, 
from Jordan to Baghdad, and to Basra 
and Kuwait as part of the Trans- 
Arabian highway. The ring roads 
around the main population centres 
have top priority and the one in 
Baghdad is nearing completion. 
As far as freight transport is concerned, the principal agency concerned 
with freight haulage is the General Establishment for Transport of 
General Cargo, which is responsible for freight movement through Iraq 
and abroad. Since July 1977 this Establishment has been responsible for 
handling all international road traffic. It was found, however, that 
the available transport could not handle the volume of traffic and the 
company had to allow privately owned vehicles to serve the ports also. 
Future developments within the transport sector, for example container 
handling are likely to be the sole perogative of the General Establish- 
ment. 
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2.4.2 Railway Network 
The national existing railway 
network total approximately 2,550 
kilometress evenly divided between 
standard and metre gauge. The 
standard guage lines are from 
Baghdad to Basra and UmQasr, and 
from Baghdad to Rabia on the 
Syrian border via Mosul. There is 
also a metre gauge line from 
Baghdad to Basra in the south with 
branch lines to Kerbala and 
Nasiriyah, and from Baghdad to 
Kirkuk and Arbil in the north with 
a branch line to Khanqim. The 
existing standard gauge line will 
replace the metre gauge line between 
Baghdad and Basra. 
The General Organisation of Iraqi 41 g" 
railways has undertaken a series of ------- 
feasibility and design studies to 
convert the rail network into a major component of the national 
communication's system, the most important proposal is Baghdad 
Husaibah line with branch lines to Akashat and Fallujah. Specifications 
were-prepared and invitations to tender the construction have been 
issued. Also being considered is the conversion to standard guage of 
the Baghdad - Khanqim line, a feasibility study has been undertaken and 
work has been approved. The high speed line Baghdad to Basra and Um Qasr 
via Kut and Amarah with a branch line from Kut to Nasiriya has been 
designed. 
Total freight movement has increased from 5.1 million tonnes in 1976 to 
6.2 million tonnes in 1979. Of the total 1976 tonnage 3.4 million 
tonnes were carried on the Baghdad - Basra line illustrating the 
importance of the rail network for internal freight movements to and, 
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particularly, from the ports. Passenger movement by rail in 1976 was 
roughly 3.5 million persons, however, this movement by rail presents 
only a small proportion (8 percent) of the total public transport move- 
ment within the country. The main competition is from inter-city buses, 
which offer cheaper, faster and more frequent services. 
2.5 Trade 
The heavy inflow of oil income resulted in a sharp rise in both value 
and volume of imports to Iraq in the period 1974 - 1979 (see fig 2.1). 
In tonnage terms, a large part of the increase was due to the greatly 
expanded demand for construction materials (such as steel and timber) 
which accounted for over 25 percent of the total volume of seaborne 
imports in 1979. On the other hand, demand for imported food stuffs 
principally grains accounted for over 30 percent of the total volume of 
imports in the same year. With increased agricultural output due to the 
major agricultural and irrigation projects now under way, food imports 
are expected to decrease sharply before the end of this decade, while 
construction material and manufactured goods are expected to maintain 
the same steady rise well into the next century. 
Manufactured goods and foodstuffs broadly represent the potential 
market for container traffic which, while only just beginning to 
penetrate the Iraqi ports in 1978, is expected to expand very rapidly 
in the period up to 1985. It is expected that a high percentage of all 
cargo suitable for transport in containers will infact be containerised 
before 1985. In a study of the Gulf ports in 1977 undertaken by Peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell & Co., it was estimated that by 1982 more than 50 per- 
cent of containerisable goods (boradly speaking all goods other than 
bulk cerealso cement, constructional steel and timber and vehicles) 
imported to Iraq will be arriving in containers. Container traffic for 
Iraq in 1982 was estimated at 800,000 to 1,200,000 tons (roughly 120,000 
TEU) at a penetration rate of 40-60 percent. 
Iraq's non-oil'exports have shown little change either in composition 
or in real value between the years 1974 - 1979 (see fig2 . 2). They 
have tended to stagnate because of growing local demand, and also 
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because domestic manufacturing is not export orientated. 
2.6 Ports and Ports Data 
In 1980 the ports were closed because of the Iraq-Iran war and no details 
could be obtained beyond 1979. There are three commercial ports in Basra, 
Basraq UmQasr and Khor Al-Zubair, a plan for Basra is shown in Figure 2.3, 
but no plan could be produced for the other two ports. Until 1977, 
imports were handled almost exclusively at Basra port, as imports in- 
creased sharply in 1978 and 1979 more berthing capacity was required and 
since there is very little room for expansion in Basra more berths were 
con§tructed at Um Qasr to meet the growing demand. 
In 1979 Um Qasr handled almost 2 million tonnes of imports and exports 
and most of the expansion is to take place in Um Qasr and Khor Al-Zubair 
ports in future. The cargo tonnages handled by each port in 1979 were as 
shown in Table 2.1 
Table 2.1 CARGO TONNAGE HANDLED BY IRAQI PORTS 
TONNES 
PORT IMPORT EXPORT 
Basra 
Um Qasr 
Khor AI-Zubair 
4,170,078 
11,2529956 
-- 
480,563 
7079868 
146,709 
TOTAL 5,423,034 1,335,140 
The existing berthage in 1979 is shown in Table 2.2. In the FYP covering 
the period 1981-859 the berthing capacity of the ports is to be increased 
to over 26 million tonnes by 1985, i. e. an increase of over 270 percent 
in six years or at an annual increase of 18.5 percent. 
As soon as the ports will be in operation again, Basra port will handle 
general cargos grains, vegetable oil and sugar; Um Qasr port will be 
expanded to handle the rest of the general cargo traffic and containers$ 
while Khor Al-Zubair will be restricted for fertilisers, phosphates, 
sulphur and urea exports. 
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Table 2.2 EXISTING BERTHAGE FOR IRAQI PORTS 
BERTH NO. BERTH DREDGED CAPACITY MAIN PURPOSE 
LENGTH(m) DEPTH(m) (Ton/Year) 
BASRA 
I- 13 167 9.6 300,000 General Cargo(GC) 
14,15 167 10.0 300,000 GC/Bulk Grain 
Grain(2 berths) 200 10.0 400,000 Bulk drain 
Vegetable Oil(l) 170 9.6 400,000 Vegetable Oil 
Urea (1) 170 9.6 400,000 Urea 
UM QASR 
1-4 170 9.8 300,000 GC 
5-7 170 9.8 300,000 Bulk Sulphur 
8 170 9.8 300,000 GC/Cement 
9 250 10.0 500,000 Container/Ro-Ro 
KHOR AL-ZUBAIR 
1 250 12.0 550,000 Fertiliser Export 
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CHAPTER 3. 
STUDY APPROACH 
A port is a gateway whose function is to transfer goods between seaborne 
and inland transport modes. The operation of a seaport is a highly complex 
process involving the operations of discharging, transferring, storing and 
delivering the goods to their final destinations. This requires the 
provision and operation of many facilities such as harbour crafts, navi- 
gational aids, tugs, pilots ... etc., on the seawardside, berths where 
ships dock to discharge their load, fork lift trucks, fleet of vehicles, 
railways, sheds and warehouses ... etc., on the inland side. The port may 
have one or more of the following objectives: - 
i. Maximise flow through the port 
ii. Maximise profit from port operations 
iii. Achieve required capacity at minimal cost 
iv. Achieve minimum total transportation cost 
V. Other. 
In, Chapter I it was mentioned that the goal of this study is to establish 
a tool for long-term planning of a port system by which it is possible to 
work out a dynamic programme for investment in berthing facilities. It 
is, therefore, in order at this point to clarify as to which parts of 
port will this study address itself to and its aim. 
3.1 StudX Boundaries and Problem Concepts 
Within the broad national strategy, the development of each individual 
system of the port must be planned. Port planning and development consists 
of a short-term programme and long-term planning. The short-term 
programme is to improve the management, the present facilities and their 
use. The long-term plan consists of a view of the future situation as it 
will be seen after a series of individual developments will be carried 
out. Howeverg it does not try to say whether and when each will occur, 
since this depends on the traffic development. The short-term programme 
of immediate practical improvements for the use of existing facilities 
can, however, go ahead independently of the long-term plans. 
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This study is concerned with long-term planning, namely, in determining 
berthing capacity needed to handle future demand through comparing 
different port configurations under equally efficient conditions, that is, 
given the projected demand what berthing capacity should be provided or 
to what level should the port be expanded. It will not deal with the 
daily management and operation of the port or the improvement of present 
facilities andý therefore, disregards the details of shed operation, 
cargo handling, back of the port operations on the inland side and the 
number of tugs and pilots on the seawardside. The objective of this 
study then is to achieve the required berthing capacity to meet future 
demand at minimal cost. 
Investment in berths cannot be foreseen or decided upon by intuition or on 
knowledge accumulated from past experiences, it will obviously depend on 
the future traffic volume of shipping and trade passing through the port 
at any future time period. To illustrate the importance of future traffic 
volumes especially in developing countries, take for example a one million 
tonne level increasing by 10 percent each year, after twenty years it 
becomes 6.7 million tonnes which is a very substantial increase and 
illustrates the need for careful planning. It is, therefore, essential to 
start this study with traffic forecasts and to estimate as accurately as 
possible the volume of commodities (imports and exports) and the types 
and vessels carrying them in future. 
If ships arrived at the port with complete regularity and the time taken to 
discharge and load ships were constant, it will be a simple matter to 
determine the number of berths and the berthing capacity that would 
guarantee both the full utilisation of berths and the avoidance of queues 
by ships. Unfortunately, such an ideal situation can never exist. Ships 
arrive at a port at random. In addition the time taken to discharge and 
load ships varies considerably owing to the variation in the types and 
sizes of ships and the quantities and types of cargo handled. As was 
mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, this is essentially a queueing process 
and requires the application of queueing theory if it can be applied or 
simulation in order to determine average waiting times of shipso queue 
lengthso berth utilisation and idle times ... etc. 
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The combination of variable ship arrival rate and variable Ship working 
Ac 
4lu 
time means that a very high berth occupancy could only be guaranteed at the 
expense of a continuous queue of sýips. Similarly, that ships would never 
have to wait before being able to berth could be given at the cost of 
extremely low average berth occupancies. Neither of these two alternatives 
is acceptable, what is required is a compromise between these two extremes. 
This obviously calls for investment appraisal to arrive at the optimum 
capacity. 
The concepts of this study are, therefore, centred around the three blocks 
above, forecasting future demand, simulating the arrival and departure of 
ships at the port and finally building an investment model through which 
optimum investments in berthing facilities can be achieved. 
It is not necessary to use complicated mathematics to demonstrate that a 
port response to an increase in traffic will lead to congestion which can 
be serious and long lasting. Suppose, for example, that a terminal can 
handle 60 ships a month, a 10 percent increase in traffic - six additional 
ships a month - will result in an extra queue of 18 ships after 3 months. 
If the rate of handling ships at the port is increased by 10 percent and 
this increased rate is maintained continuously, it will only stop the 
ccngestion from getting worse, but there will still be a permanent queue 
of more than 18 ships and long waiting times. If the rate of working were 
increased by 15 percent over the original rate so that the port could 
handle 69 ships, it will still take the port a further six months to clear 
the congestion. Furthermore, under congested conditions improvement in 
handling rates are extremely difficult to introduce and maintain and 
obviously cost much more than if they were properly planned. While 
emergency action can be taken in such circumstances, the possibility of 
emergency action is not an acceptable reason for restricting investment. 
This stresses the need for careful planning and analysis particularly when 
long-term planning covering a horizon for the next 15 or 20 years is 
considered, otherwise, the situation will be out of hand resulting in very 
long queues, and long waiting times resulting in very heavy costs like the 
ones cited in Chapter 1. 
Although the immediate benefit from port investment may accrue,, not to the 
investing authority, but to the users of the port, many of whom will be 
foreign, however, in the long run, the port and the country as a whole will 
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derive considerable benefits from the extension and modernisation of port 
facilities. It is also quite in order for the authority to invest in 
more capacity than the economic optimum especially when demand is growing 
and when it has good reasons for doing so, for example, in order to 
provide a deliberately higher level of service to users as a promotional 
policy to encourage the use of the port or to foster local industry as 
part of a regional development policy. There is not likely to be any 
good case for investing in less than the economic optimum except where 
the decision authorities know that in a wider context the growth of the 
port should be restricted when traffic is to be diverted to other ports 
or other modes of transport. 
A group of berths which rarely or never runs its queue of ships to zero 
is loaded above the economic optimum. The normal situation should be that 
immediate berthing is possible for a majority of vessels arriving, but the 
fact that this is the case at a given port does not mean that further in- 
vestment cannot be justified. 
When determining the capacity needed to 
makes little sense to treat the port as 
total volume of traffic. Each class of 
and separate forecasts of tonnage, ship 
for each. The traffic must be assigned 
ations of types to the berth groups as 
the appropriate capacity for each berth 
designed. 
handle the demand forecasts, it 
a single entity, however small the 
traffic must be examined separately 
and level of service must be made 
either, individually or in combin- 
the case may be in the port, then 
or group of berths must be 
Finally, a word about the benefits derived from port investments which are: 
The transport cost savings made possible by the use of ships 
which can carry the goods at lower cost per tonne of cargo 
(e. g. larger or more modern ships encouraged to use the port). 
The reduced turn-round time of ships when very little or no 
congestion exists, this is often the largest benefit. 
iii. The reduced period goods spend in port and on ships. This will 
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free capital tied up in goods and thus give indirect financial 
benefits to the country as a whole. 
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3.2 Problem Formulation 
Planning in Iraq is carried on five year plan basis, every five years a 
plan is prepared covering all sectors of the economy, and expenditure 
for each sector is allocated as deemed necessary. Since the horizon of 
this study extends to the year 2000, and since the expansion of the 
port cannot proceed on a continuous basis or in series of small steps, 
investment decisions will have to be made every five years, that is in 
19859 19909 1995 and 2000 to conform with national planning and the 
nature of port investments. Nevertheless, the investment model will be 
built in such a way to cater for decisions on a yearly or two yearly 
basis ... etc., should such a need arise in future. 
As was mentioned in the previous section, the starting point of this study 
should be concerned with future demand. Traffic forecasting requires a 
combination of mathematical and economic knowledge and it is important to 
bear in mind the very high degree of uncertainty in any forecast especially 
when ports are concerned because they are particularly vulnerable in view 
of their long planning time-scale and limited ability to influence demands 
especially in developing countries all forecasts should be linked with 
the national development plans. 
It is difficult to rely too much on long-term forecastsl for the most 
penetrating analysis of forecasts cannot be relied upon more than a few 
years in advance. Even when high and low trends are made for long-tem 
plannings it is sometimes found that the actual level reached lies outside 
these limits. It ist therefore, recommended and sometimes necessary to 
review the forecasts every few years. One example is the forecasts of 
seaborne exports of feed grain made in three independent studies by 
experienced consultants in 1967 in the United Statesl. Even though one 
of the consultants provided a wide range of possibility between a high 
and a low estimate of the trend, the actual figure reached in 1973 
reached a level that even the highest forecast did not predict before 
I Port Development in the United States, National Academy of Science 1976 
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1985. 
Future ship calls to a port is generated by cargo passing through the 
port. Further will the cargo traffic be generated by the production, 
consumption, population and economic growth. It should, therefore, be 
possible to determine the dependency between the cargo volumes on the 
one hand and the traffic generating factors on the other. When the 
relations are determined by analysing past data, it becomes possible to 
estimate accurately ships traffic forecasts from forecasts of cargo; 
and forecasts of cargo volumes can be estimated from forecasts of pro- 
duction, consumption, population and economic growth. 
The fact that over the last few years a particular class of traffic has 
been increasing does not necessarily mean that the trend will continue 
into the future. In most cases in developing countries the reasons will 
be one of the following: - 
i. Traffic is directly dependent on gross domestic product 
ii. Traffic in a special commodity or product has been deliberately 
developed or run down, e. g. self sufficiency in a major food 
stuff, development of new industry ... etc. 
iii. A gradual shift in transport technology or routeing is occurring 
from break-bulk shipments to containers, from maritime to over- 
land transport. 
Technological changes that may take place over the planning horizon must 
also be taken into consideration especially in types and sizes of ships, 
once this is done, a forecast of the volume of each main class of cargo 
can be converted by the means of the average ship-load into the number 
of ship calls. 
In Chapter 4 different forecasting methods and techniques will be review- 
ed such as trend forecasting, scenario writing, gravity models ... etc., 
their usefulness in developing a model for seaborne trade will be discus- 
sed, and finally, the forecasting models will be developed in Chapter 5. 
It will suffice at this point to give the general background of how to 
determine future ship calls to a port. 
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Assuming that seaborne projections are available, a comparison of their 
volume with the output of the existing berth groups gives a rough picture 
of the future needs of the berthing capacities and the types needed to 
cater for the growing volume of traffic, it will also indicate that in 
addition to expanding present capacity, new types of berths need to be 
constructed. This rough picture is far from accurate and by itself will 
most certainly lead to gross over investment or gross under investment 
when the overall economic optimum for the series of investments is sought. 
As was mentioned earlier, if ships arrived with complete regularity and 
if the time taken to discharge and load ships were constant, the problem 
will be a simple one, but since ships arrive at a port at random with 
variable discharge and loading times, the problem becomes much more 
complex. To refine the rough picture above and draw accurate conclusions, 
a model representing the arrival of ships to the port, waiting for the 
tides, and the next shift to start, the times taken to discharge and load 
the cargo,;: znd again wait for the tides ... etc., and finally depart has 
to be built in order to determine the waiting times ships spend in port, 
queue lengthst berth utilisation and idle times ... etc. 
Since this is basically a queueing process, the port will be modelled as 
a multi-berths multi-queue system. As ships arrive ata port they are 
admitted to the first vacant berth on a first-come first-served basis. 
The time interval between arrivals is a stochastic variate with a known 
probability distribution. The service time for each berth is also a 
stochastic variate, with each group of berths having its own given 
probability distribution for service time. When a ship arrives at the 
port, the tides are checked to determine whether the ships can proceed 
to the vacant berths, next the hour of the day is checked to determine 
whether the port is operational or not, then the berths are checked to 
determine whether any of them is vacant at the moment. If all the berths 
are occupied, then waiting time occurs and queues start forming until 
one berth becomes empty, when a berth becomes empty before anothbr ship 
arrives at the port, idle time occurs until a ship arrives and enters the 
vacant berth. 
In Chapter 4a discussion of the methods of queueing theory and simulation, 
their limitations and suitability to model this problem as realistically as 
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possible will be provided and in Chapter 6 details of developing the 
model will be given. 
Once the waiting times ... etc. will be obtained for different vessel 
types, their waiting costs can be found and compared with the capital 
cost of berthing facilities and operational and maintenance costs for 
different time periods, in order to arrive at an optimum investment 
policy resulting in the least congestion, highest possible berth 
utilisation and minimal cost. Again different methods of appraisal 
such as discounted cash flow, net present value using average rate of 
return, internal rate of return ... etc. will be discussed in Chapter 
4 
and an investment model will be developed in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES 
4.1 Introduction 
Rapid economic expansion in the resource rich developing countries is 
likely to continue well into the next century and port planning in 
developing countries is expected to be made on the basis of a continuing 
climate of growth for the next few decades. The continuing expansion of 
overseas trade in Iraq implies a continuing expansion of maritime trade, 
and the extent of berthing capacities required may be several times 
greater than those existing at present. 
While the essence of this 
future levels of seaborne 
capacity of the growth in 
investment in new berths, 
three key elements, it is 
each. This will take the 
study is the consideration of forecasting 
trade, simulating the likely impact on port 
demand and appraising the necessary future 
and relies heavily on the interaction of these 
necessary to give detailed consideration to 
following form: - 
Outline of the various methods and techniques available 
The strengths and weaknesses of these techniques 
(iii) The appropriateness of these techniques in terms of the 
criteria of this study 
(iv) The appropriateness of these techniques in terms of the 
availability of data. 
In order to place this in the proper context, it is necessary to discuss 
the relevant criteria of port planning both in general terms and 
specifically for Iraq. It was illustrated in Chapter 3 that the aim of 
this study is to determine the berthing capacity needed to handle future 
demand, and since demand is likely to increase with time due to economic 
and population growth some means of estimating the volume of future 
demand as accurately as possible is needed, this can be achieved by 
using one of the many forecasting techniques available such as time 
series analysis, gravity models, input-output analysis ... etc., which 
will be discussed in section 4.2. It was also illustrated in Chapter 3 
that because of the random arrivals and service times of vessels, some 
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means of modelling the arrivals and departures of vessels in order to 
determine the waiting times and queue lengths at the port is needed, 
this can be achieved by using queueing theory or simulation which will 
be discussed in section 4.3. Finally, in order to determine the optimal 
strategy of investment in berthing capacity required to meet future 
demand some means of investment appraisal is required in order to compare 
waiting costs with capital costs, this can be achieved by using one of 
the evaluation methods available such as the net present value internal 
rate of return ... etc., which will be discussed in section 4.4. 
4.2 Traffic Forecasting 
Any economic action taken today is based on yesterday's plan and to- 
morrowLs expectations, plans for the future cannot be made without some 
form of forecasting events and the relationship they will have on the 
future. All planners recognise the importance of forecasting as the 
basis of rational decisions and actions concerning the future, yet in 
practice forecasting remains more an art than a science. The essence 
of port traffic forecasting is to find out: - 
What kind and tonnages of commodities will move through 
the port ? 
How will these commodities be carried as maritime cargo ? 
(iii) What ship calls will this result in ? 
The first step is to examine the existing traffic in detail on a year-by- 
year basis. Future ship calls to a port is generated by cargo passing 
through the port, and the cargo traffic is generated by the production, 
consumption, population and economic growth. It should, therefore, be 
possible to determine the dependency between the cargo volume on the one 
hand and the traffic generation factors on the other. 
Whatever the doubts the need for a forecast is there, and the question 
is not forecast or no forecast, but instead what kind of forecast, bearing 
in mind that it is impossible to do more than prepare a forecast that is 
based on the best information available. The value of a forecast is not 
merely its accuracy but the fact that making it requires a balanced 
consideration of the factors influencing future development such as 
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economic growth, population growth, production and consumption rates which 
are the basis for determining the volume of imports and exports. 
Seaborne trade is made up of the volume of imports and exports of a number 
of commodities. Seaborne imports of a particular commodity may represent 
the total demand of that commodity depending on whether the commodity in 
question is partly locally produced or totally imported and whether it is 
imported as seaborne trade, and by other modes of transport also. Sea- 
borne exports on the other hand may represent total supply, again, depend- 
ing, on local consumption and other modes of transport. In addition both 
imports and exports are influenced by the economic and population growth 
rates, production and consumption factors. Therefore, in forecasting 
seaborne trades the technique chosen should be evaluated in terms of its 
appropriateness and suitability to predict the total volume of imports 
and exports in the light of the above mentioned factors, namely, economic 
and population growth, production and consumption, that is, the criteria 
of the forecasting technique is its appropriateness and suitability to 
predict final demand. Other factors that could be included are the number 
of competing ports in the country. 
While forecasting techniques vary from simple expert guesses to complex 
analysis of mass data, in this section an outline of the relevant fore- 
casting techniques, their strengths and weaknesses together with an 
evaluation of their appropriateness as they apply to seaborne projections 
will be provided. 
4.2.1 Time Series Analysis 
Forecasts are usually based on what has happened in the past, and a 
promising method of knowing about the past so that inferences can be made 
for the future is the analysis of time series. A time series may be 
defined as a collection of readings, belonging to different time periods 
of some economic variable or composite of variables such as production 
rate, consumption rate, gross domestic product or population growth rate. 
A time series then portrays the variation of a variable quantity through 
time. As such a certain'underlying and persistent trend of a series 
that has continued in the past may be expected to continue in the future. 
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Therefore, from past data about the volume of imports and exports of 
commodities, future volumes can be obtained by fitting a trend and pro- 
jecting for future years by treating the variable quantity of commodities, 
Y, as a function of time, X, over a period of years. 
if Yt is used to represent the trend values, the trend will be given by 
the expression: - 
Yt =a+ bx 
or Yt =a+ bx + cx 
2+ dx 3 
4.1 
4.2 
... etc., or any other equation representing the shape of the trend. 
Where a is the trend when x=o, or the Y intercept 
b is the slope of the trend line, or the change in the value of 
Yt per unit time. 
To fit a straight line trend to a series, all we need to do is to derive 
the values of the Y intercept and the slope. These can be obtained by 
different methods, the most commonly used is the least square method 
(Spur 1967), (Parson 1978), (Hamburg 1970), (Camel and Polased 1977). 
Using the least square method provides us with the most likely forecast, 
and since forecasting is done under uncertainty, optimistic and pessimistic 
forecasts can also be obtained by taking two or three standard deviations 
(a) above and below the most likely forecast to reduce the uncertainty of 
the forecast as shown in figure 4.1 below. 
tic 
a 
bx 
simistic 
x 
-Figure 
4.1 Optimistic, most likely and pessimistic forecasts 
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When a detailed traffic record - for example, monthly figures maintained 
for several years - is examined, a regular, cyclical pattern may be 
noticed. This normally results from a seasonal variation in demand for, 
or production of certain commodities. The continuous trend line can be 
subtracted from the total to obtain the seasonal variation. There will 
still be imposed on this seasonal variation a random residual variation 
as shown in figure 4.2. 
TOTAL DEMAND PATTERN= 
Demand TREND + SEASONAL VARIATION+ RESIDUAL VARIATION 
Trend r 
*0 
Total Dema nd Pattern 
Seasonal Variation 
& A \. / . - ! \. / N, ?, \ 
\. 
Residual Vari ation 
FIGURE 4.2 SEPARATING A SEASONAL VARIATION FROM A TREND 
In the previous chapters it was mentioned that trade forecasts should be 
linked to the economy and economic growth, production and consumption; 
time series analysis can be used to predict future demand provided past 
Time 
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data covering at least the last three years is available and that 
conditions prevailing in the past will continue into the future, as such 
time series analysis can be considered as a powerful tool for seaborne 
traffic projections. Nevertheless time series analysis suffers certain 
limitation, if the commodity to be imported or exported is new and has 
no history, or if there is no regular pattern of trend, that is, the 
import or export figures fluctuate widely, then time series analysis isin- 
appropriate and can be of no help at all. Sometimes traffic in so many 
commodities could be deliberately developed or run down to satisfy 
national needs through increasing production rates of certain industries 
or even manufacture new products that were previously imported hence 
affecting the volume of imports, again if this is the case, then the 
use of time series analysis cannot be relied upon to produce accurate 
future estimates of demand since this implies the fact that over the last 
few years a particular class of traffic has been increasing does not 
necessarily mean that the trend will continue into the future. 
4.2.2 Scenario Writing 
A traffic scenario is a consistent description of the whole of the future 
traffic likely to come to the port. It assumes-that the port has done 
nothing to prevent the traffic arriving but has encouraged it by provid- 
ing reasonable facilities. The idea is to get a picture of which 
different directions the traffic may develop and, therefore, scenarios 
are worked out independently by several parties representing different 
interests in the port development such as shippers, ship owners, port 
managers and representatives of different planning authorities all using 
as much as possible of knowledge about the past development, sound judge- 
ment and imagination. 
For each class of cargo category the probable volumes under different 
circumstances and possible alternative types that may be used in carriage 
and handling are considered. Several scenarios are then prepared after 
the analysis of traffic data, examination of numerical trends and simple 
projections have been made which are the data on which the scenario is 
based. 
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Long term scenarios can be worked independently (Gulbradsen 1973) 
according to the following dispositions: - 
(i) World trade level 
(ii) National trade level 
(iii) National trade modes (volume in each mode, major trades) 
(iv) Classes of cargo via port (volume of each class) 
(V) Classes of ships using the port (size, average cargo carried) 
(vi) Port operating policies 
(vii) Cargo handling technology for each class of cargo (average 
tons per hour) 
Since scenario writing involves several parties representing different 
interests in port development and is based on the analysis of traffic 
data and trend projections, it overcomes the difficulties faced by time 
series analysis, for example changes in trends or the introduction of a 
new commodity are incorporated and analysed in scenario writing. Hence 
it is a very useful technique for seaborne projections and is considered 
to be the most important forecasting technique in strategic planning 
(Fahey, King and Narayanan 1981). 
4.2.3 Gravity Models 
The gravity model relates traffic to generation and resistence factors. 
The traffic resistance factor may be measured by the distance of a pair 
of geographical areas which transits their traffic through the port, 
other measures are the cost or time of transportation from one area to 
another. A simplified example of such a model (Carrothers 1956) when 
traffic generation data are available for the origin and destination 
area, is 
Tij = Kij(PiPj) 4.3 
where T ii is the traffic between area i and j through the port 
Pi and Pi are the traffic generation factors, for example 
production volumes in area i and j, respectively. 
Kii is a resistance factor 
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when Tip Pi and Pj are observed, the factor Kij may be determined. 
The model works in the following way; if the generation factor in one 
of the areas increases by 10 percent the traffic is also assumed to 
increase with the same percentage. The value of K ii should be determined 
for each pair of areas and also for each type of flow through the port. 
If origin-destination observations are available for two different 
points of time (two different years) the influence of change in tech- 
nology and economy on the generativity of traffic generation factors may 
be taken into account. The factor Kij may in this case be assumed to 
vary linearly with time. 
Kij = aijt + bij 4.4 
where t is the year in which the observation was made 
a and b are constant 
using expression 4.4 in 4.3 we get 
T ii = (a ii A+ bij)(PiPj) 4.5 
with two sets of observation of Tij, Pi and Pj the constants aij and 
bij can be determined for each pair of areas i and j. 
A variety of models can be applied in traffic forecasting dependent on 
the specific problem involved and the available data. 
It was mentioned in section 4.2 of this study that the number of 
competing ports in the country constitute a criteria of appropriateness 
in choosing a forecasting technique, therefore, in a country where there 
are many competing ports and where traffic data could be split on hinter- 
land areas accurately, gravity models become a useful forecasting tool 
especially when the aim is to minimise transportation costs. 
4.2.4 Input - Output Models 
In input-output analysis, the economy is broken down into sectors or 
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industries and the flow of goods among sectors or industries is 
registered to indicate the relations amongst them, These relations 
tell us what inputs are required from various segments of an economy 
to produce a given output in one sector-of that economy (Burgess 1968). 
The output of an industry may be sold to other industries as an inter- 
mediate input or sales to final customers as a final demand. This may be 
expressed for n'sectors as: - 
Xl - Xll - X12 - X13 - ----Xln = Y, 4.6 
where X= gross output 
x ii = inter-industry sales 
and Y= final demand 
For each sector in the economy there will be an equation like 4.6. If the 
amount of industry I's output bought by each purchasing industry 
(1,2 - ------ n) is a linear function of the latter's output (Richardson 
1978), equation 4.6 becomes: - 
all x, - a12 X2 - a13 X3 - ... al., X, =Y1.4.7 
where all = X11/X10 ------- a in =X ln/Xno 
The aij's are called technical 
coefficients and they represent the direct requirements of the output of 
any sector i per unit of output of any other purchasing sector J. The 
set of n linear equations like 4.7 above provides a simple and useful 
way of describing the interaction of final demands, the input require- 
ments of each industry and their gross outputs. The input coefficient 
matric A(ý ý aij) which is obtained from the n equations each like 4.7 
1j 
enables us to determine the effects of specified changes in final demand 
upon gross output. In matrix form the equations are: - 
X- AX = 4.8 
where X and Y are column vectors of gross output and final demand 
respectively. 
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The application oflinput-output techniques requires the preparation of an 
input-output table for the economy being studied. With such tables it is 
possible to predict 
- 
the demand that will be, imposed on any industry (Chiou- 
Shuang Yan 1969). 
Making an input-output analysis is a complex procedure, it requires the 
collection of the data needed for the basic table summarising the origin 
of all various inputs and the destination of all various outputs of all 
industries pertaining to a country's economy which is a very difficult 
task and large scale models include thousands of possible cross-classifi- 
cations. Accurate determination of the technical coefficients require 
incredible amounts of statistical data and since the coefficients are 
based on past relationships, and changes in the way the economy operates 
will not be reflected unless the coefficients are updated. 
The most serious limitation in using, input-output models is the fact that 
separateforecasting techniques are needed to predict changes in final 
demand (Richardson 1978), yet input-output models are valuable tools for 
prediction and forecasting, they are used in market and centrally planned 
economies alike. They permit an evaluation of the output; income and 
employment repercussions of exogenous changes. in final demand, including 
the expansion of existing industries, the entry of a new plant or changes 
in the level of government spending. 
Hence input-output models are very useful for seaborne forecasting, they 
are used by the British Port Authority in forecasting port traffic and 
were used by Professor W Leontief to estimate the growth of maritime 
traffic up to the end of this century. 
To conclude this section, all that can be said about the appropriateness 
of the aforementioned forecasting techniques is that they can all be used 
for seaborne projections and it is very difficult to say that one 
technique is superior to the other, since this depends on the specific 
problem involved and the available data. Input-output models are probably 
the most advanced form of forecasting when compared to time series analysis 
and scenario writings while the use of gravity models might be preferred 
when the aim of the, study is to minimise transportation costs between the 
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origins and destinations provided that there are many competing ports in 
the country. Since this study is concerned with Iraqi ports, the 
appropriateness of the forecasting technique to predict Iraqi seaborne 
projections will be discussed in section 4.5. 
4.3 Queueing TheorX and S-imu-lat-ion 
Ships arrive at the port from different originsand depart to different 
destinations via different routes to unload/load cargo of different types 
at different berths. This is essentially a queueing process. Queues or 
waiting lines of ships form if the berths available to serve the ships 
are occupied and ships have to wait their turn to be served. It was 
mentioned in. Chapter I of this study that most studies of port investment 
fall into two categories, the theoretical studies from which conclusions 
are usually derived from considerations of analytical models such as 
queueing theory, and the case studies which are deri ved from data collected 
in particular ports, in the latter case if analytical techniques cannot be 
used then numerical ones such as simulation will be used. The difference 
between the simulated and theoretical techniques is that the basic idea of 
simulation is to simulate the system in a computer using actual data 
collected from operational statistics of a particular port, whereas the 
theoretical technique is concerned with building a model of the system 
which seems to answer certain questions as regards the system operations 
in general sense by substituting several simplifications in place of the 
complicated reality. 
The essence of this study is to develop a queueing model (analytical or 
numerical) in order to obtain the waiting times of ships and t' heir 
distributiont idle times of berths and their distribution and_finally 
queue lengths of ships and their distribution. In developing a model for 
the probability distribution of waiting times etc., certain assumptions 
must be made about features pertinent to the formation of a queue. 
1. The manner in which ships arrive and become part of the queue. 
2. The number of berths (service units) operating on the ships 
requiring service and the service policyo e. g. limitations on 
the amount of service that can be rendered or is allowed. 
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3. The order in which ships are serviced; the queue discipline. 
4. The service provided and its durationo the service output. 
In such situations problems arise-be'cause of either too much demand on 
the facilities, in which case either there is an excess of waiting time 
or there are not enough service facilities, or too little demand in which 
case there is too much idle facility time or too many facilities. One 
would like to obtain an optimum balance between the costs associated with 
the idle time and waiting time. Both queueing theory and simulation can 
be used to determine the waiting time, idle times .0-, etc., and depending 
on the specific problem involved it can be decided which technique to use. 
When models defy mathematical solution or even when the level of mathema- 
tics required becomes involved and complex, simulation is-usually used, 
otherwise queueing theory is used. ' Hence the criteria to use either of 
the techniques is the mathematical complexity of the model required to 
represent reality as closely as possible, that is whether an analytical 
solution is possible or not. In this section an outline of both techni- 
ques, -their strengths and weaknesses together with an evaluation of their 
approriateness as they apply to modelling and solving different port 
queueing problems will be provided. 
4.3.1 Queueing Theory 
In queueing theory, a system can be described by its input or'arrival 
process, its queue discipline and its service mechanism. The usual des- 
cription of the pattern of arrivals is given by the probability distri- 
bution of time between successive arrivals and the number of units that 
appear at each of these events. Often, successive interarrival times 
are infact statistically independent, but of course they need not be in a 
a particular situation. Usually the arrivals are assumed to occur at 
random and that the probability of an arrival at any time remains constant. 
Under these assumptions, the arrivals would obey the Poisson probability 
law, being a-Poisson variable, the mean arrival rates or the average 
number of arrivals per unit of time is x which is independent of ' 
time, 
the reciprocal ljX, is the mean length of time intervals between two 
successive arrivals. In other words we have a Poisson arrival pattern 
and an exponential pattern of interarrival time. 
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The queue discipline, which is the established rule by which customers 
waiting in the line are served, describes the order in which the ships 
entering the system are eventually serviced. Frequently, the discipline is 
first-come-first-served. Sometimes the service order is last-cone-first- 
served, or the discipline is governed by a priority rule. 
In common with the arrival process, a specification of the service mechanism 
includes a description of time to complete a service. The time needed for 
service partly depends on the customer's requirements, but it also depends 
on the state of the system (that is, how congested it is), for examples the 
servers may hurry if many customers are waiting. Likewise, for each service 
facilitys successive service times may, but need not, be described 
independently and identically distributed random variables. The service 
mechanism also prescribes the number and configuration of servers and 
channels. When the servicing time is exponentially distributed, the mean 
service rates or expected number of services performed per unit of time and 
the standard deviation of servicing times are identical and may be denoted 
by V, the reciprocal I/V is the mean servicing time, or the expected time 
per service. 
When the above conditions are satisfied, it is possible to proceed with the 
mathematical formulation of the model. In order to know whether the - 
servers can handle the customers, we must compare X with v, when x >, V the 
queue will grow indefinitely and we must, therefore, have x<v or X/v <I 
for a single server and X/ku <1 for k identical server channels. 
The ratio 
U=X4.9 
is called the utilisation parameter, since it measures the degree of the 
capacity of the service station that is utilised. For a single server 
station, if U is the proportion of time that the server station is kept 
busy, then the proportion of time the server station is kept-idle must be 
I= 4.10 
As I. the percentage of time the server station remains idle, it is also 
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the probability that a customer, upon his random arrival, will not have to 
wait at all for service. This probability is denoted as P. in 4.10. The 
various expected values, of interest that can be obtained from solving 
queueing problem can be determined as follows: - 
The mean number of customers in the system 
En =IX=. 4.11 
2. The mean length of the waiting line 
E(L) ý2 4.12 
3. The average waiting time of an arrival in the queue 
E (W) = 11 (P - A) 4.13 
The average time an arrival spends in, the system 
E (T) 4.14 - 
Similar equations are derived for multiple service-station queueing models 
(Morse 1963)9 (Lee 1965), (Page 1972) and (Newell 1982). With these basic 
six equations, many questions concerning waiting times of ships in port 
can be answered and solutions obtained, as was explained in Chapter I of 
this study concerning the article of Jan-de Weille and A Ray. 
Most of the literature on modelling the arrival and departure of ships at 
a port makes extensive use of queueing theory, it is not difficult to see 
why since the techniques of queueing theory are so well developed and the 
literature on this topic is plenty. This implies that queueing theory is 
a powerful tool for modelling port problems as long as the problem yields 
itself to mathematical solution. In queueing theory the probabilities of 
arrivals within various time periods and the probabilities of various 
service times are analysed theoretically to yield precise mathematical 
formulae giving the'probabilities of having to queue for any specified 
time to be served. Similar formulae have been developed, for several com- 
binations of different types of arrival and service time patterns. What 
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makes the use of queueing theory so attractive is that not only the 
formulae are relatively easy to use but most have been prepared in the 
form of graphs showing the relationship between congestion and berth 
occupancies and the relationship between annual port capacity, congestion 
and berth occupancies (*R-jtakeýand Kimaru 1983). 
All the studies making use of queueing theory techniques usually assume 
that arrival times are random following a Poisson distribution, and 
service times are random following a negative exponential distribution. 
This is one of the limitations and weaknesses of queueing theory. Because 
of the complexity involved, only the relatively simple type of systems 
could be analysed theoretically, (Ackoff 1968) states that - "Unless we 
assume exponentially distributed service time, however, or some extension 
thereof, the mathematics rapidly become relatively complex. Because of 
the mathematical simplicity that exponential service times yield, they 
have been studied extensively ...... The theory is so complicated if 
other assumptions are made. It may become so complex that we must resort 
to simulation to learn what we want to know of the process. " 
The other weakness of queueing theory is when arrival and service time 
distributions cannot be approximated to fit any of-the theoretical dis- 
tributions and can only be represented by empi-rical distributionss hence 
prohibiting the use of queueing theory. In addition to the above mention- 
ed limitations, the constraints of some problems do not lend themselves to 
analytical solutions for example if the ports are tidal, the tide's 
constraints cannot be incorporated into the queueing theory model; or if 
the service times of berths is not equal, that isAhe service channels 
are not identical and have different distributions of service times. 
4.3.2 Simulation 
Given a mathematical model of the system, it is sometimes possible to 
derive information about the system by analytical means as in the case of 
queueing theory. Where this is not possible, it is necessary to use the 
numerical computation methods for solving the equations. It was mentioned 
in Chapter. 1 of this study that changing the physical capacity of the port 
to meet present and future requirements is a dynamic process, and in dyna- 
mic mathematical modelling a technique identified as systems simulation 
is one in which all equations of the model are solved simultaneously with 
steadily increasing value of time. Systems simulation is a technique for 
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modelling a complex process which would otherwise defy analytical solution, 
because of the stochastic behaviour and non-linear characteristics of the 
process, and solves problems by following the changes of a dynamic model 
of the system. 
(Naylor 1968) gives the following definition of simulation "Simulation 
is a numerical technique for conducting experiments on a digital computer, 
which involves certain types of mathematical and logical models that 
describes the behaviour of business or economic system (or some component 
thereof) over extended periods of time. " 
Since the technique of simulation does not attempt to solve the equations 
analytically, a mathematical model constructed for simulation purposes is 
usually of a different nature than the one constructed for analytical 
techniques. When building a model for analytical solution, it is necessary 
to bear in mind the constraints set by the analytical technique and to 
avoid complicating the overall model. Many gross assumptions may have to 
be made such as ignoring the tidal constraints, assuming that arrivals are 
mainly of homogeneous commodities and service rates of all different types 
of berths are equal .... etc. A simulation model however, can be construc- 
ted more freely , taking into consideratio6 the constraints of shifts, tides, 
different service times of berths and giving full details as to what 
happens to each ship from the time it enters the system to the, time it 
leaves. 
Typically a simulation model is built in series of sections, each can be 
described mathematically without undue concern for the complexity intro- 
duced by having many such sections. The equations, however, must be 
constructed and organised in a way that enables a routine procedure to be 
used for solving them simultaneously. In the case of ports where the 
system is discrete, the prime interest is in the events, the equation are 
essdntially logical stating the conditions for an event to occur. The 
simulation consists of following changesin the state of the system that 
result from the succession of events. It is possible to advance time in 
small increments and check at each step if any events are due to be exe- 
cuted. As a general ruleg however, discrete simulation is carried out by 
deciding upon the sequence of events and advancing time to the next most 
imminent event. 
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Unlike queueing theory there is no unifying theory of digital simulation 
although there are some good books on the subject matter which are very 
useful (Naylor 1968). (Fishman 1973), (Rubenstein 1981) and (Tocher 1973); 
but none has any mention of port planning. Therefore, an account of the 
analysis of the port system for the purpose of writing a computer programme 
which simulates that system will be provided. First we must identify the 
mathematical and the logical components of the system. The mathematical 
components can be classified under the following headings: 
i) Exogenous Variables 
These are the variables imposed on the system from outside 
and to which the system must respond correctly. In terms of 
a computer programme they are generally those variables whose 
values are obtainedby sampling from frequency distributions; 
such as inter-arrival times, service times, operation times, 
and the yearly or daily demand. 
ii) Parameters 
The computer programme may describe the system in general terms 
and by assigning specific values to the parameters the particu- 
lar system will be obtained such as the means and variances 
of the frequency distributions which provide the exogenous 
variables, parameters describing the initial conditions, length 
of the simulation run, and parameters describing the operating 
rules. 
Status Variables 
The status variables describe at any, moment in simulated time 
the state of the system, such as simulated time span, queue 
sizes, waiting times of arrivals, total waiting time, and 
total idle times of facilities. 
iv) Endogenous Variables 
These are the variables generated by the simulation programe 
and in general they are the variables which one wants to 
evaluate such as average waiting time of arrivals and average 
waiting time of facilities. 
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V) Operating Characteristics 
Generally these are the types of distributions which provide 
the exogenous variables. In simulation it is possible to use 
theoretical distributions and emperical distributions that 
are found from past data. 
vi) Identities 
These are the mathematical formulae which appear in the systems 
and which describe the relationships between the various 
variables. 
The logical components of the systems are: 
Entities 
These are-the components of the system which for the purpose 
of simulation are considered indivisable such as ships and 
berths. 
Sets 
These are groups of entities which are in an identical state 
such as ships in harbour, queues of ships waiting to enter 
the berths and berths which are idle. 
Events 
These are moments in simulated time when-the state of the 
system changes such as beginning of service, computation of 
service time .... etc. 
Having identified the mathematical and logical components of the systemt 
it becomes possible to formulate the problem and write the computer 
programme for it. 
To conclude this sectiong both queueing theory and simulation modelling 
are both very useful in planning and studying port systems. The main 
features of the two techniques may be summarised as below. 
Although queueing theory is very quick and easy to use, it is severely 
limited in the complexity of the systems which it can represent and, 
thereforeq of the problems to which it can realistically be applied. 
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Simulation can overcome many of the problems inherent in queueing theory 
techniques but is very time consuming and costly in initial program prep- 
aration (Guise 1982). Hence, depending on the specific problem involved 
queueing theory can be used in the following conditions: - 
(a) Arrival and service time distributions can be represented by 
theoretical distributions. 
(b) There is no interest in the first few arrivals of ships, and 
the interest lies, in the steady state condition (that is when 
the process reaches stability), this implies that the same 
service rates of service are maintained throughout irrespective 
of the. degree of congestion in the port. In other words, it 
means that demand is inelastic and arrival and service times are 
not dependent on the pressure of the system. .1 
(c) Arrivals are mainly of homogeneous commodity and service rates 
of all different berths are equal, that iso ship types and sizes 
are assumed to be similar and berths interchangeable. 
(d) The overall model lends itself to analytical solution. Problems 
possessing the above characteristics exist in most of the single 
purpose ports such as oil terminals and grain terminals, but 
they are few 
, 
in reality since most of the ports all over the 
world are multipurpose ports catering for a multitude of different 
commodities. 
If, on the other hand, one is faced with the more complex interactionso such 
as are often of. importance in the realistic representation of complex multi-: 
purpose ports and where reality cannot be solved analyticallyo. then 
simulation must be used as. in the following conditions: - 
(a) Interest lies in the steady state condition (when the process 
reaches stability)o the nonsteady state (e. g. when a service 
facility is only open for a short time), or the transient state 
(e. g. when there is sudden demand such as in the opening of a 
department store on the day of a big sale). 
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(b) Arrival and service times can be represented by empirical 
as well as theoretical distributions. 
(c) Berths are not interchangeable, and even if they are, service 
times are different for different ship types and sizes. 
(d) Ports are tidal and operate at specific hours of the day. 
In brief if we are dealing with multipurpose, tidal ports with different 
service rate of non interchangeable berths then simulation would be 
preferred to queueing theory, while the use of queueing theory to single 
purpose ports is very useful. 
The value of simulation arises because it can rapidly give'useful infor- 
mation about the dynamic behaviour of the real system that'the model're- 
presents, it is also more flexible and, therefore, more valuable in 
complex situations in that it has the advantage of enabling additions to 
be made to the basic programme to take account of the additional factors 
as they arise and may eventually be the only satisfactory way of repre- 
senting all the relevant port operations. 
However, simulation models require a great deal more detailed input data 
than queueing theory, but consequently provide more detailed output and 
greater insight into the causative factors related to port operations. 
The complexity and interactions involved would probably make the simula- 
tion model prohibitively expensive and time consuming especially in ini- 
tial programme preparation. Certain other difficulties arise with 
simulation, for example, it is not easy to tell when the steady-state in 
simulating the system has been reached since simulation starts in an 
empty state and does not immediately represent a state of equilibrium, so 
the model should allow for a specification of a time period (called run- 
in-time) to allow the process to reach stability during which no per- 
formance of statistics are collected; and finally parallel runs of the 
same time period are sometimes needed to determine the variations and 
establish what effect variations in traffic volumes are likely to-have on 
port investment programmes. 
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4.4 Investment Appraisal 
The final and most important phase of port planning is investment 
appraisal, having obtained the relevant output of simulation, most 
important of which is the waiting time of ships at ports which describes 
the degree of congestion and costs many millions in chronic cases. On 
the light of this information investments in berthing facitities are 
undertaken to allow the efficient flow of goods in and out of the 
country and to reduce the congestion costs of ships and cargo on board. 
Investment in berthing facilities involves investments amounting to 
approximately 8 million Iraqi dinars for a general cargo berth and much 
higher for a container berth, arising from construction costs of berths, 
sheds, Warehouses,, cranes and the operation and maintenance costs of 
these facilities. On the other hand they generate a stream of benefits 
through easing congestion and hence improving the overall turn-around 
time and thereby reducing ship's waiting time costs. 
In order to evaluate the above costs (construction costs) and benefits 
(relieving congestion) of the project, it is necessary to compare these 
costs and benefits to see if it is worthwhile to carry out the project. 
Since port investment problems are dynamic in nature and cover planning 
horizon of few decades, the costs and benefits of a project occur at 
different time periods of time and are not directly comparable. Hence a 
discounting technique should be adopted so that future costs and benefits 
arising from the investment can be compared and the net present value 
obtained. If the net present value of the investment is positive, then 
the project is worthwhile and should be made. This leads tn the first 
criterion in appraising projects of a dynamic natures namely, the dis- 
counting criterion that enables future costs and benefits to be compared. 
While it is possible to obtain the costs of investment on a year by year 
basiss it is very difficult to obtain the benefits derived from reducing 
congestion through new investment when the traffic volume is increasing 
continuously (otherwise if the traffic volume is not increasing, a one- 
off investment is sufficient). This requires the simulation of the 
increasing volume of traffic for different numbers of berth confirgurations 
on a year by year basis in order to determine the waiting time costs of 
ships. When planning for twenty years ahead, a year by year simulation 
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becomes very time consuming and very costly since it requires the simula- 
tion of 20 separate years for a different number'of berth additions for 
different cargo classest different forecasts (optimistic and pessimistic 
in addition to the most likely) and for different operating policies 
(operating hours and shifts). Thousands of simulations will be required 
taking months probably years to obtain the required data. This leads to 
the second criterion for appraisal, that is an optimum investment 
strategy should be developed whereby conclusions about future investment 
in berthing facilities can be drawn, from a reasonable number of simula- 
tions taking place every five years thereby reducing the work by 75 
percent. 
In what follows a brief outline about discounting will be provided be- 
cause of its importance in problems of this kind. A pound today is worth 
more than a pound a year hence, a pound put in a bank will grow at i 
percent (the interest rate) to 1+i pounds in a years time. By similar 
reasoning, a benefit now is preferred to the same benefit later. This 
explains the existence and necessity of a discount rate which allows the 
comparison of costs and benefits occurring at different time periods to 
be made. The present value of a pound received n years from now can be 
looked up in present value tables which is nothing more than a bond 
yield table that takes account of compound interest. To illustrate the 
process of discountings consider the following example. A project costs 
110 million and takes one year to build. It gives net benefits of E3 
million for each year of the project life of five years. Costs and 
benefits are assumed for simplicity to occur at the end of the year and 
a discount value of 10 percent is used. If benefits are assumed to start 
from year one, the net present value of the project is 11.373 million as 
shown in Table 4.1 below 
11- 
I 
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Year Cost Net Benefit Discount Present Value 
fmi 1 lion Imillioh 
- _ 
Factor(a) 
- 
imillion 
0 - 10 1.000 -10.000 
1 3 0.909 2.727 
2 3 0.827 2.481 
3 3 0.751 2.253 
4 3 0.683 2.049 
5 3 0.621 1.863 
1.373 
TABLE 4.1 CALCULATION OF NET PRESENT VALUE OF PROJECT 
(a) Obtained from present-value tables. 
For a constant stream of benefits such as this, the formula of the 
present value of annuity can be used: 
p=11-14.15 nr (1+r)n 
Pn=113.791 
0.1 (1+0.1)51 
Thus the discounted benefits amount to f3 million x 3.791 = ill. 373 million 
If from this figure the discounted costs of flO million are subtracted, the 
result is the same il. 373 million. 
What discount rate to use in project evaluation is sometimes an important 
matter. To see the importance of the choice of a discount rate and its 
effect in project evaluation it is useful to examine its role relative to 
the net present value. The relationship is thus that the net present 
value decreases as discount rate increases as the former is an inverse. 
function of the latter. Continuing with the above mentioned example and 
using different discount rates, the following results are obtained: - 
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Discount rate %58 
Net Present Value Imillions 2.843 1.832 
10 15 18 
1.373 0.049 -0.524 
The project becomes unacceptable for discount rates slightly higher than 15 
percen t, hence depending on the choice of discount rates the project might 
be accepted or rejected, obviously the lower the discount rate chosen the 
more justifiable the project is and vice versa. This gives rise to the 
possibility of tampering with discount rates to justify projects and hence 
discount rates should be chosen with care. As far as the port authority is 
concerned, the discount rate to be used in its project evaluation should 
be the opportunity cost of capital which is the (minimum acceptable) rate 
of return that the port can earn with the capital in an alternative use. 
It will be assumed that the discount rate is a known element being speci- 
fied by the national government and 8percent is used in Iraq. 
In what follows an outline of the relevant evaluation methods as they 
apply to port investment such as the average rate of return, payback 
methods net present value, benefit cost ratio and internal rate of 
return (Merrett and Sykes 1971); their strengths, weaknesses together 
with an evaluation of their appropriateness as they apply to port invest- 
ment problems will be provided. 
4.4.1 Average Rate of Return 
The average rate of return is an accounting device and represents the 
ratio of the average annual profits to the average net investment in the 
project or the original investment itself. 
The main advantage of this method As its simplicity. It makes use of 
accounting information already available in the accounts. Having obtained 
the average rate of return, it may be compared with the required rate of 
return to determine whether the investment should be carried out or not. 
The major disadvantages of this method are that it is based upon accounting 
income rather than upon cash flow and it fails to consider the timing of 
cash inflows and outflows. The time value of money is completely ig- 
nored; the benefits in the last year are considered equal to those which 
accrued in the first year. Thus the average rate of return method can 
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not be used for projects which have different pattern of time streams of 
cash inflows and outflows. 
4.4.2 The Pay-back Method 
The pay-back method means the number of years required to recover or pay- 
back the initial investments. It is the ratio of the initial investment 
over the annual net cash inflows for the pay back period. 
The main disadvantages of this method is that it ignores cash flows after 
the pay-back period in addition to its short coming of not taking into 
account the magnitude and timing of cash flows during the pay-back period 
and the time value of money. 
4.4.3 The Net present Value Method (NPV) 
This method overcomes the shortcomings encountered in the average rate of 
return and the pay-back method by first taking into account the time 
value of money and thus the importance of the timing of the cash flows. 
To use the NPV, the discount rate i has to be specified. For each different 
discount rate a different net present value would be obtained. The criter- 
ion used in the NPV method is to accept the project if the NPV is greater 
than zero and to reject it otherwise. Using this method provides an ob- 
jective basis for evaluating and selecting investment projects. The dis- 
counting process takes into account both the magnitude and timing of 
expected cash flows in each period of the whole life of the project. 
4.4.4 Benefit/Cost Ratio 
The benefit cost ratio uses the present value of benefits (PV(B)) and the 
present value of costs (PV(C)), but instead of subtracting one from the 
other to obtain the NPV, the benefit/cost ratio is obtained by dividing 
one by the other as follows: - 
11, - 
Benefit/cost ratio = 
Present value of benefits 
Present value of costs 
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Thus a positive NPV implying that a project is acceptable, corresponds 
to a benefit/cost ratio greater than one, whereas a negative NPV im- 
plying that a project is unacceptable, corresponds to a benefit/cost 
ratio of less than one. 
4.4.5 The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) Method 
This is another method which involves discounting. The IRR is the high- 
est discount rate that will give a positive NPV. In other words, it is 
that discount rate which will make this NPV of the project zero. i. e. 
such that present value of benefits equals present value of costs, it is 
the value of i that will make PV(B) - PB(C) = 0. 
If thi IRR of a project exceeds the required rate of return, the project 
is acceptable and if not, it is rejected. In general, the IRR and the 
NPV method will give similar answers to the acceptance and rejection of 
an investment proposal. 
From the brief outline of the five techniques above, it becomes clear 
that the average rate of return and pay back methods are not suitable 
in evaluating port projects since they do not use any form of discount- 
ing and the use of the other techniques is more appropriate. 
In ports, since the investment is frequently made against a background 
of congestion and long waiting time for ships, the addition of one or 
more berths can reduce ships' queueing time for a berth from a high 
level, resulting in a substantial reduction of ships waiting time cost. 
This cost reduction taken as a benefit of the additional berth will 
consequently generate a very high IRR, if a second additional berth were 
also constructed, the marginal reduction of ships1waiting time would be 
much less than the reduction affected by the first additional berth as 
will be seen in Chapter 7. consequently the IRR calculated for the 
second additional berth would be smaller than that for the first addition- 
al berth and may infact be negative. Furthermore, if two or more add- 
itional berths were taken jointly as one investment, the IRR, when deter- 
mined, w. ill be less thap that for the one additional. berth alone. This 
. suggests 
that the appropriate level of port investment will often not be 
that which gives the hightst IRR. When the IRR obtained is high by 
comparison with the required rate of return, -it. only indicates that the 
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proposal under consideration is acceptable and no sound comparisons in 
such a case can be drawn between alternative levels of investment. 
In other words, the very nature of investment to relieve or prevent con- 
gestion means that the first additional capacity will look a better 
investment than the second and subsequent ones, since it can count as 
benefits a very large reduction in congestion costs which subsequent 
capacity increases cannot possibly match and hence this must not be used 
as an argument that this first, limited, investment is the most economic 
since in the long run this would amount to the planning for a permanent 
and substantial level of congestion. 
Therefore, in deciding what is the right number of berths to invest in 
at any time, it is better in view of the possible high congestion cost 
distortion to work where possible with NPV rather than IRR. 
If the total cost of ships' waiting time per annum in a port is for 
example E3 million now, and after investing in new berths, provided there 
is no traffic growth, this cost becomes il million, the cost saving is 
12 million. With a growth in traffic volume using the port, the total 
cost of ships' waiting time might increase to say f6 million thus with 
new investments the cost saving benefit will be of f5 million and, 
therefore, the benefits derived from reducing congestion should be made 
on a dynamic basis. This unfortunately creates problems in port invest- 
ment appraisal since ports should normally plan on the basis of a 
continuing climate of growth. 
As mentioned earlier in this section, while it is!, postible to obtain the 
costs of investment on a year by year basis, it is very difficult to 
obtain the benefits derived from reducing congestion through new invest- 
ments when the traffic volume is increasing, requiring many simulations. 
In addition to what has been said above it is sometimes impossible to 
find the waiting time costs accurately if the traffic demand exceeds the 
supply of facilities, that is when the traffic utilisation factor X/11 
exceeds one and the system becones unstable, therefore, requiring more 
simulations of the stable system by increasing the number of berths. 
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This is why most of the literature on port investment attempXs to find the 
optimum number of berths required at 4 or 5 years intervals or compare 
different investment alternatives (strategies) already proposed by the 
country or the consultants doing the work. Those alternatives are 
evaluated separately and the cheapest is recommended. For example, the 
available alternatives for container berths might be the following: - 
Alternative A Build 6 berths in 1985 
4 berths in 1990 
9 berths in 1995 
2 berths in 2000 
Alternative B Build 10 berths in 1985 
2 berths in 1990 
6 berths in 1995 
6 berths in 2000 
Alternative C Build 5 berths in 1985 
5 berths in 1990 
5 berths in 1995 
5 berths in, 2000 
Simulating the above alternatives, the costs and benefits of each alter- 
native can be obtained and'hence its net present value can be worked out 
and the alternative with the highest net present value is recommended. 
Unfortunately, neither of the two methods discussed above is good enough 
to arrive at an optimum investment policy. A year by year simulation 
and evaluation is very cumbersome in addition to being very costly and 
time consuming, and the choice from already given alternatives might be 
far from the overall optimum if better strategies were available or 
could be worked out, plus the fact that additions in berthing capacities 
need to be made in between the 4 or 5 years if demand is increasing 
rapidly. 
While the use of the NPV satisfies the first criterion of evaluating 
port appraisal problem there is no way to satisfy the second criterion 
and hence a new model should be developed to overcome this difficulty. 
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4.5 Research Strategy 
In the previous sections, it was mentioned that port planning is dependent 
on forecasting future demand (seaborne trade) and the number of ship types 
calling at the port; modelling the arrival and departure of ships as a 
queueing process as realistically as possible and finally appraising the 
costsand 6enefits of a project to arrive at an optimum investment policy 
in berthing facilities at any future time period. From the foregoing 
discussions of the different forecasting techniques, queueing theory and 
simulation; and investment appraisal, it is possible to give a summary of 
the criteria for the three key elements above, in other words, what is re- 
quired from those methods for port planning problems, so that an evaluation 
can be made leading to the selection of the most appropriate method. 
4.5.1 Summary of Criteria 
As far as forecasting is concerned the methods or techniques to be used 
should satisfy the following criteria: 
1. It should be possible to forecast seaborne trade for at least 
5-20 years ahead. 
2. Seaborne trade forecasts should be determined by forecasts 
of each sector in the economy or past data of maritime transport. 
3. The commodity forecasts for all sectors should be linked in 
a manner consistent with the mode of carriages that is, they 
should be linked to a modal split model to forecast the seaborne 
trade; and to the way they will be carried as maritime cargo. 
4. The independent variables of the forecasting model themselves 
such as consumption, production, gross domestic product and pop- 
ulation should be relatively easy to forecast for long time 
periods ahead to satisfy the first criterion. 
In order to choose between queueing theory and simulation, the following 
criteria should be satisfied: 
-! v- 
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1. The queueing model should be capable of dealing with random 
arrivals of ships and random service times of berths fitting any 
of the theoretical or emperical distribution. 
2. Should be capable of predicting the waiting times of different 
ship types, idle times of different berth types and queue lengths 
of ships for different types of berths. 
3. Should be able to accommodate discontinuities such as shift 
times and tidal times. 
4. Capable of dealing with multi-purp9se ports with different 
commodities and different berth types. 
5. Capable of dealing with berths shared by different cargo 
and ship types. 
Finally for the investment appraisal the methods chosen should satisfy 
the following criteria: 
1. Take into account the time value of money and the timing of 
cash flows. 
2. Take into account the congestion cost distortion discussed 
on page 79. 
3. Capable of determining the benefits derived from reducing 
congestion through new investment when the traffic volume is 
increasing. 
In the next section a brief evaluation of the methods against the above 
stated criteria will be provided. 
4.5.2 Evaluation of Methods 
Ideally speaking when all the data required for forecasting is available 
and there is no restriction regarding the length of time the forecast may 
take all the aforementioned techniques, that is, time series analysis, 
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scenario writing (which is partly dependent on time series analysis for 
trend projections), gravity models and input-output models satisfy the 
first and second criteria. They can be used to forecast seaborne trade 
for each sector in the economy for 5-20 years ahead. 
As far as criteria 3 is concerned time series analysis and input-output 
models cannot be used to predict the mode of carriage (i. e. mode of 
transport such as air, sea or land). Scenario writing can be used in 
this instant both to predict the mode of carriage and the way the commod- 
ities will be carried as maritime cargo. In case there is competition 
between different ports in the country such as some ports are nearer than 
others to the consumption and production centres, or the modes of transport 
in the country are in direct competition, for example, there might be an 
airport near the consumption centres where high value commodities can be 
transported by air, or even good highway or rail routes linking neigh- 
bouring countries to such centres, then the gravity model becomes most 
useful. 
Finally, the fourth criterion which is best obtained from the country's 
economic plans and past trends, is satisfied both by time series analysis 
and input-output models although predicting changes in final demand 
requires the use of separate forecasting techniques since final demand 
is an exogenous variable in input4output analysis as discussed in the 
model in section 4.2.4. 
In brief, there is no easy way to say that o'ne forecasting technique is 
superior to another since each technique has certain advantages and dis- 
advantages and is best suited to a particular problem which cannot be 
generalised. The method chosen to forecast Iraqi seaborne trade will be 
discussedin section 4.5.3 where availability of data is severely limited 
and competition between ports or different modes of transport does not 
exist. 
0 
It was mentioned earlier in this Chapter that queueing theory is used in 
simple cases while simulation is used in more complex cases, evaluating 
against the stated criteria we can see from the discussion provided 
earlier on these techniques that both techniques satisfy first and second 
criteria except that queueing-theory cannot deal with, emperical distri- 
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butions, nor can it provide waiti. ng times, idle times and queue lengths 
for different cargo and ship types for different berths unless they are 
similar and the cargo is of homogeneous commodity. 
While queueing theory fails to satisfy criteria 3,4 and 5; simulation 
can easily accommodate shift times, tidal times, deals with multi- 
purpose (multi-commodity) ports and berths shared by different ships. 
Hence, judged against the stated criteria above, simulation is by far 
a more superior technique compared to queueing theory, although each 
has its advantages and disadvantages when applied to a particular 
problem as was discussed in section 4.3 above. 
Finally, as far as investment appraisal is concerned from the discussion 
provided in section 4.4. it becomes obvious_that the average ra te of 
return and pay-back method does not satisfy any of the stated criteria. 
While the other three techniques satisfy the first criteria, only the 
NPV satisfies the second criteria and the other two result in high values 
with further additional increases in berth investments as explained on 
pages 60 and 61. 
Unfortunatelyq none of those methods satisfy the third criterion and a 
method to overcome this difficulty has to be developed. 
Since this study is concerned with Iraqi ports which are in no way 
different from other ports all over the world-except that the data 
available for forecasting future demand is severely limited and restric- 
ted, the next section will deal with the chosen methods for planning the 
Iraqi ports. 
4.5.3 Chosen Methods 
There are three ports in Iraq all situated in Basra on'the Arabian Gulf 
few miles apart from each other, two of the ports are multi-purpose 
catering for different cargo and ship types and the third port will be- 
come a multi-purpose port before'1985. As mentioned in Chapter 2 about 
90 percent of trade is carried by maritime transport hence arriving to 
one point and then distributed all over the country. All modes of 
transport, (air, sea and land) are operated by the government and hence 
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there is no competition between the ports nor by the different modes of 
transport. 
In considering the choices of the appropriate forecasting method, the data 
concerning the 
' 
preparation of input-output tables could not be obtained 
and even if it could be, it might take lengthy time, periods to prepare, 
making this study an extremely lengthy one. The use of gravity models, 
since the ports are situated in one area and the volume of maritime 
transport is almost 90 percent of the total trade, becomes redundant even 
if traffic data could be split on hinterland areas and the aim of the 
study is to minimise transportation costs, which is not. 
Time series analysis can be based on past trends, but because of the 
limitations mentioned earlier such as the introduction of a new commodity, 
the variations in the volume of local production which have a direct 
effect on imports and exports, makes it unreliable to predict future 
trade based on past data. Finally, since the ports are inoperational 
presently and it is impossible to consult all the parties involved, 
especially shippers and ship owners, scenario writing is restricted to 
the knowledge of the port authorities and the planning authorities. 
Hence a different forecasting model will be developed linking seaborne 
trade to economic growth, consumption, production and population growth. 
That is the higher the consumption of a particular commodity and the 
higher the economic and population growth, the higher the volume of 
imports. If the commodity is locally produced (partly)o then the higher 
the volume of local production, the smaller the volume of imports and 
vice versa. This is shown in the block diagram in figure 4.3, and the 
details of the model will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
Since the ports are multipurpose, operate for two shifts a day and are 
tidal (that is ships can approach and leave the berths during the working 
hours and when there are tides)s simulation will be used to model the 
arrival and departure of ships in order to determine the waiting times 
and queue lengths of ships together with the idle times of berths. This 
is shown in figure 4.3, and the details of the model discussed in 
Chapter 6. 
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Finally, a model will be developed to arrive at an optimum investment 
strategy for the years 1985,1990,1995 and 2000 making use of the NPV 
method in order to find the minimum cost point, by plotting the dis- 
counted costs of construction and the benefits obtained from reducing 
congestion against an increasing number of berth additions. This model 
will later be extended to arrive at an optimum investment strategy at any 
future time period in addition to the four periods mentioned above. This 
is shown in figure 4.3, and the details of-the model will be discussed in 
Chapter 8 
0 
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CHAPTER 5 
FORECASTING SEABORNE TRADE 
5.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to determine the total demand tonnage for 
imports and exports and the number of ships and their types calling at the 
port at any future time period. 
It wasAllustrated in Chapter I of this study that almost all port planning 
studies conducted to date appear to have ignored seaborne trade forecasts 
assuming that they were either known or provided by a separate study 
conducted by consulting fi rms or the country concerned., However, gravity 
models were used in the Portbury study (Ministry of Transport 1966) and 
resulted in extremely poor forecasts (Chu 1968); input-output models were 
used by (Leontief 1979) to make detailed projections of seaborne world 
trade; and econometric models were used by the(National Port's Council 
1976)to forecast UK seaborne trade for the years 1980 and 1985. It was 
also mentioned in Chapýer I of this study that the above models rely 
heavily on the availability of highly disaggregated high quality 
statistical data, a requirement many ports and countries cannot meets and 
such models are very maintenance intensive. The suitability of forecasting 
techniques especially where data is very scarce and limited, was discussed 
in sections 4.2 and 4.5. 
In the next section the factors influencing demand forecasting will be 
discussed. Effects of changes in competition will be discussed. in section 
5.3. Technological changes and their implications will be discussed in 
section 5.4. , 
The ana. lysis of imports and the imports forecasting model will be provided 
in sections 5.5 and 5.6 respectively., In sections 5.7 and 5.8 exportsý 
analysis and the exports forecasting model will be provided. Finally, in 
section 5.9 cargo classification and ships forecasting model is provided. 
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5.2 Factors Influencing Demand Forecastin2 
Demand for imports is by and large related to the growth of the economy. 
As domestic output rises or falls$ imports for ravi materials, semi- 
finished goods, fuels, machinery, .... etc., are expected to rise and fall 
in the same manner. As incomes increase or decrease, imports of finished 
goods will probably move in the same direction (Stanlake 1984). If a 
country's income increases, the rise in the country's income will bring 
about an increase in its imports from the rest of the world (or those 
countries trading with it). 
In addition to the growth in the economy, imports - to a lesser degree - 
will also be affected by changes in the country's policy with regard to 
tariffs, quotas and other restrictions on international trade. More 
general considerations like the strength of the commercial links between 
the trading partners, closeness of cultural as well as political ties can 
generate a level of trade not otherwise expected on purely commercial grounds. 
Overseas demand for exports depends on the level of world economic activity 
and the competitiveness of the country's export prices. Export prices in 
turn are influenced by the productivity measured as total output per man- 
hour. Export demand functions are influenced by the price of the commodity 
relative to those in the rest of the world, economic growth and rates of 
inflation in the importing countries, and the general state of the world's 
recession. 
From the foregoing discussion, trade flows represented by the countries 
Iraq trades with can be determined by demand functions and supply functions. 
Prices which enter the demand function include exchange rate, tariff and 
transport cost elements. Other factors that have an effect on imports and 
exports are inflation rates and the closeness of cultural and commercial 
ties between two countries. 
Where ports are concerned, a number of additional non-economic variables 
such as competition between ports and changes in technology have to be 
taken into account. Competition could increase or decrease the port't 
share of trade by providing better services, relieving congestion, improved 
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facilities, trans-shipment and lower or higher tariffs, while changes in 
technology might result in largerl faster and more modern ships and the 
unitisation of cargo. The factors influencing demand forecasts are 
illustrated in figure 5.1. 
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It can be seen from figure 5.1 that demand is a function of external 
economic variables, internal economic variables and external non-economic 
variables. In addition each variable in figure 5.1 is a function of a 
number of other variables, the relationship of which is not easy to 
quantify. For example, exchange rate could be a function of economic 
activity, foreign reserves, inflation, unemployment, strikes, .... etc. 
Since we live in a dynamic world where changes take place every day, it 
will be very difficult to build and maintain a forecasting model 
incprporating all the variables shown in figure 5.1, especially for a 
developing country where basic data is very scarce and a more realistic 
model is sought. 
It was mentioned in this section that trade flows can be determined by 
demand functions and supply functions (see figure 5.2). Exchange rates, 
inflation .... etc., will influence the price of each commodity and hence 
the quantity demanded. Due to the limitations on the availability of data, 
it will be assumed that the government will use compensating factors in 
the form of lower or higher tariffs, change of quotas and other restrictive 
measures to compensate for variations in exchange rates, inflation ... etc. 
and restore demand to what it was (Qo). This implies that demand will be 
mainly influenced by the internal (domestic) economic variables which will 
provide the basis of the forecasting model in this study. 
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5.3 Effects of Chan2es in Competition 
Competition among ports takes place where two or more of them share a 
continuous hinterland and where trans-shipment is involved. In the first 
case, ports compete for the business of importers and exporters who could 
route their goods through any one of the ports and could switch from one 
port to another as congestion at one port quickly leads to vessels being 
diverted to the other (Benathan and Walters 1979). 
In the second case, a commodity shipped from abroad to Basra may be 
shipped direct from abroad to Basra or may be transported to Kuwait and 
then trans-shipped to Basra. In this sense, Kuwait competes with Iraq. 
But Kuwait may also be competing with an alternative trans-shipment port 
such as Saudi Arabia. In such a case of pure trans-shipment competition, 
the interest of Iraq (assuming that it cannot hope to get the cargo direct 
to its ports) is to obtain the most competitively low rate no matter where 
the goods are trans-shipped. 
Inland and trans-shipment competition in the Arabian Gulf region and their 
effects on Iraqi ports will be discussed in this section. The relative 
sizes of ports in the region will be described, the hinterlands served and 
the distance of the consumer and industrial centres in Iraq from neighbour- 
ing ports will be discussed, and finally a range of issues and policies 
of the ports in the region will be provided. 
5.3.1 Relative_Sizes of Ports 
It was mentioned in section 2.6 of Chapter 2 that there are 3 commercial 
ports in Iraq located at the south of the nation on the Arabian Gulf. The 
sizes of the ports in 1979 is shown in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2. There are 
many other ports in the region such as Shuwaikh and Shuwaiba in Kuwait, 
Jubail and Dammam in Saudi Arabia and many others further down south on the 
Arabian Gulf. In addition there are a number of ports on the Mediterranean 
such as Latakia and Tartous in Syria and Beruit in Lebanon, and a number of 
ports on the red sea like Aqaba in Jordan and Yanbuo Jiddah ahd Jizan in 
Saudi Arabia (see map on next page). 
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The relative sizes of the Gulf and Red Sea ports in berth number and cargo 
handled (tons) in 1979 is shown in Table 5,1, 
As can be seen from Table 5.1 the Saudi ports are the largest and probably 
the most developed in the region. Since 1979 all ports have expanded 
considerably (even though the Iraqi ports are not functional presently due 
to the Gulf war, nevertheless, Um Qasr and Khor Al-Zubair ports are being 
expanded considerably). 
In 1980, Saudi imports valued at over SR 100 billion (E24 billion) vital 
to the Kingdom's development was the main reason for developing the ports 
and-since then they have embarked on their Third Development plan 
allocating SR 24 billion (15.6 billion) for further expansion of the ports(l) 
The annual growth in foreign trade volumes for the years 1973-1976 (percent- 
age) excluding crude and refined oil has been 30 percent for exports and 44 
percent in imports, and therefore it is not surprising that their ports 
which are vital to the country are expanding at such a staggering rate. 
In 1976 transshipment trade from Dhubai (United Arab-Emirates), the largest 
transshipment centre in the southern sub-region to Oman, accounted for 36 
percent of the total trade in value terms, Saudi Arabia, Iran and Qatar 
were the other major recipients. In tonnage terms the transshipment trade 
through Dhubai to all destinations was 657'. 000 tons(2).. which is really 
negligible. 
5.3.2 Hinterlands Served by Ports 
It was mentioned in Chapter 1 of this study that over 90 percent of trade 
in Iraq is carried by maritime cargo, and therefore all consumer and manu- 
facturing centres in Iraq are served almost exclusively by ports. Looking 
at the map of Iraq in Chapter 2. it can be seen that all major towns and 
cities in Iraq are concentrated in the middle and eastern border of the 
country, the western border of the country being mainly desert land (near 
Jordan and Syria). 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ports Authority, Report No. 3,1980 
ECWA United Nations Publication, 1980 
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TABLE 5.1 Gulf and Red Sea Ports(') 
TYPE OF BERTH CARGO HANDLED 
COUNTRY GULF PORTS 
General 
Unit- 
ised Bulk 
(Million tons) 
Basra 15 4 4.6 
IRAQ Um Qasr 4 1 4 1.9 
Khor Al-Zubair 0.14 
Shuwaikh 18 4.4 
KUWAIT Shuaiba 4 1 1.0 
Jubail 2 1 2 not available 
SAUDI Dammam 23 3 2 8.7 
RED SEA PORTS 
JORDAN Aqaba 3 2 not available 
Yanbou 1 2 1.0 
SAUDI Jeddah 26 9 10 12.5 
Gizan 2" 1.0 
ECWA UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATION, 1980 
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As can be seen from the map'of ports in western Asia, the Iraqi ports of 
Basra, Um Qasr and Khor Al-Zubair are the nearest ports to all major 
cities in Iraq such as Basra, Nasiriyah, Amarah, Hillah and Najaf in the 
south; Kerbala, Kut, Baghdad, Baquba and Tikrit in the middle; and Kirkuk, 
Sulaimaniya, Arbil and Mosul in the north. 
All those major cities (see maps in Chapter 2) are linked by railways to 
Baghdad, Basra and the ports and by motorway roads. There are no railways 
linking those'cities to any neighbouring ports, but roads linking Jordan 
and Syria to Baghdad, and Kuwait to Basra are available. The charges of 
road transport for some countries is shown in Table 5.2. 
Country Charges per ton/km 
Iraq 2.0 - 5.0 
Jordan 2.8 - 6.3 
Syria 1.2 - 3.3 
Oman 5.0 - 10.6 
Saudi Arabia 3.7 - 7.4 
Table 5.2 Trucking charges (US $cents)(1) 
It can be seen from Table 5.2 that even if some commodities have to be 
transported by road, it is much cheaper if they are transported from the 
Iraqi ports to any destination in Iraq even if they come via the Syrian port 
of Latakia and then to Baghdad, which for the past 10 years there is no 
trade via Syria. 
The only ports that are close to Basra in the southern region of Iraq are 
the Kuwaiti ports of Schuwaikh and Shuaiba and the rest of the ports are 
very far especially those on the Red Sea and the other Gulf States. There- 
fore it makes little sense to import or export through ports other than the 
Iraqi ports in normal circumstances. 
I ECWA United Nations Publication, 1980 
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5.3.3 Ranae of Issues and Policies, of the Ports 
From the foregoing discussion in the previous sections. it is clear that 
neighbouring ports will have very little effect if any on the Iraqi ports 
in normal circumstances, especially when it is not appropriate for ports 
in developing countries to engage in competition or speculative invest- 
ment (UNCTAD 1978). 
Iraq is not a land locked country and therefore it is not forced to import 
through ports of neighbouring countries, nor will investment in Iraqi 
ports lag behind demand and hold back economic development. It can be 
seen that the berthing capacity of the ports for the 1981-85 plan is to 
be increased by over 270 per cent (see section 2.6 of Chapter 2). 
Therefore no diversion of vessels will take place to neighbouring ports 
due to congestion. 
Since transshipment is so small among the Gulf states except in the case 
of Dhubai to Oman,, it is not expected that transshipment will increase to 
Iraq partly because it is much cheaper and quicker to distribute the 
commodities from Iraqi ports to all other destinations in the country and 
avoid the double handling costs which will increase the overall costs of 
the goods considerably, and partly because it is much more convenient to 
export certain bulk commodities such as chemical fertilisers and urea 
direct from the Iraqi ports since the factories are so near the ports, 
and sulphur and phosphates where they are transported to the ports by 
rail direct from their factories. The same applies to the import of 
certain import commodities1such as grains and iron and steel. 
It must also be mentioned here that Iraq lies in a region of political 
unrest and it is vital to rely on its own ports at any future time because 
of the unstability in the region. The port of Beruit cannot be relied 
upon, the civil war in Lebanon has been going on for the past 10 years. 
The Syrian port of Latakia will have no effect whatsoever on Iraq since 
the relations broke with Syria in 1979 and the Syrians have stopped the 
exports of Iraqi crude oil passing through the Syrian territory. Aqaba 
port in Jordan is very close to Israel with a long history of conflict 
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with the Arab states, and the rest of the ports in the region (apart 
from Kuwait) are too far from Iraq. 
As far as the Kuwaiti ports are concerned, it is not known if they can 
handle an increasing portion of the growing Iraqi traffic in future years 
to come. 
From the foregoing discussions, it becomes clear that competition from 
other ports is unlikely and since Iraq is one of the most potential 
countries in the region, it is less likely that it will depend to any 
significant extent on other ports in the region. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2 of this study, all major businesses in Iraq are 
nationalized and all imports and exports are done by the government, 
hence, it can discourage Iraqi traffic from using other ports and induce 
traders to use the ports of Basra through keeping, for example, port 
charges low for Basra. The Iraqi railways which are government owned can 
discriminate in their rates in favour of the domestic ports and against 
neighbouring ones. 
If. for any unforeseen reason, investment in ports lags behind demand hence 
creating a shortage in capacity, for example, in 1990 the port capacity 
might be able to handle say 10 million tonnes of cargo while demand could 
be, say 11 million tonnes, then the extra million tonnes would probably be 
handled by a neighbouring port, and this share could simply be subtracted 
from the Iraqi ports. 
Here it has been considered that it is unlikely that competition from 
neighbouring ports will alter the general trend of the port forecasts over 
the period to the year 2000 presented in this chapter. However, should 
the political situation change in unexpected ways leading to either more 
competition or more co-operation with neighbouring ports$ then the demand 
forecasts would have to be modified so-that only a, proportion enters/ 
leaves through the Iraqi ports. This proportion would depend on the 
explicit competitive circumstances but could be reasonably calculated 
using concepts of hinterland definition or gravity models. 
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The simulation model and investment model would, however, remain the same, 
and the changed circumstances would simply require a new set of inputs 
(number of ships and their types) to be specified. The simulation model 
is flexible enough and is designed to allow for revised forecasts to be 
readily incorporated, and the results obtained would be analysed in the 
same manner through investment appraisal leading to the optimal number 
of berths for any amount of cargo. However, during the period of the 
present forecasts there is no evidence to lead one to the emergence of a 
situation which port competition may occur. , 
5.4 Technological Changes and their Implications 
In the half-century between 1900-1950, world seaborne trade(idry bulk 
cargo and oil)-increased from about 200 to 525 million tons 
). During 
the period 1950-1973, total world seaborne trade increased six-fold, 
rising to 3,190 million tons of cargo and it seems likely that the demand 
for seaborne shipping services will continue to grow in the future. The 
world ocean shipping fleet experienced a period of-rapid growth and great 
technological innovations in the past 20 years. Change was pervasive 
throughout the. shipping industry, with tankers, dry bulk and liner cargo 
fleets all affected to an important extent. World fleet tonnage increased 
about 300 percent between the early 1960's and the mid-1970's, with an 
accelerating(2rowth rate at an average, annual rate of 8 percent during the 
early 1970's 
). 
Substantial increase in the productivity of tanker and bulk carrier shipping 
were experienced between 1960 and 1975, largely relating to the increase 
in average ship size and speed, longer average cargo voyage distance, 
(1) 
faster port turnaround and higher cargo load factors 
Freight Markets and the Level and Structure of Freight Rates, 
United Nations Publication, 1972 
2 Lloyds Register of Shipping; Statistical Tables (London) 1974 
3 Review of Maritime Transport, United Nations Publications 1972-73 
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5.4.1 ExistiRg Technology 
During the past 20 years, technological progressAn the world ship- 
building industry has brought many far-reaching changes which have 
enhanced the 'efficiency of world shipping. 
There has been a dramatic increase in vessel size. Between 1963 and 1974, 
the carrying capacity of the world fleet, measured in deadweight tons 
(dwt) increased almost three-fold, while the number'of ships increased 
only 38 percent(l). This increase in ship size was largely confined to 
tankers and bulk carriers, on the average ships classed as "other ships" 
increased in size only marginally. 
A dominant characteristic of the shipping industry in recent years has 
been the introduction of many new types'of specialised ships. Some of 
these specialised types are designed to serve the needs of specific 
commodity trades, such as liquified gas carriers, 'chemical carriers, oil 
product tankers, car carriers and mineral slurry tankers. 
The improvement of the handling of general cargo has been the objective 
of the expansion of the unitised cargo transport to handle containers, 
pallets and other types of unit loads. Several different ships and 
related cargo-handling concepts have been developed to replace traditional 
break-bulk handling, with the common goal of prepackaging cargo units to 
facilitate ship loading and uhloading operations. 
Lift-on/lift7off vessels include container ships and barge-carrying 
vessels. Container ships may be fully cellullar with-installed guide 
rails to expedite container storage. Semi-container s hips, with or 
without guide rails can carry containers and other types of cargo. 
Gearless container vessels require the availability of specialised lifting 
and transport equipment at their ports of call. 
1 Fearnley and Egers Company Limited, Review 1974, (Osloý- 1974). 
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There are two principle types of barge-carrying vessel now in service on 
deep sea trade routes, namely LASH (Lighter aboard ship) and SEABEE. Of 
the two types the LASH concept is the dominant one, 24 of the 27 ships in 
service being of this type. Barge-carriers can, in theory, operate 
independently of ports. However, since many barge-carriers also carry 
containers they are normally handled in the port area, often at a container 
berth. 
Roll-on/roll-off vessels (ro/ro) an extension of the traditional ferry 
boat, accommodate lorries or other wheeled vehicles by means of a portable 
ramp. Ro/ros are used extensively in the short-sea trade. 
With the emphasis on specialised ship types, there continues to be a 
widespread need for general cargo and multipurpose ships. A popular 
design in this category is the so-called "open ship" which has large 
quick-opening hatches, squared and levelled storage decks and fast- 
response crane of varying lifting capacities. Some of these vessels, 
called pallet carriers, have side port openings to facilitate the handling 
of pallets by forklift trucks. 
Since the Second World War, there has been a continuing trend in favour 
of the motorship as against the steam turbine, because of the former's 
economy in fuel oil consumption. The power limitations of the diesel 
engines restrict their use in very large tankers. The numberof 
installations of gas turbines and nuclear propulsion units are too few to 
discern any trend. 
5.4.2 Future Trends in Shipping and their Implications 
The current problem of inflation$ recession and high fuel oil costs 
restrain the impetus for widespread technological change that character- 
ised the revolution in tankers, bulk carriers and container ships of the 
last 20 years. Technological change in shipping during the next decade 
or two may be expected to be more evolutionary in nature and to consist 
of the more widespread application of the existing technology 
Technological Progress in Shipping and Portsq United Nations 
Publication, 1975 
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The rapid growth of the total world fleet since 19609'which was largely 
influenced by the increase in tanker and bulk carrier 
' 
fleets, is not 
likely to be repeated during the next decade. The present large surplus 
of tanker storage will have a particularly inhibiting effect on overall 
world fleet growth for many years to come. There will, however, be a 
need to replace a large portion of the ageing general cargo fleet either 
with specialised vessels or with modern general-purpose ships. 
5.4.2.1 Unitisation 
The increasing costs of cargo handling in ports seem to lead to a further 
spread of unitisation. However, the form that unitisation will take and 
its means of ocean transport are less certain. 
Containerisation, including the use of fully cellular container ships, 
has now largely saturated the general cargo trade between industrialised 
countries. The use of containers to developing countries is increasing, 
although moderated by the shortage of containerisable return cargoes and 
the investment required for container-handling facilities in port, 
Other than containers, the use of pallet, pre-slinging and the aggregation 
of bulk cargoes after substantial handling cost advantages over break- 
bulk shipments. The modern multipurpose ship is the conventional 
solution, although widespread port congestion can limit its usefulness. 
Roll-on/roll-off vessels offer rapid port turnaround capabilities if 
suitable port installations are available. 
Barge-carrying vessels can transport all forms of cargo and have the 
unique advantage that the motorship does not require elaborate port 
facilities. Howeverg the composite barge-carrying vessels, that is, 
those carrying containers and barges, do need container facilities. 
Major changes affecting the general cargo portion of ocean-borne trade 
have taken place during the last decade. For the forseeable future, the 
most important development will consist in'the increasing application of 
these technologiest rather than any development not currently in operation. 
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The first stage of these changes was the use of the pallet as the basic 
cargo unit. A number of specially built multi-deck, equipped with side 
door elevators and flush decks to allow fast mechanised handling were 
introduced. The penetration of this ship type, however, has not met the 
expectations initially placed on it. 
The next important stage was the use of containers and the development of 
the cellular container ship. Since their introduction in 1966, the 
number of these ships has increased continuously. All major trade routes 
between industrialised countries have been largely containerised. Further 
expansion of container services thereafter will involve mainly the trade 
routes of developing countries. 
The application of the roll-on/roll-off concept in the deep sea trades 
represent an important innovator. Roll-on/roll-off ships offer a large 
degree of cargo flexibility which, on trade routes involving developing 
countries, could be a very important factor in establishing success ful 
services. In spite of these advantages, roll-on/roll-off ships have not 
yet penetrated the deep sea routes of developing countries on a large 
scale. 
As far as barge-carriers are concerned, with the exception of two ships, 
all barge-carriers at present in operation are owned and/or operated by 
the United States based companies. Of the 27 vessels in service, 17 are 
provided with cellular holds for the carriage of containers. 
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5.4.3 Technological Developments in General Cargo 
Trade and Developing Countries 
A considerable amount of controversy during the last decade has been 
generated regarding the relative merits of the container ship as against 
other forms of unitisation. In fact there is evidence today that each of 
the unitised vessel types has an advantage over the other for a certain 
portion of the general cargo traffic on certain routes, it may be 
expected that a variety of ship types including a break-bulk general' 
cargo ship will compete with a certain measure of success for the trade. 
From the foregoing discussions, it is apparent that the continued progress 
of unitisation especially in containers is both inevitable and irreversibleg 
while any developing country can influence the speed of development, to try 
and oppose unitisation entails certain risks. 
IFor 
the port.. the major risk 
is probably that of the diversion of important traffic flows from the port. 
The risks for-thetcountry as a whole may be much more serious and include 
higher costs for imports, failure of exports to remain competitive or even 
loss of international shipment services. Thus, the first step by govern- 
ments and port authorities in dealing with the transition problem is a_ 
recognition that the traditional cargo package has a relatively limited 
future. 
An increasing number of ports in. developing countries are'already receiving 
various types of unit-loads especially containers and the trend is likely 
to continue. The numbers of containers being handled by ports in develop- 
ing countries will certainly grow. Although the initiative for this comes 
from shipping lines in developed countries. Shipping lines in developed 
countries increasingly express their intentions to introduce-unit services 
on routes linking developed and developing countries, developing countries 
may themselves expect to benefit in the long run. 
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5.4.4 Technological'Changes in the Carriage of Bulk Traffic 
The main technological development in the shipping of bulk cargoes has 
consisted in the steady trend towards larger vessels. The main character- 
istic of such vessels is specialisation in ship type, with the corres- 
ponding need for specialised port facility. 
Existing port sites, owing to limitations on the dimensions of both the 
port and its access channels, are often unsuitable for large tankers and 
bulk carriers. Entrance channels not only have to be widened*and deepened, 
but as a result of the increased depth, they often have to be considerably 
lengthened. For some countries, the natural depth of water off the coast 
is rather shallow. In the Arabian Gulf where a rocky seabed and shallow 
waters near the coast would make dredging costs to create and maintain the 
required access channel dimensions have become prohibitively expensive. 
The greatest impact of this steady trend towards larger vessels has been 
felt in relation to oil terminals, since such terminals-have to cope with 
the largest ships afloat. For those ports unable to accommodate a fully 
laden crude oil tanker, there remains the possibility of receiving a partly 
loaded vessel. Such a vessel could first discharge part of its cargo at a 
port offering the required depth for a fully laden vessel. Further calls 
would then be possible at ports with stricter draught limitations. This 
is applied in loading ports in the Arabian Gulf where a rocky seabed and 
shallow waters near the coast would make dredging cost in many ports 
extremely high(l). - 
Since technological changes take the form of a swing to traffic unitisation 
and larger vessels, the effects of technological changes will be mainly in 
the form of rapid containerisation and slightly larger vessels due to the 
restriction on the depth of the dredged channels (see section 5.9 and Tables 
5.189 5.20). 
Technological Progress in Shipping and Ports 
United Nations Publication, 1975 
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5.5 Analysis of Imports 
The data that could be obtained concerning-imports through the ports is 
summarised in Table 5.3. total production and consumption figures for the 
items that are locally produced is shown in Table 5.4, and the 
consumption figures for all the items together with GDP and population 
figures is shown in Table 5.5. The limitations on the availability of 
data impose restrictions on the forecasting model that can be developed. 
It was mentioned in section 5.2 that the forecasting model will be based 
on the internal (domestic) economic variables, that is, a forecasting 
model linking future demand to consumption, production, population, 
economic growth and elasticity of demand will be developed. 
Table 5. 
'3 
shows that the volume of imports has doubled in 1979 compared 
to that of 1974, and that only three items, namely 11 (iron and steel), 
12 (grains), and 23 (others) make up for over 74 percent of the total 
amount of imports (1188485 + 1610521 + 1250271 = 4049577/5423034 = 74.67); 
six items namely 5 (cement), 6 (drugs), 8 (food), 15 (oils), 19 (sugar), 
and 22 (timber) make up a further 20 percent (1100045/5423034 = 20.28),; 
while the rest of the fourteen items make up for Just over 5 percent of 
the total volume of imports. 
Since forecasting is done under uncertainty and for a long time into the 
future, three forecasts, optimistic (based on the optimistic growth in 
the economy), most likely (based on the most likely growth) and pessimistic 
(based on the pessimistic growth) will be prepared for the nine items 
making almost 95 per cent of the total amount of imports, and only one 
forecast will be prepared for the rest of the fourteen items since the 
difference between the three forecasts for those items will be small and 
insignificant when compared to the total amounts of imports. 
It was mentioned in section 5.2 that demand for imports is, by and large, 
, related to the growth of the economy, this is true of items 1,2,3,4,5, 
6,7,8,9.10,11,139 14,169 17,18,209 22 and 23, that is, the higher 
the GDP and the per capita income, the higher th 
'e 
consumption of the aboVe 
items; more people will be owning cars. more cements timber, steel, 
etc., will be needed for the construction of houses and projects .... etc, 
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TABE 5.4 ITOM, LOCAL PPMUIGN AND TOTAL MNS[IFTICN MID 
174 L75 M 2w IT8 1979 
3'. 1 Coal & Coke a- imports 4,953 5.274 5#371 5,686 5.839 6,101 
b- Local Production 16,000 18,000 
. 21,000 24,000 27.000 30.000 
c- Total Consumption 20,953 23,274 . 26.371 29.686 32,839 36,101 
4.2 Cotton ... a 14,885 14.990 35.044 15.061 15,205 15,262 
b 7,000 12,000 -35,00D 20,000 24,000 30.000 
c 21,885 26,990 35,061 39,205 45,262 
5.3 Cement a 132,806 138,227 *146*. 762 152,148 161,969 162,491 
b 2,400,000 2,900'000 3,200,000 3,800,000 4,600,000 5,300,000 
c Z, 532.806 3,038: 227 3.346,762 3.952,148 4,761,969 5,462.491 
a. Food a 23,095 49.325 63,260 91,596 116,320 143,191 
b 
N0TAVA ILA8LE 
c 
10.2 Gunnies a 9,204 10,320 10,411 - 11,332 12.462 13,385 
b 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 91000 
C 13,204 15,320 16,411 18,332 20.462 22,385 
12.2 Grains a 660,791 1,120,241 767,528 1,097.802 1,251.645 1.610.521 
b 11290,000 891,000 1,302,000 996,000 1.039,000 712.000 
C 1,950,791 2.011,241 2,069.528 2,093,002 2.290,645 2,322,521 
13.4 Leather a 2,624 2,941 2,880 3,521 3,436 3,683 
b 16,000 18.000 19,000 21,000 23,000 26,000 
c 18,624 20,941 21.880 24,521 26,436 29.683 
16.4 Paper a 21,336 32,112 34.045 41.599 53.413 68,871 
b 23,000 21,000 23,000 28,000 24,000 26,000 
c 44.336 53.112 57.045 69,599 77,413 84,871 
17. Paints a 1,956 1,867 1,734 2,265 1,964 1,613 
b 
N0TAVA ILA8LE 
c 
20.5 Tar a 8,229 11,735 14,435 16,408 18,632 20,105 
b 380.000 470,000 640,000 620,000 710,000 800,000 
C 388,229 481,735 554.435. 
_636,408 
728,532 820,105 
source for local production figures - Ministry of Agriculture 
Source for local production figures - State Organisation for Spinning and Weaving - Ministry of Industry, 
Source for local production figures - State Organisation for Construction Industries - Ministry of Industry 
Source for local production figures - State Organisation for Chemical Industries - Ministry of Industry 
5 Source for local production figures - Ministry of Oil 
i 
.1 
- 
III 
- 
TABLE 5.5 CONSUMPTION (Ton), GDP AND POPULATION FIGURES'. 
4 71 75 76 77 78 79 
1. Alcohol, Wine. Tobacco, Cigarettes 5,113 6,412 6,974 81180 9,488 10,385 
2. Automobiles and Parts 8,663 '10.560 11,303 '14,522 15,575 16,747 
3. Coal and Coke 20,953 23,274 26,371 29.686 32,839 36,101 
4. Cotton, Wool, Silk, Nylon Products 21,885 26,990 30,044 35,061 39,205 45,262 
S. Cement 2.532,806 3.038,227 3,346,762 3,952,148 4,761,969 5,462,491 
6. Drugs and Chemicals 61.752 76,363 83,587 96,904 108,463 126.541 
7. Electrical Goods 11,729 14,976 16,981 19,433 22,550 25,461 
S. Food 23,095 49,325 63,260 91,596 116,320 143,191 
9. Glassware -9,658 10,955 11,381 12,148 13,517 14,344 
10. Gunnies 13,204 15,320 16,411 18,332 20,462 22,385 
11. Iron 634,935 780,233 832,246 948.548 'J. 060,075 1,188,485 
12* Grains 1,950,791 2.011,241 2.069,528 2, D93,802 2,290,645 2,322,521 
13. Leather 18,624 20,941 21,880 24,521 26,436 29,683 
14. Machinery 18,329 21,418 23,757 26,416 28.870 32,288 
15? Oils 9 9,412 110.932 120.591 131,841 137,045 
16. Paper 44,336 53,112 57,045 69,599 -77.413 84,871 
17. Paints 1.956 1,867 1,734 2.265 1.964 1,613 
18. Refrigerators, TV's, Radios 10,188 12.312 13,112 17,503 23.008 25,677 
19t Sugar 303,257 3219 333.550 364,632 328,087 340.254 
20. Tar 388.229 481.735 554,435 636,408 728,532 820,105 
21t To& 24,095 25,976 26,239 27.795 28,299 29,490 
22. Timber 99,539 '122.670 131,215 154,259 166,336 190.523 
23. Others 5 48,034 566,475 767,646 523,369 614,103 1,250,571 
GDP (JUM)I. at constant prices. of -1975 
*population (yearly increase 3.4%) 
3,635 1 4,328 1 4,882.1 5.7611 6,452 1 7.520 
11 900,000 1 12,300.000 1 12,750.000 1 13,200,000 1 13,650,000 1 14,100,000 
1 Department of National Accounts - Ministry of Planning 
i Central Statistical Organisation Ministry of Planning 
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On the other hand, items 12 (grains), 15 (oils), 19 (sugar), and 21 (tea) 
are dependent on population rather than GDP because if GDP is increasing 
at a higher rate than population growth, *hence resulting in higher GDP 
per capita income, it does not follow that more grains ... etc. will be 
consumed since per capita saturation in those itens has been reached. 
Import items are made up of those commodities that are imported 100 per- 
cent from abroad because local production is either unlikely or 
insignificant at least to the end of this century for a number of reasons 
such as: - 
1. local production is uneconomical or unprofitable 
2. local production is not possible during this period 
3. raw materials have to be imported which might make local production 
undesirable 
4. unavailability of technology and technical know-how 
5. it might be cheaper to import 
6. the country has other priorities to concentrate on 
and those items which are partly locally produced (see Table 5.4). 
From the above discussion it follows that the majority of items are 
dependent on GDP and few others on population (see Table 5.6), and since 
some items are partly locally produced, the volume of imports will also be 
influenced by the rate of change of production, that is, the higher the 
local production the smaller the volume of imports and vice-versa, since 
consumption is made of imports plus local production (that is, 
Imports = Consumption - Local production). 
A, 
1L 
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5.5.1 Regression Analysis 
The number of years for which data concerning imports could be obtained is 
only six (1974-79). During those years the volume of imports has been 
increasing and so has GDP and population (see Table 5.5). 
It was mentione in the previous section that most items are dependent 
on GDP, and since the data available is over a short tine period, 
linear and exponential models could fit the data equally well. 
The linear model is represented by: 
It=a+b GDP t 5.1 
where It= imports in Time t 
a= imports intercept 
b= slope of the trend 
GDPt = gross domestic product in Time t 
while the exponential model is represented by: 
I=A GDPO' 5.2 tt 
where It and GDPt are the same as above, and 
A is a constant 
a is the elasticity of demand 
To find out how good each of the above two models fits the data, the 
Department's Multiple Regression Package was used on a BBC microcomputer 
and the results of a, b, r2; A, a. r2 and the standard error of the 
equation for both models was obtained and is shown in Table 5.6. 
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From Table 5.6 it can be seen that almost all items are highly correlated 
with GDP (r2 _ 1) except for items 17,19 and 23. For items 17 (paints) 
there doesn't seem to be any correlation since GDP is increasing while 
imports seen to be decreasing, the decrease in imports could be due to 
the increased local production which is substituting imports (local 
production figures for this item could not be obtained). For item 19 
(sugar) up to the year 1977 the imports are increasing and then declining 
in 1978 and 1979, the logical explanation for this is that sometimes more 
than needed is imported in the previous years, that is, there is over- 
stocking which obviously has an effect on the imports of the following 
years, hence resulting in a small r2. Imports for item 23 (others) seem 
to fluctuate widely more than doubling in 1979 compared to all previous 
years. 
Comparing the standard error of the equation (see Table 5.6), both the 
linear and the exponential models seen to fit the data equally well. The 
standard error in both models is very similar. Hence when a=I (which 
it is very close to I for most items) and under the range of variations 
considered both the linear and the exponential models could be used 
resulting in equally close results (the difference being the constant a 
in the linear model). 
Returning to equation 5.2 and differentiating with respect to GDP to 
obtain the rate of increase in imports, we get: 
dI 
_=a AGDPc'-' dGDP 
AGDPm-1 = 
dl I 
dGDP GDP 
dI =0 
dGDP 
GDP 
A GDP" I 
GDP GDP 
5.3 
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In order to find the increase in imports, say between the years 1980 and 
1979, using equation 5.3. 
dl 80-79 =1 80 ý'j 79 ý1 79 a dGDP 
GDP 
180 ý 79 (1 +a dGDP 5.4 
GDP 
Similarly,, 1 81 180 (1 +a dGDP) 
GDP 
1 (1 +a dGDP) 5.5 85 84 
GDP 
Equation 5.4 to 5.5 can be written more compactly as: 
It=Ip (I +a GDPd t, (see example below) 5.6 
where It = imports in time t 
Ip = present imports 
a= elasticity of demand 
GDPr = proportional change in GDP 
t= year 
To find the imports of item I (alcohol) in 1985 using equation 5.4 where 
a=I and GDP r= 
11% (see section 5.6), yields: 
180 10385 (1 + 0.11) 11527.35 
181 11527.35 (1 + 0.11) 12795.35 
182 12795.35 (1 + 0.11) 14202 
, 83 14202 (1 + 0.11) 15765 
, 84 15765 (1 + 0.11) = 17499 
185 17499 (1 + 0.11) = 19424 
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I 
Using equation 5.6 yields: 
1 85 ý 10385 (1 + 0.11)6 = 19424 
which is exactly the same. 
The results obtained using the linear model (I =a+b GDP) and the 
exponential model [It =IP (I +a GDPdt1 for items 11 (iron), 12 
(grains), and 23 (others) which make over 74 percent of the total imports 
is shown below: 
Using the linear model 
11 (iron) It = 144 + 0.14o3 GDPt 
, 85 o 144 + 0.1403 (14065.5) = 2116 
Igo ý 144 + 0.1403 (23701.2) = 3476 
, 95 ý 144 + 0.1403 (39937.9) = 5743 
1 2000 = 144 + 0.1403 (67297.7) = 9579 
12 (grains) It = -160 + 0.1758 (Populationt) 
, 85 ý- 160 + 0.1758 (17232.2) = 2896 
Igo o 3420,95 o 4072,12000 ý, 4842 
23 (others) It = -29 + 0.136 GDP t 
185 ý 1884, Igo o 3194,195 5420,1 9131 2000 
Using the exponential model 
11 (iron) 85 179 (1 +a GDPP 
6= 1118 (1 + 0.848 x 0.11)6 = 1909 
Igo 1118 (1 + 0.848 x 0.11)"' = 2982 
195 1118 (1 + 0.848 x 0.11)16 = 4657 
, 2000 1118 (1 + 0.848 x 0.11)21 = 7274 
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12 (grains) Iqg; = 2322 (1 + 1.064 x 0.034)6 = 2406 
Igo ý 2322 (1 + 1.064 x 0.034) 
11 
= 3432 
1 95 = 2322 (1 + 1.064 x 0.034) 
16 
= 4100 
, 2000 0 2322 (1 + 1.064 x 0.034)21 = 4897 
6 23 (others) Iqr; = 1250 (1 + 0.787 x 0.11) 2057 
Igo 1250 (1 + 0.787 x 0.11)11 = 3115 
195 1250 (1 + 0.787 x 0.11) 
16 
= 4719 
, 2000 0 1250 (1 + 0.787 x 0.11)21 = 7147 
It can be seen that the results obtained from both models are similar 
since a is close to 1 for all three items. However, if the value of a is 
much greater (or lower) than 1, the results will be different. The 
results for item 8 (food) for example, where a=2.457, which means that 
every I percent increase in GDP has resulted in 2.457 percent increase in 
imports$ are: 
8 (food) Linear: 1 88924 + 31.253 (67297.7) 2'0149331 
ý 2000 
0-9 
Exponential: 12000 ý 143191 (1 + 2.457 x 0,11)21 = 21,763s693 
the implications for this item are discussed in the next section. 
Since imports are, by and largeq related to the growth of the economy and 
since the linear model does not incorporate the elasticity of demand a. 
which provides the planning authorities with information to control the 
amount of imports in relation to national incomes the exponential model 
seems to be more flexible in meeting future demand through changes in the 
value of a especially when it has been shown to fit the past data as good 
as the linear model. Exponential models similar to the ones used in this 
study'have been used by (ARLT 1982) in predicting the cargo flow for ports* 
and therefore the exponential model will be used in, this study. 
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5.5.2 Changes in ImPort Volume of Items 
It can be seen that the imports for item 1 (alcohol) will continue to 
increase at the same rate as, GDP (elasticity = 0.98, see Table 5.6) in 
future since there is no local production. The same applies to items 
2 (automobiles), 6 (drugs), 7 (electrical goods), 11 (iron), 14 (machinery), 
18 (refrigerators), and 22 (timber). For item 9 (glassware), the volume 
of imports will grow at half the rate of growth in GDP (elasticity = 0.540 
see Table 5.6). The above items are imported 100 percent and dependent 
on GDP. 
The items that are dependent on GDP but are partly imported and partly 
locally produced are discussed next. Since there is some local production 
for these items, there will be some import substitution. As mentioned 
earlier Imports = Consumption - Local production, which implies that 
imports are the result of the consumption trend less the production trend. 
once the production trend is equal to the consumption trend (i. e. Local 
production is enough to cover local needs), imports will drop to zero. If 
production exceeds the consumption needs, exports can take place if so 
desired. 
For item 3 (coal .. ) imports represent 20 percent of local production (see 
Table 5.4) and since the country is a vast oil producer, oil and gas are 
expected to replace coal imports. 
For item 4 (cotton --)q it, can be seen from Table 5.4 that local production 
has gone up by 328 percent during the years 1974-79 and it is expected to 
go up further as there are plans to have many more factories(l). Neverthe- 
less imports of this item will continue to increase at half the rate of 
GDP in future (thus, the elasticity of demand a=0.5 instead of 1) 
allowing for different tastes and styles. 
I Design and Construction Organisation - Ministry of Industry 
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For item 5 (cement), the country will be self-sufficient by 1985, many 
factories are under construction, some in their final stages(l). This 
can be seen from Table 5.4 where imports represent no more than a mere 
3 percent of local production in 1979. 
Item 8 (food), local production figures were not available and this item 
comprises meat and meat products, eggs and dairy products, fish and fish 
products, fruits and vegetables. Measures to improve the cultivation of 
land, yield of crops, productivity of trees and fertility of live stocks 
are already underway. Imports of food (elasticity = 2.45, see Table 5.6) 
cannot be left to increase at such a high rate which will eventually 
drain GDP. It is assumed in these calculations that food will be imported 
at twice the rate of GDP until 1985 (thus a= 2) then after decreasing 
until the country becomes self-sufficient by 1990(2). 
Item 10 (gunnies), it can be seen from Table 5.4 that local production is 
increasing at a constant rate of 1000 tons per year, yet imports are not 
increasing significantly. Many factories producing plastic to replace 
gunnies (jute bags) are under construction(l)and the imports will increase 
at a smaller rate than that of GDP (a = 0.81) until 1990, and then 
decreasing by 10 percent per year to the end of the century. 
Item 13 (leather), local production has increased by over 62 percent 
while imports have increased by 40 percent during the same period. The 
growth of this item as can be seen from Table 5.5 is only 0.63 of GDP, 
and the increase in local production which is higher than the rate of 
increase in imports will eventually substitute imports. 
Item 16 (paper), imports have been increasing at a much faster rate than 
local production. Imports have increased by 170 percent compared to 13 
percent in local production for the period 1974-799 while the combined 
rate of growth is very nearly equal to that of GDP. Both imports and 
local production will continue at the same rate up till 1990, then after 
imports will grow at a slower rate and local production at a faster one 
I Design and Construction Organisation - Ministry of Industry 
2 
Department of Planning and Research Ministry of Agriculture 
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because of improved technology and the operation of more factories. By 
1990 local production of paper will be around 200 000 tonnes increasing 
by 15 percent per annum to the end of the centuryil). 
Item 17 (paints), local production figures are not available, however, it 
can be seen from Table 5.3 that imports are decreasing. The reason being 
that the number of factories producing this item are increasing and so is 
their output. Imported paints in small quantities will continue since 
some types of foreign paints are desirable. Since the quantity of imports 
is so small, it can be discarded from the analysis without having any 
effect on the import volume, it will be assumed however that 2000 tonnes 
will be imported yearly to the end of the century. 
Item 20 (tar), like cement, the country will be self-sufficient by 19850 
tar is a by-product of many local industrial processes, mainly oil. The 
import volume of this item as can be seen from Table 5.4 represents 2.5 
percent of local production and tar imports will be zero by 1985. 
As for item 23 (others), it will be assumed that the rate of increase in 
imports will equal that of GDP (a = 1). Looking at Table 5.5 it can be 
seen that the rate of increase for this item for the years 1974-79 has 
more than doubled (2.28-fold), while that for GDP for the same period was 
2.07-fold which is very close. 
I General Organisation for Chemical Industries 
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The items that are dependent on population are now considered. Item 15 
(oils), 19 (sugar), and 21 (tea) are imported 100 percent and are expected 
to be imported at an increasing rate equal to that of the population growth 
rate of 3.4 percent for items 19 and 21, and twice the population growth 
rate for item 15 (see Table 5.6, elasticity = 1.89). 
Item 12 (grains), local production figures could be obtained for the 
years 1971 - 1979 and they are shown in Table 5.7 below. 
TABLE 5.7 LOCAL PRODUCTION OF GRAINS IN (000) TONNES 
Year 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 
Production 882 1625 957 1290 891 1302 996 1039 712 
It can be seen from the table above that production is decreasing. The 
reason for this is that the gross cultivated area and the net harvested 
area vary from year to year. This item, because of its great volume of 
imports and its strategic importance to the nation cannot be left to 
increase forever, the country has shown great concern to step up 
production. Improved grains with higher yield per acr6 are being 
imported, more land is being reformed for cultivation and advanced 
technology will be used for harvesting. By 1985 vast fertile areas of 
land will be made available. In 1979 the gross cultivated area (measured 
in meshara) and the net harvested area were 4,311,000 mesharas and 
4,, 183,, 000 mesharas respectively. The average yield in kilogram/meshara 
was 170 with a standard deviation of 11. The production in tonnes was 
4,188,000 x 170/1000 = 712,000 tonnes. An area of 8,000,000 mesharas will 
be prepared to be cultivated and harvested before 1985 to be increased by 
10 percent per year up to the year 2000 and the forecasting model will 
be based on this information. 
General Organisation of Land Reform Ministry of Agriculture 
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From the foregoing discussion, the elasticities of demand a and 8 that 
will be used in the model are tabulated in Table 5.8 below: - 
Elasticity 
I TEM Cz 
1 Al cohol 1.00 
2 Automobiles 1.00 
3 Coal 0.73 
4 Cotton 0.50 
5 Cement 1.00 
6 Drugs 1.00 
7 Electrical goods 1.00 
8 Food 2.00 
9 Glassware 0.50 
10 Gunnies 0.81 
11 1 ron 1.00 
12* Grains 1.00 
13 Leather 0.70 
14 Machinery 1.00 
15* Oil 2.00 
16 Paper 1.00 
17 Paints -- 
18 Refrigerators 1.00 
19* Sugar 1.00 
20 Tar 1.00 
21* Tea 1.00 
22 Timber 1.00 
23 Others 1.00 
Table 5.8' Elasticities of Demand 
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It was mentioned in Chapter 2 of this study that the national industry is 
not export orientated, especially for the items 
* 
mentioned earlier in this 
chapter (Table 5.3) except for grains in future, and covering the country's 
needs through local production is the main priority 
I. 
In the next section the imports forecasting model will be developed. 
j 
1. Department of Foreign Trade - Ministry of Tra'de 
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5.6 Imports Forecasting Model 
Economic expansion is estimated to increase by 11 percent per annum 
(most likely estimate) well into the next century going up to a maximum 
of 14 percent (optimistic) and a minimum of 8 percent (pessimistic)'. 
Population growth is estimated to grow by 3.4 percent (most likely 
estimate) per annum going up as high as 3.6 percent (optimistic) and as 
low as 3.2 percent (pessimistic)2. 
It was mentioned in section 4.5.3 of Chapter 4 that due to the 
limitations, restrictions and disadvantages imposed on using input-output 
analysis ... etc., a forecasting model linking seaborne trade to economic 
growth, production and consumption will be developed. Having obtained the 
values for these variables, and shown how they are related, the fore- 
casting models for the-different commodities are provided in this section. 
It was mentioned earlier in section 5.5 that an increase of a constant 
ratio per, unit of time implies that GDP and population will follow an 
exponential trend at least for the period 1985 - 2000. Since import items 
are dependent on GDP and population, they will also be expected to follow 
the same trend. 
It could be argued here that. economic grovith cannot continue at 11 percent 
per annum for the coming 15 years and there could be lower growth rates 
before the end of the century. The same might apply to population growth. 
Similarlyt consumption and hence imports which are dependent on GDP and 
population will be expected to drop. 
It was mentioned in Chapter 2 of this study that economic expansion during 
the Seventies averaged more than 12 percent per annum. Iraq's oil reserves 
could be the second largest in the world and the economy is also rich in 
1 Department of National Accounts - Ministry of Planning 
2 Central Statistical Organisation - Ministry of Planning 
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other minerals such as sulphur and phosphates. Only about one quarter of 
the total cultivable land is currently being utilised and the drive 
towards industrialisation is having modest progress. It is believed that 
the country's substantial hydrocarbon and other resources will provide the 
government with the financial resources required to develop the country's 
economy well into the future, and hence there is no reason to believe 
that economic growth is likely to slow down before the end of the 
century. 
Whilst limitless growth cannot be sustained, a situation is reached where 
an absol-ute maximum or saturation value s is assumed to be reached, for 
example in developed countries such as the United States or Britain, car 
ownership cannot continue to grow exponentially since a saturation level 
of less than 0.4 cars per person has already been reached. Where 
saturation has been or is likely to be reached in the near future, an 
equation of the form 
dyM 
=a YMI S-Y(tj 5.7 
dt 
could represent imports more accurately than the exponential trend. IN 
the early stages, when y(t) is small, equation 5.7 grows approximately to 
equal a s. In the late stages as y(t) approaches saturation, the rate of 
change of y(t) drops towards zero again. A plot of y(t) against t shows 
an S-shaped curve. The solution to 5.7 is the logistic function (see 
Glaister 1981). 
s 
y(t) =I+k 
e-ost 
5.8 
where k is a constant such that log k= estoo 
While saturation levels of cars, TVs ... etc. have been reached or 
likely 
to be reached soon in most developed countries, it is unlikely that those 
levels will be reached in most developing countries including Iraq within 
50 years time or more. Presently there are in the region of 350,000 cars in 
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Iraq with a population of over 14 million, that is approximately one car to 
every 40 people, and saturation is far from being reached even in 50 years. 
It must also be mentioned here that Iraq is an under-populated developing 
country with a population of over 14 million people and twice the size of 
the UK, hence providing the foundation for rapid future growth both in 
population and the economy. Tile growth rates mentioned earlier together 
with huge hydrocarbon and other resources would suggest that the. exponential 
model discussed earlier in section 5.5 reflects more accurately the growth 
of the economy. and the imports. Nevertheless, if during the 15 years 
saturation takes place, then these can be readily incorporated into this 
interactive model. 
The forecasting models in this section will be based on the latest 
available figures of imports, consumption, growth in GDP, growth in 
population, growth in production, and the elasticity of demand a (rate of 
increase in consumption to the rate of increase in GDP) and 0 (rate of 
increase in comsumption to the rate of increase in population). 
Out of all the various imported items, the following are wholly imported 
and dependent on the level of GDP. They are items 1.29 61 7s 9j 11,14, l8s 
22 and 23. Thus the forecasting model for these items will be: 
It=Ip (I a GDP dt 
where I Imports in future at time t (19350 19900 19959 2000) t 
Ip = present imports (1979) 
GDPr = rate of increase in GDP up to the year 2000 
a= elasticity of demand relative to GDP 
year 
5.9 
For the items that are partly imported and partly locally produced and 
dependent on GDP which are items 3,4,5,8,10,13,16,17 and 20, the 
model will be 
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it =Cp0+ cz GDP dt-Pp (1 + PR dt 
where It, a. GDpr and t are as in equation 5.9 
Cp = present consumption 
Pp = present production 
PR r= rate of increase in production 
5.10 
If the result of this equation (5.10) is negative, this means that 
production is in excess of the country's needs and exports can take place. 
For the items that are imported 100 percent and are dependent on 
population which are items 15,19 and 21, the model will be: 
it =Ip (1 + apr) 
t 5.11 
where Its Ip and t are the same as in 5.9 
a= Elasticity of demand relative to population 
Pr = Population growth rate 
Finally for item 12 which is partly imported and partly locally produced 
and dependent on population, the model will be: 
it =Cp (1 + ap dt-pp (I + PR dt5.12 
where the values of a and a are shown in Table 5.9. 
Using the models 5.9 to 5.12 to get the import figures for the years 1985 
to 2000 at 5 year intervals and for the three different forecasts is shovin 
in Appendix A. and Tables 5.9,5.10 and 5.11 show the most likely, 
optimistic and pessimistic forecasts for imports for the years 1985,1990, 
, 1995 and 
2000. 
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TABLE 5.9 MOST LIKELY FORECASTS FOR IMPORTS (TON) 
ITEM 1985 1990 1995 2000 
1. Alcohol... 19,424 32,731 55,153 92,937 
2. Automobiles... 319324 529782 889941 1499871 
3. Coal ... - - - - 
4. Cotton... 20s425 269103 331,315 421,519 
5. Cement - m - - 
6. Drugs.. 2369684 3980826 6729045 1.91329436 
7. Electrical ... 479622 809247 1359220 2279855 
8. Food 4729144 - - - 
9. Glassware 199778 259849 33, j784 449154 
10. Gunnies 22r448 349539 20-s395 129043 
11. Iron... 292229960 39745,816 6$3119918 1006359949 
12. Grains 194789460 191649653 4370921 - 
13. Leather - - - - 
14. Machinery 609392 1019764 1719478 2889950 
15. Oils 2039371 2829583 3929647 5459581 
16. Paper 128,, 415 67,492 48,470 - 
17. Paints 29000 29000 29000 21,000 
18. Refrigerators.. 489026 809927 1369368 2299787 
19. Sugar 415$840 4919506 5809925 6869630 
20. Tar - - - - 
21. Tea 36sO41 429599 509350 59. j512 
22. Timber 3569357 6009482 1,011,, 847 197059022 
23. Others 2933-q9O86 39941,496 696410650 1191919567 
TOTAL 891609797 llsl72s395 1698249427 279046.1813 
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TABLE 5.10 OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS FOR IMPORTS (TON) 
ITEM 1985 1990 1995 2000 
1. Alcohol 19-. 424 32,731 55,153 92,937 
2. Automobiles 31s324 52,782 889941 149,871 
3. Coal - - - 
4. Cotton 209425 26,103 339315 42,519 
5. Cement - - - - 
6. Drugs 277,754 5349791 1,029,695 19982,591 
7. Electrical 471,622 80-247 9 1359220 2279855 
8. Food 629$760 - - 
9. Glassware 19,778 25,849 33j, 784 449154 
10. Gunnies 221,448 349539 209395 121,043 
11. Iron 296089692 5sO229813 996709998 l8s6205682 
12. Grains 19511,562 192369729 5621,439 
13. Leather m - - 
14. Machinery 609392 101,764 171,478 2889950 
15. Oils 207s985 2949446 416,849 5909138 
16. Paper 1289415 67s492 48s470 m 
17. Paint 21,000 29000 21,000 2sOOO 
18. Refrigerators 489026 809927 136,368 2291,787 
19. Sugar 420,689 502sO65 5991,182 7159085 
20. Tar - - m - 
21. Tea 36,041 42,599 50,350 59,512 
22. Timber 418,192 805,194 1,550,333 2,985,034 
23. Others 2,7449975 5-j285,216 10,176,232 19,593,466 
TOTAL 9 9? 55 9 504. 
_ 
14 *? 28,287 24,, 781lo2O2 451,6361,624 
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TABLE 5.11 PESSIMISTIC FORECASTS FOR IMPORTS (TON) 
ITEM 1985 1990 1995 2000 
1. Alcohol 19,424 32,731 55,153 92,937 
2. Automobiles 31,324 52,782 88,941 149,871 
3. Coal - - - - 
4. Cotton 20,425 26,103 33,315 42,519 
5. Cement - - 
6. Drugs 200,804 295,048 433,552 636,986 
7. Electrical 47,622 80,247 135,220 227,855 
8. Food 348,870 - - - 
9. Glassware 199778 25,849 33,784 449154 
10. Gunnies 22,448 349539 201,395 121,043 
11. Iron 11,885,976 297719118 4,10719681 599829636 
12. Grains 194459678 190939957 3169966 - 
13. Leather - 
14. Machinery 609392 1019764 171,478 2889950 
15. oils 1989844 2719157 369,767 5049240 
16. Paper 1289415 679492 489470 
17. Paint 2,000 21,000 29000 29000 
1 8. Refrigerators 481,026 809927 1369368 2299787 
19. Sugar 4111,037 481,149 5639220 659,290 
20. Tar - - - 
21. Tea 369041 429599 509350 599512 
22. Timber 3029336 4449230 6529720 9529720 
23. Others 199849503 299159887 492849394 692959181 
ýOETAL 792139943 898199579 1194679744 1691800681 
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5.7 Analysis of Exports 
The data that could be obtained concerning exports through the ports 
is summarised in Table 5.12. Analysis-of Table 5.12 reveals that 
', _--exports of some commodities are 
increasing at a very small rate and 
others are increasing at a very high rate. It can also be seen that 
the total voume of exports has gone up by 52 per cent -in 1979 compared 
to 1974 and fluctuating widely during those years. 
rt is not possible to relate exports to GDP or population for it is 
obvious that GDP and population have been growing yearly-while exports 
have notq nor have exports been increasing with time (years), hence a 
different forecasting model than the one adopted for imports should be 
looked for based mainly on the country's medium and long-range plans. 
Analysing each item in Table 5.12' and starting with item 1 (dates), 
it can be seen that the rate of increase in the volume of exports over 
the years 1974 - 1979 is 6 per cent with an average of 0.6 per cent 
per annum. The reason for this is that the international demand for 
dates is almost constant limiting the amount of exports. It will 
therefore be assumed that the future volume of exports will continue 
at the present rate to the end of the century'. 
Jtems 3 (fuel oil), 5 (nephta), 6 (petrol), 7 (oil products), and 10 
(white kerosine), it-can be seen from Table 5.10 that exports have 
been decreasing sharply over the years to be zero or negligible by 
1979. Local demand for those products has grown up largely to absorb 
most of the exports, plus the fact that most of the countries prefer 
to import oil and refine it locally. It is therefore assumed that 
the exports-of these items will be negligible especially when the 
country has no intentions of expanding in this field except to cover 
local demand'. 
Ministry of Agriculture 
National Oil Company - Ministry of Oil 
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TABLE 5.12 EXPORTS THROUGH IRAQI PORTS (TONS) 
ITEM 74 75 76 77 78 79 
1. Dates 
Y 
198375 201341 199624 203148 201513 204277 
2. Fertil- 6795 33440 66758 85749 121246 146709 isers 
ý., 3. Fuel Oil 123059 209582 122475 78686 32730 2304 
"-, -4. Liquorice 
Roots 19263 48173 21465 16000 18047 - 
-5. 
Nephta 47537 112336 147699 186347 115810 
69 Petrol 16001 41620 51218 39412 
7. Oil 
Products 119731 73679 60509 
Sulphur 258494 349722 374290 41213 18654 601498 
Urea 45438 179675 276286 
10. White 
Kerosine 101010 119802 105503 95316 45108 
11. others 111982 205265 116328 112641 108579 104066 
TOTAL 882516 1441012 1279039 964459 841362 1335140 
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I 
Item 4 (liquorice roots), exports have been fairly constant except for 1975 
where there was a jump, and 1979 where exports were zero. It will be 
assumed that no more exports of liquorice roots will take place and can 
be ignored from the analysis without any effect since its volume is so 
small compared to other items and the total volume of exports. 
Attention should be centred on items 2 (fertilisers), 8 (sulphur), 9 (urea), 
I and Ohosphates where large plants are in their final stages and large 
quantities of this item will be exported in future. The rate of increase 
in the volume of exports of items 2,8 and 9 and the geometric mean are 
shown in Table 5.13. 
Item 75/74 76/75 77/76 78/77 79/78 mean 
Fertilisers 392 99.6 28.4 37.9 21 62.05 
8. Sulphur 35.3 7. o -89 -54.7 3124 604.6 
9. Urea -- -- 295 51.5 123.02 
Table 5.13 Annual and mean percentage increase in the volume of exports 
As can be seen from Table 5.12, the figures fluctuate widely for all three 
items and past data in this case is of very little use in trend projection 
especially for urea whose production is relatively recent and phosphates 
I where production has not started yet. 
As mentioned earlier in section 5.2 overseas demand for exports depends on 
the level of world economic activity and the competitiveness of the country's 
, export 
prices. Since the world's economy is not in state of a recession 
and all the amounts produced of the above items have been exported in the 
past, it will be assumed that the country's export prices are competitive 
and will continue to be in the future. Otherwise, there is no point in 
investing hundreds-ýof millions of Iraqi Dinars in factories whose products 
have no market. 
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For item 2 (fertilisers), the plants are partly utilised now, production 
is estimated to increase by 20 percent per year(') where saturation will be 
reached by 1990 to equal the designed capacity of 1,000,000 tonnes per 
year. 
For item 8 (sulphur), the volume of exports in 1977 and 1978 as can be 
seen from Table 5.12,, was very small compared to the rest of the years. 
The reason was that during those two years a major production problem 
developed and sulphur could not be extracted where production had to come 
to almost a halt(2) until the fault was rectified by the end of 1978 and 
production was back to normal. The plants have been improved and 
modernised during those two years and it is estimated that the production 
will grow by about 9 percent per annum until 1990 where saturation will 
be reached and the export capacity will be 1,500,000 tonnes per year. 
For item 9 (urea), the planned capacity of the plants to be achieved by 
1985 is 750,000 tonnes increasing to reach the designed capacity of 
1,000,000 tonnes per year by 1990(l). 
The initial capacity for the production of phosphates is estimated to be 
250,000 tonnes in 1985 increasing to the designed capacity of 1,500,000 
tonnes by 1990(2). 
The final item to be considered in Table 5.12 is 11 (others), it can be 
seen from this table that the export volume has been fairly constant at 
just over 100,000 tonnes per year except in 1975 where it was more than 
double this figure, and it will be assumed that the average volume of 
exports of 126,000 tonnes will continue throughout this century. 
Based on the above discussion, it is possible now to proceed with the 
forecasting model for exports. 
I General Organisation for Chemical Industries - Ministry of Industry 
General Organisation for Minerals - Ministry of Industry 
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5.8 Exports Forecasting Model 
jhe forecasting model that will be dealt with in this section will be 
based on the assumptions made'In the previous section, namely the 
growth in the, rate of production. Three forecasts will be made for 
fertiliserss sulphur, urea and phosphates while only one forecast will 
,. 
be made for dates and others. The figures given previously for the 
growth in production rates are the most likely ones, and the optimistic 
and pessimistic figures are given below. 
,,, The growth 
in production rates is estimated to go as high as 23 per cent 
as low. as 17 per cent for fertilisers. For sulphur it will be 
between 7 and 11 per cent. For urea it will be between 14 and 22 per 
cent and fi'nally for phosphates it will be between 37 and 49 per cent. 
The forecasting model for exports is 
t=Ep (1 + PRd 
t 5.13 
where Et Exports in year t 
Ep Present exports 
PRr Growth in production rate 
t Year 
Using this model to get the export figures for the years 1985,1990 
1995 and 2000 for the three different forecast is shown in Appendix B 
and tables 5.14,5.15 and 5.16 show the most likelyq optimistic and 
pessimistic forecasts. 
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TýBLE 5.14 140ST LIKELY FORECASTS FOR EXPORTS (70N) 
-ITEM 1985 199D 1995 2000 
1. Dates 211,742 218,171 224,795 231,620 
2. Fertilisers 438,070 1900OSOOO 190009000 190009000 
8. Sulphur IsO231866 19500,000 lo50OsO0O 1,500$000 
9 Urea 7509000 10000,000 l$000S00O 19000SO00 
, 
11. Others 126,000 126,000 126,000 1269000 
12. Grains - - - 19000,000 
3. Phosphates 1 250,000 19500,000 1,500,000 11,500,000 
1 
TOT L 2,799,678 59344,171 5l, 350,795 69357,620, 
TABLE 5.15 OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS FOR EXPORTS (TON) 
ITEM 1985 1990 1995 2000 
1. Dates 211,742 218,171 224,795 231,620 
2. Fertilisers 508,027 110009000 19000,000 190009000 
8. Sulphur 1,125,050 195009000 11,5009000 19500sOOO 
9. Urea 91OS998 190000000 190009000 190009000 
11. Others 1269000 126,000 1269000 1269000 
12. Grains - - - 8009000 
13. Phosphates 250,000 1,500,000 195009000 1,500,000 
TýOTAIL 
: 
3,131,817 
1 
5,344,171 5,350,795 
1 
6,157,6201 
- 
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''TABLE 5.16 PESSIMISTIC FORECASTS FOR EXPORTS (TON) 
. 'ITEM 1985 1990 1995 2000 
1. Dates 211,742' 218,171 224,795 2319620 
`2. Fertilisers 3769332 8259089 190009000 190009000 
''8'. ' Sulphur 9029686 19266,064 19500SO00 105009000 
-9. Urea 6069440 190009000 160009000 1,90001000 
11-0 Others 1269000 1269000 1269000 126sOOO 
12. Grains - - 11,200,000 
, 13. Phosphates 2509000 11,2069543 195009000 195009000 
TOTAL 
-I 
294739,200 
-- 
I 
41,6419867 51,350., 795 
II 
695579620 
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5.9 Car2o Classification*and Ships'Forecasting, Model 
In the light of the discussion provided in section 5.4, it is possible to 
determine the way that import and export commodities will be carried as 
maritime cargo, that is, to determine the volume of each class of cargo 
such as containerised cargo, general cargo, bulk-cargo .. etc. The way 
these commodities were carried as maritime cargo in 1979 is shown in 
Table 5.17 together with the number of ships for each class of cargo and 
the average ship load. It was mentioned in Chapter 2 of this study that 
containerised traffic is expected to expand rapidly in future, for 
example, item 6 (drugs) is expected to be fully containerised by 1990 
and 50 percent of item 14 (machinery) is also expected to be carried as 
containerised cargo. In 1979 both these items were carried as general 
cargo. 
Since technological changes take the form of a swing to traffic specialisa- 
tion'. the cargo mix"according to the Port Authority for the years 1985 
-, -onwards, 
is summarised in Table 5.18. From this table it is possible to 
obtain the amount of each class of cargo simply by adding the volume of 
commodities for each class as shown in Appendix C. The volume of each 
class of cargo for the three different forecasts is shown in Tables 5.21 
to 5.23. 
The final stage in forecasting is to convert the volume of each class of 
cargo into the number of ships carrying it through the port. The movement 
of cargo ships for the years 1974 - 1979 is shown in Table 5.19. Again, 
due to technological changes, larger ships are expected to come to the 
port especially bulk carriers, but due to the depth of the dredged 
channelsq only vessels of a limited size carrying a load of Just over 
20,000 tonnes can be admitted. It is estimated again by the Port Authority 
the average ship load for each class of cargo is as shown in Table 
5.20* 
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TABLE 5.17 CARGO TYPE AND NO OF VESSELS COMING TO THE PORT 1979 
ITEM TON NO OF VESSELS AV. SHIP LOAD (TON)l 
2. Automobiles- 16,747 
3. Coal 62101 
6. Drugs 1269541 
10. Gunnfes 139385 
11. Iron 1,188,485 
C) g 14. Machinery 329288 
17. Paints 1,613 
19. Sugar 3409254 
20. Tar 201,105 
(5 21. Tea 29-j490 
22. Timber 1909523 
23. Others ls250,571 
TOTAL 31,2161,103 656 49902 
1. Alcohol 109385 
4. Cotton 159262 
7. Electric Goods 259461 
8. Food 1439191 
LU 9. Glassware 14,344 
CC 1ý 13. Leather 39683 
C) L) 16. Paper 589871 
18. Refrigerators 25,677 
TOTAL 2969874 124 29394 
5. Bagged Cement 1629491 20 8,124 
12. Bulk Grain 1,610$521 81 199883 
15. Bulk Oil 137,045 15 9,136 
GRAND TOTAL 5,423,034 896 69052 
Fertiliser 146,709 25 5,868 
Sulphur 601,498 53 11,349 
Urea 276,286 39 79084 
19013 
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TABLE 5.18 CARGO CLASS FOR EACH COMMODITY' 
ce- 
C) 
U) 
01 
ITEM 85 90 95 2000 
1. Alcohol ... C C C C 
2. Automobiles ... G G G AC 
3. Coal ... G G G G 
4. Cotton ... C C C C 
5. Cement 11C BC BC BC 
6. Drugs ... 50%C*50%G C C C 
7. Electrical C C C C 
8. Food C C C C 
9. Glassware C C C C 
10. Gunnies G G G G 
11. Iron ... A G G G 
12. Grains BK BK BK BK 
13. Leather C C C C 
14. Machinery 50%Co5O%G 50%C950%G 50%C95O%G 50%C95O%G 
15. Oil BK BK BK BK 
16. Paper C C C C 
17. Paints C C C C 
18. Refrigerators C C C C 
19. Sugar BK BK BK BK 
20. Tar G G G G 
21. Tea G G G G 
22. Timber G G G G 
23. Others 75%Gs25%C 50%G95O%C 50%G95O%C 50%G95O%C 
1. Dates G 85%G9l5%C 70%G93O%C 50%G95O%C 
2. Fertilisers SEI SB SB SB 
8. ýulphur SE SB SB SBI 
9L. Urea SBI SE SB SB 
11. Others 75%G, 25%C 5O%Gj5O%C 5O%Gv5O%C 50%G95O%C 
13 Phosphates SE1 SEI SEI Sa 
1ýaqi Port Organisation 
KEY: C- 100% container, AC - 100% auto-carri'er, G- 100% general, BC - 100% bagged cement, BK ' 100% bulk grain, bulk oil or bulk sugar SB - 100% soli'd bulk 
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TABLE 5.19 MARITIME TRANSPORT - MOVEMENT OF CARGO SHIPS' 
74 75 76 77 78 79 
1. No. of Vessels Entered 749 828 891 984 1127 896 2 Iraqi Ports (No. ) 
2. No. of Vessels Sailed 745 827 892 977 1136 893 2 From Iraqi Ports (No. ) 
3. G. R. T. of Vessels 
Entered (Ton'000) 5909 8434 8861 11855 13841 11554 
4. G. R. T. of Vessels 
Sailed (Ton '000) 5850 8305 9393 11872 13875 
11341 
5. Quantity of Imported 2715 3466 3430 3772 4191 5423 Goods (Ton '000) 
6. Quantity of Exported 882 1441 1279 964 897 1349 Goods (Ton 1000) 
7. (5) + (6) 3592 4907 4709 4736 5088 6772 
8. Av. G. R. T. /Ship (3)+(1) 7889 10186 9945 12047 12281 12895 
9. Av. Load of Imp/Ship 3625 4185 3849 3833 3718 6052 
(5) + (1 
10. Av. Load/G. R. T 0 459 0.411 0.387 0.318 0.302 0.469 
Ratio (5) + (3) . 
AV. (1 Q=0.391 
'Iraqi Ports Organi'sation 
2 Except for Bulk Solid Carriers 
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TABLE 5.20' AVERAGE SHIP LOAD FOR EACH CLASS OF CARGO (TON)' 
VESSEL CLASSIMATION 85 90 95 2000 
1. General 59250 59500 69000 69000 
2. Container 2,500 31,000 39000 31,000 
3. Bulk Grain 209000 209000 209000 20,000 
4. Bulk Oil 109000 159000 209000 209000 
5. Bulk. Sugar 100000 159000 209000 209000 
6. Auto-Carrier - - - 19500 
7. Fertilisers 109000 209000 209000 209000 
8. Sulphur 15,000 209000 209000 200000 
BULK 
CARRIER 
9. Urea 109000 209000 209000 209000 
10. Phosphates j 10,000 209000 209000 209000 
Iraqi' Ports Orgam'satton 
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Having obtained the average ship load for each class of cargo it is 
possible to obtain the number of ships calling at the port at any 
future time period, before doing so, it must be mentioned that since 
exports are so much smaller than imports for the same cargo classes, 
it is possible for the same ships that carry the imports to the port 
to carry the exports away, once their loads have been discharged as 
can be seen from Table 5.1% that is,, the number of vessels entering 
and sailing is almost equal, except for solid bulks (fertilisers, 
sulphur,, urea and phosphates) where ships come empty to carry away 
those commodities. 
The model for determining the number of ship calls at the port at any 
future ti'me period will tberefore be 
For imports of each class of cargo 
N=I /AL t, _tt 
where Nt= Number of ships in period t 
it = Imports in period t 
AL t= Average load of ship in period t 
Year 
For exports of solid bulks 
Nt=Et JAL t 
where Ntq ALt. and t are the same as in equation 5*6 
Et , Exports in period t 
5.14 
5.15 
Using the above two models, the number of ships calling at the port 
for each class of cargo is obtained simply by dividing the volume of 
each cargo class by the average ship load of this class for different 
periods and i's shown in Tables 5.21 to 5.23. 
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Having obtained the volume for each class of cargo and the number of 
ships calling at the port, the trends (in tonnes or ships against 
time)'for each cargo class is plotted and is shown in figures 5.3 to 
5.13. 
In conclusion in this chapter, it must be said that the forecasts have 
been prepared on the best available information. Since the forecasts 
cover a long time range (up to the year 2000), additional information 
may be made available concerning the import and export items, economic 
growth rate and production, this is why three forecasts were made 
(pessimistic, most likely and optimistic) covering a wide range of 
variations in order to minimise the risk of deviations. For example, 
growth rates in GDP (where most of the items are influenced by this 
component) ranging from 8 per cent to 14 per cent were used, at present 
it is thought very unlikely that the growth rates will deviate from 
those figures, even if they do for some unseen reason presently, the 
same models will be used to update the forecasts. 
The main aim of forecasting is to obtain the number of ships (for each 
class of cargo) passing through the port at different times into the 
future which provide the main input for the simulation model (Chapter 
6) where the output of the three different forecasts is simulated for 
different port configurations, that is, a varying number of berths to 
measure the resulting congestion and hence enabling us to arrive at 
an optimum decision concerning the number of berths required to service 
the ships at any future time period. 
0 
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CHAPTER 6 
PORT SIMULATION 
6.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to determine the waiting times and queue 
lengths of ships, and the idle times of berths resulting from the 
arrivals and departures of the different types of vessels through the 
ports. This will be achieved by simulating the stockastic pattern of 
arrivals of ships and the stochastic service times at the berths for 
different port configurations, that is, for an increasing number of 
berths for each class of cargo for different times into the future 
taking into consideration the constraints of the port stystem such as 
the effects of tides and shift times. 
Having determined the forecasts for each type of cargo class and 
obtained the number of ships carrying it through the port, it is 
necessary to know at this stage what cargo and its amount is handled 
at each of the three ports together with capacity, specialisation and 
number of berths handling the required cargo. In 1979 Basra port 
handled a large portion of general cargo, bulk grain, vegetable oil 
and urea; Um Qasr port handled the rest of the general cargo, contain- 
erised cargo,, cement and sulphur; while Khor Al Zubair port handled 
the chemical fertilisers. The actual amounts handled by each port in 
1979 for each class of cargo is shown in Table 6.1 below. 
From 1985 onwards the picture will change somehow since some types of 
cargo will not have to be imported anymore such as cement, new types 
of cargo have to be handled such as sugar, automobiles and phosphateso 
plus the fact that Khor Al Zubair (the Industrial Port) will deal 
only with fertilisers, sulphur, urea and phosphates. In addition to 
the aboveg there is no room for expansion in Basra port to cater for 
the increased volume of general cargo traffic, and hence the fifteen 
berths in the port cannot be increased necessitating the increased 
volume bf general cargo traffic to be diverted to Um Qasr where most 
of the expansion in port capacity will take place in future years. 
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TABLE 6.1 AMOUNT OF CARGO (TONS) HANDLED BY EACH PORT IN 1979 
CARGO BASRA UM QASR KHOR AL ZUBAIR 
CLASS IMPORTS EXPORTS IMPORTS EXPORTS IMPORTS EXPORTS 
1. General 
Cargo 2,422,512 2049277 7939591 1069370 
2. Grains 1,610,521 - - - 
3. Oils 137,045 - 
4. Urea - 276,286 - 
5. Con- 
- - 2969874 tainer 
6. Cement - 162,491 - 
7. Sulphur - - 601,498 
B. Fertil- 146,709 
isers, I I II 
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TABLE 6.2 AMOUNT OF CARGO (TONS) HANDLED BY EACH PORT FOR 1985 
CARGO BASRA U14 QASR KHOR AL ZUBAIR 
CLASS IMPORTS EXPORTS IMPORTS EXPORTS IMPORTS EXPORTS 
1. General 3069242 Cargo 
2. Grains 1,478,460 - 
3. Oils 203,371 - 
4. Sugar 4159840 m 
5. Con. - m 19491,144 319500 tainers 
6. Autom 
- - mobiles 
7. Fertil- 438,070 
isers 
8. Sulphur 1,10231,866 
9. Urea 7509000 
10. Phosm 2509000 
phates 
The amount handled by each port will be determined by simulating for 
different volumes in each period resulting in the best routing policy 
for the fifteen general cargo berths in Basra and an increasing number 
of berths in Um Qasr. 
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TABLE 6.3 AMOUNT OF CARGO (TONS) HANDLED BY EACH PORT IN 1990 
CARGO BASRA UM QASR KHOR AL ZUBAIR 
CLASS IMPORTS EXPORTS IMPORTS EXPORTS IMPORTS EXPORTS 
1. General .1 248 445 2 Cargo o 
2. Grains 1,164,653 - 
3. Oils 2829583 m 
4. Sugar 4911,506 - - 
5. Con- 
tainers m 2,735,805 95,726 
6. Auto- 
mobiles 
7. Fertil- 19000,0002 
isers 
S. Sulphur 1,500,0002 
9. Urea 1,000,0002 
10. Phos- 
phates 
11,500,0002 
- ----- 
-'The amount handled by each port will be determined by simulating for 
different volumes in each period resulting in the best routing policy 
for the fifteen general cargo berths in Basra and an increasing number 
of berths in Um Qasr. 
The same amounts will be handled for the periods 1995 and 2000 
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TABLE 6.4 AMOUNT OF CARGO (TONS) HANDLED BY EACH PORT IN 1995 
CARGO CLASS BASRA IJM QASR 
HANDLED IMPORTS- EXPORTS IMPORTS EXPORTS 
1. General Cargo 2 2209356 
2. Grains 437,921 - 
3. OI'IS 3929647 - 
4. Sugar 5809925 m 
5. Containers - 4,522,919 130,439 
6. Automobiles I -I 
TABLE 6.5 MOUNT OF CARGO (TONS) HANDLED BY EACH PORT IN 2000 
CARGO CLASS BASRA UM QASR 
HANDLED IMPORTS EXPORTS IMPORTS EXPORTS 
1. General Cargo 2 178,810 
2. Grains - 
190009000 
3. Oils 5459581 - 
4. Sugar 6869630 
5. Containers - 79511,947 178. s8lO 
6. Automobiles 1499871 
The amount handled by each port will be determined by simulating for 
different volumes in each period resulting in the best routing policy 
for the fifteen general cargo berths in Basra and an increasing number 
of berths in Um Qasr. 
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Therefore from 1985 onwards, Basra port will handle a portion of general 
cargo imports (the amount of which will be determined in Chapter 8 by 
determining the best routing policy since it is shared with Um Qasr) plus 
all the general cargo exports, grains, oils and sugar, Um Qasr port will 
handle the rest of the general cargo imports, all the container traffic 
(imports and exports), and automobile carriers in the year 2000; and 
finally Khor Al Zubair port will handle fertilisers, sulphur, urea and 
phosphates (refer to Tables 5.21 to 5.23 of Chapter 5). The amounts 
handled by each port from 1985 onwards for each class of cargo is shown 
in Tables 6.2 to 6.5 for the most likely forecasts. 
The number of berths, their capacity and specialisation for the year 1979 
is shown in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2. while that for 1985 onwards has yet to 
be determined, except for the general cargo berths in Basra where they 
are-constant and the number of ships (or amount of cargo) to be handled 
there is to be determined so the rest of the general cargo can be routed 
to Um Qasr and the number of berths required to handle it has to be deter- 
mined. It must be mentioned here that while the grain ships were sharing 
two of the general cargo berths in 1979, additional grain berths will be 
provided from 1985 onwards, and each cargo class will be serviced by its 
group of berths only. 
6.2 General Description 
In Chapter 1. section 1.1, it was mentioned that this study will not consider 
in any detail the day-to-day requirements of operating the port, that is, 
the simulation model will not take account of the number of pilots, tugs 
etc. * on the seawardside; nor the storage area and inland distribution 
system on the landside. The figure next page gives a schematic diagram of 
the total port system. The terms of reference of this study are enclosed 
within the dotted diagram. Berth capacity is the fundamental constraint on 
the port capacity, and whilst quay side facilities and warehousing are of 
unquestionable importance, they nonetheless are secondary to berth capacity 
and lie in the area of conventional port design and management. However, 
the implications for storage facility are considered in section 6.5. 
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Similarlyq the landside transport facilities are outside the simulation model 
but in this case the implications for landside developments (in terms of 
vehicles, load capacities, etc. ) are considered in section 6. G. 
(Hansen 1972) makes the qualification that the landside transfer and storage 
of goods yields no significant delay in servicing ships. The quayside 
operations only will be simulated in this study which will include the 
following: - 
1. The number of ships arriving at the port for each class of cargo, 
2. The pattern of arrival of ships and their time of arrival, 
3. Amount of time spent waiting for tides, 
4. Amount of time spent for the next shift to start, 
5. The time required for servicing the ships (unloading/loading) at 
the berths and the service pattern, 
6. Time spent waiting for a vacant berth, 
7. Total ship time in port, 
8. Number of berths for each class of cargo, 
9. Berth active and idle time. 
As Basra, Um Qasr and Khor Al Zubair ports handle different types of cargo 
(see section 6.1), each port will be simulated as a multi-berth-multi-queue 
system. When ships arrive at the port they are admitted to the first vacant 
berth on a first-come-first-served basis. The time interval between 
successive arrivals is a stochastic variate with a known probability 
distribution and the service time for each berth is also a stochastic variate 
with each group of berths having its own probability distribution for service 
time. 
When a ship arrives at the port, every berth (in each berth group) is 
checked to determine whether any of them is vacant at the moment. If 
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all berths are occupied, then waiting time occurs until one berth 
becomes free. When a berth becomes vacant before another ship 
arrives at the port, idle time occurs until a ship arrives and enters 
the vacant berth. 
It was mentioned in Chapter 4 of this study that the ports operate 
during the day only, from 6.00am - 6.00pm for two shifts, this implies 
that ships arriving or departing outside those hours have to wait for 
the next shift to be serviced, provided that there is a vacant berth. 
It was also mentioned that the ports are tidal, that is, in addition 
to waiting for the next shift to start, ships can only approach and 
leave the berths during the tides which occur approximately every 
six hours and last for approximately the same period. Hence ships 
have to wait for shifts, tides and a vacant berth before being able 
to dock at a berth to unload/load their cargo. This process is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1 
The port simulated as a multiderth-multi-queue system is described by 
specifying the following: - 
- number of ships for each type of cargo and their pattern of 
arrival 
- number of berths for each type of cargo, their capacity and 
the 
pattern of service time. 
- shift constraints. 
- tidal constraints. 
In Section 6.3 a sample. of the input data submitted to the model is 
provided. 
The results of the simulati, on model provide detailed tables of what 
happens to each ship from the time it enters the system to the time 
it leaves it, also provided is a summary of results such as average 
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Ships arrive at a port (arrival rate) 
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FIGURE 6.1 DIAGRAM SHOWING THE ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF SHIPS 
THROUGH A PORT 
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waiting time per ship, waiting time distributions, percentage idle 
time for each berth group, idle time distributions, maximum queue 
length of ships and queue length distribution as will be seen later 
in the chapter. 
Each ship type has two associated random variables; interarrival and 
service time. Each ship arrival is generated from the interarrival 
distribution and the service time is generated from the service 
distribution. In almost all cases, port activity is studied under 
steady-state conditions (see Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4). however, 
the simulation model starts in an empty state and does not immediately 
represent a state of equilibrium. The model allows specfication of 
a time period (run-in-time) to approach the steady-state during which 
no performance of statistics are collected as will be seen later in 
Section 6.4. 
6.3 Data Input 
The number of ships for each type of cargo passing through the. port 
together with the amount of cargo carried is determined in Chapter 4 
by forecasting past data (see Tables 5.19 to 5.21). The pattern of 
interarrival and service time (interarrival and service distributions) 
are determined from historical data; in the Iraqi ports the inter- 
arrival distribution is negative exponential and the service distrib- 
ution is normal. 
The number of berths and their capacity for the year 1979 is obtained 
from the Port Authority, while the number of berths for the years 1985 
onwards has to be determined through simulation and later by investment 
appraisal. 
The above is the basic input required for the simulation model and the 
input data as it stands in 1979 is shown in Table 6.6 and for the 
most likely forecasts for 1985 Is shown in Table 6.7 which is similar 
to Table 6.6 except that the number of ships for general cargo at 
Basra port and Um Qasr port being a variable and also the number of 
berths at all other berth groups of the three ports being a variable 
that will be determined in Chapter 8 of this study. 
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TABLE 6.6 -IRPlJT'DATA*FOR*THE'PORTS AS IT WAS'IN 1979C1 
AVERAGE MEAN SER- STANDARD 
QUANTITY SHIP 14UMBER NUMBER BERTH VICE TIME DEVIATION 
SERVICED LOAD OF SHIPS OF CAPACITY PER SHIP11 a 
CARGO CLASS (Ton) (Ton) ARRIVING BERTHS PER YEAR (Hour) (Hour) 
BASRA PORT 1979 
1. G. C. 2,626,789 5,350 491 15 3009000 156 40 
2. Grain 1,610,521 19,883 81 2 400,000 435 100 
3. Oil 137,045 9,136 15 1 400,000 200 40 
4. Urea 276,286 7,084 39 
11 
400,000 155 34 
OM QASR PORT 1979 
-C. 1. GO 899,961 5,454 165 4 300,000 159 36 
2. Containet 296,874 2,394 124 1 500,000 42 7 
3. Cement 162,491 8,125 20 1 300jOOO 237 43 
4. Sulphur 601,498 4,349 53 3 300,000 331 54 
kHOR AL ZUBAIR PORT 1979 
1.. Fertiliser 1469709 59868 25 1 5509000 94 24 
1 Iraqi Ports Authority 
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Input data tables for the years 1979,1985,1990 and 2000 for 
different forecasts and shifts together with the simulation results 
are shown in Tables 6.11 to 6.39. 
The data obtained from the Port Authority for the year 1979 and shown 
in Table 6.6 is explained below. 
The column headed 'Quantity Serviced' is simply the sum of imports and 
exports (where applicable) such as general cargo for Basra and Um Qasr. 
The column headed 'Average Ship Load' is the result of dividing the 
quantity serviced by the number of ships carrying the cargo eg. for 
general cargo in Basra the result is 2626789/491 = 5350. 
The column headed 'Number of Ships Arriving' was obtained from the 
Port Authorities, and so were the data in columns, 'Number of Berths'. 
'Berth Capacity PER YEAR' and the 'STANDARD DEVIATION'. 
As for the column headed 'Mean Service Time per Ship', it was obtained 
as follows: - 
Mean Service Average Shipload )x 2(2) 6.1 
Time per Ship erth Capacity per hour 
Berth Capacity Berth capacity/year 1 number of working days 
per hour per year 1. number of*working hours per day. 6.2 
It can be seen that the average ship load/berth capacity in equation 
6.1 is multiplied by 2 to obtain the mean service time per ship, this 
is because the berths operate for 1-2 hours a day and the time taken 
to service a ship Is almost doubled since it has to wait for another 
12 hours for the next shift to start in the morning. 
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TABLE 6.7 INPUT DATA FOR THE PORTS FOR 1985, MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
AVERAGE 'NUMBER NUMBER BERTH MEAN SER- STANDARD 
CARGO CLASS QUANTITY' SHIP OF SHIPS OF CAPACITY VICE TIME DEVIATION 
SERVICED LOAD ARRIVING BERTHS PER YEAR PER SHIP 
BASRA PORT 1985 
1. G. C 3,823,742 5,750 670 15 300,000 169 43 
2 Grain 19478s460 199979 74 2 400$000 438 100 
3 Oil 2039371 99684 21 1 4009000 212 42 
4 Sugar 4150840 99901 42 1 4009000 217 43 
UM QASR PORT 1985 
I. G. C 19058,842 5,246 201 4 3009000 153 35 
2 Container 19522,644 29550 597 3 500,000 45 7 
KHOR AL ZUBAIR PORT 1985 
1 Fertiliser 438,070 99956 44 1 5505000 159 40 
2 Sulphur 190239866 149838 69 2 550sO0O 236 38 
3 Urea 7509000 109000 75 2 550,000 159 35 
4 Phosphate s 2509000 109000 25 1 5506000 159 26 
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TABLE 6.8 MEAN SERVICE TIME AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
BASRA PORT 
CARGO TYPE 
1. G. C 156 40 0.2564 
2. Grain 435 100 0.2299 
3. Oil 200 40 0.2000 
4. Urea 155 34 0.2193 
UM QASR PORT 
1. G. C 159 36 0.2264 
2. Containers 42 7 0.1666 
3. Cement 237 43 0.1814 
4. Sulphur 331 54 0.1631 
KHOR AL ZUBAIR PORT 
1. Fertilisers 94 
1 
24 
1 
0.2553 
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For example, the mean service time for a general cargo ship at Basra port 
would be obtained as follows: - 
using equation 6.2, the berth capacity per hour = 300000 + 365 + 12 = 68.5 
using equation 6.1, -p = (5350 -** 68.5) x2= 156 
The mean service time for all other ship types is obtained in the same 
way. 
The standard deviation a for the years 1985 onwards is based on the 
standard deviation of 1979 data. In 1979 the value a/p is worked out in 
Table 6.8. 
Since sugar and phosphates are new types of cargo and their standard 
deviations are not available yet, it is recommended by the Port 
Authority to assume that their standard deviations will be similar to 
oil and sulphur respectively. 
In working out a for any type of ship for 1985 onwards, e. g. a for G. C. 
in Basra in 1985 = 0.2564 x 169 = 43, a for containers in Um Qasr in 
1985 = 0.1666 x 45 = 7, and the same is done for each ship type for any 
future year. 
6.4 Model Construction and Model Operation 
In stochastic simulation the system usually starts in any empty state, 
that is, there are no ships in the system and all the berths are free. 
The system does not immediately represent a state of equilibrium and as 
mentioned earlier, a run-in-time must be allowed (during which no 
performance of statistics are collected) so that the system can reach 
stability. In this model a run-in-time of one year is allowed, for 
example$ if we are simulating Khor Al Zubair port in 1985 where the 
number of ship arrivals per year is 213, a run-in-tin. e of another 213 
ships is allowed, making the total number of ships to be simulated 426 
or two years, where the first year simulation is ignored. 
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Having decided on the total simulation time (or total number of ships to 
be simulated), the next step is to calculate an arrival time for each 
ship. This is done through using the interarrival distribution which is 
negative exponential as follows: - 
Time interval between arrivals = -x Xn(R) 
) 
where the mean time between successive arrivals 
* number of ships 365 (days/year) x 24 (hours/day) . 
arriving per year for each class of cargo (determined 
by the forecasts). 
is a random number (0-1) 
In the model this is done using a subroutine CPROCINTERV) as will be 
illustrated later by an example. 
Since nore than one type of ship is arriving at the port, the earliest 
of these is determined, that is, type of ship, its day and hour of 
arrival is worked out. The ship can proceed to a vacant berth to 
unload/load its cargo if the shifts and tides are on, otherwise, it has 
to wait for the next shift to start and for the tides before docking at a 
berth. Hence the next step is to calculate the time delay due to shifts 
and tides which is done in the model by using a subroutine (PROCDELAY) 
as will te illustrated by an example. 
So far the type of ship, day and hour of its arrival and the time delay 
due to shifts and tides has been determined. Since the system starts in 
an empty state in the simulation, that is, all berths are free to start 
with, the ship can now proceed and enter any of the free berths to be 
serviced. The time the ship enters the berth is simply its arrival time 
plus the time delay due to shifts and tides (if any). 
I See Naylor et al 1968 
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Now that the ship is at berth awaiting service, the time taken to service 
the ship should be worked out. In the model this is done by using the 
service distribution which is normal as follows: - 
12 (1) 
Service time =ax( ij, Ri - 6) + ji 
where a is the standard deviation 
R is a random number (0-1) 
and V is the mean service time 
which in the model is done using a subroutine (PROCNORMAL) as will be 
illustrated in the example. 
As more and more ships arrive at the port and occupy the vacant berths, 
all the berths might become occupied forcing the ships to wait for an 
empty berth. Hence the time the first berth will become empty should 
be determined, in other words the time the ship waits for an empty berth 
should be determined. In the model this is done using a subroutine 
(PROCMINDELAY) which calculates the berth that gives minimum delay to the 
waiting ships as will be illustrated later in the example. 
As ships wait for an empty berth and due to the random pattern of arrival 
and service time, a queue of ships might form which gets bigger as more 
ships arrive and more berths get occupied, and smaller as more berths 
become available. To determine the length of the queue forming during the 
simulation yet another subroutine is used in the model (PROCQSIZE) to 
determine the queue size as will be illustrated in the example. 
At this stage we know the berth number and we must calculate the time the 
ship leaves this berth. The time the ship leaves its berth is simply 
I See Naylor et al 1968 
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Time of arrival + Time delay due to tides and shifts + minimum delay 
for a free berth + service time + (: time delay due to shifts and tides). 
In the model the time delay due to shifts and tides when the ship has 
been serviced and wants to depart is added to the service time since 
the berth is being kept occupied by the ship. 
Now it is possible to calculate the total waiting time for the ship, 
which is the time it had to wait for a free berth plus the time it 
had to wait for shifts and tides. 
The same procedure is now repeated all over again to calculate the 
next arrival ... etc. unti'l all the ships arriving have been simulated 
where the simulation stopsý. Having simulated all the arrivals in that 
particular years the model then calculates the average waiting time 
per ship and the percentage idle time for each group of berths as 
follows: - 
Average waiting time I waiting time/number of ships arriving 
Percentage idle time r idle time)/(total simulation time] x 100 
The above procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.29 while the full flow 
chart, the program for Basra port (1979) where grain ships share the 
general cargo berths together with the output are shown in Appendices 
D and E respectively. 
To illustrate the above procedure, one of the simulations is used 
(Khor Al Zubair port 1985). In order to enable the reader to under- 
stand the model, the variables used in the program, the computer 
program and the simulati, on output for Khor Al Zubair port 1985 is 
shown in the next few pages. 
It can be seen from Table 6.7 for the above port that the number of 
ships arriving in that year is 44 + 69 + 75 + 25 = 213. Since a 
run-in-time of another year is allowed to reach the steady state, 
then the total number of ships to be simulated is 213 + 213 = 4269 
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this is shown in line 20 of the program. The rest of the data, namely, 
number of ships arriving per year for each class of cargo, number of berths 
simulated, mean service time and the standard deviation is shown in lines 
50-80 of the program where the data is read into the program. 
In order to be able to follow the main features of the model, it is best 
to refer to the first page of the output where only one type (2) is 
considered to illustrate the operation of the model. The mean interarrival 
time is worked out in line 200 of the program and an arrival time is 
generated using PROCINTERV (lines 850-880 of the program) which gives us 
the first arrival of type 2 ships (line number I of the output), the next 
arrival of this type being in line 2 of the output ... etc. The first 
arrival as can be seen from the output is at day 19, hour 0 (i. e. 19 x 24 
= 456 hours), and the first ten arrivals are shown in Table 6.9 below. 
Table 6.9 CALCULATION OF 14AITING TIME DUE TO SHIFTS AND TIDES 
TYPE DAY HR ARRIV TIDE 1 2 3 4 
WAITING DUE TO 
SHIFTS TIDES 
TOTAL 
TIDE 
1 2 19 0 456 20 2 8 14 6 + 0 6 
2 2 31 12 756 8 14 20 2 0 + 2 2 
3 2 41 13 997 18 24 6 12 0 + 0 0 
4 2 48 5 1157 1 7 13 19 1 + 1 2 
5 2 55 13 1333 8 14 20 2 0 + 1 1 
6 2 56 4 1348 9 15 21 3 2 + 0 2 
7 2 59 5 1421 12 18 24 6 1 + 0 1 
8 2 66 5 1589 19 1 7 13 1 + 0 1 
9 2 72 3 1731 1 7 13 19 3 + 1 4 
10 1 2 72 21 1749 1 7 13 19 9 + 1 10 
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Ships cannot enter the berths between the hours 6.00pm and 6.00am 
(the ports are not operational), nor can they enter between tides I 
and 2 and tides 3 and 4 (there are no tides). 
Every new day the tides shift by I hour, that is, at day 19 hour 0 
TIDE I starts at hour 20, TIDE 2 at 20 +6= 26, ie, hour 2. TIDE 3 
at 2+6-8 and TIDE 4 at 8+6- 14, this is shown in line I of 
Table 6.9. At day 31 hour 12 
TIDE I = 31 - 24 + I=8 
TIDE 2 =8+ 6 = 14 
TIDE 3 - 14 + 6 = 20 
TIDE 4 = 20 = 6 = 26 ie. hour 2, this is shown in line 2 of 
Table 6.9. The same procedure is adopted in calculating TIDE 1,2, 
3 and 4 and they are all shown in Table 6.9. 
In order to calculate the time delay due to shifts, the time arrival 
of the ship is checked, if it is outside the hours 6.00am - 6.00pm 
the time delay is worked out as follows (see Table 6.9): - 
Li ne I arrival is at hour 0 
waiting time due to shifts 6. 00am 06 
Line 2 11 11 11 11 If 0 
Line 3 It 10 11 11 11 0 
Line 4 If 11 go 11 6 -5 
Line 5 11 11 0 
Li-ne 6 go 6 -4= 2 
Line 7 If if 6 -5= 1 
Line 8 11 11 6 -5= I 
Line 9 01 If 11 6 -3= 3 
Line 10 11 so 11 =30 -21 oc 9 
In order to calculate the waiting time due to tides, the time brought 
forward (after adding time delay due to shifts) is checked and the 
waiting time due to tides is worked out as follows (see Table 6.9): - 
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Line 1 arrival time brought to 6.00 a. m., the tides are on between 
2.00 a. m. - 8.00 a. m. 
waiting time due to tides =0 
0 
Line 2 = 14 - 12 =2 
Line 3 0 
Line 4 =7 -6 =I 
Line 5 = 14 - 13 =I 
Line 6 0 
Line 7 0 
Line 8 0 
Line 9 =7 -6 =1 
Line 10 =7 -6 =I 
and the total waiting time due to shifts and tides (TIDE) is obtained by 
adding both delays as shown in Table 6.9. 
The next step is to calculate the time taken to service the ship which is 
worked out in line 360 of the program and a service time is generated 
using PROCNORMAL (lines 1010-1050 of the program), the service time 
generated is tabulated in column 8 of Table 6.10. 
Column 1 in Table 6.10 is obtained by using PROCINTERV 
Column 2 in Table 6.10 is obtained by using PROCDELAY as shown earlier, 
Column 8 in Table 6.10 is obtained by using PROCNORMAL 
To work out the number of berths being used (if more than 1, column 3 in 
Table 6.10) and the time for columns 4,5g 6,7,9 and 10; PROCMINDELAY 
(lines 890-1000 of the program) is used as follows: - 
Delay = Time ship leaves berth (Time of arrival + TIDE) 
If delay <0, then minimum delay 0, and idle time =- delay. 
Since the system starts in an empty state, the time the previous ship 
left the berth =0 (column 5, line 1 of Table 6.10), the ship enters 
berth number 2 (column 3. line 1). 
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DELAY -0- (456 + 6) a -462, meaning there Is no delay, ie. DELAY 
a0 (column 7. line 1) and 
IDLE =- DELAY =- (-462) = 462 (column 10, line 1) 
Time ship enters berth (ENTER) Time of arrival + minimum delay 
therefore, ENTER = 456 +6= 462 (column 4. line 1) 
Waiting time (IJAIT) mi'nimun. delay 
,+ 
TDE 
0+6=6 (column 9. line 1) 
This berth becomes avai'lable when the ship leaves it (LEAVE) 
= Time of arrival + minimum delay + service time 
= 462 +0+ 217 - 679 (column 6, line 1) 
and applyi, ng the above procedure to the rest of the lines in Table 
6.10 we get: - 
Line 2 DELAY c 679 - 758 =- 799 . 0. DELAY = 09 IDLE = 79 
ENTER = 756 +2= 758 
WAIT =0+2=2 
LEAVE = 758 +0+ 208 = 966 
Line 3 DELAY = 966 ý 977 =- 31, . '. DELAY = 0, IDLE = 31 
ENTER = 997 +0= 997 
WAIT =0+o=o 
LEAVE = 997 +0+ 191 = 1188 
Line 4 DELAY -0- (3157 + 21 11590 . *. DELAY = 0, IDLE = 1159 
ENTER -1157 +2 =1159 
WAIT c0+2a2 
LEAVE =1159 +0+ 244 = 1403 
Notice-here that berth Number 2 becomes available at 1188 hours and 
the arrival of the ship is at 1159 hours, since there are now two 
berths in this berth group, berth I is available now and the ship 
uses the first available berth. 
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Line 5 The first available berth is Number 2 at 1188 hours (while 
Berth I becomes available at 1403 hours) 
DELAY = 1188 - (1333 +1) = -146, . '. DELAY a 0, IDLE c 146 
ENTER = 1334 +0a 1334 
WAIT =0+1=I 
LEAVE - 1334 +0+ 256 a 1590 
Line 6 The first available berth is Number I at 1403 hours (while 
Berth Number 2 becomes available at 1590 hours) 
DELAY = 1403 -(1348 -ý 2) = 53, IDLE =0 
ENTER = 1350 + 53 = 1403 
WAIT 2+ 53 = 55 
LEAVE 1350 + 54 + 196 - 1600 
Line 7 The first available berth is Number 2 at 1590 hours (while 
Berth I becomes available at 1600 hours) 
DELAY = 1590 - 1422 = 168, IDLE =0 
ENTER = 1422 + 168 =1590 
WAIT = 168 +I= 169 
LEAVE = 1422 + 168 + 252 = 1842, 
Line 8 DELAY = 1600 - 1596 = 10, IDLE 0 
ENTER = 1590 +ý 10 = 1600 
WAIT = 10 + 1 = 11 
LEAVE = . 
1590 + 10 + 238 = 1838 
Line 9 DELAY = 1838 - 1735 z 103 IDLE 0 
ENTER = 1735 + 103 =1838 
WAIT = 103 + 4 a 107 
LEAVEm 1735 + 103 + 282 a 2120 
Line 10 DELAY 1842 - 1759 = 83, IDLE =0 
ENTER 1759 + 83 = 1842 
WAIT 83 + 10 = 93 
LEAVE 1759 + 83 + 181 = 2023 
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All the results are shown in Table 6.10 
Finally to calculate the queue size of ships as it gets bigger or 
smaller, an explanation of the subroutine PROCQSIZE (lines 1060-1220 
of the program) is provided. 
Consider an array Q with locations 0 to 10 
10 
The values stored in the array are the times that the ships enter 
the berth, eg. 
023 4 5 6 
ý7 
89 10 
1 1 100 1 220 1 230 1 300 1 
__ 
I I I 
-_:: 
] 
START represents the beginning of the queue ie. 3 
FA represents the first available location ie. 7 
QEND represents the end of the queue ie. 6 
As each ship arrives, we know its 
' 
arrival time (TPRINT) and the 
(calculated) time it enters its berth (ENTERB), for example, a ship 
arrives at 210 hours and enters berth at 320 hours, in line 1010 of 
the programg we set 
Q M) 
, r- 
ENTERB, ie. Q(7) a 320 
o123 4 5 6 789 10 
loo 1 220 1 230-- 300 1 320 
delete from --- add to this end 
this end 
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TPRINT < Q(START) I ie. 210 < 100 
1w 
No 
delete from start of queue 
START - START +I ie. start c3+I=4 
234 5 6 7 
1- 1 220_1 230 1 300 1 3201 
Yis 
No deletion from head of queue 
QL = QEND - START +I 
ie. (7 3+ 1) 5 
Applying the above procedure to our examples we know the time of 
arrival and the time the ship enters berth. 
012 10 
RW1,7STI 997 
referring to Table 6.10 
Line I we enter the time the ship enters berth in FA(O) = 462 
456 ý 462, Yes, QL =0- 
Line 2 we enter the time the ship enters berth in FA(l) = 758 
756 < 462, No, START c START +Ia0 
756<758, Yes, QL -0 QEND - START +I =I-l+l=l 
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Line, 3 997 < 758, No, START - START +I-I+I-2 
997 < 997, No. START m 0, FA - 0, QL m0 
2 3-- 4 -, 56 
140T ISeOl 1838 11842 
Line 4- 1157 < 1159, Yes., QL =0-0+I=1 
Line 5 1333 < 1159, No, START = START +I=0+1=I 
1333 < 1334, Yes, QL =1-1+1-I 
Line 6 1348 < 1334, No. START = START +I=I+1=2 
1348 < 1403, Yes, QL c 2-2+I 
Line 7 1421 < 1403, No. START - START +12+13 
1421<1590, Yes, QL = 3-3+1 m1 
Line 8 1589 < 1590, Yes, QL a4-3+I=2 
Line 9 1731 < 1590, No. START - START +1=3+1= 
1731 < 1600, No. START = START +I=4+I=5 
1731<1838, Yes,, QL = 5-5+1 =I 
Line 10 1749 < 18389*Yes, QL 6-5+I=2 
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TITLES USED IN SIMULATION PROGRAMME 
I. TYPE Type of ship arriving 
2. DAY Time of arrival of ship in days 
3. HR Time or arrival of ship in hours 
4. TIDE Delay caused due to tides and shifts 
S. BTH Type of berth - usually same as I above except 
occasionally when Grain ships use General Cargo berths. 
6. BTH Number of berth used in the berth group 
7. Q Queue length 
S. ARRIV Ship arrival time in hours 
9. ENTER Time ship enters berth 
10. LEFT Time previous ship left berth 
11. LEAVE Time this ship will leave berth 
12. DELAY Delay caused by waiting for free berth 
13. SERV Time taken to service ship 
14. WAIT Total waiting time for ship 
15. IDLE Berth idle time 
16. AV. WT Average. waiting time 
17. NO. ARRIV. Number of arrivals over simulation period 
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18. TOLIDLETIME 
I 
Total idle time for the. group of berths 
19. % IDLE TIME Percentage idle time for the group of berths 
20. AV. SERVICE Average time taken to service ship 
21. MAX Q Maximum queue length 
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VARIABLES USED IN SIMULATION PROGRA11ME 
NOARRIVS Number of ships arriving during simulation period 
including run-in-time 
FDAYS First arrivals (for run-in-time) 
T Type of ship eg. 1. General cargo Basra 
2. Grain Port 
3.011 1979 
4. Urea 
NT Number of types, 
NN Number of arrivals 
110SHIPS Number of ships arrivi'ng per year for each class 
(this is read front the first column in DATA) 
TCONST Mean interarrival time between ships (X) 
NOBERTHS Number of berths for each class 
(this is eead from the second column in DATA) 
TSERV Mean service time for each class 
(this is read fron. the third column in DATA) 
STD Standard deviatidn for each class 
(. ýhis is read from the fourth column in DATA) 
MAXQL Maximum queue length 
QUEUE Either TRUE or FALSE depending on whether queue 
is normal or turned back on itself 
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START Start of queue 
FA First available location in array 
STIME Time of arrival of ship 
TINTERV Time interval between arri'vals 
GRAIN Either I or 0 depending whether it is a grain ship 
or not 
XSTIME Total excess time for ship 
IDLET Berth idle time 
TYPE Type of berth 
FIRST This is first available berth 
TPRINT Time or arrival + waiting due to tide 
MINDELAY Minimum delay 
BERTH(NsTYPL) Time ship will leave, berth N 
ENTERB Time ship enters berth 
WAITIME Waiting'time of ship 
SUMIT Sum of i'dle time 
Sum Sum of waiting time 
SUMSERV Sum of service time 
NO Number of ships arriving during simulation 
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TITOT TOTAL SIMULATION TIME 
FOUND Flag to note whether an empty berth has been found 
or not 
CHTYPE Either 1 or 0 depending on whether or not a general 
cargo berth is being used by a grain ship. 
DELAY Time to wait before a berth becomes available 
QEND End of queue 
ARRAYSZE Size of array 
QL Queue lengtb 
Q Array which stores the times at which ships enter 
the berth 
NEWDAYS 
XST 
TIDE 1 
TIDE 2 
TIDE 3 
TIDE 4 
Tl 
T2 
Day that ship arrives 
Excess time caused by either tides or shift (night) 
Times when the tides are in and out 
The ships cannot enter or leave the berth 
between Tide I and Tide 2. and Tide 3 
and Tide 4 
Times when ports are not operational due to shifts 
ships cannot enter the berths between TI and T2 
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X. 
10 REM READ DATA: array size, no. of arrivals simulated, no. of arrivals 
20 PEA. " APRAYSZEINOAPRIVS9FDAYSINT 
30 DATA 
40 REM DATA: For each type: No. shipsg no. berths, mean service time, 
50 DATA 44,19159,40 
60 DATA P9292706,308 
70 DATA 75,2,159,315 
so DATA 25111159926 
90 RZRND(-I) 
100 DAYSYF=365 : HRSDAY=24 : TIDElcO: NEWDAYS=-l: NN=1 
110 DIN SUMSEERV (4) NUMB (4)j STD(4) IC(1009 4) ICI (500ý 4) 1 Q(ARPAYSZEý 4) 120 DIM START (4) 9FA (4) jQUEUE (4) IMAXOLM qCQ (5094) 130 DIM AVLOAD(4))AVUNLOAD(4)gSTIME(4)gTCONST(4), NOBERTHcý(4), BERTH(1504) 
140 DIM TSEPV(4)qSUM(4)jNO(4)jSUMIT(4) 
150 @1401000004 
... r1r. -V9 9 .2 MV --- .--...... - ----- -- 
ignored, no. of dMerent #. V; es. 
standird deviation cf service time. 
jov rrimj----iype i-rermisers-iype Z-5ulphur': PRINT'Type 3-Urea"'Type 4-Phosphatesolptil 
170 PRINT' TYPE DAY HE TIDE PTH BTH 9 
i80 K401000007 
190 PRINT ' ARRIV ENTER LEFT LEAVE DELAY SEFV WAIT IDLE' 
200 FOR 7=1 TO NT: READ NOSHIPS: TCONST(T)tDAYSYRIHRSDAY/NOSHIFS 
21OREAD NOBEETHS(T)gTSERVIT)gSTD(T): NEXTT 
2 "0 REMISICAll-C-TIMEINTERVA61. CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
230 FOR TrI TO NT: TCONSTzTCONST(T): PROCINTERV 
240 REMItICALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
250 MA19L(T)zO: OUEUE(T)=TRUE: STAFýT(T)=O: FA(T)=O 
260 STIME(T)=TINTERV: NEXT 
270 REM11tFIND EARLIEST SHIP. 
2BO GOTO290JOR Tz-1 TO 3: STIME(T)--IOA6,. NO(T)zl: NUME(T)rI : WEITT 
290 XSTIMEz0: IDLET=0: STIME=10'b: FOF Tml TO NT 
3001F STIME(T)<STIME THENSTIMEzIWTtSTIME(T)): TYPEzT 
310 NEXT T. -TPRINT=STIME 
320 HOURSmSTIME MOD 24: DAYS=STIME DIV 24 : HRS=HOURS 
330 PROCDELAY(STIME) 
340 STIME=STIME+XSTIME 
350 REMISS CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
360 PRO61NORMAL 
370 NOPERTH=NOBEETHS(TYPE). -MINDELAY=100000 
380 11400000004 
400 PRINT TYPE, DAYSgHRS91STIME; 
410 PROCMINDELAY 
440 ENTERMTINWINDELAY: PROCOSIZE : PRINT TYPEIFIRST1916; 
450 124000200060RINT TPRINTlENTERE, BERTH(FIPSTITYPE); 
460 WAITIMEcMINDELAY+XSTIME 
470 
460 BERTH(FIRSTgTYPE)t$TIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOURStBERTH(FIRST? TYPE) MOD 24: LTIMEsBERTH(FIRST, TYPE) 
490 HRZHOURS 
500 ISTIMM: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
510 TSERVICEzTSERVI CE+X ST IKE: BERTH (FIRST. TYPF) =RFFTW IFTRqT TV; r)4YqTlN; - --, - .. - --- .. I. ...... .9.., "--..... 
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5 "0 IF NN)FDAYS THEN SUKIT17YPE)zSUK17(TYPE)+IDI. ET: Cg(g',. TYPE). - CG(9'6, TYPE)+l 530 PRINT lERTH(FIRST, TYPE); ' 
540 11210002DOOSAINT hl, NDELAYIYSERVICEIWAITIMEIID'6ET 
4.60 IF NNItFDAYS SOTO 600 
570 SUN (TYPE) 9SUM (TYPE) +WAITIME : No (TYPE) rNO(TYPE) +1 SUMSEFV (TYPE) 2SUMS! FV (TYFE) +TSERV ICE: WTI I NT (WAIT IRE/ 12): IF WTý! O ', ýEk 190 ITBINTIIDLET/12): IF IT)I00 THEN ! T: 100 
5.90 C(WT, TYPE)zC(wTvTYPE)+I: ClflT, TYPE)rCI(17, TYPE)+I 
600 TCONST&TCONST(7YPE) 
610 IF KWzFDAYS THEN FDAYTIMEcSTIME 
620 PROCINTERV 
6100 STIME(TYPE)ZSTIME(TYPE)+TINTEPV 
640 IF NNOOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
650 NNzNN41: IF NN'%9NOARRIVS 6OTO200 
660PRINT' 'FIRST '; FDAYS; ' AFRIVALS ISNOREMI 
670 11.40002020B : TIMTOTsTPFINT-FDAYTIME 
680 PRINT ' TYPE NO. AFFIV. AV. WT. TOLIDLETIME ZIDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAXQ' 610 FOF Tal TO NT: PRINTTj NO (T) I SUM (T) /N3 (7) jSUMIT(T), SUMIT (T) /TIMTOTlI04V. SUMS-. RV(T) INO (T) pMAXQI. (T) 700 NEXT T 
710 j%z&00000004 
720 FOR TvI TO NT : PRINT "TYPE--'; T; o 9UEUE LENSTHS3 
730 FOR 19: 0 TO MAIDL(T) MINT I9, CQ(IQ, T) 
740 NEXT 19: NEXT T 
750 FOR 7*1 TO NT : PRINT ... TYPEc'; T ;' WNTINE TIMES, 
760 ZlzO: FOR IWz0 TO 100 
770 IF CQW, T)00 PRINT §;: K-0-+I: ZZr25l(K MOD 3): IF ZZ'x0 THEN FFINT 780 NEXT Ik 
790 NEXT T 
Bol", FOR 7--l TO NT : PRINT`TYPE=9; T; * IDLE TIMES' 
610 00 : ZltO: FOR 100 TO 200 
BA. 0 IF CI(IW, T)(>D PRINT TAP(ZZ): IWtl2; '-'; IW$12+11.9ýOCI(IW, T); g ';: VtK41: ZZz2! l(K '! ): IF 11: 0 THENFF&INT 830 NEXT: WEXT : PRINT 
640 W-10. -MIMTOF 
050 DEF PROEINTERV 
660 F-40 (1) 
B70 TINTEFV: -TCONSTILN(I-R) 
Sao ENDPROC. 
990 DEF PROCMINDELAY 
900 FOUND=O : CHTYFE=0 
910 REMISICHECK ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
920 FOR N: l TO NUERTH 
940 DELAYsBERTH(N, TYPE)-STIME 
950 IF DELAY(O THEN MINDELAY=0 : FIRSTrN : IDLETr-DELAY: 5OTO970 
960 IF DELAY(MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY%DELAY: FIRSTgN 
970 NEXT K 
1000 ENDPROC 
1010 DEF PROCNORKAL 
1020 SLMNzO: FDR Izi TO 12: R: RND(l) 
1030 SLfMN=SUHN+R: KEXT 1 
1040 TSERVICEtSTD(TYPE)I(SUMN-6.0)+TSERV(TYPE) 
1050 ENDPROC 
1060 DEF PROCOSIZE 
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1070 STAFTr. START(TYPE): FA=FA(TYPE): gUEUE=gUEUE(TYPE) 
1080 g(FA, TYPE)tENTERP 
1090 9END=FA 
1100 IF TPRINT(9(START, TYPE) 60TO 1160 
1110 IF QUEUE AND STARMEND THEN START=START+l : 60TO 1100 
1120 IF QUEUE ANr STAFT)=GEND THEN STAFTz0 : FA=0: 9Lm0: 6OT0 1200 
1130 STARTtSTART+l 
1140 IF START)ARRAYSAIE THEN START=0: 9UEUEzTPUE 
1150 60TO 1100 
1160 IF QUEUE THEN gLzgEND-START+l ELSE gLzAPRAYSZE-STAFT+QEND+2 
1170 FA: FA+I 
Ileo IF FA)APPAYSIZE THEN FA=O: QUEUE=FALSE 
1190 IF 9UEUEmFA'LSE AND FA). cThRT THEN PRINPQ TOO LONP; ' STARIOSTART; ' FA='; FA gLz,; QL 
1200 START(TYPE)=STAFT: FA(TYPE)=FA: gUEUE(TYPE)29UEUE 
1210 IF GLW19-ý(TYPE) THEN MAXQ', (TYPE)-tCL 
1220 ENDPPOC 
1230 DEF PROC'DELAY(LSTIME) 
1240 PRDCXSTIME(0,6, HOURS): PRDCXSTIME(ISp. PO, HDURS) 
1250 D*DAYS-NEWDAYS : IF D=O 60TO 1300 
1260 TIDEI=(TIDEI+D) MOD 24 
1270 TIDE2=(TIDEI+6) MOD 24 
1280 TIDE3=(TIDEI+12) MOD 24 
1 '190 TIDE4=(TIDEI+18) HOD 24 A 
1300 NEWDAYS=DAYS 
13. 
tHouql 010 
IF TIDE2'%TIDEI THEN PPOCXSTIME(0, TIDE6`$HOURS): PRDCXSTIME(TIDEI, TIDE. ý+24, HOURýw)ELSE PRKISTIMPTIDE11, TIDK' w .1 11,020 IF TIDE4'%TIDE3 THEN PROCISTIME(OITIDE49HOURS): PROCISTIME(TIDE*ýý, TIDE4+24yHOURS) ELSE PRO: X, STIMPTIll"ITIDEE4, HOAS) 
I "To 30 IF XSTý>O BOTO 14140 
1 340 ENDPROCC 
1.1050 DEF PROCISTIM"E(TIJ29H) 
1360 XST=O 
1370 IF H', '=Tl AND WT2 THEN IST=T2-H : XSTIME: XSTIME+XET : HOURS=(LSTIME+XSTIME) MOD '414 
13BO ENDPRO: 
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)RUN 
Type I-Fetiliser's 
Type 2-Sulphur 
Type 3-Urea 
Type 4-Pýmhltes 
TYPE DAY HR TIDE BTH BTH a ARFIV ENTEP LEFT LEAVE DELAY SERV WAIT IDLE 
7 bo 0 0 7 . 1? . 1 0. 7. 0. 175. 0. 168. 7. 7. 3 0 11 0 3 1 0 11. 11. 0. 152. 0. 141. 0. 11. 
3 1 22 10 3 1 1 46. 152. IN. 298. 96. 147. 106. 0. 
4 10 w 3 4 1 1 Z 2C 246. 0. 440. 0. 194. 3. 246. 
11 14 4 3 2 1 278. 2s2. 175. W. 0. 207. 4. 107. 
3 14 2 21. 11 3 1 1 358. 3069. 292. 469. 0. ? 9. 11. 71. 
2 19 0 6 2 2 1 456. 462. 0. 679. 0. 217. 6. 462. 
3 j, 0 3 3 1 1 483. 486. 46B. 679. 0. 193. 3. le. 
4 23 23 7 4 1 1 575. 5821. 440. 70?. 0. 125. 7. W's 
3 25 4 13 0 3 2 0 6 13. 61«wl. 489. 753. 0. 140. 0. 1. ý4. 
3 255 20 ,' 14 3 1 1 620. 679. M. 802. 47. 123 ,. 59. 0. 
4 30 17 0 4 1 0 73?. 737. 707. 8 55 «Z . 0. 116. 0. 30. 
2 w «11 12 ' -4 
2 2 1 756. 75P.,. 679. 96-.. 0. 201. 2. 79. 
3 r. 13 2 3 2 1 781. 78'.. 75.70. 919. 0. 136. 2. 30. 
3 35 3 110 3 1 1 84'1'j . 846. 602. 990. 0. 144. w. 44. 
2 41 13 0 2 2 0 997. 997. 966. 1188. 0. 191. 0. 101. 
1 4.1 5 1 1 1 1 110141. 1110. 0. 1255. 0. c 145. 1.1110. 
2 48 5 2 2 1 1 1157. 1159. 0. 14031. 0. 244. 2. 1159. 
1 51 2 N 12 1 1 1 1246. 16.. os, 1255. 1426. 0. 16s. N. 3. 
1 51 22 12 1 1 2 1246. 1426. 1426. 1619. 168. 19v. 180. 0. 
3 52 11 0 3 2 0 1259. , e9. le 919. 1451. 0. 192. 0. 340. 
2 55 13 1 2 2 1 Wý. 234. 1188. 1590. 0. 254. 1. 146. 
3 56 2 4 3 1 1 1346. 1,11050. 990. 1496. 0. 146. 4. 360. 
2 56 4 2 2 1 1 1348. 1403. 1403. 1600. 3 5v. 196. 
-- 
55. 0. 
2 59 5 1 2 2 1 1421. 1590. 1590. 1842. 168. 252. 169, -u". 14 
4 59 15 3 4 1 1 141j1. 14.14. 853. 1626. 0. 192. 3. -551. 
3 61 6 21 3 2 1 1470. 1472. 1451. 1641. 0. 169. 2. 21. 
3 6 «, IP 14 0 3 1 0 1526. 1526. 149b. 1679. 0. 153. 0. 30. 
3 63 15 0 3 2 1 1527. 1641. 1641. 1811. 114. 170. 114. 0. 
2 66 5 1 2 1 2 1589. 1600. 1600. 1838. 10. 238. 11. 0. 
3 66 11 ,2 
3 1 2 1595. 1679. 1679. 1839. 82. 160. 64. 0. 
2 72 
- 
3 4 2 1 1 1731. 1838. 1839. 2120. 103. 282. 107. 0. 
72 21 10 2 2 2 1749. 1842 1844 . 2023 3 63 lal. 93. 00 . . . . - 4 73 3 5 4 1 1 1755. 1760. 1626. 1976. 0. 2160 -50 ZT. - 
1 75 18 16 1 1 1 1818. 1B34. 1619. 2007w. 0. 169. 16. 215. 
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2 77 1 11 2 2 1 1849. 201963. 2023. - 2250. 163. 22?. 174. 0. 
2 N la la 2' 1 2 1866. 2120. 2120. 236,5. 236. 245. '21154. 0. 
3 79 15 0 3 2 0 1911. 1911. 1811. 2150. 0. 239. 0. 100. 
4 80 5 1 4 1 1 MM. 1976. 1976. 2060. 50. 103. 51. 0. 
2 OB 0 11 2 2 2 2112. 2250. 2250. 250B. 127. 25E. 138. 0. 
2 92 10 5 2 1 2 2218. 2365. 2365. 2607. 142. 24.0. Z 147. 0. 
2 94 10 0 2 2 2 2266. 250B. 2508- 2742. 242. 2135. 24.1. 0. 
3 96 14 17 3 2 1 2318. 2335. 2150. 2504. 0. 169. 17. 185. 
3 97 8 0 3 1 0 23. -6. 2336. 1839. 2504. 0. 168. 0. 497. 
3 97 la 14 3 2 1 2346. 2504. 2504. 2696. 144. 19w. 158. 0. 
3 100 12 0 3 1 2 2412. 2504. 2504- 260v. 92. 99. 92. 0. 
2 101 7 5 2 1 2 2431. 260,7. 2607. 286?. 171. 2K. 176. 0. 
2 104 7 0 21 2 3 2503. ä"74.. 1 2742. 3040. 23?. 297. 239. 0. 
2 104 la 12 2 1 3 2514. 286?. 2869. 307E. W. 209. 'IM. 0. 
2 105 8 0 2 2 4 3040. 3040. 33531. 5141. lw 13. 5 N. 0. 
3 109 6 1 Z 1 1 2598. 2603. 2603. 2767. 4. 164. 5. 0. 
4 110 7 ' 4 1 1 2647. 2649. 2080. 2853. 0. 204. & 2. 569. 
2 110 22 11 2 1 2 4 266.. 3078. 3078. 3297. 40!. 219. 416- 0. 
2 114 9 4 2 1 4 2745. 31197. 3. 35s2. 4 9. 295. 1. 55. 0. 
3 114 19 114 3 2 1 4,17055. 2766. 2696. 2958. 0. 192. 11. 70. 
1 116 16 0 1 1 0& 2800- 2800. 2003. 29s3. 0. la'.,. 0. M. 
IIS 16 1 2 2 5 2248. =Z. 23. w 'Z. 3562. 504. 209. 50:. 0. 
3 119 12 la Z 1 1 2869- 2866. 2767. 3054. 0. 169- la. 119. 
3 120 17 14 Z V 2 1 2897 $. 2958. 295s. 3106. 47. 14?. 61. 0. 
3 120 la 13 3 1 2 2B98. 3054. 3054. 3229. 14«.! ý. 175. 156. 0. 
3 122 2 7 Z w 3 2930. 310.1. v 3106. '23.2179. 169. 173. 17k. 0. 
4 123 0 10 4 1 1 2952. 2962. 7853. . 3106. 0. 144. 10. 109. 1 127 16 0 1 1 0 31064. 3064. 298. Z. Z 32210. 0. 159. 0. ei. 
1 13. 0 7 1 1 1 Zilbs. V&ýV. 
«'"' 
Wd.. l. ý `IN. w 3319. 48. 97. 5'.. 0. 
2 1316 2 9 2 2 3 z266, 356,41. 3562. 3876. 287. 314, 296. 0. 
1 12! 6 la 17 1 1 1 
23282. 3 319. 331?. 3444. 20. 15. 11. «17. 0. 
3 143 4 0 3 2 0 3439. 34308. 3,279. 360,1 . 7 0. 169. 0. 159. 
1 144 10 0 1 1 0 3466. 3466. 3444. 3632. 0. 166. 0. 212. 
3 146 15 18 3 1 1 3519- 351k7. 3229. 362. 0. 120. la. 308. 
3 149 130 0 3 2 1 3565. 3607. 3607. 3758. 42. 151. 445. 0. 
2 IN' 5 1 2 1 1 3677. 3678. 3582. 389t. 0. 217. 1. 96. 
2 153 9 0 2 2 1 3681. 3876. 3876. 4096. 195. 210. 195. 0. 
2 154 9 0 2 1 2 3705. 3895. 3895. 4110. 190. 215. 190. 0. 
4 154 2w 7 4 1 1 3719. 3726. 3106. 3870. 0. 144. 7. Klo. 
2 156 3 4 2 2 3 3747, 4086. 40B6. 4303. 335. 217. 339. 0. 
3 156 11 0 3 1 0 3755. 3755. 3657. 3955. 0. 200. 0. 98. 
4 156 13 6 4 1 1 3757. 3970. 3870. 4020. 107. 149. 11.0. 0. 
2 157 6 2 2 1 4 3774. 4110. 4110. 4332. ZU. 222. 336. 0. 
3 158 1 8 3 2 3 1 379.0. 3801. 3758. 3994. 0. 193. 0. 43. 
2 158 7 2 2 2 5 3792. 4303. 4303. 4569. 502'. 266. 504. 0. 
2 160 1 10 2 1 6 3841. 4332. 410 . 4647. 481. 315. 491. 0. 
1 160 6 5 1 1 1 3846. 3851. 3 Klf 2. 4043. 0. 192. 5. 219. 
3 162 13 0 3 1 1 3901- 3955. 3955. 4093. 54. 138. 54. 0. 
2 163 0 6 2 2 5 3912. 4569. 4569. 4791. 651. 221. 657. 0. 
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0 
4 244 1 10 4 1 1 5957. 586?. 5791. 6060. 0. 193. 10. 76. 
1 244 12 0 1 1 1 5abs. 6030. 6030. 61B0. Mg. 149. 162. 0. 
3 244 16 0 3 1 0 58722. 5672. 586,21. 60nw. 0. iß!. 0. 10. 
3 244 la 17 3 2 1 5874. 5991. 5991. 6203. 100. 212. 117. 0. 
1 246 13 0 1 1 2 5917. 6180. 6190. 6316. 263. 139. 263. 0. 
3 253 10 0 3 1 0 6082. 6082. 6035. 6249. 0. 166. 0. 47. 
3 29 22 10 3 2 1 6094. 620114. 6203. KM. 99. 177. 109. 0. 
3 256 10 1 3 1 2 6154. 6248. 6248. 6419. 93. 171. 94. 0. 
4 '&IN 4 2 4 1 1 6196. 619B- 6060. 6344. 0. 144. 2. 138. 
2 26c 5 1 2 1 1 6245. 6319. 6319. 6519. 7W. Z 201. 74. 0. 
2 260 19 11 2 2 2 6259. 6446. 6446. 6616. 176. 169. 187. 0. 
2 261 14 2 2 1 3 627B. 65019. 6519. 6784. 239. 265. 241. 0. 
2 261 - 21 9 21 2' 4 62855. 6616. 6616. 6? 75. 322. 159. 331. 0. 
3 271 10 4 21 2 1 6514, 6518. 6380. 667B. 0. 160. 4. 172. v 2 272 8 0 2 2 2 65316. 6775. 6775. 70234 23?. 249. 219. 0. 
3 274 7 0 3 1 0 659z. 65B3- 6419. 6654. 0. 71. 0. 164. 
2 2 75 7 0 2 1 3 660?. 6784, 6784. 6990. 177. 206. 177. 0. 
3 275 22 8 3 P 1 1 66412. 6654. 6654. 6753. 24. 98. 32. 0. 
2 276 2 5 2 1 3 6626. 6990. 6990. 7232. 359. 241. 364. 0. 
1 276 10 0 1 1 0 6634. 6634. 63le. 6776. 0. 142. 0. 316. 
2 277 5 3 2 2 4 66,52. 7 0'. ' Z. 7023. 724!. 367. 221. 370. 0. 
2 2811 21 15 2 1 5 6765. 72 li 2. 7232. 7476. 45 1.1 . 244. 467. 0. 
2 2E2 0 6 2 2 6 6768. 7245. 7245. 7446. 471. 201. 47?. 0. 
2 28! 4 2 2 2 5 6944. 744E. 7446. 7697. 600. 240. 602. 0. 
1 2EZ 14 2 1 1 1 6B54. 6956. 6776. 7073, 0. 217. 2. 80. 
1 5 2e. 23 7 1 1 1 Z 696w. 707.1. Z 7 707V. 7279. 203. 206. 210. 0. 
2 290 la 15 2 1 6 6976. 7476. 7476. 7785. 4ei. 309. 498. 0. 
1 291 15 0 1 1 2 6999. 7279. 7279. 7475o . 0. 196. 280. 0. 
2 292 6 5 2 2 6 7014. 7687. 76B7. 79"., 1. 66s. 24' . 673. 0. 
4 292 8 3 4 1 1 7016. 7019. 6342. 72315. 0. 216. 3. 677. 
2 2921 9 2 2 1 7 7017. 778u.. 7785. 8051. 766. 266. 766. 0. 
2 29.1 11 0 2 2 6 7019. 7931. 7931. 8126. 914.. 195. 912. 0. 
3 292 je 17 3 2 1 7026. 3 704V. 6678. 7260. 0. 217. 17. 365. 
2 292! 17 0 2 1 8 7049. 8051. 8051. 826B. 10 02 . 217. 1002. 0. 
2 294 7 6 2 2 9 7061-. 6126. 8126. 8365. 1057. 240. 1063. 0. 
1 295 15 0 1 1 2 70955. 7475. 7475. 7575. 380. 100. ZU. 0. 
3 296 6 0 30 1 0 7112. 7112. 6753. 7302. 0. 190. 0. 359. 
4 297 2 4 4 1 1 7130. 7235. 7235. 7376. 101. 141. 105. 0. 
2 297 4 2 2 1 10 2 71M 6269. 8269. 650!. 1134. 234. 1136. 0. 
1 298 6 0 1 1 3 7160. 7575. 7575. 7766. 415. 211. 415. 0. 
1 298 19 11 1 1 4 7171. 7786. 7786. 9009. 604, 223. 61!. 0. 
3 300 4 3 3 2 1 7204. 7260. 7260, 7435. 5 30 . 175. 56. 0. 
3 300 13 6 3 1 2 7213. 7302. 7302. 7423. 4 83. 121. 69. 0. 
2 302 7 2 2 2 9 7255. 6365. 8365. 8553. 1109. 188. 1110. 0. 
2 304 3 8 2 1 10 7299. 8503. 6503. 8760. 1196. 257. 1204. 0. 
4 304 16 0 4 1 1 7312. 7376. 7376. 7572. 64. 196. 64. 0. 
3 304 22 13 3 1 1 7318. 7423. 7423. 75414. 92. 101. 105. 0. 
2 304 23 12 2 2 11 7319. 6553. 8553. 8772. 1222. 219. 1234. 0. 
2 306 8 5 2 1 12 7352. 8760. 6760. 9006. 1403. 246. 1408. 0. 
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1 306 12 1 1 1 4 7356. 6009. 6009. 82049. 652. 1941.653. 0. 
2 310 la 12 2 2 12 7458. 8772. 677d2. 9031. IM. 259.1314. 0. 
1 311 9 0 1 1 5 7473. 8202. 64102. 8358. 729. 157.729. 0. 
1 312 la 13 1 1 5 7506. 635B. 358. Bv 85541. 639. m 193.82 0. 
1 315 9 1 1 1 6 7569. 6556. 855A1. 8650. 982. 99.983. 0. 
2 317 4 8 2 1 12 7612. 9006. 9006. 9205. 1386. 199.1394. 0. 
2 '110 17 6 6 2 2 13 7614. 9031. 9031. 9'J'9. 1411. 198.1417. 0. 
1 317 14 0 1 1 6 7626. 2 6650. 6650. 8825. 1028. 175.102B. 0. 
3 317 20 16 3 2 1 7628. 7644. MM 7813. 0. 169.16. 209. 
4 316 15 0 4 1 0 7647. 7647. 7572. 7830. 0. 1aZ. 0. 75, 
3 319 9 5 3 1 1 7665. 7670. 7524. 7832.. 00 16:. 5. 146. 
2 321 16 0 2 1 13 7720. 9205. 920,51. 9487. 1485. 282.1485. 0. 
2 ZU 0 9 '41 2 13 7824. 9229. 9229. 9465. 1396. 236.140,5. 0. 
1 327 19 15 1 1 6 786?. es. n. 8825. 9987. 94Z. 16196.95E. 0. 
3 326 7 4 3 2 1 7679. 7B9Z. 7813. 8031. 0. 148.4. 70. 
3 330 6 0 3 1 0 79ä6. 7926. 2 7834.. 8079. 0. 153.0. 94. 
4 330 10 3 4 1 1 7930. 7933. 7630. 8094. 0. 161.3. 10.1.4 
1 30310 22 a 1 1 7 7942. 6987. E9B7. 9127. 1037. 140.10450. 0. 
2 3031,3 6 0 2 2' 13 7996. 9465. 9465. 9774. 1467. 309.1467. 0. 
3 3 f33 20 1 8012. 3 80.01, 8031. 8190. 9. 160.19. 0. 
4 334 22 8 4 1 1 8038. 8094. 8094. 8239. 48. 144.56. 0. 
1 336 6 1 1 1 7 8070. 9127. 9127. 9419.5. 1056. 169.1057. 0. 
3 338 12 0 3 1 0 8124. 8124. 8079. 8265. 0. 141.0. 45. 
3 rs 17 16 3 2 1 6129. 8190. 8190. 8410. 45. 219.61. 0. 
4 33E 19 14 4 1 1 8131. 6239. 'l« 84119. 8434. 94. 195. 
3 339 17 17 3 1 2 8153. 6265. 8265. UM. 95. 169.112. 0. 
2 'IN 22 1. 11 2 1 12 815s. 94B7. 9487. 9731. 3 017. 244. l"W&0.. 0. 
3 339 23 11 3 2 3 8159. 8410. 8410. 8651. 240. 241.251. 0. 
2 2 1 13 Elbv. «11. 97W 973 01. ? 947. 1560. 217.156. R. 0. 
3 343 11 3 3 1 3 824V. BC. m.. 843. Ot. B574. 189. 139. M 
3 3 45 1 5 3 1 3 8281. 8574. 8574. 8754.. 2se. 178.293. 0. 
3 349 0 8 3 2 4 B376. 8 655 1. 6651. 885.. 267. 202.275. 0. 
1 349 16 4 1 1 6 6392. 9295. 9295. 9465. 899. 169.903. 0. 
2 349 21 11 2 2 12 6397. 9774. 9774. 9969. 1366. 194.1377. 0, 
1 353 13 0 1 1 7 8465. 9465. 9465. 9636. 980. 172.990. 0. 
4 354 -16 0 4 1 0 8512. 8512. 6434. 6695. 0. 183.0. 78. 3 32 1 5 3 1 3 8521. 8752. 8752. 8969. 226. 217.2 311 . 0. 
1 356 0 6 1 1 8 8544. 9636. 9636. 9822. 1086. 186.1092. 0. 
2 357 15 1 2 1 11 858«W'. 9947. 9947. 10193. 13631. 245.1364. 0. 
2 358 6 0 2 2 12 6599. 9969. 9969. 10182. 1371. 213.1371. 0. 
1 358 7 0 1 1 8 8599. MAI. 9622. 9991. 1223. 169.1223. 0. 
3 35B 9 0 3 2 3 8601. 88541. BL, 2. 9018. 251. 166.251. 0. 
2 362 4 5 2 2 13 8692. 1018.2.10182. 10403. 1485. 220.1490. 0. 
2 364 0 11 2 1 14 6736. 10193. 10193. 10428. 1446. 235.1457. 0. 
1 366 20 10 1 1 6 8804. 9991. 9991. 10182. 1177. 191.1187. 0. 
2 368 20 10 2 2 13 6852. 10403. 10403. 10687. 1541. 284.1551. 0. 
3 372 19 12 3 1 1 8947. 6969. 6969. 9200. 10. 230.22. 0. 
3 373 5 3 3 2 2 9957. 9018. 9018. 9128. 58. 111.61. 0. 
2 374 0 9 2 1 14 8976. 10428. 10428. 10689. 1443. 262.1452. 0. 
3 374 22 11 3 2 2 6998. 9128. 9128. 9261. 119. 133.130. 0. 
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4 378 13 0 4 1 0 9095. 90B5.8695.9277. 0. 192.0. 390. 
2 V9 17 0 2 2 13 9113. 10697.10687.10951. 1574. 264.1574. 0. 
1 ZOO 9 6 1 1 29. 6 91d 10182.10182.10302. 1047. 120.1051v. 0. 
2 384 22 9 2 1 12 9238. 10689.10689.10927. 1442. 238.1451. 0. 
1 386 7 2 1 1 7 9271. 10304.10302.10426. 1029. 123.1031. 0. 
2 39? 5 5 2 1 13 9293. 10927.10927.11170. 1629. 243.1634. 0. 
2 387 8 2 2 21 14 9296. 10951.10951.11150. 165!. 200.1655. 0. 
2 39. 0 6 2 2 15 9408. 11150.11150.11386. 2 1736. 232.1742. 0. 
1 392 23 7 1 1 7 9431. 10426.10426.10639. 989. 213.995. 0. 
1 397 9 0 1 1 7 9537. 10639.10639.10766. 1102. 127.1102. 0. 
3 398 14 0 3 2 0 9566. 9566.9261.975V. 3 0. 187.0. 305. 
3 3.09 14 0 3 1 0 9590. 9590.9200.9778. 0. las. 0. 390. 
3 400 4 7 3 2 1 9604. UM% 9753.9971. 142. 218.149. 0. 
4 400 14 0 4 1 0 9614. 9614.9277.9731. 0. 117.0. 337. 
2 4C5 22 8 2 1 13 9742. 11170.11170.11431. 1420. 261.1428. 0. 
1 406 5 1 1 1 7 9749. 10766.10766.10879. 1016. 113.1017. 0. 
2 40ý 273 7 2 2 14 9767. 1608. 300.1615. 0. 
3 420 19 12 3 1 1 9811. 9823.9778.9992. 0. 169.12. 45. 
2 411 17 17 21 1 14 9981. 11431.1141.1.11699. 1533. 268.1550. 0. 
2 412 14 0 2 2 15 9902. 11692.1168.2.11915. 1780. 234.1780. 0. 
2 412 23 12 2 1 16 9911. 11699.11699.11965. 1776. 266.1789. 0. 
3 413 7 5 3 2 1 9919. 9971.9971.10093. 47. 121.52. 0. 
2 413 22 14 2 2 17 9934. 11915.11915.12157. 1967. 241.1981. 0. 
3 4146 5 1 3 1 1 99a9. 9992.9994.10146. 2. 154.3. 0. 
3 419 22 8 3 2 110078. 10093.10093.1012,66. 7. 174.15. 0. 
420 9 0 2 1 1610089. 11965.11965.12152. 1876. 187.1876. 0. 
1 4"" 15 6 1 1 6101423. 10879.10879.11023. 730. 147.736. 0. 
1 422 19 14 1 1 710147. 11025.11025.11253. 864. 228.878. 0. 
2 42 21 1,41 2 1 1710149. 12152.12152.123821. 1991. 230.2003. 0. 
3 429 22 8 3 2 110318. 10326.10266.10567. 0. 241. s. 60. 
1 431 10 0 1 1 61021054. 2 899. 202,899. 0. 
3 433 4 4 3 1 110396. 10400.10146.1056B. 0. 168.4. 254. 
2 434 10 0 2 2 1510426. 12157.12157.12345. 1731. 189.17131. 0. 
2 ES 9 19 11 2 2 1510555- 12345.12345.12542. 1779. 197.1790. 0. 
2 439 23 7 2 1 16105.09. 12,7082.12382.12607. 1816. 225.18223. 0. 
3 440 12 3 3 2 110572. 10575.10567.10759. 0. 184.3. 8. 
3 442 21 9 3 1 110629. 10636.105.168.10806. 0. 168.9. 70. 
1 441 20 13 1 1 510724. 11455.11455.11674. 718. 219.731. 0. 
1 450 20 10 1 1 5108ä10. 11674.11674.11838. 644. 165.854. 0. 
3 451 6 0 3 2 010830. 10830.10759.10998. 0. 168.0. 71. 
2 4553 7 0 2 2 1510879. 12542.12542.12799. 1663. 257.1663. 0. 
2 4. t 4 19 11 2 1 1610915. 12607.12607.12834. 1681., 227.169&. 0. 
3 r, ,d 45 6 0 3 1 010946. 2 26.10806.11071. 1094 0. 145. 0. 11410. 
1 4 5'. # 21 9 1 1 510941. - Bes. 216.697. 0. 
3 455 23 7 3 2 110943. 10998.10998.11144. 48. 146.55. 0. 
2 461 1 11 2 2 1511065. 12799.12799.13069. 1723. 270.1734. 0. 
2 468 9 0 2 1 1411241. 128,304.12934.13068. 1593. 234.1593. 0. 
1 469 13 6 1 1 511245. 604- 145.810. 0. 
3 468 Iß 13 3 2 111250. 11263.11144.11455. 0. 194'. 13. 119. 
- 2oo - 
3 47,1 1 9 3 1 111305. 11314.11071.11399. 0. 65.9. 243. 
1 47,62 1 10 1 1 511329. 12199.121199.12347. 660. 148.670. 0. 
3 474 0 6 3 1 111376. 17. 159.23. 0. 
2 477 3 3 & 1 1311451. '16. 1614. 269.1617. 0. 
2 479 2 4 2 2 1411498. 13069.13069.13327. 1567. 259.1571. 0. 
4 479 6 0 4 1 011504. 11502.9731.11695. 0. 19!. 0. 1771. 
3 490 0 7 3 2 111520. 11527.11455.11672. 0. 145.7. 72. 
3 49 5 2 3 1 211525. 1155B. 11558.11720. 31. 162.33. 0. 
1 48. ". 493 10 1 1 511501. 12347.12347.124a9. 746. 142.756. 0. 
1 485 2 10 1 1 611642. 12489.12489.12732. 837. 243.847. 0. 
1 4B? 1 5 1 1 611689. 12732.12732.12926, 1038. 194.1043. 0. 
3 491 12 2 3 2 111700. 11702.11672.11871. 0. 169.2. 30. 
2 4005 4 2 2 2 1311716. 13327.13327.13j590. 1609. 263.1611. 0. 
3 4EE 4 21 3 1 111716. 11720.11720.11961. 2. 241.4. 0. 
2 4BE 8 0 2 1 1411720. 1616. 254.1616. 0. 
2 492 8 0 2 2 1511816- 13590.13590.13808. 1774. 219.1774. 0. 
2 49. 23 9 2 1 1611955. 1. p590.13590.13s33. 1726. 243.17W 
3 495 4 6 3 9 111884. 11890.11871.121131. 0. 4941.6. 19. 49«; ' 17 0 3 1 111945. 11961.11961.12157. 16. 196.16. 0. 
3 492 0 6 N '1247. 173. 116.179. 0. 
3 49B 15 0 3 1 211967. 12157.12157,14 2278. 190. 122.190. 0. 
3 49E 17 0 3 2 311969. 12247.12247.12390. 278. 144.278. 0. 
3 500 5 1 3 1 412005. 12278.12278.12462?. 272. 184,273. 0. 
1 5('v' 12 3 1 1 614.012. 12926.12926.13110. 911. 184.914. 0. 
2 500 20 10 2 2 1512020. 13809,131809.14104. 1778. 296.1789. 0. 
2 50411 20 10 2 1 1612044. 13833.1I. PS. ý. f. 14047. 1779. 214.1789. 0. 
1 50«.! 212 8 1 1 612094. 13 110 . 13 110 .1 'WI 1,322 . 1008. 1261.1016. 0. 3 50 .I 2. P 7 3 2 512095. 12390.12-0 0.1256. 192. IDV 2 0. 
2 5(14 12 0 2 1 1712108. 14047.14047.14". -W'.?. 1939. 2s9.1939. 0. 3 
504 21 10 3 1 2117. 62 12462.12462.12632. - 3.05. 169.345. 0. 
2 506 20 13 2 2 1612164. ve, 14104.14104.14364 1927. & 
2 4511 5 1 2 1 1712269. 14335.143315.14598, 2065. 263.2066. 0. 
1 511 20 10 1 1 612284. 13232.1323.1. Ir.. s2. 938. 150.948. 0. 
4 512 12 3 4 1 112300. 12303.11695.12465. 0. 162. ZO. 609. 
1 515 17 1 1 1 612377. 13382.13382.13546. 1004. 164.1005. 0. 
4 516 15 4 4 1 112399. 2 Id. 465.12465.12585. 62. 120.66. 0. 
4 518 12 0 4 1 212444. 12585.12585.12742. 141. 157.141. 0. 
1 519 ,' 14 0 1 1 712469. 13546.13546.13715. -1078. 169.1078. 0. 
1 5J. (1 17 6 1 1 712497. 5 13715.137111.13836. 1212. Na. 121.14 0. 
J 51 16 0 1 1 812544. 13B36.13836.1404 '12. 11 di 92. Inl. 186.1,16 0. 2 5522 21 9 2 2 1512549. 14362.14362.14622. 1904. 260.1613. 0. 
3 52«. IP 17 0 3 2 116 "569. "58,2 16 . '12582.12751. 13. 169.13. 0. 2 524 3 3 2 1 1612579. 145-9B. 14598.14815. 2016. 216.2019. 0. 
2 524 15 0 2 2 1712591. 14622.14622.14839. 2031. 217.2031. 0. 
3 52! 16 0 3 1 112616. 12632.12632.12750. 16. 119.16. 0. 
3 531 20 14 3 2 112764. 12776.12751.13019. 0. 241.14. 27. 
3 532 7 4 3 1 212775. 12779.12750.12924. 0. 145.4. 29. 
3 5 '13 2 la 17 3 1 112786. 12924.12924.13097. 121. 173.13s. 0. 
4 536 4 2 4 1 112869. 12870.12742.13024. 0. 154.2. 128. 
2 536 20 10 2 1 1512884. 14815.14815.15126. 1921. 312.1931. 0. 
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3 539 7 0 3 2 Z 11294W. 13019.13019.13207. 76. 169. 76. 0. 
3 54C 2 5 3 1 2129K. 13097.13097.13219. 130. 124.. 25. 0. 
2 54't; ' 10 0 2 2 1612970. 14E39.14839.15067. 1669. 229. 1869. 0. 
-3 540 12 0 3 2 31291,4. 13207.13207.13355. 235. 149. 235. 0. 
2 546, 6 0 2 2 1513110. 15067.15067.15319. 1957. 251. 1957. 0. 
2 547, 1 5 2 1 1613129. 151426.15126.15328. 1992. 201. 1997. 0. 
3 548 12 3 3 1 213164. 131219.13219.134212. 52. 203. %15. 0. 2 549 la 12 2 2 1713170. 15319.15319.15535. 2137. 216. 2149. 0. 
1 54.2 23 7 1 1 613175. 14022.140.22.14167. 840. 144. B47. 0. 
3 549 2 4 3 2 313178. 13355.13355.13446. 173. 91. 177. 0. 
2 549 9 0 2 1 1813125. 15328.1532B. 15558. 2143. 231. 2143. 0. 
3 55114 5 1 3 1 213229. 13422.13422.13621,9. 192. 217. 193. 0. 
3 2 313254. 23446.13446.13630. 191. ,1 1910. 11 M. 0. 
3 23 17 15 3 ,2 & 413289. 13639.13639.1.0814. Z 335. Ww 174. 3550. 0. 
3 554 8 1 3 1 513304. 13639.136w 39. IHN.. 334. 194. 335. 0. 
2 5C. 4 1 j. 17 2 2 1913312. 15535.15535.15754. 2206. 219. 26. "'23. 0. 
2 5 to "'0 1 99 15 2 1 3339. IBIVV 15558.15558.15951. 2204. 2 294. 2219. 0. 
2 5 57 2 10 2 2 1913370. 15754.15754.1604. co. 2374. 290. 2384. 0. 
3 5.07 c, « la 16 3 2 5133,86. 13614.1110814.13957. 410. 14110. 428. 0. 
3 560 ' 13p 2 37 1 413453. 13K13.138313.14071. 378. 237. '380. 0. 
2 5P 0 10 22 1 181360s. 15851.152551.16V2, 44.33. 221. 212 4, j . 0. 
2 527 8 2 1' 2 1913616. 16045.16045.16306. 247?. 262. 2429. 0. 
3 567 17 0 3 2 513621, 13957. EI30957.14099. 336. 142. M. 0. 
3 570 19 11 3 1 413699. 14071.14071.14190. 361. 119. 372. 0. 
't 
V 
r1711 
.. 0 6 3 2 51372B. 14099.14099.14247. 
r, 36w 14E. 371. 0. 
2 5N 0 6 1 MIT . 16074.16072.16V 2 ZU. Z 2V 
2 573 6 0 2 2 2113175S. 254E. 246. 2549. 0. 
4 . r, 75 16 14 4 1 113816. 13630.13024.13999. 0. 169. 14. 801. 
1 57E 3 6 1 1 213S75. 14167.14167.14386. 286. 219. 29,1. 0. 
1 581 7 5 1 1 31301,51. 14386.1426.1426. ZO. 4W 171. CM. 0. 
4 5S4, 14 0 4 1 113 95 ew . 130199.1300,9.9.14197. 41- 1981 41. 0. 
1 to 85 1 5 1 1 314041. -p 14556.14556.1474. o, 510. 187. 515. 0. 
2 UM 13 3 2 1 1914053. 16354.1bnV4.16543. 2299. 189. e 23ede 0. 
2 !, OH 7 0 2 1 2014031. 33 1654. ý. 1654V. 16759. 2472. 211. 2472. 0. 
3 5SE 23 7 3 1 2140E7. 14190.14190.14322. 96. 192. 103. 0. 
4 587 1 5 4 1 114089. 14197.14197.143E2. IN. 1861 108. 0. 
1 529 4 4 1 1 414140. 14743.14743.1486!. 599. 112. 146 603. 0. 
3 590 10 0 3 2 214170. 14247.142147.1448.2. 77. Mr. 77. 0. 
4 591 17 5 4 1 114201. 14384.14382.14580. 176. 19E. lei. 0. 
2 592 2 9 2 2 2014210. 1651.031.16553.16812. 2334. 259. 234,7. 0. 
3 593 11 1 3 1 214243. 14382.143B2.14508. 1 3. PS. 126. 139. 0. 
1 594 22 6 1 1 414278. 14865.14865.14959. 579. 94. 587. 0. 
3 5955 17 0 3 2 214297. 14492.144B2.14719. 185. 2w . 
37 lat. 0. 
3 595 19 11 3 1 314299. 14508.14509.14729. 198. 220. 209. 0. 
2 596 11 4 2 1 2114315. 16759.16759.17001. 2440. 242. 2444. 0. 
2 599 22 8 2 2 2014398. 16812.16812.17047. 2406. 235. 2414. 0. 
3 603 4 6 3 2 314476. 14719.14719.149W 39. 237. 220. 243. 0. 
4 603 4 6 4 1 114476, 14580.14580.14747. 98- 167. 104. 0. 
3 603 15 0 3 1 3144B7. 14729.14729.14914. 242. 165. 244,1. 0. 
3 103 21 13 3 1 414493. 14914.14914.15083. 408. 169. 421. 0. 
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1 605 0 12 1 1 414520. 14959.14959.15062. 427. IN. 439. 0. 
3 610 10 0 3 2 414650- 14 930 9.14 939.15 050 5. 289. 116. 289. 0. 
1 612 15 4 1 1 414703. 15062.15062.15175. 350 5. 113. 359. 0. 
2 613 12 0 2 1 1914724. 17001.17001.17217. 2277. 216.2277. 0. 
3 613 la 14 3 2 314730. 15055.15055.15177. 311. 122. 325. 0. 
3 613 21 11 3 1 414733. 150B3.15083.15272. 339. 1691 31150. 0. 
614 7 2 3 2 51474V. 15177.15177.1534.5. 432. 162. 434. 0. 
1 615 14 0 1 1 414774. 15175.1517.5.15.2174. 401. 99. 01. 0. 
1 6,210 14 1 1 1 414894. 15274.15274.15472. 379. 198. 380. 0. 
3 620 14 1 3 1 614994. 15272.15272.15424. 377. 152. 378. 0. 
1 622 5 1 1 1 514933. 15472.15472.15610. 538. 139. 539. 0. 
3 62 2 15 2 3 2 5149431. 15345.15345.15487. 400. 142. 402. 0. 
2 KZ la 12 2 2 1814970. 17047.17047.17310. 2065. 264.2077. 0. 
3 625 4 4 3 1 615004. 15424.15424.15657. 416. MM 420. 0. 
3 626 0 9 3 2 715024. 154B7.15487.15681. 454. 195. 46v. 7 0. 
3 6,76 9 0 «. IP 1 81503v. 15657.15657.15730. 624. 73. 624. 0. 
2 627 0 10 2 1 1915048. 17217.17217.17507. 2159. 290.2169- 0. 
1 631 7 0 1 1 415151. 15610.15610.15758. 459. 148. 459. 0. 
2 632 2 4 2 2 1815170. 17310.17310.17552. 2136. 242.2140. 0. 
4 635 la 12 4 1 115258. c 15270.14747.15415, 0. 145. 12. 523. 
2 63? 9 6 4 2 1 1715342. 17507.17507.17702. 2161. r 19,5.216w, 0. 
2 643 16 0 2 2 1815448. 175221.175552.17791. 2104. "B. 2104. 2v 0. 
3 649 14 la 3 2 215590. 15681.15691.15824. 73. 143. 91. 0. 
2 652 15 0 2 1 1715663. 17702.17704.17892. 2039. 190.2039. 0. 
1 654 11 2 1 1 115707. 15758.15758.15995. 49. 137, 51. 0. 
2 654 23 7 2 2 1815719. 17791.17791.18030. 2065. 240.2072. 0. 
3 655 16 0 3 1 015736. 15736.15730.15881. 0. 145. 0. 6. 
4 657 2 4 4 1 115770. 15774.15415.1594 28. 0. 154. 4. 359. 
2 662 23 10 2 1 1715911. 17892.17992.18081. 1971. 190.1 961. 0. 
3 663 2 8 3 2 115914. 15922.15824.16043. 0. 121. s. 99. 
1 664 13 0 1 1 015949. 15949.15895.16091. 0. 142. 0. 54. 
2 U5 6 6 2 2 1815966. 18030.19030.18226. 205B. 199.2064. 0. 
3 665 22 14 3 1 1159sAl. 15996.15881.16165. 0. 169. 14. 115. 
2 666 4 2 2 1 1915988. 18081.18081.18294. 2091. "09« 213.4 'lt. 0. 4 666 20 10 4 1 116004. 16014.15928.16169. 0. 155. 10. 66. 
1 670 20 10 1 1 116100. 16110.16091.16279. 0. 169. 10. 19. 
3 671 17 13 3 2 116121. 16134.16043.16329. 0. 195. 13. 91. 
4 672 la 13 4 1 116146. 16169.16169.163,28. 10. 158. 23. 0. 
1 676 3 8 1 1 116227. 16279.16279.16456. 44. 177. 52. 0. 
2 676 15 0 2 2 1816239. 18228.18226.18443. 1989. 215.1 989. 0. 
1 677 15 0 1 1 216263. 16456.16456.16596. 193. 140. 193. 0. 
4 678 la 12 4 1 116290. 16328.16328.16519. 26. 191. 38. 0. 
4 679 0 6 4 1 216294. 16519.16519.16671. 217. 152. 223. 0. 
2 681 9 0 2 1 10 16 225 3. 18294.18294.18569. 1941. 274.1 941. 0. 
FIRST 213. ARRIVALS IGNORED. 
TY PE NO. ARRIV. AVAT. TOT. IDLETIKE ZIDLE TIKE AV SERVICE MAXQ 
1.0 0 45.00 745.26 72.85 0.90 160.62 8.00 
2.0 0 72.00 1902.34 0.00 0.00 240.13 21.00 
3.0 0 77.00 162.27 2172.14 26.79 170.09 6.00 
4.0 0 19.00 51.01 5086.57 62.74 165. 90 2.00 
TYPE--I QUEUE LENBTHS 
01 
13 
22 
32 
47 
7 
78 
84 
TYPEs2 QUEUE LENGTHS 
0 0 
0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
E 0 
9 0 
14 E 
17 9 
12 10 
19 7 
20 4 
211 2 
TYPE--' QLIEJE LENETHS 
0! 
1 77 
2 14 
3 11 
48 
57 
t3 
71 
91 
TYPE--4 OUEUE LEN6THS 
04 
1 13 
22 
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TYPEzI WAITING TIMES 
- 204 - 
0-11.99 2 
288-M. 99 1 
396-407.99 1 
504-515.9q I 
600-611.9q 30 
TYPEz2 WAITING TIMES 
600-611.99 72 
TYPE=3 WAITINS TIMES 
0-11.99 17 
12-23.99 It 
60-71.99 1 
96-107.99 1 
144-155.99 '1 192-203.99 2 
240-251.99 3 
288-299.99 3 
348-359.99 2 
396-407.99 1 
432-443.99 1 
TYPE--4 WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 8 
60-71.99 1 
1BO-191.99 I 
TYPEml IDLE, TIMES 
0-11.99 43 
TYPE--2 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 72 
TYPE--'. '; IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 59 
36-47.99 1 
64-95.99 1 
240-251.99 1 
384-395.99 1 
TYPEz4 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 9 
120-131.99 1 
364-395.99 1 
804-815.99 1 
0-59. S9 2 '192-203.19 
348-35M9 1 372-3B3.99 
456-467,99 
528-539.99 1 576-587.99 
24-35.99 1 40-59-99 3 
72-8, t. 99 2 84-95.99 1 
120-131.99 1 11,02-143.99 3 
168-179.99 2 180-191.99 2 
204-2115.99 1 222 6- 213 0, .99 264-275.99 2 276-287.99 1 
324-17035.99 3 336-347.99 1 
360-371.99 2 372-38'. P. 99 2 408-419.99 1 420-431.99 2 
456-467.99 1 600-611.99 1 
1 23 2-&. P. 99 3 36-47.99 2 
96-107.99 
ý2 132-14'w. 99 I 216-&27.99 1 
12-23.99 1 48-59.99 1 
3 12-2V. 99 1 24-VS. 9q 3 
46-59.99 1 60-71.99 3 
96-107.99 1 108-119.99 3 
252-267W. 99 1 300-311-99 1 
72-83.99 1 
336-347.99 1 
516-527.99 
1200-1211.99 
84-95.90,1 
342-359.99 1 
600-611.99 1 
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6.5 Matching of Operations, on Land Side, 
Some parts of the port system are linked in that every ton of cargo which 
passes through one of them passes through the others. The most important 
links are between the ship cargo- handling system and storage, and later, 
between storage and onward transport. The first pair of linked operations, 
unloading from ship and placing it in storage must be matched on an hourly 
basis; otherwise one operation will have to wait for the other, or goods 
will pile up on the operational area and cause congestion. To find out if 
they are matched it is necessary to know the hourly capabilities of each 
operation separately. The hourly capacity of the crane or hook can be 
determined from the berth capacity (tons/year, see Table 2.2 of Chapter 2), 
for exampleo for general cargo it will be 300,000/(365 x 24) z 34.24 tons/ 
hour, for containers it will be 500,000/(365 x 24) = 57 tons/hour and so 
on. 
Looking at figure 6.3 where the hook capacity iss say 12 tons per gang- 
hourg and the transfer capacity is, say 18 tons per gang-hour, it becomes 
clear that 3 gangs are required to feed the hook and 2 gangs for trans- 
ferring the cargo to the shed for general cargo and 3 gangs for the transfer 
of containers. 
Figure 6.3 Combined capacity of ship cargo-handling system 
and transfer system 
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Retrieving cargo from storage for onward transport. cannot be matched with 
the placing of cargo in storage either on hourly basis or even on a daily 
basis. Customs clearance and delivery, formalities take time, and their 
duration may vary considerably. But the capacity to despatch cargo from 
the transit storage areas must match the flow of cargo from quay to 
storage on, say, a weekly basis; otheniise transit sheds and open storage 
areas will become overfilled and serious congestion will result. 
The storage area depends on how much cargo will be loaded and transferred 
directly to intermediate depots and final destinations by rail, road and 
possibly river transport and how much will be stored for varying periods 
of time. 
The maximum cargo to be stored may be found as a function of the number 
of calls, quantity of cargo per call and storage time. (Slettemark 1975) 
has developed graphs for the storage utilisation in tons per square metre 
Oer year for conventional cargo, pallets and containers (see figure 6.4). 
The necessary storage area was assumed to be 
conventional cargo 
pallets 
containers 
0 m2/ton 
5 m2/ ton 
7-10 m2 /ton 
These figures also include space for transport lanes within the storage 
area. Figure 6.4 shows an example of storage utilisation in tons per 
square metre per year assuming 370 tons of cargo per call unloaded plus 
loaded. It may be noted that the utilisation of the storage areag 
measured as tons per square metre per year increases at a decreasing rate 
as berth throughput goes up. For a given throughput, utilisation 
increases as storage time decreases. 
An example may show how figure 6.4 may be used for calculating the 
necessary storage area. Assume a berth throughput of 70,000 tons a year, 
a maximum storage time of 15 days of inbound cargo and 4 days for outbound. 
The necessary storage area may then be calculated by using the middle 
curve of Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 Storage utilisation. depending. on berth throughput, 
tons per year 
Conventional cargo 709000/4 ='17500 m2 
Pallets 70gOOO/8 a 8500 m2 
Containers (assuming 7 m2/ton) 70,000/5.7 = 12280 m2 
In his paper he refers to previous work (Slettemark 1974) where similar 
figures are worked for other sizes of ship loads. (Jansson 1984, see 
section 1.2.1) adopts a more elementary approach, and from his figure 
where the expansion path for the number of service stations, he supposes 
that the mean storage time is so many times longer than the expected 
service times if for example it is seven times longer (one week as opposed 
to one day), this means that thetotal storage time of-cargo is also 
seven times greater than the total service time of ships and hence multi- 
plying the service time by 7. locating it on the horizontal scale, the 
number of transit storage stations is obtained immediately on the 
vertical scale. 
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An alternative approach is obviously simulation. Suppose for example, that 
the ships discharge rate for a group of general cargo berths for 30 days, 
the amount of cargo loaded directly to rail and trucks and the amount 
transferred (withdrawn) from the stores is as shown in the hypothetical 
Table in the next page. 
Assuming that the hypothetical figures are for a typical month, the 
following conclusions can be drawn. In order to avoid delaying the ships 
discharge, and looking at the last column, a storage area should be 
provided to accommodate at least the maximum amount of cargo left in 
storage (9100 tons, day 29). If 10 m2 for the storage of every ton is 
2 
required, then the storage area should at least be 91,000 x 10 a 91,000 m 
On the other hand, if at all possible, more frequent withdrawals from the 
stores would reduce the required storage area considerably. 
Since the discharge of cargo is governed by the arrivals and service 
time of ships which is known from the simulation, the observed distribution 
for the discharge of cargo is registered and could fit any of the 
theoretical distributions or it could be obtained empirically. A similar 
distribution can be obtained for the cargo transferred from stores. 
Assuming that the amount of cargo transferred by rail and road is 
relatively constantg then it will be a simple matter simulating the 
arrival of cargo (discharged from ships) and departures of cargo (with- 
drawal from stores) using the two distributions above very similar to the 
arrivals and services of ships respectively. From the simulation the 
maximum amount of cargo left in the stores at any period could be 
obtained for which the required storage area could be worked out. 
In the operations of a port, the various subsystems function together so 
that the effectiveness of one subsystem affects the operations of the 
others. The goods can be thought of as a liquid passing through the 
various subsystems which can be thought of as a series of sections of a 
pipe of four different diameters as illustrated in figure 6.5. 
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Day Discharge Rail Road Stored Withdrawn Left in Stores 
1- 22 5 6 11 11 
2 18 4 5 9 20 
3 20 4 5 11 31 
4 21 5 4 12 43 
5 22 5 7 10 -- 53 
6 20 5 6 9 32 30 
7 22 4 4 14 -- 44 
8 19 5 4 10 -- 54 
9 22 6 6 10 20 44 
10 18 5 5 8 -- 52 
11 21 5 5 11. 21 42 
12 20 4 7 9 - 51 
13 19 5 6 8 -- 59 
14 18 4 4 10 20 49 
15 17 5 4 8 8 49 
16 20 4 6 10 - 59 
17 19 5 5 9 68 
ý18 
21 5 '6 10 -- 78 
ý19 23 5 5 13 30 61' 
20 22 4 4 14 15 60 
21 20 5 6 9 -- 69 
22 20 5 5 10 12 67 
23 21 4 5 12 69 
24 19 '5 6 8 - 77 
25 19 4 4 11 21 67 
26 23 5 6 12 -- 79 
27 21 5 5 11 15 75 
28 22 4 6 12 10 77 
29 24 5 5 14 - 91 
30 20 5 5 10 11 90 
Cargo throughput for a group of general cargo berths (100 tons) 
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A B C D 
DISCHARGING TRANSFERRING STORAGE DELIVERY 
Figure 6.5 Flow of Goods through Ports 
The maximum throughput through this system is determined by the capacity 
of the narrowest section, B, which forms a bottleneck. It is obviously 
not possible to increase the overall capacity by widening any other 
section before making improvements to section B. The only way to increase 
the overall capacity is to increase the capacity of section B to that of 
the next largest capacity, section D. Then, if justified, further 
improvements in the total capacity will require an equal increase in the 
capacities of both sections B and D. 
Once the discharge capacity for each class of cargo is known, the transfer 
capacity can be worked out to match the discharging capacity as illustrated 
earlier in this section. Since the berth throughput is known, what is 
required is the maximum storage time for each class of cargo. As soon as 
this is decided, the necessary storage area may then be calculated by 
using the curves shown in figure 6.4 as illustrated earlier or more 
accurately through simulation. 
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6.6 Inland Transport 
In this section a discussion on how goods are to be moved outside the port 
boundaries (inland transport) will be provided. 
The starting point is to consider what the modal-split of the traffic in 
question will be, that is, what proportion will come and go by road and 
by rail. In Judging whether the modal-split is likely to change, the 
main factor will be the extent to which the trunk road access and internal 
road sidings are available at the shippers premises (factories, ware- 
houses). 
For each main traffic class (break-bulk cargo, containers, etc. ), it is 
next necessary to forecast its own modal-split and to link this with the 
future distribution system. The system can be considered as a series of 
connecting tanks with taps which have to be shut off when only one tank 
becomes full as illustrated in figure 6.6. 
In accordance with this figure, if any one of the stores (port storage, 
inland depot or user's stocks) becomes full, then in the short-term the 
normal solution is to stop the flow into it. This soon causes the 
preceeding store to fill up. As regards the port import storage there is 
the difficulty in turning off the ship discharge tap when there is a hold- 
up in the system and consequently the port feels the overload. In the 
longer terms the solution may be to increase the size of the inland depot$ 
but there is not often the possibility of increasing the'outflow from 
any store since this would need to be passed down the line and can only 
end with increased consumption which is not a transport solution. 
Figure 6.6 illustrates the chain reaction involved, but in reality there 
will normally be a branching network of depots and transport connections, 
all of which taken together act to clear port storage as shown in figure 
6.7. The total capacity of all these must be made sufficient to handle 
the total ship discharge rate. 
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Figure 6.6 - The Import Flow 
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Figure 6.7 Inland Transport, Network 
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The second tap shown in Figure 6.6 controls the flow of goods out of the 
port storage. Import consignments are normally cleared from the ports 
only when duties and charges have been made, documentary formalities 
have been completed, customs clearance has been given and the consignee 
wants the goods. 
When checking that proper provision is being made for the land transport 
capacity needed to match the forecast of the port throughput, the 
vehicle fleet and the route capacity required should be considered. Both 
of these are heavily dependent on the inland side distribution pattern. 
It is not sufficient to calculate the number and type of vehicles which 
will be needed per day to bring or take away the daily loading and 
discharge tonnages. This figure will show what the handling, marshalling 
and administrative needs are but they give little indication of the 
transport problem because they leave out the vehicle Journey time, for 
example, to clear 1000 tons a day to the adjacent city area, say 
Nasiriyah (see maps in Chapter 2), may call for 42 local delivery 
vehicles of eight-ton capacity fitting in an average of three round trips 
a day, whilst to clear the same 1000 tons to an inland depot 600 kilo- 
metres from the port say to Baghdad may call for about 100 vehicles of 
20-ton capacity taking two days to make each round trip. The distribution 
pattern and the route capacity determine not only the number of vehicles 
needed but also the type of vehicle. 
When looking several years ahead, one of the major effects, which has 
strong repercussions on the port, is the need to introduce intermediate 
depots to separate trunk-road transport from local distribution (UNCTAD 
1978). This effect is illustrated in Figure 6.8. When there is a change 
from the one-leg pattern'to the two-leg pattern the type of vehicle 
serving the port is likely to increase in size and cost and will therefore 
demand faster servicing in port to match its shorter Journey time in order 
to reduce unit costs. 
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B. Two-leg distribution 
Figure 6.8 The effect of introducing intermediate depots 
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The simulation program was written in BASIC and run on the department's 
BBC microcomputer. Using a microcomputer is the strategy of the 
technique being used for the following reasons: - 
In writing a simulation program one has to devise and write all 
the routines necessary to mimic and control queueing, create and 
destroy ships, advance time, schedule and control the execution 
by the computer of each task due in the correct sequence, perform 
pseudo-random drawings from various statistical distribution and 
maintain statisti'cal results. This is a laborious programming 
task, is very liable to errors and therefore requires substantial 
testing and verification of the program which needs hundreds of 
runs before the simulation can be performed. flaking these initial 
runs can be very costly if a large computer is used while they 
cost virtually nothi'ng on the microcomputer. In addition to this, 
yet more hundreds or thousands of simulation runs are required to 
obtain the desired results. Therefore the microcomputer provides 
a cheap means for such studies. . 
2. While large computers are available in most of the organisations in 
developed countries, this is not the case in the developing ones, 
and since the microcomputers cost very little and are cheap to run, 
they can be easily acquired and used in-the developing countries. 
3. The use of the microcomputer enables the planner or the researcher 
to follow the execution of the program, spot the mistakes as they 
arise and rectify them, and make the runs at any desired time, 
while using a large computer which is shared by many people might 
be time consuming when waiting for the results of each run, 
especially in the inittal stages of program preparation. 
Finally, the same. program that i's written and executed on the micro- 
computer can be run on a large computer if the need does arise. 
In what follows the simulation results are shown in Tables 6.11 to 
6.39, together with the data input for each one. The results are 
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analysed in Chapter 7, and in Chapte. r 8 an investment model is 
developed to arrive at the optimum number of berths for each class 
or cargo at any future time period. 
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KEY TO COLUMN HEADINGS: TABLES 6-11 - 6-39 
INPUT 
Type - Type of cargo 
QS - Quantity serviced 
NSA - Number of ships arriving 
ASL - Average ship load 
BC - Berth capacity per year 
- Mean service time 
- Standard deviation 
NB - Number of berths simulated 
OUTPUT 
AWT Average waiting time per ship 
%IT Total idle time for the group of berths 
for each class of cargo 
%IT IB - Percentage idli time per berth 
AST - Average se rvice time during simulation 
MQL - Maximum qu eue length reached 
>24H - Number of ships waiting over 24 hours 
>120H - Number of ships waiting over 120 hours 
>240H - Number of ships waiting over 240 hours 
ýI 
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TABLE 6.14 BASRA 1985 MLF B. 0 12H/D 
TYPE Q. S N. S. A A-S-L 11 
1 
cr 
I 
N. B 
I 
A. W. T 
.1%I. 
T 
I 
%I. T/B 
I 
A. S. T 
I 
M. Q. 
+24HI 
>120H 
I 
>240H 
I 
1. G. C 3.193.742 550 5,807 300,000 169 43 15 10.28 360.88 24.05 173.69 7 92 
2. GRAIN 1.478.460 74 19,979 400,000 438 100 7 6. D4 340.92 48.70 441.54 2 1 
3. OIL 203,371 21 9,684 400,000 212 42 6 6.42 446.60 88.92 236.53 1 - 
4.1 SUGAR 41 
. 
5,840 1 42 1 9,901 1 400,000 1 217 1 43 1 6 4.37 1 499.08 1 83.18 1 224.38 2 
3,456,242 600 6,760 300,000 168 43 15 11.79 327.07 21.80 173.13 10 102 
2. 6 19.93 208.06 34.81 447.67 2 16 4 
3. 4 6.35 337.28 84.32 224.48 1 - 
4.1 1 
- 
1 1 9.51 1 390.40 1 78.08 1 226.60 12 131 
ý 
1 3.718,742 650 5,721 300,000 167 43 15 16.42 248.25 16.55 172.79 13 166 4 
2. 5 92.32 98-89 19.77 443.81 5 53 37 8 
3. 3 11.52 246.46 82.82 216.70 2 1 1 
4.1 4 10.18 31 03.89 1 75.79 1 221.18 21 11 - I-I 
1 3.823,742 670 5,707 
%300,000 
167 43 15 23.87 206.65 13.77 172.11 15 272 6 
2. 5 234.57 44.19 11.04 450.66 4 59 52 42 
3. 3 13.78 154.12 77.06 218.03 2 2 - 
4.1 1 1 -1 14 1 . 
10.96 1192.03 1 64.01 1 228.19 12 1_4 1- 1- 
3,981,242 700 
. 
5,687 300,000 166 42 Is 79.93 87.74 5.85 171.11 25 479 
1 
212 
1 
19 
2. 3 3771.13 0 0 457.78 29 ALL OVER 6 00H 
3. 1 69.60 49.86 49.86 203.17 2 9 7 1 
4.1 1 1 1 1 2 1 56.04 1 90.91 1 45.45 1 215.74 3 17 11 3 
I. 4,243,742 750 5,658 300,000 165 42 16 403.28 0 0 170.60 54 ALL OVER 240H 
2. 2 11496.02 0 0 450.16 63 ALL OVER 600H 
4.1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 2312.57 0 0 222.94 13 
1 - 
ALL OVER 600H 
T4,495,742 1 798 
1 
5.634[LOO. 000 
1164 
42 
1 
15 
[1-2D4.81 
00 169.40 1301 
-- 
ALL OVER 600H 
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TABLE 6.27 UM QASR PORT 
_2000---MLF-B*. 
0*12H/D (BASRA G. C SHIPS 600.3026-600 - 2426) 
IW 
PE 
I 
Q. S 
I 
N. S. A 
I 
A. S. Ll B. C 
1 
11 11 aIN. B 
I 
A. W. T 
I%I. 
T 
I 
%I. T/B 
I 
A. S. T 
I 
M. Q. Lj >24H 
I 
), I 20H 
I 
>ý2ý40H 
1. G. C 14,552,784 2,426 5,999 300.000 175 40 49 358.79 0 0 180.40 139 ALL OVER 200H 
2. CONT. 7.690,757 2,504 3,071 500,000 54 9' 16 640.50 0 0 59.18 212 ALL OVER SOOH 
3. AUT. C 149,781 100 1,499 300,000 44 7 1 26.40 45.91 45.91 48.20 3 39 
50 133.80 0. ' 0 180.45 70 2360 1532 
17 43.57 52.75 3.10 69.29 41 1646 36 
2 7.56 145.10 72.55 49.00 3 3 - 
51 45.12 11.05 1 2.17 1 180.34 . 49 
18 
1 
19.10 1 55.74 1 8.65 1 
1 
59.25 26 
52 27.06 217.91 4.19 180.24 39 1007 4 
19 12.18 255.54 13.44 59.29 22 349 
53 19.31 317.49 5.99 180.23 31 741 
9.44 
1 
354.55 1 7.72 
1 1 
59.34 20 175 
54 '14.98 416.45 7.71 180.36 29 570 
21 
1 
'8.00 452.68 21.55 
1 
59.42 18 107 
55 
. 
12.46 515.62 9,37 180.45 24 421 
22 
1 
7.04 553.75 25.17 59.39 17 62 
56 10.46 618.12 11.03 180.44 18 
23 6.44 
1 
654.89 28.7 59.38 16 
57 9.26 714.53 12.53 180.52 17 220 1 
24 6.11 755.52 31.48 59.35 15 21 
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TABLE 6.34 UM QASR PORT 1995 OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS B. 0 24 H/D (BASRA G. C SHIPS 560.2759 - 560 a 2199) 
Q. S N. S. A 
I 
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TABLE 6.35 UM QASR PORT 2000 OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS B. 0 24H/D (BASRA G. C SHIPS 550,5251 - 550 - 4701) 
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CHAPTER 7 
ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the simulation results shown in Tables 6.11 to 6.39 
of Chapter 6 will be analysed to show how the average waiting times, 
berth idle times and queue lengths vary as the number of ships 
arriving at the port increases (for the general cargo traffic at 
Basra port, since there is no room for expanding the 15 berths); and 
as the number of berths (that-is, the berthing capacity) increases 
for the rest of the cargo types in all three ports. 
The average waiting times will be analysed in Section 7.2, berth 
idle time will be analysed in Section 7.3 and the queue lengths will 
be analysed in Section 7.4. 
Only the results of the most likely forecasts where the berths are 
operational for two shifts will be dealt with in this chapter since 
the same relationships hold and similar results will be obtained from 
the other forecasts where they will be analysed, in Chapter 8. 
7.2 Average Waiting Times 
As ships arrive at the port, they are admitted to the vacant berths 
to receive servi'ce and then depart to the open sea. Depending on the 
berthing capacity available, the-number of ships arriving in a part- 
icular time period and the time taken to service the ship congestion 
might occiurs that iss different ships may have to wait for different 
time peri. ods before'they can receive service, simply because the 
available berths are occupied by the'previous ships when new ones 
arrive. The longer the berthsý are-occupted, the longer the ships 
have to wait before receiving servi'ce, and vice-versa, the shorter 
the berths are occupied, the shorter the ships have to wait. 
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In the case of the general cargo traffic (Basra port) the berthing 
capacity is made up of the 15 available general cargo berths which 
cannot be increased further to cater for an increasing amount of 
traffic. To show how the average waiting time per ship varies with 
the number of ships arrivi, ng per year, different simulations were 
carried out for an increasing number of ships (an increasing amount 
of cargo) for the periods 1985,19909 1995 and 2000, as can be seen 
in Tables 6.14 to 6.17 of Chapter 6. It can be seen from those 
tables that the hi'gher the number arrivl'ng requiring service, the 
higher the average waiting tire gets (that is, the higher the congest- 
ion becomes) eventually resulting i*n very high average waiting times 
per ship (. see for example, Tables 6.14,6.15,6.16 and 6.17,, when 
700 arrivals or more are simulated). 
To illustrate this graphi'cally, the above tables were used and the 
average waitIng ti-me per ship was plotted against the number of ships 
arriving for each time period and the results are shown in Figure 7.1. 
This figure shows that the average waiting time increases at a small 
rate up to a certafn point beyond which it becomes rapid indicating 
that the berths are becomIng congested (that is, the berthing capacity 
available becomes insufficient to service the ships) eventually lead- 
ing to chronic congestion. The figure shows that the 15 general cargo 
berths (j3asra port) can accomodate approximately 670 ships in 1985 
and 1990 and approximately 600 ships in 1995 and 2000 where the 
average waiting time might be tolerable (small)-and beyond this point 
the average waiting times go up very rapidly, resulting in very high 
penalties as will be seen in Chapter 8. The figure also shows that 
the turning point in the curve in 1985 is farther than 1990, and 1990 
is farther than 1995 and 2000, that i's the 15 berths can service a 
higher num6er of shfps in 1985 than in 1990 ... etc. with the same 
average wafting tim. The reason for this is simply that the average 
ship load (*amount of cargo handledl IN 1985 Ts smaller than that for 
190 onwards- which takes a smaller time period to service. 
The average waiting times were plotted against the number of berths 
for grain traffic, oi'l traffic and sugar traffic ustng the same 
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tables and the results are shown in Figures 7.2,7.3 and 7.4 respect- 
ively. Those figures show that the higher the number of berths (the 
higher the berthing capacity) the lower the average waiting time per 
ship and vice-versa, that is, the more berths there are, the smaller 
is the time ships have to wait for a free berth. It can also be seen 
from those figures that the average waiting time for the same number 
of berths is increasing in each time period due to the fact that the 
amount of cargo handled in each time period is also increasing and so 
is the average ship load hence requiring a longer time period for 
service, except for grain traffic where the reverse is true, since the 
amount of cargo handled is decreasing and the average ship load is 
almost constant. 
From Tables 6.18,6.21 6.24 and 6.27, the average waiting times were 
plotted against the number of berths for general cargo and container 
traffic and the results shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. 
Finally, for Khor Al Zubair port Tables 6.30 and 6.31 were used to 
obtain Figures 7.7 to 7.10 for fertiliser, sulphur, urea and phosphate 
traffic respectively. The results obtained in Figures 7.5 to 7.10 
are similar to the ones discussed earlier. 
From those figuresq decision concerning the number of ships that can 
be serviced by a constant berthing capacity, or the number of berths 
that are required to handle a known amount of cargo can be made. Those 
decisions will not be optimal but approximate, serving as guidelines 
since optimal decisions have to take into consideration the penalties 
paid in waiting costs which might be different for each type of ship 
and its size, which is the topic of Chapter 8. Nevertheless if we 
look at Figure 7.1 for example, we can see that in the year 1985, the 
average waiti-ng, time changes very slightly when 550 - 650 ships are 
serviced, Indicating that the waiting costs for 550,600 or 650 ships 
will he very simi'lar, that is,, a decision can be made to service 650 
ships i'nstead of 550. It can also be seen that when the number of 
ships serytced ts 700 or more the average wai. ting tire goes up rapidly, 
indicating that the waiting costs go up at the same rate and sometimes 
at a higher rate since extra costs (surcharges) are paid in chronic 
-242 - 
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congestion. Therefore from this figure we. can conclude that the 
15 general cargo berths in Basra port can service between 650 and 
700 ships approximately in 1985 without ca-using chronic congestion, 
between 550 and 675 ships approximately i'n 1995 and 2000 without 
causing chronic congestion. Such information is-very useful to port 
planners without any further analysis. 
7.3 Percentage Berth Idle Time 
Another statistic which is often useful in port planning is the 
percentage berth idle time (or percentage berth utilisation, which 
is, 100 - percentage berth idle time). From this statistic we are 
able to know how long the berth is kept idle (free) or busy (occupied). 
Like the average waiting time, the higher the number of the ships 
arriving at the port, the higher is the percentage of time the berths 
are utilised (ýhe lower the berth idle time) for a constant berthing 
capacity; and the higher the number of berths, the lower the berth 
utilisation (. the higher the berth idle time) for handling a constant 
amount of cargo or number of ships. 
Again Tables 6.14 to 6.17 were used to illustrate graphically the 
relationship between the number of ships and berth idle times for 
the general cargo traffic of Basra port, and between the number of 
berths and the percentage idle time for the rest of the cargo classes 
in the same port. The results obtained are shown in Figures 7.11 to 
7.14 for general cargo, grain, oil and sugar traffic respectively. 
Figure 7.11 shows that the percentage berth idle time. decreases as . 
the number of ships increases, that is, as the number of ships arriving 
at the port is increased, the berths are utilised more and more. 
When the percentage berth 1-dle time approaches zero (utilisation 
approaching 100 per cent), congestion becomes chronic, implying that 
there is a continuous queue of ships waiting to occupy a berth immediately 
once it becomes empty. The other extremeg when the percentage idle 
time gets higher and higher as the number of ships arriving is decreased, 
indicates that the berthing capacity available isAn excess of what is 
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required and the berths are kept idle most of the time, waiting for 
a ship to arrive to provide the service. 
The two extremes, when the percentage berth idle time is high, is 
associated with low average waiting times implying that more ships 
can be serviced by the same number of berths; and when the idle time 
is low which is associated with high average waiting times implying 
that the port is congested and more capacity should be provided or 
the number of ships (amount of cargo handled) should be reduced as 
can be seen from the tables. 
Figures 7.12 to 7.14 show that, as the number of berths (berthing 
capacity) is increased, the percentage idle time is also increased, 
that is, they are less utilised and therefore less congested. 
Tables 6.18,6.219 6.24 and 6.27 were used to obtain the Figures 7.15 
and 7.16 for general cargo and container traffic in Um Qasr ports and 
Tables 6.30 and 6.31 were used to obtain Figures 7.17 to 7.20 for 
fertiliser, sulphur, urea and phosphate traffic. The results obtained 
from those figures are similar to the ones discussed above. ý 
AnotherAmportant thing about the percentage idle is that when the 
number of berths (. berthing capacity) is very high (see for example, 
Figure 7.15. and Table 6.27) the percentage idle time approaches zero, 
that is the utilisation approaches 100 per cent, yet, the congestion 
is kept low, implying that the berths can be utilised for over 90 
per cent of the time in this particular case. This last point makes 
it clear that conclusions drawn purely on the percentage berth idle 
time, or berth utilisation, are not as useful as those obtained from 
the ayerage walti. ng time, since it i's very difficult to decide on the 
appropriate percentage of berth idle time resulting in the appropriate. 
berthing capacity requi, red. 
7.4 - Maximum Queue-Length 
Another useful statistic provided by the si'mulation is the maximum 
queue length of ships reached during the simulation, queues of ships 
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form in ports purely due to the random pattern of arrival, that is, 
if ships happen to arrive with little time interval between them and 
the number of berths available to service them is small, but with enough 
capacity to provide the required service, few ships will form a queue 
waiting their turn to receive service. In this case there is no danger 
of congestion because the amount of time the ships are in the queue 
is small. When the queue of ships continues to grow due to insufficient 
capacity, congestion becomes imminent. The longer the queue, the higher 
the congestion and in chronic cases, ships wait in the queue for long 
time periods, could be months or years before receiving service as 
cited in a few examples in Chapter 1. 
The higher the number of ships arriving at the port, the longer is the 
queue of ships for a constant berthing capaci'ty; and the higher the 
number of berths, the smaller is the queue, for a constant number of 
ships arriving in a particular year. Tables 6.14 to 6.17 were used 
to show how the maximum queue length of ships varies with the number 
of ships arriving for the general cargo traffic and with the number of 
berths for the rest of the cargo traffic in Basra port. The results 
are shown in Figures 7.21 to 7.24 for general cargo, grain, oil and 
sugar traffic. 
Figure 7.21 shows that the maximum queue length increases as the number 
of ships arriving is increased and vice-versa. Just like the average 
waiting time, it increases gradually at small increments up to a 
point, beyond which the increase becomes very rapid, implying that 
congestion is getting higher and Higher. The turning points in this 
curve, that is, when congestIon starts getting high (a high number of 
ships is in the queue) is just over 650 ships for the years 1985 and 
19-90 and 600 ships for the years 1995 and 2000. 
In Figures 7.22 to 7.24, the maximum queue length was plotted against 
the number of berths and the figures show that the queue length 
increases as the number of berths decreases and vice-versa, again, 
gradually up to a point and then rapidly beyond it. 
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Tables 6.18,6.21,6.24 and 6.27 were used to obtain Figures 7.25 
and 7.26 for general cargo and container traffic respectively at Um 
Qasr port, and Figures 7.27 to 7.30 were obtained using Tables 6.30 
and 6.31, for fertiliser, sulphur, urea and phosphate traffic respect- 
ively at Khor Al Zubair ports; the results obtained from those 
figures are similar to the ones discussed above. 
Again this statistic provides useful guidelines to the port planner, 
for example, if we look at Figure 7.21, we can tell that the queue 
length is small when 550,600 and 650 ships arrive, implying that 
650 ships can be serviced by the 15 berths with little congestion; 
on the other hand, the figure shows that when 700 ships or over 
arrive at the port, congestion increases at a very fast rate, implying 
that approximately between 650 and 700 ships can be accomodated by 
the 15 berths in 1985. 
In addition to the statistics discussed above, the simulation provides 
waiting time distributions, idle time distributions and queue length 
distributions (see for example, the last page of the output for Khor 
Al Zubair port 1985 shown in Chapter 6). 
More information can be obtained from those distributions, for example, 
the last three columns of the output, Tables 6.11 to 6.39, show the 
number of ships (for each class of cargo) waiting for over 24 hours, 
over 120 hours, and over 240 hours and decisions based on such results 
can be made, for example, no more than X ships should be allowed to 
wait over I day, or, no more than Y ships should be allowed to wait 
over 5 days ... etc., yet all those decisions are approximate and 
serve as useful guidelines. 
Since the penalties paid by the port authorities are purely on the 
amount of time ihe ship waits before receiving service, the average 
waiting time per ship remains to be the most useful statistic for 
evaluation purposes and in Chapter 8 it will be used to determine 
the optimum number of berths required for each class of cargo in 
future time periods. 
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As was illustrated in the three sections of this chapter, the average 
waiting time per ship and the queue length decreases as the number of 
berths is increased, and so will the berth idle time. This information 
forms the basis for the minimum cost point model used in the evaluation 
in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 8 
INVESTMENT APPRAISAL 
8.1 Introduction 
The final and most important phase in port planning is investment 
appraisal. which enables us to determi'ne the optimum number of berths 
required to cater for future demand for each class of cargo. It was 
illustrated in Chapter 3 of thi's study that a very hi, gh berth 
occupancy could only be guaranteed at the expense of a continuous 
queue of ships. Similarly, that ships would never have to wait before 
being able to berth, could only be guaranteed at the cost of extremely 
low average berth occupancies. Neither of these two alternatives is 
acceptable, the optimum capacity for the port will be attained by 
balancing the gains of reducing congestion against the cost of doing 
SO. 
Congestion can be relieved either through limiting the number of ships 
arriving at the port if the berthing capacity is constant and, cannot 
be increased further (as in the case of general cargo berths at Basra 
port), or, more frequently through increasing the berthing capacity 
by providing more berths (As in the case of the rest of the berth 
groups at all three ports) when demand is increasing. 
_ 
Like any other project, costs are incurred through investments and 
certain benefits are expected in return. In port planning projects, 
investment costs arise from constructing new berths and the sheds, 
warehouse, craneg ... etc. that go with them, plus the cost of main- 
tenance and operation. The benefits obtained, from the project are 
generated through reducing congestion and hence minimising the amount 
of money paid in waiting costs as penalties. As congestion is redu- 
ced, so is the amount of tiýme cargo stays on board the ship where it 
is needed in the country-, It i's very diffi'cult to quantify this last 
benefit (reduced amount of time cargo stays on bbard the ships) since 
this usually depends on what the cargo is and how urgently it is 
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required, but nevertheless, it can be appreciated that in addition to 
reducing the penalties paid in waiting costs as congestion is reduced, 
proper use can be made of the cargo imported as required. 
In Section 4.4 of Chapter 4, it was mentioned that the costs and 
benefits arising from the project should be compared and the net present 
value obtained, if the NPV (net present value) is positive, then the 
investment should be made, that is, more berths should be constructed to 
reduce congestion which means, that the port is better off if more berths 
are constructed as will be seen later in this chapter. It was also 
mentioned in the same section, that while the use of NPV will lead to an 
optional investment policy for the time periods simulated (1985,1990, 
1195 and 2000) a new model has to be developed in order to arrive at an 
optimal berthing capacity at any future time period, for example, 1992, 
19939 1998 ... etc., especially when demand is increasing at a rapid 
rate, without having to perform additional thousands of calculations 
and simulations%to obtain the forecasts and investment evaluations required 
on a year by year basis, this will be discussed in Section 8.4. 
In order to make an evaluation of the costs and benefits arising from 
further investment in berths, the waiting costs of ships (the amount of 
money each ship type costs the port authority, paid in penalties as 
waiting costs) and the, capital costs (construction costs plus operation 
and maintenance costs) are required. These costs are shown in Table 8.1. 
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TABLE 8.1 SHIPS OPERATING COST IN PORT AND BERTH'S CAPITAL COSTO) 
FOR 1985 ONWARDS 
VESSEL AVERAGE SHIP WAITING COST CAPITAL COST MAINTENANCE 
CLASSIFICATION LOAD CTON) PER SHIP PER DAY (I. D. )' 
PER BERTH 
(I. D. )' 
AND OPERATION 
COST (I. D. )2 
5sOOO 19500 810000000 l20jOOO 
GENERAL 5,250 1,500 
CARGO 5,500 11,500 
6,000 19500 
GRAIN 20,000 igloo 12,000,000 1800000 
106000 950 12,000,000 1800000 
SUGAR 159000 11000 
20,000 11100 
109000 950 119000sooo 165,000 
OIL 159000 isooo 
20,000 isloo 
2,500 2,500 23,000,000 345,000 
CONTAINER 3,000 2,500 
FERTILISER 100000 950 13,000,000 195,000 
UREA, SULPHUR 15,000 Isloo 
AND PHOSPHATE 20,000 isloo 
General Organisation for Ports (I. D. = Iraqi Dinars) 
Maintenance and operation cost estimated at 1.5 per cent of the 
construction cost for a 12 hour day. 
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Columns I (vessel classification) and 2 (average ship load) of Table 8.1 
show the types of cargo and the quantity carried by each vessel respectively 
(see section 5.9, Tables 5.18,5.20 and 5.21 to 5.23 of Chapter 5) during 
the planning period. 
Column 3. waiting cost per ship per day, that is, daily operating cost of 
ship in port, was given by the Port Authority and it is appropriate to 
check if these penalty costs are realistic. This can be achieved by 
calculating the daily operating costs directly from. operating cost data, 
(Gilman 1977) has worked out these daily operating costs for 4 different 
types of general cargo ships as shown in Table 8.1a. 
Table 8.1a Daily Operating Costs. Four Non-Cellular General 
Cargo Vessels 
Code Cl C2 C3 C4 
Deadweight 14000 8000/120003 23200 165005 
Gross tonnage 8800 90004 17000 10864 
Service speed (knots) 14 18 16 14 
U. S. $ U. S. $ U. S. $ U. S. $ 
Capital cost 9.2m 10.6m 17.6m 2.3m 
Capital charge/dayl 2 3626 4177 6936 1233 
(2805) (3231) (5366) (954) 
Insurance/day 202 196 351. 183 
Crew wages and prov. /dayro 1259 1341 1259 1950 
Maintenance and repair/day7 367 430 556 493 
Daily fixed cost 2454 6144 9102 3859 
Fuel in port/day 275 506 583 285 
Daily in port costs 5729 6650, 9685 4144 
(4908) (5704) (8115) (3865) 
Fuel at sea/day8 1899 3086 3543 2120 
Daily at sea costs 7353 9230 12645 5979 
(6532) (8284) (11075) (5700) 
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Cl, = Liberty Replacement 
C2 = Modern Liner 
C3 = Large Modern Liner 
C4 = Second Hand 
1 350 operating days per annum 
2 Capital charge calculated as an annuity over 18 years at 12% rate of return 
3 Open closed shelter decker ship 
4 GRT corresponding to full deadweight 
5 11 years old 
6 Crew costs for European crew 
7 All slow speed diesels 
8 Fuel includes lubricating oil consumption 
Figures in brackets are with capital charges at 8%. 
Looking at the average ship load for general cargo (see Table 8.1), the 
large modern liner is not likely to come to the Iraqi ports because it is 
too big, and any of the other three ships could come to the ports 
especially the second hand, C4, where they are routed to developing 
countries. Converting the daily in port costs for Cl. C2 and C4 to 
Iraqi Dinars (I. D. = $3.333, see section 2.1 of Chapter 2) we get: 
Daily in port costs Cl C2 C4 
1718(1472) 1995(1711) 1243(1159) 
with an average of 1652(1447) which is very close to I. D. 1500 shown in 
Table 8.1 provided by the Port Authority probably assuming that more 
second hand, C4, general cargo ships than Cl and C2 call at the port. 
The daily operating costs (Gilman 1977) for containers are shown in 
Table 8.1b. 
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Table 8.1b Daily Operating Cost - Cellular Containerships 
Code CTI CT2 
Deadweight 12000 (560 TEU) 23400 (1200 TEU) 
Gross tonnage 11000 27000 
Service speed (knots) 19 22 
U. S. $ U. S. $ 
Capital cost 18. 1m 28.6m 
Capital charge/dayl 2 7133 (5518) 11270 (8718) 
Insurance/day 385 770 
3 Crew wages and prov. /day 1232 1386 
Maintenance and repair/day4 493 781 
Daily fixed cost 9243 14207 
Fuel in port/day 350 800 
Daily in port costs 9593 (7978) 15007 (12455) 
Fuel at sea/day5 3325 8750 
Daily at sea costs 12568 (10953) 22957 (20405) 
350 operating days per annum 
i 2 Capital charge calculated on an annuity over 18 years at 12% rate of return 
3 Crew costs for European crew 
4 All geared medium speed diesels 
5 Fuel include lubricating oil consumption 
Figures in brackets give costs at a discount rate of 8%. 
1 
Again CT2-is too large to call at the Iraqi ports (see Table 8.1). 
Converting the daily in port costs for CTI to Iraqi Dinars, we get: 
Daily in port costs CTI 
2878(2393) 
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which is very close to I. D. 2500 shown in Table 8.1. 
The other waiting costs for other types of ships shown in Table 8.1 are 
presumably worked out on the same basis and those figures will be used 
in the calculations since Gilman's figures are provided only as a reason- 
able guide. 
In the case of normal congestion, both tramp and liner operator charge 
at least for the time that their ships spend in the queue, and the 
penalty costs paid by the port authorities to waiting vessels'are equal 
to the actual costs incurred by these vessels. However, surcharges are 
charged in the case of abnormal congestion (excessive waiting time). The 
surcharges are expressed normally as a percentage of the freight rate. 
The range of-surcharges reported in 1975 (see Bennanthan and Walters 1979) 
was from 5 to 10 percent in Bombay to 130 percent in Tripoli and Latakia 
where over 90 ships were waiting for a berth and where the average delay 
was 40 days. Typically, surcharges are applied after abnormal congestion 
has been, experienced and then only after warnings and notifications. 
Column 4 of Table 8.1 (capital cost per berth) was supplied by the Port 
Authority and it includes quay, surfaced open area, storage area covered 
and open, quay cranes, mobile cranes fork lift trucks and rail mounted 
and mobile gantry cranes for handling containers. 
For general cargo and ' 
container berths the capital costs shown in Table 
8.1 were given for 3 berths (for general cargo, capital costs for 3 
berths was given as 24,000,000 and hence it would be 8,000,000 per berth, 
while for 3 container berths it was given as 69,000,000 and hence it would 
be 23,000,, 000 per'berth) while for the rest of- the. berth types it was 
given as per berth. 
Capital costs for berths vary from country to country and even in the 
same country depending on the location of the ports. Factors such as 
engineering costs to meet land and water requirements, construction work, 
geotechnical surveys and explorations, dredgingo width and depth of the 
approach channelso lay-bys, breakwaters and locked basins, etc. plus the 
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number of cranes, size of storage area covered, and open also vary from 
country to country depending on %Rather conditions and depth of the 
dredged channel which also influence the capital costs. For example, 
the capital costs for 4 container berths in Dammam, Saudi Arabia, was 
1012 million Saudi Riyals (E240 million), SR 850 million for 
construction and SR 162 million for equipment(l), that is, the capital 
cost per container berth is 160 million (I. D. 21.6 million at the 
present rate of exchange). 
For Mina Zayed in Abu Dhabiq construction costs were not given for the 
container berth, but the, costs for the storage area and cranes were given 
as Dhs 8 million for storage and Dhs 37 for the container cranes, a total 
of Dhs 45 million (110.3 million). They also provide the construction 
cost for a general cargo berth and a bulk cargo berth, each at Dhs 20 
million(2) (N. -6 million). 
The construction costs for the following ports was obtained from (Parsons, 
Brown and Newton 1983) for which they acted as consulting engineers. 
Aqaba Port - Jordan 
Bulk berth - construction cost E13 million* 
General cargo/container berth - construction cost 115 million*** 
Croyton JetýZ - River Thanes 
One berth for tankers - construction cost 11.35 million** 
I United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 1981 
2 Seaport Authority - Mina Zayed - Emirate of Abu Dhabi, 1983 
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Nigg Bay Jetty - CromarýX Firth$ Scotland 
One berth for oil tankers - construction cost Ill million 
Tarahan Jetty - Indonesia 
Coal export berth - construction cost E3.5 million**** 
excluding mechanical and electrical work 
excluding mechanical work 
includes storage area and transit sheds., 
excluding mechanical and electrical work 
Column 5 of Table 8.1 (maintenance and operation costs), were estimated 
by the Port Authority in Iraq at 1.5 percent of the capital cost while 
for Mina Zayed, Abu Dhabi they are estimated at j percent of the capital 
cost. This cost includes labour and staff costs, maintenance costs for 
the equipment, and fuel costs. Again these costs vary from country to 
country depending whether the port is labour intensive or capital 
intensive. In fact maintenance and operation costs might vary over the 
years for the same port. For example, maintenance costs might increase 
with time due to the fact that more maintenance is required as the equip- 
ment gets older and. more breakdowns are likely to happen. No estimates 
could be obtained for the operation and maintenance costs with time, but 
even if they go up to 1.75 or 2 percent they should, have no effect on 
the analysis since those costs are so : small compared with the capital 
costs, if they'go up by a much higher percentage, which is very unlikely, 
they could be easily adjusted., 
Given the cost of a ship at sea, the cost in port/day and the handling 
rate in tons per day, the total cost/ton can be worked out (see Gilman 
1977). 
If Cs is the cost at sea/thousand miles/ton, and D is the port-to-port 
distance in thousand miles, then the total cost at sea for a round trip 
i CS x D. 
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if Cp is the cost in port/day, and H is the handling rate in tons/day, then 
the total port cost is 2C p /H since each ton is handled twice. 
Hence the round trip cost/ton, C= CSD + 2C p 
/H 
To compare the total cost/ton say, for general cargo and containers, assume 
the following: - 
General Cargo Container 
cs = I. D. I 
D =6 
Cp I. D. 1500 (see Table 8.1) 
H 822 (300,000/(365 X 24) 
Total cost/ton: 
Ix6+2x 1500 
822 
=6+3.64 = 9.64 I. D. 
CS =1 .2 
D =6 
Cp 2500 (see Table 8.1) 
H 1370 (500,000/(365 x 24) 
1 .2x6+2x 
2500 
1370 
= 7.2 + 3.64 = 10.84 I. D. 
On dense routes where the cargo base is large enough not to impose a 
constraint on the choice of ship, and where service is frequent enough 
for changes in frequency to have little effect on the costs of users 
(shippers)s the optimal ship for the route, defined as the ship that 
carries cargo of a given composition at the lowest total cost per cargo 
ton (see also Jansson and Shneerson 1982). could be worked out. In 
considering costs per ton of cargo (Gilman 1977) assumes that ships are 
carrying a full load in each direction and that cargo has the same 
stowage ratio on each ship of 2.85 cubic metres per weight ton. 
Based on the above assumptions, two ships can be compared in order to 
determine the type and size of ship resulting in lower costs/ton. 
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In Section 8.2, a routing policy will be developed, in Section 8.5 the 
basic appraisal model (minimum cost point) will be. developed and it will 
be extended to determine the optimal berthing capacity in Section 8.4. 
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8.2 Routing Polity 
It was mentioned in Chapter 6 of this study that the berthing capacity 
for the general cargo traffi, c at Basra port cannot be increased because 
there is no room for expansion, and i't will therefore be limited to 
15 berths at any future time period. Due to this limitation, the 
optimal number of the general cargo ships arriving at Basra port for 
the periods 1985,1990,1995 and 2000 has to be determined so that 
the rest of the ships can be routed to Um Qasr port, where the berthing 
capacity can be increased to accomodate the growing demand. 
Um Qasr port can be looked at as an extension to Basra port as far as 
general cargo ships are concerned. If for example 1000 ships were to 
arrive per year and 500 ships can be serviced at Basra, the other 500 
ships will be serviced at Um Qasr; if 300 ships can be serviced at 
Basra, then the other 700 ships wil, l be serviced at Um Qasr where some 
congestion will be created and new berths may have to be constructed 
to accomodate the spill over created by Basra. 
The ships serviced at both ports will create some congestion, in 
addition to the congestion at Um Qasr, new berths may have to be 
constructed to reduce congestion. Therefore the congestion costs at 
both ports (. waiting costs) plus the capital costs at Um Qasr (due to 
construction of new berths) will all be added together for different 
numbers of ships being serviced at each port, and the minimum value 
indicates that X number of ships serviced at Um Qasr together with Y 
number of ships serviced at Basra results in an optimal routing policy. 
Before proceeding with the routing policy, a model has to be provided 
whereby the optimal number of berths can be determIned for a particular 
demand in traffic which will be dealt with in Section 8.3. 
AlternatiYely a different policy can be worked out which should lead 
approximately to the same results. Since the port authority earns 
revenues for servIces rendered to shi'ps, the revenues received and 
waiti'ng costs pai'd as penalties due to congestion can be plotted 
against the number of ships arriving per year, and the optimal number 
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of ships, that can he serviced at Basra port can be determined by 
locati,, ng the points on the curves where they are farthest apart. The 
maximum di'stance between the two curves inditates the potnt of maximum 
profits ; ade by servicing a certain number of ships, if the number 
serviced i's less ormore, the proffts are reduced indicating that the 
port is underuttlised or over utilised as will be seen next. 
The waiting costs of the general cargo ships serviced at Basra port is 
shown in Table 8.2, where the average waiting ti'me per ship multiplied 
by the number of ships arriving per year multiplied by the waiting cost 
per ship per day results in the total waiting cost per year for that 
particular number of ships. As to the revenues (port tariffs) comprising 
cargo dues, anchorage dues, tug services ... etc., they average 
approximately 30105 I. D per general cargo ship. 
Plotting the waiting costs shown in Table 8.2 and the revenues against 
the different numBer of ships arriving per year, as shown in Figures 
8.1 to 8.4 for the periods 1985 to 2000 respectively, the number of 
ships that can be servi'ced in 1985 are approximately 670, in 1990 
approximately 650, In 1995 approximately 560 and in 2000 approximately 
550, all indicated by an arrow on the figures which is the maximum 
distance between the two curves. 
Notice in this model that the revenue lines may go up or down depending 
on the port tariffs which could be increased or lowered. In both 
cases, the number of ships that can be serviced by the port does not 
change significantly. Figure 8.1 is reproduced in Figure 8.5 where 
different port tariffs Cthe broken lines in Figure 8.5) have been used$ 
the upper line representing 37,500 LD and the lower one representing 
23,750, r. D per ship which is a significant change in port tariffs (25 
per cent increase and over 21 per cent decrease), yet the number of 
ships resulti6g in the maximum profit remaIns the same at 670 ships. 
The reason for this i's that the watting cost curve is alnost flat to 
start with up to a certain point, heyond which it turns upwards rapidly. 
In Iraq it does not matter how many ships are serviced at each port as 
far as the revenues are concerned, because all ports belong to one 
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TABLE 8.2 WAITING COSTS FOR THE GENERAL CARGO SHIPS AT BASRA-PORT, 
MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
SHIPS EXTRA W. C. /S/D A. W. T. CHR) T. W. C. /Y 
BERTHS 
550 1500 10.28 353,375 
600 1500 11.79 442,125 
630 1500 15.68 617,400 
LO 650 1500 16.42 667,062 co 670 1500 23.87 999,556 
700 1500 79.93 3,496,937 
750 1500 403.28 18,903,750 
798 1500 1204.81 60,089,898 
500 1500 10.79 337.187 
550 1500 19.72 677,875 
600 1500 21.17 793,875 
C) cri 650 - 
1500 31.78 1,291,062 
cn 675 1500 60.83 2,566,265 
700 1500 151.42 6,624,625 
750 1500 730.30 34,232,812 
500 1500 12.76 398,750 
520 1500 17.50 568,750 
560 1500 25.24 883,400 
Ln 
cn 580 
1500 32.03 1,161,087 
cn 600 1500 36.59 1,372,125 
650 1500 215.29 8,746,156 
700 1500 1169.95 51,185j312 
500 1500 15.25 476,562 
550 1500 24.26 833,937 
C) 
0 600 - 1500 33.53- 1,257,375 
CD 650 1500 180.39 7,328,343 
700 1500 884.19 38,683,312 
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authority and are government owned. For example, if 1000 ships were 
to arrive per year, 200 are serviced at Basra and 800'at Um Qasr or 
800 serviced at Basra and 200 at Um Qasr, the revenues will be the 
same in both cases, 1000 x 30105 = 3091059000 I*. D. but the costs 
incurred due to congestion will be different. 
8.3 Minimum Cost Point Model 
In this section an investment model resulting i'n the optimal number of 
berths for the years si"mulated C1985,1990,1995 and 2000) will be 
constructed and it will be extended in Section 8.4 to result in the 
optimal number of berths, required at any futuretime period within the 
planning horizon. 
The model is shown in Figure 8.6, where the capital costs, waiting costs 
and total costs (*capital and waiting costs) are plotted against the 
number of new 6erths. I-n Chapter 7 of this study it was shown that 
the higher the numBer of berths servicing a certain am-unt of cargo 
carried by a certain number of ships, the lower the congestion (average 
waiting time per ship) and therefore the lower the waiting costs paid 
in penalties. This is shown by the waiting cost curve, in Figure 8.6. 
On the other hand, the higher the number of berths constructed, the 
higher the capital cost. This is shown by the capital cost curve in 
Figure 8.6. 
The total cost curve is obtained by adding the capital costs and wait- 
ing costs for different port configurations and the lowest point on 
this curves Co represents the minimum total cost resulting in the 
optimal number of extra herthss Bog that should be constructed. 
The aboye model is now used to determined the optimum number of berths 
for different cargo types at all three ports and the most likely 
forecasts are considered first. Since the general cargo berths at 
Basra port are constant, the optimum number of ships that can be 
seryiced there will be determined. As mentioned earlier in Section 8.2 
the congestion costs at Basra and Um Qasr ports together with the 
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COST 
Co 
Bo NUMBER OF NEW BERTHS 
FIGURE 8-6 MINIMUM COST POINT MODEL 
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TABLE 8.3 TOTAL COSTS FOR GENERAL CARGO TRAFFIC AT UM QASR PORT, MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
SHIPS EXTRA BERTHS W. C. /S/D A. W. T. (HR) T W. C. /y BERTHS C. CjlY TOTAL COST 
201 0 i5oo 177.83 2,233.989 0 2,233.989 
201 1 1500 26.70 335,418 830,618 1,166,036 
Ln co 
201 2 1500 12.27 154,141 1,661,236 1,815,377 
201 3 1500__ 7.55 94.846 2,491.854 2,586,700 
532 5 1500 114.32 3,801,140 4,153,090 7.954,230 
532 6 1500 28.41 944.632 4.983,708 5,928,340 
C3 43N 532 7 1500 15.78 524,685 5,814,326 6,339,011 
532 8 1500 11.20 372.732 6,644,944 7,017.676 
532 9 1500 8.70 289,275 1 7,475,562 7,764.837 
1215 13 1500 236.07 16,598,671 10,798,034 27,396,705 
1215 14 1500 62.69 4,407,890 11.628,652 16.036,542 
1215 15 1500 38.20 2,685,937 12.459,270 15,145,207 
Ln 4m 1215 16 1500 25.41 1,786.640 13.289,888 15,076,520 01 
1215 17 1500 17.74 1,247,343 14,120,506 15,367,849 
1215 18 1500 13.57 954,140 14,951,124 15,905.264 
1215 19 1500 10.62 746.718 15.781,742 16,528,460 
2426 22 1500 358.79 54.401,533 18.273.596 72,675,129 
2426 23 1500 133.80 20,287,425 19,104.214 39,391.639 
2426 24 1500 45.12 8.205.945 19,934,832 28,140,777 
2426 25 1500 27.06 4.102,972 20,765,450 24,868,422 
C%l 2426 26 1500 19.31 2,927,878 21,596,068 24,523,946 
2426 27 1500 14.98 2,271,342 22,426,686 24,698,028 
2426 28 1500 12.46 1.889.247 23.257,304 25,146,551 
2426 29 1500 10.64 1.613,290 1 24,087.922 25.701.212 
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TABLE 8.4 TOTAL COSTS FOR GENERAL CARGO TRAFFIC AT UM QASR PORT, MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
SHIPS 
I 
EXTRA 
BERTHS W. C. /S/D A. W. T. (HR) T. W. C. /Y BERTHS C. C/lY TOTAL COST 
221 0 1500 836.27 11,550.979 0 11.550,979 
221 1 1500 120.07 1,658,466 830.618 2,489,084 
Ln co 221 2 1500 51.55 712,034 1,661,236 2.373,270 
221 3 1500 21.64 298,902 2.491.854 2,790,756 
221 4 1500 9.77 134,948 3,322,472 3,457.420 
582 5 1500 1327.89 48,301,998 4,153,090 52,455.080 
582 6 1500 263.06 9,568.807 4,983,708 14,522,515 
CA 582 7 1500 55.74 2.027.542 5,814,326 7.841,868 cn 
582 8 1500 29.50 1.073.062 6,644.944 7,718,006 
582 9 1500 16.96 616,920 7,475,562 8,092,482 
1255 13 1500 367.50 28,825,781 10,798,034 39,623,815 
1255 14 1500 70.09 5,497.684 11.628,652 17,126,336 
1255 15 1500 39.87 3,127,303 12,459,270 15,586,573 
1255 16 1500 23.65 1,855,046 13,289,888 15,144,934 
1255 17 1500 16.83 1.320,103 14,120,506 15,440,609 
1255 18 1500 13.32 1,044,787 14,951,124 15,995,991 
1255 19 1500 11.24 881,637 15.781,742 16,663,379 
2476 23 1500 254.19. 39,335,902 19,104p214 58,440,116 
2476 24 1500 57.83 8,949,192 19,934,832 28,884,024 
2476 25 1500 23.76 3,676,860 20.765,450 24,442,310 
2476 26 1500 18.30 2.831.925 21,596,068 24,427,993 
2476 27 1500 14.56 2,253,160 22,426,686 24.679,846 
2476 28 1500 11.82 1.892,145 23,257.304 25,086,449 
2476 29 1500 10.08 11559,880 24,087,922 25,647,802 
2476 30 1500 8.88 1 
1,374,180 
1 
24,918,540 26,292,720 
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TABLE 8.5 TOTAL COSTS FOR GENERAL CARGO TPAFFIC AT UM QASR PORT, MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
SHIPS EXTRA BERTHS W. C. /S/D A. W. T. (HR) T; W. C. /Y BERTHS C. C/lY TOTAL COST 
171 0 1500 65.47 699,710 0 699,710 
Ln co 171 1500 17.90 191,306 830.618 1.021,924 
171 2 1500 7.97 85.179 1,661,236 1,746,415 
171 3 1500 5.71 61.025 2.491,854 2.552,879 
482 5 1500 62.25 2,679.687 4.153,090 6,832,777 
0 cn cn 482 6 1500 19.10 835,625 4,983,708 5.819.333 
482 7 1500 9.81 443,187 5,814.326 6.257,513 
1165 13 1500 45.75 3,331.171 10,798.034 14,129,205 
1165 14 1500 26.13 1,902,590 11,628,652 13,531,242 
1165 15 1500 17.51 1,274,946 12.459,270 13,734,216 
Ln CA 1165 16 1500 12.07 878,846 13,289,888 14,168,734 
1165 17 1500 9.06 659,681 14.120,506 14,780,187 
1165 18 1500 7.37 536.628 14,951,124 15,487,752 
1165 19 1500 6.42 454,350 15,781,742 16,236,092 
2376 22 1500 62.69 9,309,465 18.273,596 27.583,061 
2376 23 1500 23.87 3,544.695 19,104,214 22,648,909 
2376 24 1500 18.72 2,779,920 19.934.832 22,714,752 
9376 25 1500 14.94 2,218,590 20,765,450 22,984,040 
8 
2376 26 1500 12.30 1,826,550 21,596,068 23.422.618 
2376 27 1500 10.42 1,547.370 22,426,686 23.974,056 
2376 28 1500 9.20 1,366,200 23.257.304 24,623,504 
2376 29 1500 8.29 1,231,065 24.087,922 25,318.987 
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capital costs at Um Qasr will be added togeth6r- for different numbers 
of ships arriving at each port to find the minimum totalvalue. 
Tables 8.3 to 8.5 show that Um Qasr port has- been simulated for 201 
general cargo ships - 670 ships arriving at Basra port), 221 (650 at 
Basra), and 171 (700 at Basra) for the period 1985 and for different 
port configurations (different number of berths), the same was done 
for the perfods 1990,1995 and 2000 as shown in the tables. For 1985 
congesti"ovcosts, capi'tal costs and total costs were plotted against 
the extra number of berths as shown in Figure 8.7. 
Figure 8.7 shows that the optimum number of berths that should be 
constructed in 1985 (general cargo) is I extra berth at a total cost 
of 1,166,036 I. D. " If 201 ships (670 at Basra) were to be serviced at 
Um Qasr; 2 extra berths at a total cost of 2,373,270 I. D. if 221 ships 
(650 at Basra); and no extra berths need to be constructed if 171 ships 
(700 at Basra) at a cost of 699,710 I. D (just the congestion cost at 
Um Qasr). 
f 
I The total cost of 1,166,036 is obtained as follows: - 
When I extra berth is constructed, congestion cost = 201 x 1500 x 26.70/24 
335,418 I. D (see Table 8.3). 
The port authority estimates the berth life time at 30 years, after 
which time it is considered to become obsolete and a discount rate of 
8 per cent is used Csee Section 4.4 of Chapter 4). Using Table B 
(Merrett and Sykes, 19711,11.2578 ts used to obtain the annual constr- 
uction cost at 8 per cent discount rate for 30 years. Annual construc- 
ti'on cost = 8000000/11.2578 = 710$618 I. D. Haintenance and operation 
cost-= 0.015 x 8,000,000 = 120,000, Capital cost. = 710,618 + 1209000 
&830,618 I. D. 
Total cost = 8309618 + 3359418 = 191669036 I. D. 
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Adding the total costs at Um Qasr to the congestion costs at Basra, 
we get 1,166,036 + 999,556, (congestion at Basra for 670 ships, see 
Table 8.2) = 2,165,592 I. D 
293739270 + 667,062 (congestion at Basra for 650 ships, see 
Table 8.2) = 3,040,332 I. D 
699$710 + 39496$937 (congestion at Basra for 700 ships, see 
Table 8.2) = 4,196,647 I. D 
The minimum total cost at both ports fs 2,165,592 I. D when 201 ships 
are diverted to be served at Um Qasr and 670 ships to be served at 
Basra which leads to the same result obtained in Section 8.2. 
Originally there are 4 general cargo berths at Um Qasr, a new berth is 
constructed to make'the number of berths required 5 in 1985. 
The same procedure is adopted for the years 1990,1995 and 2000, 
(where simi*lar graphs to those shown in Figure 8.7 can be drawn) and 
the results obtained from Tables 8.3 to 8.5. For 1990, when 650 ships 
are served at Basra and 532 diverted to be served at Um Qasr, the min- 
imum total cost at Um Qasr port is 5,928,340 I. D for an extra 6 berths. 
When 600 ships are served at Basra and 582 at Um Qasr, the cost is 
797189006 I. D for an extra 8 new berths. When 700 ships are served 
at Basra and 482 diverted to be served at Um Qasr, the cost is 5,819,333 
I. D for an extra 6 new berths as shown in Tables, 8.3 to 8.5 respectively. 
Adding those costs to the congestion costs at Basra we get: - 
599289340 + 19291,062 (congestion at Basra for 650 ships, see Table 8.2) 
7,219,402 I. D 
797189006 + 793,875 (congestion 'at Basra for 600 ships, see Table 8.2) 
= 8,511,881 r. D 
598199333 + 6,624,625 (congestion at Basra for 700 ships, see Table 8.2) 
12,4439958 I. D 
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Th. e minimum total cost at both. ports is 7,219,402 I. D when 650 ships 
are served at Basra and 532 at Um Qasr again leading to the same 
results obtained in Section 8.2. 
I 
In 1985 the number of berths was 5, and 6 more have to be constructed 
to make the number 11 by 1990. 
For 1995 
600 (Basra); 1215 (Um Qasr); the cost i's 15,076,520,, -, 16 extra berths 
560 (Basra); 1255 (Um Qasr); the cost is 15,144,937; 16 extra berths 
650 (Basra); 1165 (Um Qasr); the cost is 13,531,242; 14 extra berths 
Adding the above costs to those at Basra we get: - 
151,076s520 + 1,372,125 (; ongestion cost. at Basra, see Table 8.2) 
= 169448s645 I. D 
159144,0934 + 833,400 (congestion cost at Basra, see Table 8.2) 
= 169028j334 I. D 
l3t5319242 + 8,746,156 (congestion cost at Basra, see Table 8.2) 
= 22,2779398 
For 2000 
600 (. Basra); 2426 (Um Qasr); cost 24,523,946; 26 extra berths 
550 (Basra); 2476 (ýh Qasr); cost 24,4270993; 26 extra berths 
650 (Basra).; 2376 (Um Qasr); cost 22,6480909; 23 extra berths 
Adding the above costs to those at Elasra we get: - 
- 3os - 
2495239946 + 19257,375 (see Table 8.2) 
- 25,731,321 I. D 
241,4279993 + 833,937 (see Table 8.2) 
= 25,261,930 I. D 
221,6849909 + 7,328,343 (see Table 8.2) 
= 2999779252 I. D 
The minimum total cost at both ports is 25,261,930 I. D when 550 ships 
are served at Basra and 2476 at Um Qasr. 
The number of ships served at each port, the total costs and the 
number of berths that should be made available at Um Qasr for the 
years 1985 to 2000 are summarised in Table 8.6. 
Table 8.6 NUMBER OF SHIPS SERVED AT EACH PORT9 TOTAL COST AND 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF GENERAL CARGO BERTHS AT UM QASR 
SHIPS SERVED AT NUMBER OF BERTHS 
BASRA UM QASR TOTAL COST (-I. D) AT UM QASR 
1985 670 201 2,165,592 5 
1990 650 532 7,219,402 11 
1995 560 1255 16,028,334 27 
2000 1 550 1 2476 1 25,261,930 1 53 1 
Basra port has been simulated for different port configurations for 
74 grain ships arriving in 1985 (origl'nal number of berths in 1979 
was 2). the total costs- for 1985 are shown in Table 8.7. From this 
table it can be seen that the minimum total cost is 3,287,437 with 2 
extra berths required, making the total number of berths required by 
1985 four berths. Since demand for this particular cargo is decreas- 
ing over the years up to the year 2000, it is clear that 4 berths 
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should be enough to cater for the rest of the years. It might be 
argued here, that since demand is decreasing, then perhaps 1 extra 
berth might be sufficient in 1985 although high congestion costs will 
be incurred (14,036,324, see Table 8.7). which might be balanced by 
the idle cost in future. It can be seen that the total cost of 2 
extra berths in 1985 results in a cost of 39287,437, while if one 
extra berth is provided the cost is 14,036,343, implying that a 
saving of 10,748,905 I. D is made if 2 berths are constructed. In 
addition to this saving, the waiting costs for 1990 - 2000 will be 
higher if 1 extra berth is constructed and less if 2 extra berths 
are constructed (see Tables 6.14 to 6.17) adding more to the 
14,036,342 cost incurred in 1985, and therefore, 4 berths should be 
in operation for the periods 1985 - 2000 for the grain cargo. 
Oil cargo was simulated for the original number of berths (1 in 1979) 
and for 1,2,3 ... extra berths in 1985. The total cost for the 
periods 1985,19909 1995 and 2000 for different port configurations 
is shown in Table 8.8. It can be seen from this table that no extra 
berths need to be constructed for the periods 1985 and 1990, and one 
extra berth has to be constructed in 1995, in other words, the existing 
berth is sufficient to meet the 1985 and 1990 demand and an extra 
berth has to be constructed in 1995 to meet the demand for the periods 
1995 and 2000. 
Sugar cargo was simulated for the original number of berths (1 in 1979, 
originally used for ureas but will be used for sugar since urea traffic 
will be serviced in Khor Al Zubair port from 1985 onwards)' and for 
is 25 3 ... extra berths in 1985. The total cost for the periods 1985 
19909 1995 and 2000 for different port configurations is shown in 
Table 8.9. It can be seen from this table that only one extra berth 
need to be constructed in 1985 to meet the demand for the periods 
1985 - 2000. 
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For Khor Al Zubair port, the number of new berths that has to be con- 
structed for fertiliser, s-ulphur, urea and phosphate traffic is shown 
in Tables 8.10 to 8.13 respectively. For the fertiliser traffic one 
extra berth has to be constructed in 1985 and another in 1990; for 
sulphur traffic, three new berths have to be constructed in 1985; for 
urea traffic, two new berths have to be constructed in 1985 and an 
extra berth has to be constructed in 1990; and for phosphate traffic$ 
one new berth has to be constructed in 1985 and two extra berths have 
to be constructed in 1990. 
In Um Qasr port, the number of extra berths that have to be constructed 
for the container traffic for the periods 1985,1990,1995 and 2000 is 
shown in Table 8.14. It 
' 
can be seen from this table, that 3 extra 
berths have to be constructed in 1985 making a total of 4 berths; 3 
extra berths have to be constructed in 1990 making a total of 7 berths; 
5 extra berths have to be constructed in 1995 making a total of 12 
berths; and 6 extra berths have to be constructed in 2000 making a 
total of 18 berths. 
Since the difference between the three forecasts for the grain, oil, 
sugar, fertiliser, sulphur, urea and phosphate cargo is small (see 
Tables 5.21 to 5.23) only the most likely forecasts were simulated 
and evaluated, while for the general and container cargo separate 
simulations were made and the evaluations follow next. 
For the optimistic forecasts, since the amount of cargo to be handled 
for both general and container traffic is more than 1.5 times that of 
the most likely forecasts (. see Tables 5.21 and 5.22), the simulations 
were based on the berths working continuously, that is, 24 hours a 
day (. no shift constraint). While the operation and maintenance cost 
was 1.5 per cent of the construction cost for a 12 hour day, it is 
assumed to he 4.125 per cent of the construction cost for a 24 hour 
day. 
Take for example, a general cargo berth where the construction cost 
is 8,000,000 I'. D at 1.5 per cent (for a 12 hour day), the maintenance 
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TABLE 8.14 TOTAL COSTS FOR CONTAINER TRAFFIC AT UM QASR PORT, MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
SHIPS EXTRA 
BERTHS W. C. /S/D A. W. T. (HR) T. W. C. /Y BERTHS C. CllY TOTAL COST 
597 2 2500 1297.99 80,718,753 4.776,056 85.494,809 
597 3 2500 24.56 1,527,325 7,164,084 8,691,409 
ul co 
597 4 2500 11.01 684,684 9,552112 10,236,796 
597 5 2500 6.97 433.446 1 11.940,140 12,373,586 
912 2 2500 385.94 36,664,300 4,776,056 41,440.356 
912 3 2500 21.61 2,052.950 7,164,084 9,217,034 
CA 912 4 2500 9.83 933,850 9,552.112 10.485,962 cn 
912 5 2500 7.23 686,850 11,940,140 12,626,990 
912 6 2500 6.06 575,700 14,328,168 14,903,868 
1508 3 2500 366.20 57,523,916 7,164,084 64,688,000 
1508 4 2500 29.64 4,655.950 9,552,112 14,208,062 
1508 5 2500 13.49 2,119,054 11,940,140 14,059,194 
1508 6 2500 9.13 1.434,170 14,328,168 15,762,338 
1508 7 2500 6.97 1,094.870 16,716,196 17,811,066 
2504 4 2500 640.50 167,036,750 11,940,140 178.976,890 
2504 5 2500 43.57 11,364.508 14,328,168 25,692,676 
2504 6 2500 19.10 . 4.981.916 16,716,196 21,698,112 
2504 7 2500 12.18 3.176,950 19,104,224 22,281,174 
2504 8 2500 9.44 2,462,266 21,492,252 23,954,418 
2504 9 2500 8.00 2.086.666 23,880,280 25,966,946 
2504 10 2500 7.04 1,836,266 26,268,308 29.104,574 
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and operation costs are 0.015 x 8,000,000 = 1209000 I. D. Assuming 
that in the next 6 hours the pay is 1.5 that of the normal hours and 
in the'last 6 hours the pay is double that of the normal hours, 
the operation and maintenance cost is 0.015/2 x 8,000,000 x 1.5 
909000 I. D for the next 6 hours and 0.015/2 x 8,000,000 x2= 1209000 
I. D. for the last 6 hours. Adding the operation and maintenance cost 
for the first 12 hours (normal hours) plus the next 6 hours (1.5 the 
normal hours), plus the last 6 hours (double the normal hours) gives 
1209000 + 909000 + 120sOOO = 3309000 I. D., and adding this 
figure to the annual cost of 8,000,000/lI.. 2578 (710,618) gives 
7109618 + 3309000 = 190409618 I. D capital cost per annum. The same 
is done to determine the capital cost per annum for containers (23,000, 
000/11,2578 + 0.015 x 23,000,000 + 0.15 x 23,000,000 x 1.5 + 0.015 x 
23,000,0001 = 290439028 + 3459000 + 2589750 + 345$000 = 29991,778 I. D. 
Using the minimum cost point model to determine the number of extra 
berths that have to be constructed as was done previously, the results 
for the general cargo berths are shown in Table 8.15. It can be seen 
from this table, that no extra berths need to be constructed in 1985 
leaving the total at 4 berths; 6 new berths have to be constructed in 
1990 making a total of 10 berths; 15 extra berths have to be constructed 
in 1995 making a total of 25 berths; and 27 extra berths have to be 
constructed in 2000 making a total of 52 berths. 
For container traffic, the number of extra berths that have to be 
constructed for the same periods is shown in Table 8.16. It can be 
seen from this table that 2 extra berths have to be constructed in 
1985 making a total of 3 berths; 2 extra berths in 1990 making a total 
of 5 berths; 4 extra berths in 1995 making a total of 9 berths; and 6 
extra berths in 2000 making a total of 15 berths. 
Finally the pessimistic forecasts are considered and the results for 
general cargo and contafter cargo are shown in Tables 8.17 and 8.18 
respectiYely. 
For general cargo, no extra berths are required in 1985; 1 extra berth 
is required in 1590; 9 extra berths in 1995 and 11 extra berths in 
2000. 
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TABLE 8.15 TOTAL COSTS FOR GENERAL CARGO TRAFFIC AT UM QASR PORT, OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS 
SHIPS EXTRA BERTHS W. C. /S/D A. W. T. (HR) T. W. C. /Y BERTHS C. CPY TOTAL COST 
348 0 1500 18.80 408,900 0 408,900 
348 1 1500 6.12 133.110 1.040,618 1,173.728 
in co 348 2 1500 2.87 62,422 2,081.236 2,143,658 
348 3 1500 2.17 47.195 3,121,854 3,169,049 
348 4 1500 2.02 43,935 1 4,162,472 4,206,407 
932 5 1500 69.74 4.062,355 5,203.090 9,265,445 
932 6 1500 23.53 1.370,622 6,243,708 7.614,330 
932 7 1500 10.98 639,585 7,284,326 7.923,911 
932 8 1500 6.11 355,907 8,324,944 8,680,851 
932 9 1500 3.90 227,175 9,365,562 9,592,737 
2199 12 1500 185.62 25,511.148 12,487,416 37,998,564 
2199 13 1500 67.72 9.307,267 13,528,034 22,835,301 
2199 14 1500 22.01 3,024,999 14,568,652 17,593,651 
2199 15 1500 12.36 1,698,727 15,609,270 17,307,997 
2199 16 1500 7.66 1,052,771 16,649,888 17,702,659 
4701 23 1500 315.61 92,730,163 23,934,214 116,664,377 
4701 24 1500 145,53 42,788,533 24,974,832 67,763,365 
4701 25 1500 47.97 14,094,185 26,015,450 40,109,635 
C-i 4701 26 1500 19.49 5,726,405 27,056.068 32,782,473 
4701 27 1500 11.16 3,278,947 2 8,096,686 31,375,633 
4801 28 1500---- 8.06 2,368,128 29,137.304 31.505,432 
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TABLE 8.16 TOTAL COSTS FOR CONTAINER TRAFFIC AT UM QASR PORT, OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS 
SHIPS EXTRA BERTH W. C. /S/D A. W. T. (HR) T. W. C. /Y BERTHS C. C/lY TOTAL COST 
709 1 2500 77.69 5,737,730 2.991,778 8,729,508 
l 
709 2 2500 6.24 460,850 5,983,556 6,444,406 
u l co 471 709 3 2500 2.82 209,745 8,975,334 9,185.079 
1 709 4- 2500 2.04 150,662 1 11.967.112 12,117.774 
1182 1 2500 37.11 4,569,168 2,991,778 7.560,946 
1182 2 2500 6.19 762,143 5,983,556 6,745,699 
1182 3 2500 2.93 360,756 8,975,334 9,336,090 
1182 4 2500 2.09 257.331 11,967,112 12,224,443 
1182 5 2500 1.83 225,318 1 14,958,890 15,184.208 
2216 2 2500 594.37 126,812,908 5,983.556 132,796,464 
2216 3 2500 21.25 4,905,208 8,975,334 13,886,542 
cn 2216 4 2500 6.84 1,578,900 11,967,112 13,546.012 cn 
2216 5 2500 3.86 891,016 14,958,890 15,849,906 
2216 6 2500 2.57 593,241 17,950,668 18,543,909 
4149 4 2500 662.25 286.216.172 11.967,112 298,183,284 
4149 5 2500 46.05 19,902,234 14,958,890 34,861,124 
4149 6 2500 8.62 3,725.456 17,950,668 32.676.124 
4149 7 25QO 4.95 2,139,328 20,942,446 23,081,774 
4149 8 2500 3.33 1.439,184 23,934,224 25,373,408 
4149 9 2500 2.53 1,093.434 26.926,002 28,019,436 
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TABLE 8.17 TOTAL COSTS FOR GENERAL CARGO TRAFFIC AT UM QASR PORT, PESSIMISTIC FORECASTS 
SHIPS EXTRA BERTHS W. C. /S/D A. W. T. (. HR) 
. 
T. W. C. /Y BERTHS C. CllY TOTAL COST 
73 0 1500 81.47 371.706 120,000 491,706 
73 0 1500 13.49 61,548 120.000 181,548 
co ON 
73 0 1500 7.81 35,633 120,000 155.633 
73 1 1500 5.48 25,002 830,618 855,620 
233 1 1500 58.05 845,353 830,618 1,675,971 
233 2 1500 25.34 369,013 1.661,236 2,030,249 
cn 
233 3 1500 13.30 193,681 2.491,854 2,685,535 
233 4 1500 9.35 136,159 3,322,472 3,458,631 
626 8 1500 85,30 3,337,362 6,644,944 9,982,306 
626 9 1500 41.52 1,624,470 7.475,562 9,100,032 
LO 0% 626 10 1500 26.58 1,039,942 8,306,180 9,346,112 01 
626 11 1500 17.37 679.601 9,136,798 9,816,399 
626 12 1500 12.42 485,932 9,967.416 10,453,348 
1167 10 1500 62.27 4,541,818 8,306,180 12,847,998 
1167 11 1500 31.98 2.332.541 9,136,798 11,469,339 
C5 1167 12 1500 20.95 1,528,040 9,967,416 11,495,456 
-1167 13 1500 14.13 1,030,606 10,798,034 11,828,640 
1167 14 1500 10.78 786.266 11 . 628,652 12,414,918 
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TABLE 8.18 TOTAL COSTS FOR CONTAINER TRAFFIC AT UM QASR PORT, PESSIMISTIC FORECASTS 
SHIPS EXTRA BERTHS W. C. /S/D A. W. T. (HR) T. W. C. /Y BERTHS C. CA Y TOTAL COST 
505 2 2500 63.42 3,336,156 4,776,056 8,112,212 
505 3 2500 11.58 609.156 7,164,084 7,773,240 ult co c7i 505 4 2500 7.20 378,750 9,552,112 9,930,86s 
505 5 2500 5.98 314,573 1 11,940,140 12,254,713 
707 1 2500 100.04 7,367,529 2,388,028 9,755,577 
707 2 2500 22.39 1,648,930 4,776.056 6,424,986 
707 3 2500 10.43 768,126 7.164,084 7,932,210 
ON 
707 4 2500 LAS 550,870 9,552.112 10,102.982 
707 5 2500 6.12 450.712 1 11.940,140 12,390,852 
1036 1 2500 306.53 33,079.695 2,388,028 35,467,723 
1036 2 2500 23.69 2.556,545 4,776,056 7,332,601 
1036 3 2500 11.41 1.231.329 7,164,084 89395.413 
ul (7ý cn 1036 4 2500 7.92 854,700 9,552,112 10,406.812 
1036 5 2500 6.49 700,379 11,940.140 12,640.519 
1036 6 2500 5.74 619.441 14,328,168 14,947.609 
1190 0 2500 358.80 44,476,250 0 44,476,250 
1190 1 2500 24.32 3.014,666 2,388,028 5,402,694 
1190 2 2500 11.66 1,445,354 4,776,056 6,221,410 
1190 3 2500 8.00 991,666 7,164,084 8,155,750 
1190 4 2500 6.49 804,489 9,552,112 10,356,601 
1190 5 2500 5.97 740,031 1 11,940,140 12.680,171 
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TABLE 8.19 NUMBER OF BERTHS MLF 
ORIG- 1985 1990 1995 2000 
INAL EXTRA I TOTAL EI T EI T E I 
BASRA PORT 
GRAIN 2 2 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 
OIL 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 2 
SUGAR 1 1 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 
KHOR AL ZUBArR PORT 
FERT. 1 1 2 1 3 0 3 0 3 
SULP. 0 3 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 
UREA 0 2 2 1 3 0 3 0 3 
PHOS. 0 1 1 2 3 0 3 0 3 
UM QASR PORT 
G. C 
CONT. 
4 
1 
1 
3 
5 
4 
6 
3 
11 
7 
16 
5 
27 
12 
26 
6 
53 
18 
TABLE 8.20 , NUMBER OF BERTHS OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS 
UM QASR PORT 
G. C 
CONT. 
4 
1 
0 
2 
4 
3 
6 
2 
10 
5 
15 
4 
25 
9 
27'. 
6 
52 
15 
TABLE 8.21 NUMBER OF BERTHS PESSIMISTIC FORECASTS 
UM QASR PORT 
G. C 
CONT. 
4 
1 
ý0 
3 
4 
4 
1 
2 
5 
6 
9 
2 
14 
8 
11 
1 
29 
9 
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The results for the original number of berths, the extra number of 
berths required for each-class of cargo and the total number of 
berths,, for the pertods 1985,1990,1995 and 2000 for the most likely, 
optimistic and pessimistic forecasts are shown in Tables 8.19 to 8.21. 
8.4 Extensions to the Minimum Cost Point Model 
In the previous secti'on,, it was shown how the optimum number of berths 
required to cater for the demand of specific future years can be 
determined through the use of the minimum cost point model. Referring 
to Tables 8.19 to 8.21 and considering general cargo and container 
traffic, it can be seen that the extra number of berths that have to 
be constructed in each time period is high. Looking at the general 
cargo traffic for example, Table 8.19 shows that 5 berths are required 
by 1985; 11 in 1990; 27 in 1995 and 53 in 2000. Therefore 16 new 
berths have to be constructed between the period 1990 and 1995, and 
26 new berths have to be constructed between the period 1995 and 2000, 
which illustrates that the optimum number of berths for the years 1996, 
19979 1998,1999 has to be determined also, and not only at 5 years 
intervals, otherwise, in between the 5 years intervals very high con- 
gestion will be created when demand increases rapidly, if the optimum 
number of berths for the in-between years is not determined. 
As mentioned earlier in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4,. when demand is 
increasing rapidly, as in the case of general and container cargo, the 
optimum number of berths has to be determined on a year by year basis 
to avoid the cost of high congestion. This implies that 16 sets of 
yearly forecasts, 16 sets of simulations and 16 sets of evaluations 
have to be made for the years 1985 -'2000 for each class of cargo. 
This will lead to an immense, cumbersomes costly and time consuming 
amount of work, and the longer the planning horiion, the more immense 
the problem becomes. For this reasons the minimum cost point model 
will be further developed to result in the optimum number of berths 
required at any future time period using only 4 points in time instead 
of 16, and hence reducing the amount, time and cost by at least 75 per 
ce. nt which is a very substantial reduction. 
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To illustrate how this can be achieved, consider the general and 
container traffic (most likely forecasts). HaVing determined the 
optimum number of berths for the years 1985,19909 1995 and 2000 (see 
Section 8.3), the number of ships arriving in those four periods is 
plotted against the time in years. Passing a smooth curve through 
those four points as shown in Figures 8.8 (general cargo) and 8.9 
(containers), enables us to determine the number of ships arriving at 
any future year without having to do the separate forecasts. By 
projecting a vertical line for the year required to meet the curve 
and then projecting a horizontal li'ne will determine the number of 
ships arriving in that particular year as shown in Figures 8.8 and 8.9. 
Figure 8.8 shows that 800 ships arrive in 1992 and 1920 ships in 1998 
for general cargo, and Figure 8.9 shows that 1115 ships arrive in 1992 
and 2035 ships in 1998 for container cargo, and the number of ships 
arriving at any desired year can be determined from the figures in 
the same way. 
Next the number of ships arriving for the years 1985,19909 1995 and 
2000 is plotted against the optimum number of berths for the periods 
above (determined in Section 8.3) as shown in Figures 8.10 (general 
cargo) and 8.11 (containers). From those figures the optimum number 
of berths for any number of ships arrivings and hence for any year, 
can be determined. 
Figure 8.10 shows'that 800 ships (1992) require 17 berths and 1920 
ships (1998) require 42 berths for the general cargo traffic, and 
Figure 8.11 shows that 1115 ships (1992) require 9 berths and 2035 
ships (1998) require 16 berths for the container traffic. 
In order to validate the above models, the forecasts for the years 
1992 and 1998 for general and container cargo were worked out, 
simulated and then evaluated to determi. ne the opti7num number of berths 
required for those two periods. 
Using the models developed in Chapter 5 6f this study, the most likely 
forecasts for general and container cargo were worked out and shown 
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in Table 8.22. The number of ships arriving in 1992 and 1998 for 
the general cargo and container traffic obtained by using the fore- 
casting models of Chapter 5 and by the models in Figures 8.8 and 8.9 
are almost the same and therefore the latter model can be used to 
predict the number of ships for any future year without having to 
go into the trouble of making separate yearly forecasts. 
The simulation results for the periods 1992 and 1998 for the general 
and container cargo are shown in Tables 8.23 and 8.24 and the simula- 
tion output in Appendix F. Having obtained the average waiting time 
per ship for the two cargo classes, the minimum cost point model is 
used to determine the extra number of berths required for the years 
1992 and 1998 and the evaluations are shown in Tables 8.25 and 8.26. 
Table 8.25 (general cargo) shows that the extra number of berths 
required in 1992 is 6 at a minimum total cost of 6,420,858 I. D making 
a total of 17 berths, and 15 extra berths are required in 1998 at a 
minimum total cost of 15,406,134 I. D. making a total of 42 berths. 
Comparing the number of berths obtained through simulation and eval- 
uation with those obtained from Figure 8.10 (general cargo), the results 
are the same, 17 berths for 1992 and 42 berths for 1998. 
Table 8.26 (containers) shows that the extra berths required in 1992 
is 2 at a minimum total cost of 6,439,264 I. D. making a total of 9 berths 
and 4 extra berths in 1998 at a minimum total cost of 14,749,502 I. D. 
making a total of 16 berths, again giving the same results obtained 
from Figure 8.11. Hence the models in Figures 8.10 and 8.11 can be 
used to predict the optimum number of berths required at any future 
year without having to go into the trouble of making yearly simulations 
and evaluations. 
Finally the number of ships against the year and the number of ships 
against the optimum number of berths for the-optimistic and pessimistic 
forecasts of the general cargo and container traffic are shown in 
Figures 8.12 to 8.19. Notice in Figure 8.17 that 2-instead of 4 berths 
*- 329 - 
TABLE u. 22 W LIKELY FORECASTS FOR GENERAL AND CONTAIIERISED CARGO 19M, 1993 
GMERAL CAM) W LIKELY FOFCCASTS 
IT91 1992 LQ98 
2. AUTOMOBILES 65,033 121,639 
3. COAL 0 0 
6. DRUGS & CHEMICALS 0 0 
10. GUNNIES 41,035 19,989 
11. IRON & STEEL 4,615,220 8,632.375 
14. MACHINERY 62,691 117,259 
21. TEA 45,545 55.662 
22. TIMBER 739,854 1.383,834 
23. OTHERS 2,428,159 4,541.663 
TOTAL 7,997,537 14,872.421 
less what is served at Basra 3,575,000 3,360,000 
TOTAL at Um Qasr 4,422,532 11.512,421 
divided by the average ship load 51500 6,000 
SHIPS ARRIVING 
1 
804 1,919 
CONTAUER TRAFFIC W LIKELY FORECASTS 
]TEM 19M in 
i. Alcohol ... 40,328 75,430 
4. Cotton ... 
28,779 38,566 
6. Drugs ... 491,394 919,110 
7. Electrical ... 
98,872 184,932 
8. Food 0 0 
9. Glassware 28,771 39,670 
13. Leather 0 0 
14. Machinery 62,691 117,259 
16. Paper 65,078 4,643 
17. Paints 2.000 2.000 
18. Refrigerators ... 
99,711 186,501 
23. Others 3,428,169 4.541,663 
TOTAL 3.345,783 6,109.774 
divided by the average ship load 3,000 3,000 
=SHIPS 
ARRIVING 1 1,115 2,037 
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are plotted for the year 1985 because only 2 berths are required to 
service 73 ships (see Table 6.26) . in Table 8.17 ,4 berths were used 
because there are already 4 general cargo berths. 
To summarise, three models were developed in this chapter. The routing 
=del was developed to determine the optimum number of ships that can 
be served at a limited capacity port so that the rest of the ships can 
be diverted to other ports. The minimum cost point model was developed 
to determine the optimum number of berths for the years simulated. 
Finally the minimum cost point model was extended to result in an 
optimal berthing capacity at any future time period within the planning 
horizon. 
In the next chapter, detailed conclusions on the whole study will be 
provided. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study proceeded on the assumption that, port planning and invest- 
ment processes to determine the optimal'berthing capacity required to 
meet present and future demand for a variety of cargo classes need to 
be modelled in an integrated dynamic way. 
An attempt has been made in this study to provide modelling frameworks 
for forecasting, simulation and investment appraisal and to link the 
above three models together to produce a dynamic model resulting in 
optimal decision strategies for any future'time period within the 
planning horizon. 
From the models developed, several groups of conclusions are drawn. 
They refer to the methods, to the implications of the use of the 
models to-determine optimal port policies, and to the research areas 
which have been identified in the process of formulating the port 
planning and investment problems. 
9.1 Conclusions on Methods 
In the theoretical analysis and research methodologies (Chapter 4). 
outlines for the various methods and techniques, their strengths, 
weakness9 appropriateness and suitability as they apply, to port planning 
and investment were provided. This furnishes the port planners with 
basic guides in their difficult task to choose the appropriate'methods 
for specific situations. The way forecasting, simulation and investment 
appraisal interact together to produce an integrated dynamic model was 
also provided. 
The unavailability of forecasting models linking aggregate'economy and 
economic growth to seaborne trade, led to the development of forecasting 
models (Chapter 5), linking economic and population growth, consumption, 
production and elasticity of demand to seaborne trade. The forecasting 
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models are simple to use and require the minimum of information and 
they demonstrate their versatility in predicting and updating future 
demand should unforeseen changes in the economy take place in future. 
Since the problem dealt with is a long range planning one, three 
forecasts were provided covering a wide range of possible economic 
growth in order to minimise the risk of deviations. 
The limited and scarce literature on simulation and simulation models 
concerning port operations, led to the development of a simulation 
model (Chapter 6) providing port planners with a flexible planning 
tool and a means for evaluating existing and future terminal capacity. 
The model was programmed for the use of a microcomputer thus providing 
a cheap method of achieving extremely useful results through simulating 
various demand levels for different port, configurations and existing 
and alternative operating procedures. The simulation model is 
developed so that additions and revisions to any one of the components 
my be accomplished easily and quickly for individual program sub- 
routines without affecting the other parts of simulation, thereby 
extending the use of the model to a variety of ports with different 
characteristics such as different arrival and service time distributions. 
The lack of a systematic appraisal technique which appears to have led 
to over investment, under investment or misplaced investments led to 
the development of investment models (Chapter 8) where sound and 
realistic decisions on port investment could be made leading to the 
selection'of the most advantageous plans. The models'developed in the 
last chapter demonstrate their versatility, flexibility and usefulness 
in being able to arrive at optimal decision strategies for any desired 
future time period within the planning horizon. This was achieved 
through linking demands times congestion and total costs in an integrated 
way by using only 4 points in time instead of the 16 required, thereby 
reducing the immense amount, time and cost of work by 75 per cent. 
9.2 Conclusions for Port Policy and Investment 
The models developed in this study were based on the analysis of several 
demand alternativest different port configurations and port operating 
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policies. 
, 
The use of such models to determine the optimal port 
policies have the following implications: - 
The most efficient use of capital resources would be a clear 
possibility for port developers since optimal berthing capacity 
at minimal cost was achieved. 
2. It would be possible to arrive at optimal investment policies 
based on different operational characteristics of the port since 
the simulation and investment models can readily deal with 
different working shifts per day and different working days per 
year. 
3. From the stand point of financing the expansion in new berths, it 
would be possible to obtain the maximum benefit from capital a's it 
is made available to the port authority. The last model developed 
in the previous chapter results in the optimum number of berths 
required at any, future time period within the'planning horizon, 
thus providing the financing authority with the flexibility of 
choosing from a number of alternative optimal development policies 
such as yearly,, 2 yearly, ... 5 yearly, ... etc. investment 
programmes. 
9.3 Conclusions on Further Research 
From the models developed, congestion cost paid in penalties was 
reduced to a minimum hence proViding the largest benefit by reducing 
the turn-round time of ships and allowing the efficient flow of goods 
in and out of the country. Capital tied up in goods is also freed 
to be utilised more efficiently where it is needed by reducing the 
amount of time goods spend in port and aboard ships. 
Since this study is not concerned with the inland side of port operations, 
the simulation and investment appraisal models could be expanded to 
incorporate the inland side of the operations and the transport and 
distribution processes of the commodities to their final destinations. 
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SucK processes may require the use of other optimisation techniques 
such as mathematical programming for scheduling and sequencing the 
commodities into a multiport network, that is, a sea-to-land trans- 
portation network. The aim of such a study is to achieve minimum 
total transportation cost by optimum mix of port and transport 
system components such as road, rail and river. 
Another major area of research resulting from this study could be 
the maximisation of profits from port operations. Since optimal 
capacity at minimal cost has been achieved, the appropriate port 
tariffs and dues resulting in maximum profits could then be determined 
in a vatiety of situations. 
Firstly, in a monopolistic situation, that isq what changes in port 
tariffs and dues should the ports make when they are the only ones in 
the region and could cater for the needs of neighbouring countries. 
Secondly, in a situation where the ports are in direct competition 
with-other modes of transport. 
Tbirdly, in a fully competitive situation where ports of neighbouring 
countries providing similar or better services are in competition 
with the ports in question, all trying to capture an increased share 
of the international traffic by trans-shipment or by inland routing. 
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APPENDIX A 
A. 7 MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
Alcohol, Wine, Tobacco and Cigarettes (where'a 
185 - 10385 (1 + 0.11) 
6= 19424 tons 
190 = 10385 (1 + 0.11)" = 32731 tons 
195 = 10385 (1 + 0.11) 
16 
= 55153 tons 
1 2000 = 10385 (1 + 0.11) 
21 
= 92937 tons 
Automobiles and Parts (where-a 
, 85 = 16747 (1 + 0.11) 
6= 31324 tons 
Igo = 16747 (1 + 0.11) 
11 
= 52782 tons 
195 = 16747 (1 + 0.11) 
16 
= 88941 tons 
I 200o ý 16747 (1 + 0.11) 
21_= 149871 tons 
3. Coal and Coke (where a=0.739 PRr = 17.5%) 
185 = 36101 (1 + 0.73 x 0.11) 
6- 30000 (1 + 0.175) = -19725 
Therefore no more imports will be required from the year 1985 
onviards. 
£QttOfl, Wool, SVIk and Nylon Products (where a= 05) 
I. Q rl = 15262 (1 + 0.5 X 0.11) 
6= 20425 tons 
Igo - 15262 (1 + 0.5 x 0-11)11 - 26103 tons 
195 15262 (1 + 0.5 x 0.11) 
16 
= 33315 tons 
I 200o 15262 (1 + 0.5 x 0.11)21 = 42519 tons 
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5. Cement (where cc = I. PR r=0.24) 
1 85 z 5462491 (1 + 0.11)6 _ 5300000 (1 + 0.24) 
6 
r- -9049517 tons 
Hence no imports of cement will be required. 
6. 
-Drugs 
and Chemicals. (where ix 
, 85 126541 (1 + 0.11)6 = 236684 tons 
Igo 126541 (1 + 0.11)" = 398826 " 
, 95 = 126541 (1 + 0.11)16 = 672045 " 
12000 = 126541 (1 + 0.11)21 = 1,132436 tons 
7. 
-Electric 
Goods (where ix = 1) 
, 85 = 25461 (1 + 0. 11) 
6= 47622 tons 
I go = 25461 (1 + 0. 11)" = 80247 
95 25461 (1 + 0. 11)16 = 135220 
, 2000 25461 (1 + 0. 11)21 = 227855 tons 
8. Food (where cx =2 up to 1985, and the country will be 
self sufficient by 1990) 
1 85 143191 (1 +2x0.11) 
6= 472144 tons 
I go 0 
1 95 0 
1 2000 0 
9. Glassware (where a=0.5) 
1 85 0 14344 (1 + 0.5 x 0. 
6 11) =, 19778 tons 
190 = 14344 (1 + 0.5 x 0. 11)" = 25849 It 
, 95 = 14344 (1 + 0.5 x 0. 11) 
16 
= 33784 
A 2000 = 14-344, - (l + 0.5 x 0. 11) 
21 
- - 44154 
4 
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10. Gunnies (where 0.81 L 
It was assumed that imports will increase until 1990, and then 
decrease by 10% to the end of the century. Hence the model will be: 
it 
p 
(I + 0.81 x 0.11)t up to 1990 
it 1 90 0-0.1) 
t 
up to 2000 
185 0 13385 (1 + 0.81 x 0.11)6 = 22448 tons 
Igo 13385 (1 + 0.81 x 0.11)" = 34539 tons 
, 95 190,0 - 0.01)5 = 20395 tons 
1 2000 Igo (I - 0.01) 
10 
= 12043 tons 
11. Iron (where cz =1) 
185 = 1188485 (1 + 0. 11)6 = . 2222960 tons 
I go = 1188485 (1 + 0. 11)" = 3745316 tons 
, 95 = 1188485 (1 + 0. 11)16 = 6311918 tons 
1 2000 = 1188485 (1 + 0. 11)21 = 10635949 tons 
12. Grains (where s= 1) 
It was mentioned that 8,000,000 mesharas will be cultivated and 
harvested before 1985 and hence the local production for grains in 
1985 will be: 
8,000,000 x 170/1000 = 1,360,000 tons, then increasing at 10%. 
185 o 2322521 (1 + 0.034 )6 _ 1360000 = 1478460 tons 
Igo 2322521 (1 + 0.034)" 1360000 (1 + 0.1)5 1164653 tons 
195 2322521 (1 + 0.034)16 1360000 (1 + 0.1)10 437921 tons 
, 2000 2322521 (1 + 0.034)21 1360000 (1 + 0.1)15 -994100 tons 
Therefore in the year 2000 the country is expected to export nearly 
1,000,000 tons of grains. - 
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13. Leather (where a=0.79 PR r=0.125) 
185 ý 29683 (1 + 0.7 x 0.11) 
6- 26000 (1 + 0.125 )6 = -6386 tons 
Hence no more leather imports. 
14. machinery (where ct 
1 
85 , 32288 (1 + 0.11) 
6 60392 tons 
Igo = 32288 (1 + 0.11)" 101764 tons 
, 95 0 32288 (1 + 0.11) 
16 171478 tons 
1 2000 = 32288 (1 + 0.11)21 288950 tons 
15. ELI s (where a= 2) 
, 85 = 137045 (1 +2 x . 034)6 = 203371 tons 
Igo o 137045 (1 +2 x . 034)" = 282583 tons 
195 = 137045 (1 +2 x . 034)16 = 392647 tons 
, 2000 = 137045 (1 +2 x . 034)21 = 545581 tons 
16. Paper (where a= 1) 
It was assumed that production will continue at the same rate up to 
the year 1990, and that local production will be 200,000 tons 
increasing at 15% per annum to the end of the century. 
Therefore PR r=2.6% up to 
1990 
PRr = 15% 1990 onwards 
cp= 200,000 tons in 1990 
cc =I 
, 85 = 84871 (1 + 0.11) 
6- 26000 (1 + O. o26)6 = 128415 tons 
Igo ` 84871 (1 + 0.11)" - 200000 67492 tons 
195 = 84871 (1 + 0-11) 
16 
_ 200000 (1 + . 15)5 48470 tons 
, 2000 0 84871 (1 + 0.11)21 - 200000 (1 + . 15)10 -49587 tons 
i. e. no imports in the year 2000. 
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17. Paints 
Referring to page 121 it was assumed the same trend will 
continue into the future,, hence it will be assumed that 
2000 tons will be imported annually. 
18. Refrigerators (where cc m 1) 
1 
85 = 25677 (1 + 0.11) 
6= 48026 tons 
1 90 = 25677 (1 + 0.11)" = 80927 
195 
, 
= 25677 (1 + 0.11)16 = 136368 
1 2000 = 25677 
. (I + 0.11)21 = 229787 
19. Sugar (where a= 1) 
, 85 = 340254 (1 + 0.034) 
6= 415840 tons 
1 90 = 340254 (1 + 0.034) 
11 
= 491506 11 
195 = 340254 (1 + 0.034) 
16 
= 580925 
1 2000 = 340254 (1 + 0.034) 
21 
= 686630 
20. Tar (where cc =1, PR r=0.22) 
, 85 0 820105 (1 + 0.11) 
6_ 800000 (1 +0.22)6 =-1103907 tons 
Therefore, no tar imports. 
21. Tea (where 8= 1) 
185 29490 (1 + 0.034) 
6= 36041 tons 
I go 29490 (1 + 0.034) 
11 
= 42599 
1 95 29490 (1 + 0.034) 
16 
= 50350 
1 2000 29490 (1 + 0.034) 
21 
= 59512 
s 
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22. Timber (where a- 1) 
185 = 190523 (1 + 0.11)6 = 356357 tons 
190 = 190523 (1 + 0.11)" = 600482 
195 0 190523 (1 + 0.11) 
16 
= 1011847 11 
1 2000 = 190523 (1 + 0.11)21 = 1705022 " 
23. Others (where -=1) 
1 
85 = 1250571 (1 + 0.11) 
6= 2339086 tons 
1 90 = 1250571 (1 + 0.11) 
11 
= 3941496 of 
1 95 = 1250571 (1 + 0.11)16 = 6111650 
, 2000 = 1250571 (1 + 0.11) 
21 
= 11191567 
Table 5-9 shows the most likely forecasts of imports for the 
years 1985,1990,1995 and 2000. 
The optimistic forecasts for imports will be worked out on 
the same basis but GDPr will be 14% and Pr will be 3.6%. 
while the pessimistic forecasts will be based on GDPr ý 8% 
and Pr = 3.2%. Those forecasts are shown in Tables5-10 and 
5-11 respeftively. 
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A. 2 OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS 
5. Cement 
185 ý 5462491 (1 + 0.14)6 - 5300000 (1 + 0.24 )6. -7276616 tonnes 
Therefore, no more imports of cement will be required. 
6. Drugs and Chemicals 
1 85 = 126541 (1 + 0.14)6 = 277754 tonnes 
1 90 = 126541 (1 + 0.14)" =-534791 
, 95 126541 (1 + 0'. 14) 
16 
= 1029695 " 
, 2000 126541 (1 + 0.14 )21 = 1982591 " 
8. Food 
, 85 143191 (1 +2x0.14) 
6o 629760 tonnes 
Igo 95 0 2000 '2 0 
11.1 ron 
, 85 1188485 (1 + 0.14)6 2608692 tonnes 
1 90 1188485 (1 + 0.14) 
11 5022813 
, 95 1188485 (1 + 0.14) 
16 9670998 
, 2000 1188485 (1 + 0.14) 
21 18620682 
12. Grains - 
185 2322521 (1 + 0.036) 6 1360000 = 1511562 tonnes 
190 2322521 (1 + 0.036)" - 1360000 (1 + 0.1) 
5 1236729 
, 95 2322521 (1 + 0.036) 
16 
_ 1360000 (1 + 0.1)10 562439 
.1 2000 
2322521 (1 + 0.036 )21 - 1360000 (1 + 0.1) 
15 
-7999.03 
Hence in the year 2000 exports will be 8000,000 tonnes. 
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15. Oils 
, 85 = 137045 (1 +2 x 0.036) 
6= 207985 tonnes 
Igo = 137045 (1 +2 x 0.036)" = 294446 
, 95 = 137045 (1 +2 x 0.036) 
16 
= 416849 
, 2000 = 137045 (1 +2 x 0.036) 
21 
= 590138 
19. Sugar 
1 
85 340254 (1 + 0.036)6 - 420689 tonnes 
-Igo 340254 (1 + 0.036) 
11 
= -502065 
195 340254 (1 + 0.036)16 599182 
1 2000 340254 (1 + 0.036)21 715085 
22. Timber 
I 
85 190523 (1 ` + 0.14)6 = 418192 tonnes 
Igo 190523 (1 + 0.14)" = 805194 
, 95 190523 (1 + 0.14) 
16 
= 1550333 " 
, 2000 190523 (1 + 0.14)21 = 2985034 " 
23. Others 
, 85 1250571 (1 + 0.14) 
6= 2744975 tonnes 
190 1250571 (1 + 0.14)" = 5285216 
, 95 1250571 (1 + 0.14) 
16 
= 10176232 
, 2000 1250571 (1 + 0.14) 
21 
= 19593466 
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A. 3 PESSIMISTIC FORECASTS 
5. Cement 
, 85 r- IN r- 95 = 12000 00 
6. Prugs and Chemicals. 
Inr = 126541 (1 + 0.08)6 = 200804 tonnes 
I 
go 126541 (1 + 0.08)" = 295048 
1 95 126541 (1 + 0.08) 
16 
= 433522 
, 2000 126541 (1 + 0.08)21 = 636986 
Food 
185 143191 (1 +2x0.08) 6= 348870 tonnes 
Igo ý 95 1"' 1 2000 a0 
ron 
1188485 (1 + 0.08)6 = 1885976 tonnes 85 
190 1188485 (1 + 0.08)" = 2771118 
, 95 1188485 (1 + 0.08)16 = 4071681 
, 2000* 1188485 (1 + 0.08)21 = 5982636 
12. Grains 
, 85 - 
= 2322521 0 + 0.032)6 _ 1360000 = 1445678 tonnes 
Igo = 2322521 (1 + 0.032)" - 1360000 (1 + 0.1)5 1093957 tonnes 
195 = 2322521 (1 + 0.032) 
16 
- 1360000 (1 + 0.1)10 316966 
12000 = 2322521 (1 + 0.032)21 - 1360000 (1 + 0.1)15 =-1180842 
Hence in the year 2000 exports will be 1200000 tonnes. 
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15. Oils 
185 137045 w (1 +2 x 0.032)6 w 198844 tonnes 
190 ` 137045 (1 +2 x 0.032)" = 271157 
195 137045 (1 +2 x 0.032) 
16 
= 369767 
, 2000 137045 (1 +2 x 0.032)21 = 504240 
Sugar 
, 85 340254 (1 + 0.032)6 411037 tonnes 
1 90 340254 (1 + 0.032)11ý= 481149 
1 95 340254 (1 + 0.032)16 = 563220 
12000 ý 340254 (1 + 0.032)21 - 659290 of 
22. Timber 
, 85 190523 (1 + 0.08) 
6 
= 302336 tonnes 
1 go 190523 (1 + 0.08)" = 444230 
1 95 190523 (1 
16 
+ 0.08) = 652720 
1 2000 190523 (1 + 0.08)21 = 952720 
23. Others 
, 85 = 1250574 (1 + 0. 08) 
6= 1984503 tonnes 
190 = 1250574 (1 +, 0. 08)" = 2915887 
, 95 = 1250574 (1 + 0. 08)16 = 4284394 
, 2000 =, 1250574 (1 + 0. 08) 
21 
= 6295181 
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APPENDIX B. 
B. 1 MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
1. Dates (PRr = 0.006) 
E85 204277 (1 + 0.006)6 = 211742 tonnes 
Ego 204277 (1 + 0.006)" = 218171 
E95 204277 (1 + 0.006 )16 o 224795 
E 2000 0 204277 (1 + 0.006) 
21 
= 231620 
2. fertilisers (P 
E 85 ý 146709 
E go ý 146709 
Therefore E 90 
capacity. 
Rr = 0.20 until 1990) 
(I + 0.20)6 = 438070 tonnes 
(I + 0.20)" = 1090060 " 
E95 = E2000 = 1,000,000 tonnes, the designed 
Sulphur (PR = 0.09) 
E85 o 601498 (1 + 0.09) 
6= 1023866 tonnes 
Ego " 601498 (1 + 0.09) 1575345 
Therefore Ego ý E95 = E2000 11,5001,000 tonnes, the designed 
capacity. 
9. Urea 
It was assumed that exports of urea will be 750,000 tonnes by 
1985 increasing to reach 1,000,, 000 tonnes in 1990. 
Therefore E 85 ý 750,000 tonnes 
Ego :2 E95 = E2000 0 1,000,000 tonnes, the designed capacity. 
11. Others 
As can be seen from Table 5-129 the rate of growth in the volume 
of exports of this commodity has been negligible over the years 
74-79 and hence the average volume over these years will be 
assumed to be exported up to the end of this century, which is 
126000 tonnes. 
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Phosphates 
It was assumed in the previous section that the 
in 1985 will be 2509000 tonnes, and the designed 
1,500,000 tonnes is to be reached by 1990. 
Therefore E, 5 ý 250,000 tonnes 
EýE1,500,000 tonnes. go E 95 2000 ý 
initial capacity 
capacity of 
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B. 2 OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS 
Fertilisers 
E85 = 146709 (1 + 0.23) 
6= 508027 tonnes 
Ego o E95 ý E2 000 = 1,000,000 tonnes 
Sulphur 
E 85 = 601498 (1 + 0.11) 
6= 1125050 tonnes 
Ego ,2 E95 ý E2000 ý 1,500,000 tonnes 
Urea 
E 85 '= 276286 (1 + 0.22) 
6= 910998 tonnes 
E go 0 E95 0E 2000 0 1,000,000 tonnes 
Phosphates 
E85 250000 tonnes 
Ego 250 (1 + 0.49)5 = 1,500,000 tonnes 
E go ýE 95 0E 2000 'ý 1.5,00,000 tonnes 
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B. 3 PESSMISTIC FORECASTS 
Fertilisers 
E 85 = 146709 (1 + 0.17)6 = 376332 tonnes 
Ego = 146709 (1 + 0.17)" = 825089 ." 
E95 ý E2000 = 1,, 000,, 000 tonnes 
B. Sulphur 
E 85 ý 601498 (1 + 0.07) 
6= 902686 tonnes 
Ego = 601498 (1 + 0.07)" = 1266064 " 
E95 = E2000- _=1,500,000 
tonnes 
9. Urea 
E85 = 276286 (1 + 0.14)6 = 606440 tonnes 
Ego ýE'E=1,, 000,, 000 tonnes 95 4 2000 
Phosphates 
E85 = 250,000 
Ego ý 250,000 (1 + 0.37)5 = 1206543 tonnes 
E95 = E2000 = 1,500,000 tonnes 
LI 
A! 
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C-2 IMPORT CARGO CLASS : MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
GENERAL CARGO 
I tem 85 90 95 2000 
2. Automobiles & parts 31,3e4 S52,782 88,941 - 
3. Coal - - - 
6. Drugs and chemicals 118.342 
10. Gunnies 22,448 34,539 20,395 12,043 
11. iron and steel 2,222,960 3.745,816 6.311,918 10.635,949 
14. Machinery 30,196 50.882 85.739 144,475 
20. Tar - - 
21. Tea 36,041 42,599 50,350 59,512 
22. Timber 356,357 600,482 1.011,847 1,705,022 
23. Others 1.754,314 1,970,748 3.320,825 5.595.783 
4,571,982 6,497, B48_ 1 10,890,015 1 18.152,784 
CONTAINER 
I. Alcohol 19,424 32,731 55,153 92,937 
4. Cotton 20,425 26,103 33.315 42,519 
6. Drugs 118,342 398,826 672,045 1,132,436 
7. Electrical 47,622 80,247 135,220 227,855 
B. Food 472,144 
9. Glassware 19,778 25,849 33,784 44,154 
13. Leather 
14. Machinery 30,196 50,882 85.739 144,475 
16. Paper 128,415 67,492 48.470 
17. Paints 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
18. Refrigerators 48,026 80,927 136,368 229,787 
23. Others 584,772 1,970,748 3,320,825 5,595,783 
11*491,144 2,735,805 4,522,919 
1 
7,51ý, 94 
1_ 
71 
12. Grains 1,478,460 1 '1,164,653 437,921 
15.011 203,371 1 282.583 1 392,647- 1 545,5811 
Sugar 415,840 491,506 580.925 686,630 
2. Automobiles 149,871 
Grand Totals 8,160,797 11,172,395 16,824,427 27,046,813 
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C-3 IMPORT CARGO CLASS : OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS 
GENERAL CARGO 
Item 85 90 95 2000 
2. Automobiles & parts 31,324 52,782 88,941 - 
3. Coal 
6. Drugs and chemicals 138,877 
10. Gunnies 22,448 35,539 20,395 12,043 
11. Iron and steel 2.608,692 5,022,813 9.670,998 18,620.682 
14. Machinery 30,196 50,882 85,739 144.475 
20. Tar - 
21. Tea 36,041 42,599 50,350 59,512 
22. Timber 418,192 805,194 1,550,333 2,985,034 
23. Others 2,058,731 
1 
2,642.608 5,088,116 9,796.733 
Total 5,344 . 501 
1 8,651,417 16,554,872 1 31,501,479 
CONTAINER 
I. Al cohol 19,424 32,731 55,153 92,937 
4. Cotton 20.425 26,103 33,315 42,519 
6. Drugs 138,877 534,791 1,029,695 1,982,591 
7. Electrical goods A7.622 80.1247 135,220 227,855 
B. Food 629,760 
9. Glassware 19,778 25,849 33,784 44,154 
13. Leather 
14. Machinery 30,196 50,882 85,739 144.475 
16. Paper 128.415 67,492 48,470 
17. Paints 2,000 2.000 2,000 2,000 
18. Refrigerators 48,026 80,927 136,368 229,787 
23. Others 686,244 2,642,608 5,088,116 9,796,733 
Total 1,770,767 3,543,630 6,647,860 12.446,051 
6 
1 Grains 1 1,511,562 1 1,236,729 1 562,439 1-I 
Oil 207,985 294,446 416,849 59ý,, 1378 
Sugar 420,689 502,065 599,182 715,085 
2. Automobiles I -I -. 149,871 
Grand Totals 9.255,504 14,228,287 ý 
24,781,202 45,636,624 
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C-4 IMPORTS CARGO CLASS : PESSIMISTIC FORECASTS 
GENERAL CARGO 
I tem 85 90 95 2000 
2. Automobiles & parts 31,324 52,782 88.941 - 
3. Coal - - 
6. Drugs and chemicals 100,402 - 
10. Gunnies 22.448 34.539 20,395 12,043 
11. Iron and steel 1,885.976 2,771,118 4.071.681 5,982,636 
14. Machinery 30.196 50.882 85,739 144,475 
20. Tar - - 
21. Tea 36,041 42,599 50,350 59,512 
22. Timber 302.336 444.230 652,720 952,720 
23. Others 1,488,377 
1 
1.457,943 2,142,197 3,147,591 
[Total 3,897,100 1 4,854.093 7,112,023 1 10,298,976 
CONTAINER 
I. Alcohol 19,424 . 3ý, 731 55,153 92,937 
4. Cotton 20,425 26,103 33,315 42,519 
6. Drugs 100,402 295,048 433,522 636,986 
7. Electrical goods 47,622 80.247 135.220 227,855 
8. Food 348,870 
9. Glassware 19.778 25,849 33.784 44,154 
13. Leather 
14. Machinery 30,196 50.882 85,739 144,475 
16. Paper 128,415 67,492 48,470 
17. Paints 2,000 2,000 2,000 ?. 000 
18. Refrigerators 48,026 80,927 136.368 229,787 
23. Others 496,126. 1.457,944 2,142,197 3,147,590 
Total 1.261.284 2,119.223 3,105,768 4,568,303 
1 Grains 1 1,445,678 1 1.093,957 1 316,966 1-I 
I is. Oil 1 198,844 1 271,157 1 369.76 50ý, 
72 4ý] 
T-411,037 481,149 663,22ýý76 19. Sugar 6 290 1LI 
2. Automobiles 149,871 
Grand Totals 7,213,943 8,819,579 11 . 467,744 16,180,681 
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C-6 EXPORTS CARGO CLASS: MOST LIKELY FORECASTS 
GENERAL CARGO 
Item 85 90 95 2000 
1. Dates 
11. Others 
2119742 
949500 
1859445 
63,000 
157,356 
63,000 
115,810 
63,000 
Totals 306,242 248,445 2209356 178sBIO 
SOLID BULKS 
2. Fertilisers 438,070 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
-8. Sulphur 190239866 195009000 19500,000 19500,000 
9. Urea 750,000 100009000 190005000 190000000 
13. Phosphates 2509000 19500,000 195009000 195009000 
Totals 29461,936 59000$000 590000000 590009000 
CONTAINERS 
I. Dates 
11. Others 31,500 
32,726 
63,000 
67,439 
63,000 
115,810 
63,000 
Totals 31,500 959726 130,439 178,810 
12. Grai ns 11000,000' 
Grand Totals 2,799,678 5,344,171 5,350,795 6,357,620 
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C-7 EXPORTS CARGO CLASS: OPTIMISTIC FORECASTS 
GENERAL CARGO 
I tem 85 90 95 2000 
1. Dates 
11. Others 
211,742 
94,500 
185,445 
63,000 
157,356 
639000 
1159810 
639000 
Totals 306,242 2489445 2209356 178,810 
SOLID BULKS 
2. Fertilisers 508,027 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
B. Sulphur 191250050 19500, oOOO 11,5009000 11,500,000 
9. Urea 9109998 190009000 190009000 190009000 
13. Phosphates 2509000 195001,000 195009000 195009000 
Totals 2,7949075 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,0009000 
CONTAINERS 
Dates 
11. Others 31,500 
32,726 
631,000 
67,439 
631,000 
1159810 
63,000 
Totals 31,500 95,726 130,439 178,810 
12. Grains 8009000 
Grand Totals 31,131,817 59344,171 59350j795'ý 691571,620 
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C-8 EXPORTS CARGO CLASS: PESSIMISTIC FORECASTS 
GENERAL CARGO 
Item 85 90 95 2000 
1. Dates 
11. Others 
211,742 
94s5OO 
185,445 
631,000 
157,356 
63,000 
115s810 
63,000 
Totals 306,242 248,445 2209356 178,810 
SOLID BULKS 
2. Fertilizers 376,332 825$089 190009000 190009000 
8. Sulphur 
1 
9029686 11,2669064 1,05001000 1,500SO00 
9. Urea 606,440 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
13. Phosphates 2509000 19206,543 195009000 11,5009000 
Totals 2,1359458 4,2979696 590009000 590009000 
CONTAINERS 
1. Dates 
11. Others 31,500 
329726 
63,000 
679439 
639000 
1159810 
639000 
Totals 
1 
3195,000 
1 
95,726 
1 
130,439 178,810 
12. Grains 1,2009000 
Grand Totals 2,473,200 4,641,867 5,350,795 6,557,620 
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APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER FLOWCHART FOR THE SIMULATION PROGRAMME 
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IVID(-I) 
ARRAYSZE - 100 
TIDEI'm 0 
NEWDAYS a -1 
DIMENSION SUMSER(4). NUMB(4). STD(4), C(100.4), CI 200 4 
G(ARRAYSZE 4). START&41 FA(4 QUEUE(4 MAXQLý4), CQý100: 4 
AVLOAD14), AVUNL A 14). SIIME(4). TIONST(4 . NOBERTHS(4ý 
BERTHS(IS. 4). TSERV(4). 
SUM(4). NO(4), SUMIT(4) 
@% a &01000004 
PRINT 
. TYP. DAY. KR. TDE. BTH. BTH; Q; 
@% - &01000007 
PRINT 
ARRIV, ENTEP,. LEFT. LEAVE. DELAY, 
SERV, t!. l', IT. IDLE 
NOARRIVS a 1252 
FDAYS 626 
NT 4 
WN I- 
FOR 7 
1 TO NT 
READ 
NOSHIPS 
A 
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B 
FOR 
TaI TO NT 
IF 
TIME(T <STIM 
NO 
NUT 
T 
YES 
TPRINT STIMEJ 
HOURS w STIMEMOD24 
12 DAYS STIME 24 
HRS HOURS 
I 
PROCDELAY(STIIIýE) 
STIM STIME + XSMýIE 
PPOCTIOPVAL 
NOBERTHS - NOBERTHS(TYPE) 
MINDELAY 100000 
@% a &00000004] 
//-PRIN-T 
T 9DAY7 S HR STIME CS 
TYPE, DAYS 
HRS, XSTIME 
PROCHINDELAY 
< IF 
TYPE a2 
No 
I 
c 
STIME a INT(STIME(T)) 
TYPE -T 
GRAIN aI 
w 384 - 
C 
7 IF ; 
TYPE a 
D MINDELAY> 
YE s 
4,3,0 
NOBERTHS -3 
TYPE wI 
NO 
PROCMINDELAY 
ENTERB - STIME + MINDELAY 
PROCQSIZE 
PRINT 
TYPE. FIRST. QL; 
@% - A00020006 
PRINT 
TPRINT. ENTERB 
BERTH(FIRST, TYPE) 
WAITIME w MINDELAY 
+ XSTIME 
BERTH(FIPST. TYPE STIME 
+ MINDELAY + TSIROVICE 
HOURS - BERTH(FIRST. TYPE, MOD24) 
ILTIME - BERTH(FIRST. TYPE) 
HR- HOURS 
XSTIME -0 
I PROCDELAY(LTME) I 
TSERVICE a TSERVICE + XSTIME 
D 
` 385 - 
D 
BERTH(FIRST. TYPE) - BERTH(FIRST, TYPE) 4 XSTIME 
IF YES J SUMIT(TYPE) a <ýNN>FDAYS SUMIT(TYPE) + 
IDLET 
NO 
PRINT ý- QL. TYPE) 
BERTH(FIRSTJYPE) V., (CL. TYPE) 
@% a &00020005 
F PRINT 
MINDELAY. TSERVICE 
WAITIMEJDLET 
IF YES 
GRAIN -12 
NO 
IF YES 
JW-FDAYS ---G) 
NO 
SLIM(TYPE) SUM(TYPE) * WAITIME 
NO(TYPE) ; NO(TYPE) +1 
SUMSERV(TYPE) - UMSERV(TYPE)+ TSERVICE 
WT - INT(WAITIME/12) 
< ir YES 
WWT >50 WT - 50 
NO 
IT'- INT(IDLET/121) 
' IF YES 
I IT>100 IT - 100 
E 
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E 
C(WT, TYPE) - C(WT, TYPE) +I 
CI(IT. TYPE) a CI(IT, TYPE) +I 
TCONST a TCONST(TYPE) 
IF YES 
NN a FDAY STIME 
NO 
PROCINTERV 
STIMEýTYPEý 
STIME TYPE 
+ TINTERV 
IF YES 
NN NOAR IV VDU2 
10 
NO 
NN NN +I 
IF YES 
Hk NOARRIV K 
PRINT 
"FIRST"; FDAYS; 
"ARRIVALS 19NORED"/ 
I ft aW 02020B I 
F 
IKOT ; TPRINT 
-FDA TIME 
I 
PRINT 
,,; 
TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV 
-IDLETIME %IDLETIME 
AV SERVICE MAX Q" 
rF 
- 387 - 
F 
r- 
FOR 
TaI TO NT 
/S PRINT 
T, SUM(T)/NO(T). NO(T), 
UMIT(T). SUMIT(T)/TIMTOT x 100, 
-11 SUMSERV(T)/NO(T). MAXQL(T) ý L- 
NEXT 
T 
.1 9% - 900000004 1 
FOR 
TaI TO NT 
P INTI 
PERI "; T, 
/'; 
TUYEUE 
LENGTHS" 
FOR 
C, 
0 70 MAXQL(T) 
I 
PRINT 
IQ, CQ(IQ. T) 
NEXT 
IQ 
NEXT 
T 
c 
FOR 
TO NT T 
PRINT [-TYPE 
a "-, T; "WAITING TIMES" 
(G 
- 388 - 
- 
0. 
0 
9 
- 389 - 
PROCINTERV 
PROCMINDELAY 
a RND(-l 
TINTERV a -TCDNST x LN(I-R) 
ENDPROC 
PROCNORMAL 
- 390 - 
- 391 - 
- 392 - 
- 393 - 
PROCDELAY (LSTIME) 
PROCXSTIME(O. 6, HOURS) 
PRDCXSTIME(18,30. HOURS) 
ID - DAYS - NEWDAYS 
0 
IF 
Da0 
NO 
TIDE I- (TIDEI+D) MOD24 
f 
L TIDE 2 -a(TIM +6) MOD24 
Iý 
TIDE 3a (TIDEI+12) MOD24ý 
I 
TIDE 4a (TIDE1+18) MOD241 
I NEWDAY - DAYS I 
IF YES 
STIý 
<DE2 
< TIDEI --. m. LPRDCXSTIME(O, TIDE2, HOURS) 
NO - 
FPROlCXSTIME(TIDEl. 
TIDE2+24. HC 
PROCXSTIME(TIDEl. TIDE2, HOURSý) 
I 'No 
E 
I DE 4< Tl 
>DE 
3 %ý>- . 
rP-ROCiSTIME(03, TIDE4, HOURS) 
YES FYS 
NO 1. 
--LPROCXSTIME(TIDE3, 
TIDE4+24, HOURS) 
PROCXSTIVE(TIDE3. TIDE4. HOURS)l 
YES I Fi""" 
ST 0 -el r 
NO 
PROCXSTIME(TI, T2, H) 
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APPENDIX E 
LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
AND OUTPUT OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 
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X. 09 5220 
10 R*RNDC-11 
20 ARRAYSZEzIOO: TIDEIzO: NEWDAYS=-I 
30 DIN SUMSERV(41, NUMB(4), STD(4), C(10014), CI(200,4192(ARRAYSZE, 4) 
40 DIN START(4)gFA(4)tQUEUE(4), MAXQL(4)gCQ(100,4) 
30 DIN AVLDAB(419AYUNLOAD(4), STIKE(4), TCONST(4)lNDBERTHS(4)lBERTH(15,4) 
60 DIN TSERV(4)jSUM(41, NO(4)jSUMIT(4) 
70 K401000004 
00 PRINT* TYP', * DAY*o* HR', ' TDEO, 1 BTH"l' BTHm; ' 9 
90 11401000007 
100 PRINT * ARRIY*, 'ENTER'9*LEFT*, 'LEAVE', 'DELAY', 'SERV", 'WAIT', *IDLE' 
110 NOARRIVSmll'52 
120 FDAYSzb26: NTx4: NNzl 
130 FOR Tat TO NT: READ NOSHIPS: TCONSTIT)z365i24/NOSHIPS 
140READ NOBERTHS(T), TSERV(T), STD(T): NEXTT 
150 RERMCALMINEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SOF 
160 FOR Tat TO NT: TCONSTzTCONST(T): PROCINTERV 
170 REM###CALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
ISO NAZOL(T)tO: QUEUE(T)zTRUE: START(T)20: FA(Tlco 
190 STIME(T)zTINTERY: NEXT 
200 REM##fFIND EARLIEST SHIP. 
210 GOTO220: FOR Tat TO 3: STIME(T) -IOA6 -. NO(T)zl: NUMB(T)tl : NEXTT 
220 GRAINxO: XSTIMErO: IDLET--0: STIMEz IOA6 : FOR Tat TO NT 
230IF STIME(T)(STIME THERSTINExINT(STIME(T)): TYPExT 
240 NEXT T: TPRINTzSTIME 
250 HOURS--STIME NOD 24. - DAYS--STINE DIV 24 : HRS--HOUFS 
260 PROCDELAY(STIME) 
250 STIMEzSTIME+XSTIME 
300 REM### CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
310 PROCNORMAL 
320 NOBERTH=NDBERTHS(TYPE): NIKDELAYmIO0000 
330 11400000004 
340 PRINT TYPE, DAYS, HRSIXSTIME; 
350 PROCNINDELAY 
360 IF TYPEx2 THEN GRAINcl 
370 IF TYPEz2 AND MINDELAY)0 THEN NODERTH: 3: TYPEzl: PROCHINDELAY 
300 ENTERB=STINE+MINDELAY: PROCOSIZE : PRINT TYPE, FIRSTjQL; 
390 j%zt00020006: PRINT TPRINTlENTERBIDERTH(FIRST, TYPE); 
400 WAITINEzRINDELAY+ISTIME 
410 
420 BERTH(FIRST#TYPE)zSTIKE+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOURS*BERTH(FIRST, TYPE) ROD 24: LTINExBERTH(FIRSTgTYPE) 
425 HRxHOURS 
430 XSTIKEzO: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 TSERVICEsTSERYICE+XSTIME: BERTH(FIRS79TYPE)tBERTH(FIRSTITYPE)+KSTIME 
450 IF NN)FDAYS THEN SUNIT(TYPE19SUNIT(TYPE)+IDLET: CQ(QLITYPE)a COMITYPEM 
460 PRINT JERTH(FIRSTqTYPE)'l' '; 
470 litiON20005: PRINT HINDELAV, TSERVICEINAITIME, IDLET 
480 IF GRAIN21 THEN TYPEz2 
490 IF NN(-FDAYS SOTO 530 
500 SUN (TYPE)zSLM (TYPE) +WAITIME : NO (TYPE) cNO (TYPE) +1 : SUMSERV (TYPE) wSUMSERV (TYPE) +TSERVICE. - WTvINT (WAIT IKE/ 12): IF W7)50 THEN NTZso 510 ITsINT(IOLET/12): IF IT)I00 THEN ITtI00 
. 520 C(UTITYPE)zC(WT, TYPEI#I: CI(IT, TYPE)=CI(IT, TYPE)#I 
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)L. 5301110 20 
530 TCONSTsTCONST(TYPE) 
540 IF NNzFDAYS THEN FDAYTIMEcSTIME 
330 PROCINTERV 
560 STIME(TYPE)*STIME(TYPE)+TINTERY 
570 IF NN=NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
580 NN: NN+I: IF NN(=NOARRIVS GOT0220 
590PRINT' 'FIRST '; FDAYS; ' ARRIVALS IGNORED. ' 
600 lZs&0002020B : TINTOTsTPRINT-FDAYTIME 
610 PRINT * TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. 
. 
TOT. IDLETIME XIDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAIO, 
'10 FOR TzI TO NT: PRINTTISUR(T)INO(T)lNC(T)ISURIT(T)oSUMIT(T)/TIMTOT#1009SURSERY(T)/NC(T), MAI9L(T) 630 NEXT T 
640 11=100000004 
645 FOR Tzl TO NT : PRINT "TYPE--I; T; o QUEUE LENGTHS* 
647 FOR 10=0 TO MA19L(T) : PRINT I9vC9(lQ, Tl 
648 NEXT 19: NEXT T 
650 FOR Txl TO NT : PRINT"TYPE-19*T ;9 WAITING TIMES* 
660 FOR IW=O TO 100 
670 IF C(IW, T)()O PRINTIW#12; *-*P'IW#12+11-99oC(INIT); O ';: KzK+I: IF K ROD 320 PRINT 
600 NEXT IW 
690 NEXT T 
700 FOR Tsl TO NT : PRINT"TYPEs'; T; " IDLE TIMES' 
710 KxO: FOR IWz0 TO 200 
7201F CI(IV, T)(>O PRINT IW#12; *-'; IN#12+11.99, Cl(lNgT); e 0;: KzK+I: IF K MOD 3=0 THENPRINT 
730 NEXT: NEXT : PRINT 
740 @ZzIO: VDU3: STOP 
750 DEF PROCINTERV 
760 RzRND(l) 
770 TINTERVa-TCONST#LN(I-R) 
780 ENDPROC 
790 DEF PROCMINDELAY 
800 FOUND=O : CHTYPE--O 
210 REMf#fCHECK ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
820 FOR NzI TO NOBERTH 
830 IF FOUNDxI GOTO 970 
040 DELAY=BERTH(NITYPE)-STIME 
950 IF DELAY(O THEN MINDELAY*0 : FIRST=N : FOUNDzl: CHTYPEzl: IDLETz-DELAY: GOTO970 
860 IF DELAY(MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY=DELAY: FIRSTzN: CHTYPEst 
870 NEXT N 
Sao IF GRAIN=O THEN ENDPROC 
890 IF CHTYPE--O THEN TYPE22 
900 ENDPROC 
940 DEF PROCNORMAL 
950 SUMN--O: FOR Isl TO 12: R--RND(I) 
960 SUMN=SUMN+R: NEXT 1 
970 TSERVICEsSTD(TYPE)§(SUMN-6.0)#TSERV(TYPE) 
980 ENDPROC 
990 DEF PROCOSIZE 
1000 STARTxSTART(TYPE): FAzFA(TYPE): RUEUExQUEUE(TYPE) 
1010 g(FA, TYPEI*ENTERB 
1020 QENDxFA 
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1040 IF TPRINT(Q(STARTgTYPE) SOTO 1070 
1050 IF QUEUE AND STARTGEND THEN STARTmSTART+l : SOTO 1040 
1055 IF QUEUE AND START)zQEND THEN STARTzO : FAso: OL90: 6070 1160 
1060 STARTtSTART+l 
1062 IF START)ARRAYSZE THEN STARTxO: QUEUExTRUE 
1064 SOTO 1040 
1070 IF QUEUE THEN GL*QEND-START+l ELSE GLaARRAYSZE-STARMEND42 
1090 FA*FA+l 
1090 IF FA)ARRAYSZE THEN FA*O: QUEUEsFALSE 
1110 IF QUEUExFALSE AND FA)START THEN PRINT'D TOO LONGY STARTaISTARTV FAx'; FA V QLsljGL 
1160 START(TYPE)xSTART: FA(TYPE)xFA: QUEUE(TYPE)r-QUEUE 
1170 IF NN)FDAYS AND DL)MAXQL(TYPE) THEN MAXQL(TYPE)tgL 
1180 ENDPROC 
1190 DATA 491915,156940 
1200 DATA 81,294359100 
1210 DATA l5f19200,60 
1220 DATA 39,11155,34 
1490 DEF PROCDELAYMSTIME) 
1500 PROCISTINE(0,6, HOURS): PROCXSTIMEI189301HOURS) 
1510 DxDAYS-NEWDAYS : IF DzO SOTO 1560 
1520 TIDElg(TIDEI+D) ROD 24 
1530 71DE2z(TIDEI+&) MOD 24 
1540 TIDE3x(TIDEI+12) MOD 24 
1550 TIDE4x(TIDEI+18) MOD 24 
1560 NEWDAYS=DAYS 
1570 IF TIDE2(TIDEl THEN PROCISTIME(O, TIDE2, HDURSI: PROCISTINE(TIDEItTIDE2+24, HOURS)ELSE PROCISTIME(TIDE19TIDE2, HOURS) 1500 IF TIDE4(TIDE3 THEN PROCISTIME(OgTIDE4, HOURS): PROCISTIME(TIDE3fTIDE4+24, HOURS) ELSE PROCISTIME(TIDE3, TIDE4, HOURS) 1590 IF ISTOO SOTO 1500 
1600 ENDPROC 
1610 DEF PROCXSTIME(TIIT2, H) 
1620 ISTmO 
1630 IF H)8Tl AND H(T2 THEN lSTzT2-H : ISTINExISTIME+XST : HOURSz(LSTIME+ISTIME) MOD 24 
1640 ENDPROC 
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>RUN 
TYP DAY HR TDE BTH BTH 0 ARRIV ENTER LEFT LEAVE DELAY SERV WAIT IDL 
E 
3 0 1 6 3 1 1 1. 7. 0. 199. 0. 192. 6. 7. 
3 2 11 0 3 1 1 59. 199. 199. 346. 140. 146. 140. 0. 
1 4 ' 3 0 1 1 1 99. 107. 0. 251. 0. 144. 0. 107. 
1 5 14 0 1 2 0 134. 134. C). 349. 0. 215. 0. 134. 
1 6 7 6 1 3 1 151. 157. 0. 374. 0. 217. 6. 157. 
4 6 12 1 4 1 1 156. 157. 0. 254. 0. 97. 1. 157. 
1 6 19 11 1 4 1 163. 174. f). 305. 0. 131. 11. 174. 
1 B 14 1 1 5 1 206. 207. 0. 390. 0. 183. 1. 207. 
1 9 9 0 1 6 0 225. '25. 0. 329. 0. 104. 0. 225. 
1 9 la 12 1 7 1 234. 246. 0. 367. 0. 121. 12. 246. 
3 9 Iß 12 3 1 1 234. 346. 346. 497. 100. 141. 11,2. 0. 
1 9 19 11 1 a 2 235. 246. 0. 329. 0. s2. 11. 246. 
1 11 6 0 1 1 0 270. 270. 251. 390. 0. 120. 0. 19. 
1 12 16 3 1 4 1 304. 307. 305. 439. 0. 132. 2. 
1 13 1 7 1 9 1 31::. 110. 0. 464. 0. 144. 7. 320. 
1 15 17 5 1 2 1 377. 392. 349. 490. 0. 108. 5. 33. 
--1 . ß. 16 
5 6 2 1 1 399. 395. 0. 779. 0. 3E34. 6. 395. 
4 16 11 0 4 1 0 395. 395. 254. 563. 0. 1613. 0. 141. 
1 16 15 0 1 1 0 399. 399. 390. 563. 0. 164. 0. 9. 
1 16 16 0 1 3 0 400. 400. 374. 599. 0. laß. 0. 26. 
1 la 19 11 1 4 1 451. 462. 439. 655. 0. 193. 11. 23. 
2 19 7 0 2 2 0 463. 463. 0. 943. 0. 490. 0. 463. 
1 19 a 6 1 5 1 464. 470. 390. 615. 0. 145. 6. 80. 
2 19 20 10 1 2 1 476. 490. 490. B(ýS. 4. 317. 14. 0. 
1 20 3 1 6 2 4B3. 496. 329. 655. 0. 169. 3. 157. 
1 ml l" 
3 3 1 7 1 507. 510. 367. 713. 0. 20: 3. 3. 143. 
1 21 19 11 1 9 1 523. 534. 329. 60a. 0. 154. 11. 206. 
1 22 4 2 1 9 2 532. 534. 464. 679. 0. 145. . 
2. 70. 
1 22 4 2 1 10 3 532. 5: 34. 0. 703. 0. 169. 2. 534. 
" d. 22 10 0 1 1 1 53B. 563. 563. 1002. 25. 439. 25. 0. 
1 22 14 3 1 11 2 542. 545. 0. 703. 0. 159. 3. 545. 
1 24 14 17 1 3 1 590. 607. 538. 900. 0. 193. 17. 19. 
1 24 17 14 1 12 2 593. 607. 0. 704. 0. 97- 14. 607. 
1 25 7 1 1 13 1 607. 609. 0. 826. 0. 218. 1. 609. 
1 25 15 17 1 5 1 615. 632. 615. 801. 0. 169. 17. 17. 
2 27 12 0 2 1 1 660. 779. 779. 1190. 119. 410. 119. 0. 
2 28 3 a 1 3 1 675. Boo. Boo. 1235. 117. 436. 125. 0. 
1 29 7 5 1 4 2 703. 709. 655. 950. 0. 242. 5. 53. 
4 29 9 3 4 1 1 705. 709. 563. 804. 0. 96. 3. 145. 
1 31 22 B 1 6 3 766. 774. 655. 943. '0. 169. a. 119. 
1 32 13 2 1 7 4 781. 793. 713. 943. 0. 160. 2. 70. 
1 32 19 11 1 B 5 787. 799. 699. 942. 0. 144. 11. 110. 
1 33 19 11 1 1 E31 1. 922. Gos. 991. 0. 169. 11. 14. 
1 33 3 2., ý1 9 1 5 2 813. 822. 801. 991. 0. 169. 9. 21. 
1 33 23 7 1 9 3 915. 1322. 679. 1014. 0. 192. 7. 14. j. 
1 34 9 0 1 10 0 825. 825. 703. 906. 0. (31. 0. 122. 
1 35 13 5 1 11 1 953. 859. 703. 1041. 0. IEI«3. 5. 155. 
1 35 23 7 1 12 1 863. 870. 704. 1096. 0. 216. 7. 166. 
1 36 1 6 1 13 2 965. 971. 026. 1004. 0. 133. 6. 45. 
1 36 3 4 1 14 3 867. 871. 0. 1112. 0. 241. 4. 871. 
2 36 20 11 2 2 1 894. 943. 943. 1381. 4E3. 4Z8. 59. 0. 
1 36 22 9 1 15 1 896. 895. 0. 1115. 0. . 2120. 9. 895. 
1 37 13 0 1 10 1 901. 906. 906. 1041. 5. 135. 13. 0. 
1 38 1 8 1 a 1 913. 942. 942. 1139. 21. 197. 29. 0. 
1 39 15 6 1 6 2 927. 943. 943. 1137. 10. 195. 16. 0. 
1 39 9 1 1 7 1 945. 946. 943. 1127. 0. lei. 1. 3. 
1 40 0 3 1 4 1 969. 971. 950. 1115. 0. 144. 3. 21. 
1 426 19 11 1 1 1 1027. 1038. 1002. 1206. 0. 169. 11. 36. 
- 4oo- 
2 42 2 1 1 1030. 1190. 1190. 1669. 152. 490. 160. 0. 
1 43 C) 6 1 5 3 1032. 103s. 991. 1214. 0. 176. 6. 47. 
3 43 10 4 3 1 1 1042. 1046. 487. 1207. 0. 161. 4. 559. 
2 44 4 i. 1 1 1 1060. 1206. 1206. 1614. 144. 408. 146. 0. 
1 46 5 1 1 9 2 1109. 1110- 1014. 1207. 0. 97. 1. 96. 
46 1 '"' 5 1 3 3 1116. 1233. 1235. 1855. 114. 619. 119. 0. 
46 15 2 1 4 4 1119. 1121. 1115. 1242. 0. 121. 2. 6. 
47 E3 0 1 7 5 1136. 1136. 1127. 1303. 0. 167. 0. 9. 
47 220 10 1 6 6 1148. 1158. 1137. 1304. 0. 146. 10. 21. 
4 49 16 15 4 1 1 1168. 1183. 804. 1303. 0. 120. 15. 379. 
1 49 6 2 1 E3 7 1192. 11B4. 1139. 1331. 0. 147. 2. 45. 
1 50 11 0 1 9 6 1211. 1211. 1207. 1353. 0. 142. 0. 4. 
1 50 12 0 1 10 7 12 12. 1212. 1041. 1335. 0. 123. 0. 171. 
1 50 15 Iß 1 5 0 1215. 1233. 1214. 1359. 0. 126. iS. 19- 
1 so 21 12 1 11 9 1221. 1233. 1041. 1356. 0. 123. 12. 192. 
1 50 2.3 1(-, 1 12 10 12 23. 1233. 1086. 1378. 0. 145. 10. 147. 
1 51 3 7 1 13 11 129-27. 1234. 1004. 1451. 0. 217. 7. 230- 
1 51 9 1 1 14 12 1233. 1234. 1112. 1379. 0. 144. 1. l22. 
4 152 7 4 4 1 1 1255. 1303. 1303. 1451. 44. 148. 49. 0. 
1 52 16 0 1 4 0 1264. 1264. 1242. 1451. 0. 197. 0. 221- 
1 53 9 3 1 15 1 1281. 1284. 1115. 1477. 0. 192.11'. 3. 169- 
1 53 15 0 1 7 1 1287. 1303- 1303. 1549. 16. 246. 16. 0. 
1 54 1 5 1 6 2 1297. 1304. 1304. 1477. 2. 173. 7. 0. 
4 54 4 J- 4 1 2 1300. 1451. 1451. 1591. 149. 139. 151. 0. 
1 54 16 0 1 0 1 1312. 1331. 1331. 1471. 19. 140. 19. 0. 
1 54 21 9 1 10 2 1317. 13355. 1335. 1479. 9. 143. Iß. 0. 
1 57 11 5 1 5 1 1379. 1394. 1359. 1567. 0. lE3«">. 5. 25. 
1 57 17 0 1 9 0 11385. 1385. 1353. 1591. 0. 206. 0. 32. 
1 59 16 1 1 11 1 1409. 1409. 1356. 1543. . 0. 134. 1. 53. 
1 58 22 0 1 12 1 1414. 1422. 1378. 1625. 0. 203. s. 44. 
1 59 15 3 1 14 1 1431. 1434. 1378. 1602. 0. 168. 3. 56. 
1 59 19 11 1 2 1 1435. '1447. 1447. 1543. 1. 96. 12. 0. 
1 60 3 4 1 13 2 1443. 1451. 1451. 1567. 4. 116. s. 0. 
1 60 9 0 1 4 2 1449. 1451. 1451. 1593. 2. 142'. -1. d. 
0. 
2 61 2 6 2 2 1 1466. 1472. 1381. 1765. 0. 293. 6. 91. 
1 61 E3 0 1 13 0 1472. 1472. 1471. 1664. 0. 19 dIl; . 0. 1. 
1 61 20 
12 1 6 1 1484. 1496. 1477. 1640. 0. 144. 12. 19. 
1 61 21 11 1 10 2 1495. 1496. 1478. 1640. 0. 144. 11. 1 E3- 
1 67, 17 5 1 15 1 1529. 1534. 1477. 1714. 0. 180. 5. 57. 
1 64 1 10 1 2 1 1537. 1547. 1543. 1716. 0. 169. 10. 4. 
1 64 7 4 1 11 2 1543. 1547. 1543. 1704. 0. 157. 4. 4. 
1 65 15 0 1 5 0 1575. 1575. 1567. 1693. 0. liE3. 0. a. 
1 65 22 14 1 4 1 1582. 1596. 1593. 1696. 0. 100. 14-. Z. 
4 66 11 2 4 1 1 1595. 1597. 1591. 1790. 0. 193. 2. 6. 
2 66 12 1 1 1 1 1596. 1614. 1614 . 2023. 17. 409. la. 0. 
2 66 IS 12 2 1 1 1602. 1669. 1669. 2070. 55. 401. 67. 0. 
1 67 0 6 . 1 7 2 1609. 1614. 1548. 1794. 0. 180. 6. 66. 
67 7 0 1 2 1 1615. 1716. 1716. 2102. 101. 337. 101- 0. 
1 68 1-. s 2 1 6 2 1645. 1647. 1640. 1912. 0. 265. 2. 7. 
2 69 2,3, 7 li 2 2 1655. 1765. 1765. 2311. 103. 546. ilo. 0. 
1 69 21 9 1 8 3 1677. 1686. 1664. 1865. 0. 179. g. 1.2,2. 
69 .; », 2 , 
E3 1 9 4 1678. 1696. 1591. 1831. 0. 145. a. 95. 
70 2 4 1 10 5 1662. 1696. 164Ö. 1831. 0. 145. 4. 46. 
1 70 15 2 1 4 6 1695. 1697. 1696. 1941. 0. 144. 2. 1. 
1 -71 20 10 1 5 1 1724. 1734. 1693. 1902. 0. 168. 10. 41. 
4 72 14 17 4 1 1 1742. 1790. 1790. 1929. 31. IM. 49. 0. 
2 73 11 0 1 3 1 1763. 1955. 1855. 2313. 92. 458. 92. 0. 
:! 74 4 5 1 1 2 1790. 2023. 2023. 2505. 238. 433. 243. 0. 
74 10 0 -2 1 1 1796. 2070. 2070. A 2579. 294. 508. 6294. 0. 
74 23 10 1 7 3 1799. 1809. 1794. 2001. 0. 192. 10. Im. 
75 E3 2 1 11 4 1909. islo. 1704. 1930. 0. 120. 2. 1 t) 6. 
1 75 14 0 1 12 5 1814. 1914. 1625. 2002. 0. 198. 0. 199. 
1 75 20 14 1 9 6 1820. 1934. 1831. 2026. 0. 192. 14. 3. 
4 76 7 4 4 1 1 1331. 1929. 1928. 2123. 93. 195. 97. 0. 
1 76 11 0 1 10 7 1835. 1835. 1831. 2027. 0. 192. 0. 4. 
1 77 10 1? 1 4 7 1 lF;. 4n. IRal. 0- 17(). lý: . 1 c2. 
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4 77 16 0 4 1 2 1864. 2123. 2123. 2295. 259. 172. 259. 0. 
1 78 0 6 1 S a 1972. IS79. 1865. 1957. 0. 79. 6. 17-. 
1 79 2 4 1 13 9 1890. 1902. 1567. 2022. 0. 120. 4. 335. 
1 79 2 4 1 14 10 1998. 1902. 1602- 2046. 0. 144. 4. Zov. 
1 79 3 3 1 15 11 le99. 1902. 1714. 2070. 0. 162. 3. isE3. 
1 79 14 0 1 5 12 1910. 1910. 1902. 2054. 0. 144. c). 0. 
1 79 17 0 1 6 13 1913. 1913. 1912. 2046. 0. 0. 1. 
-b so Ei 0 1 2 14 1928. 2102. 210,2. 2527. 174. 424. 174. (D. 
1 E31 4 2 1 11 15 1948. 1950. 1930. 2119. 0. 169. d. . 20. 
1 E33 12 6 1 7 16 2004. 2010. 2001. 2214. 0. 204. 6. 9. 
1 84 6 1 1 a 17 2022. 2023. 1957. 2169. 0. 146. 1. 66. 
1 84 10 0 1 12 5 2026. 2026. 2002. 2192. 0. 166. 0. 24. 
i S4 10 0 1 13 6 2026. 2026. 2022. 2239. 0. 21«". 0. 4. 
2 95 11 0 2 2 2051. 2311. 2311. 2677. d260. Z. 66. 260. 0. 
1 E35 la 14 1 4 7 2058. 2072. 2030. 2241. 0. 169. 14. 4'&. 
1 85 20 12 1 5 a 2060. 2072. 2054. 2242. 0. 170. lý. 2 la. 
1 96 '5 4 1 6 9 2069. 2073. 2046. 2241. 0. 168. 4. 27. 
1 es 12 0 1 9 0 2124. 2124. 2026. 2248. 0. 'A. 12 C). 99. 
1 90 6 0 1 10 0 2166. 2166. 2027. 2287. 0. 121. 0. 139. 
1 90 0 5 1 a 1 2169. 2173. 2169. 2263. 0. 90. 5. 4. 
1 90 10 3 1 11 2 26.170. 2173. 2119. 2366. 0. 193. 3. 54. 
1 90 11 2 1 14 3 2171. 2173. 2046. 2246. 0. 73. 2. 127. 
1 91 23 7 1 12 1 2207. 2214. 2192. 23-66. 0. 152. 7. 22. 
1 92 9 6 1 7 1 22-17. 2223. 2214. 2391. 0. 168. 6. 9. 
1 92 19 11 1 15 1 2227. 2238. 2070. 2296. 0. 58. 11. 169. 
1 93 1 5 1 13 2 "'Z, 3. 24- '. ': -239. 2:: 39. 2359. 1. 120. 
6. 0. 
1 93 4 2 1 4 3 2236. 2241. 2241. 2334. 3. 94. 5. c). 
1 95 17 13 1 5 1 2297. 2310. 2242. 2479. 0. 169. 13. 69. 
1 95 21 9 1 6 2 2301. 2310. 2241. 2455. 0. 145. 9. 69. 
1 96 17 14 1 3 1 2321. 2335. 2313. 2479. 0. 144. 14. 22. 
3 96 17 14 3 1 1 2321. 2335. 1207. 2551. 0. 216. 14.1128. 
4 96 21 10 4 1 1 2325. 2335. 2295. 2456. 0. 121. 10. 40. 
7-. 97 3 5 3 1 2 2331. 2551. 2551. 2747. 12 15. 196. 220. 0. 
1 97 9 0 1 4 0 2337. 2337. 2334. 2-553. 0. 216. 0. 3. 
1 97 10 0 1 B 01 2-338. 2339. d12,63. 2531. 0. 193. 0. 75. 
1 97 22 10 1 9 1 2350. 2360. 2249. 2577. 0. 217. 10. 112- 
1 9E3 3 6 1 10 2 2355. 2361. 2287. . 2.554. 0. 193. 
6. 74. 
1 98 11 0 1 13 0 2363. 2363. 2359. 2530. 0. 167. 0. 4. 
1 9E3 12 0 1 14 0 2364. 2364. 2246. 2592. 0. 219. 0. lie. 
1 98 la 15 1 11 1 2370. 2395. 2366. 2579. 0. 19: 3. 15. 19. 
1 gE3 la 15 1 12 2 2370. 2385. 2366. 2506. 0. 121. 15. 19- 
1 98 22 11 1 15 3 2374. 2395. 2296. 2601. 0. 216. 11. a9. 
1 99 11 0 1 7 1 2387. 2391. 2391. 2530. 4. 139. 4. 0. 
1 99 13 0 1 6 2 2389. 2455. 2455. 2626. 66. 171. 66. 0. 
1 99 23 11 1 5 2 2399. 2479. 2479. 2579. 69. 100. 80. 0. 
5 6 1 3 3 2405. 2479. 22479. 2675. 69. 196. 74. 
1 100 19 16 1 1 4 2419. 2505- 2.651. 70. 146. 86. c). 
1 101 4 a 1 12 5 2429. 2506. 2506. 2652. 70. 147. 78. 0. 
2 101 17 0 1 22 6 2441. 2527. 2527. ZIOS. 86. ME32. B6. c). 
1 101 21 15 1 13 7 2445. 2530- 2530. 2749. 70. 219. 85. 0. 
2 101 '23,2 14 2 1 1 2446. 2578. 2578. 3061. lis. 483. 1321- 0. 
22 102 7 6 
1 1 7 2455. 2651- 2651. 2946. 190. d294. 196. 0. 
4 102 12 1 4 1 1 2460. 2461. 2456. 2574. 0. 1135. 1. 5. 
1 102 14 0 1 7 0 2462. 2530- 2530. 2702. 69. 172. 69. 0. 
1 102 17 0 1 8 9 2465. 2531- 2531. 2719. 66. las. 66. 0. 
1 1033 10 4 1 4 a 24B2. . 2553. 
2553. 2647. 67. 94. 71. 0. 
1 105 9 0 1 10 6 2529. 2554. 2554. 2695. 225. 141. 25. 0. 
1 105 14 2 1 9 6 2534. 2577. 2577. 2742. 41. 165. 43. 0. 
4 105 17 0 4 1 1 2537. 2574. 2574. 2767. 37. 192. 37. 0. 
1 106 5 1 1 11 7 2549. 2579. 2579. 2753. 29. 176. 29. 0. 
2 106 E 0 1 3 0 2552. 2675. 2675. 3079. 123. 404. 123- 0. 
1 107 2 4 1 5 9 2570. 2579. 2579. 2767. 5. lEls. 9. 0. 
2 107 2 4 2 2 2 2570. 2677. 2677. 2938. 103. 261. 107. 0. 
1 107 a 0 1 14 10 2576. 2582. 2592. 2695. 6. 113. 6. 0. 
1 107 8 0 1 15 1N1 2576. 2601- 2601. 2706. 25. 105. 25. 0. 
1 in- 13- 7 1 .4 1' 1 1)4,14 
1.114 l«) L "ortle "c3 1 «7"7 - C?. A 
-402 - 
2 1 0E3 7 0 2 2 2 2599. 2939. 2938. 3403. 3719. 465. 3039. 0. 
1 log 21 10 1 4 13 2613. 2647. 2647. 26297. 24. 100. 34. 0. 
j 109 12 0 1 12 14 `0. 262 2652. 2652. 2917. 24. 164. 24. c). 
Z. log 17 3 1 1 15 2633. 2946. 2946. 3477. 310. 531. 313- 0. 
j 110 20 13 1 10 9 2660. 2695. 2695. 2066. 22. 171. 35. 0. 
4 111 5 5 4 1 1 2669. 21767. 2767. 2914. 93. 140. 98. C). 
1 111 21 13 1 14 3 2695. 2698. 2695. 2942. 0. 144. 13. Z.. 
1 112 4 7 1 7 4 2692. 2702. 2702. 2967. 3. 165. 10. c). 
1 112 17 6 1 15 5 2705. 2711. 2706. 2868. 0. 157. 6. 5. 
1 112 23 12 1 0 6 2711. 2723. 2719. 2860. 0. 145. Z U. 4. 
2 113 9 3 2 1 2 2721. 3061. 3061. 3694. 337. 624. 340- 0. 
1 113 10 .2 1 9 7 2722. 2742. 2742. 2992. la. 150. 20. 0. 
1 114 3 Z, 1 13 E3 2739. 2749. 2749. 2896. 7. 1: 27. 10. 0. 
1 114 a 5 1 11 9 2744. 2753. 2753. 2910. 4. 157. 9. 0. 
4 114 17 0 4 1 2 2753. 2914. 2914. 3041. 161. 126. 161. 0. 
4 115 1 5 4 1 3 2761. 3041. 3041. 3247. 275. i.. '06. ýSO- 0. 
1 115 13 1 1 5 10 2773. 2774. 2767. 2984, - 0. 208. 1. 7. 
1 116 a 0 1 6 11 2792. 2903. 2803. 2959. 11. 156. 11. 0. 
1 116 9 6 1 l. dI. 12 2793. 2B17. 2917. 2982. la. 166. 24. 0. 
1 116 10 5 1 4 13 2794. 2927. 2927. 3079. 28. 251. 33- 0. 
1 116 23 7 1 14 14 2807. 2842. 2942-. 2967. 28. 125. 35. 0. 
4 117 0 6 4 1 3 2809. 3247. 3247. 3391. 433. 144. 439. 0. 
lie a 0 1 10 15 2940. 2866. 2966. 3041. 26. 175. 26. 0. 
119 22 9 1 7 16 2954. 2867. 2867. 3065. 5. 199. 13. 
2 119 1 5 1 3 17 2857. 3079. 3079. 3511. 217. 432. 222. 0. 
j llg 1210 10 1 a la 2B76. 29136. 2969. 3006. 0. 120. 10. 18- 
4 120 1 6 4 1 4 Zael. 3391. 3391. 3559. 504. 169. 510. 0. 
1 120 22 9 1 9 19 2902. 2911. 2992.6.. 3103. 0. 1921. 9. 19. 
2 121 4 4 1 2 20 2909. 3109. 3108. 3710. 196. 601. 200- 0. 
1 l= 4 5 1 11 21 2932. 2937. 2910. 3109. 0. 171. 5. 247. 
1 122 9 0 1 13 22 29Z7. 2937. 2886. 3105. 0. 168. 0. 51. 
1 122 11 0 1 15 23 2939. 2939. 2B63. 3082. 0. 143. 0. 71. 
4 122 20 13 4 1 4 2949. 3559. 3559. 3730. 598. 170. 611. 0. 
3 12dý 2 22 11 3 1 1 2950. 2961. 2747. 3177. 0. 216. 11. 214. 
1 123 0 10 1 6 B 2952. 2962. 2959. 3107. 0. 145. 10. 7-. 
1 123 6 4 1 14 9 2959. 2967. 2967. 3131. 5. 164. 9. 0. 
1 123 "" 2 12 1 5 10 2974. 2986. 2992. 3178. 0. 19ý. 12. 4. 
2 1 2d- 4 6 5 2 2 2 2992. 340: 3. 3403. 3950. 416. 547. 421. 0. 
1 125 4 E3 1 a 11 3004. 3012. 3006. 3252. 0. 240. S. 6. 
1 125 5 7 1 12 12 3005. 3012. 2932. 3109. 0. 97. 7. 30. 
1 125 11 1 1 10 13 3011. 3041. 3041. 3229. 29. las. 30. 0. 
1 126 7 6 1 7 14 3031. 3065. 3065. 3199. 28. 133. 34. 0. 
2 1128 15 0 1 1 l"i. 3087. 3477. 3477. 4038. 390. 562. 390. ' C). 
1 129 2.1 9 1 4 2 3117. 3126. 3079. 3305. 0. 179. 9. 49. 
I lzo 15 1 6 3 3135. 3137. 3107. 3250. 0. 113. 2. 30. 
1 131 4 2 1 9 4 3149. 3150. 3103. 3298. 0. 149. 2. 47. 
1 131 11 0 1 11 5 3155. 3155. 3108. 3275. 0. 120. 0. 47. 
1 1324 2 5 1 12 6 3170. 3175. 3109. 3331. 0. 156. 5. 66. 
1 132 2 5 1 13 7 3170. 3175. 31013. 3296. - 0. 121. 5. 70. 
4 132 IC) o 4 1 4 3170. 3730. 3730. ý ZW1. 5512. 141. 552. 0. 
1 132 18 13 1 5 8- 31136. 3199. 3173. 3403. 0. 204. 13. 21. 
1 133 3 5 1 7 9 3195. 3200. 3199. 3324. 0. 124. 5. 2. 
1 133 23 9 1 14 10 3215. 3224. 3131. 3417. 0. 193. 9. 93. 
1 134 2 7 1 15 11 3219. 3225. 3092. 1417. 0. 192. 7. 143. 
1 134 4 5 1 10 12 3220. 3229- 3229. 3445. 4. 216. 9. 0. 
2 135 10 0 1 3 13 31.250. 3511. 3511. 3736. 261. 225. 261. 0. 
1 1-3,5 12 0 1 6 14 3252. 3252. 3250. 3430. 0. 178. 0. 2. 
1 135 15 0 1 a 15 3255. 3255- 3252. 3371. 0. 116. 0. 3. 
1 137 3 9 1 9 16 3291. 3300- 3299. 3520. 0. 220. 9. 
1 137 19 17 1 4 17 3307. 3324. 3305. 3492. 0. 169. 17. 19- 
1 138 11 2 1 7 la 3323. 3325- 3324. 3511. 0. 186. Z. 1. 
1 13s 14 0 1 11 19 3326. 3326. 3275. 3486. 0. 160. 0. 51. 
1 138 16 0 1 13 20 3328. 3328. 3296. 3513. 0. 190. 0. 32. 
1 139 19 11 1 12 21 3331. 3342- 3331. 3439. 0. 97. 11. 11. 
1 1: 39 5 1 1 a 22 3341. 3371- 3371. 3519. 29. 147. --0. 0. 
1 JA() -P% 1 Z; 12-111 -%. ". p 1 W. W. 4(1% A 
- 403 - 
1 140 17 0 1 14 24 3377. 3417. 3417. 3591- 40. 174. 40. 0. 
1 142 5 1 1 15 25 3413. 3417. 3417. 3522- 3. 105. 4. 
1 142 14 3 1 6 26 3422. 3430. 34::. 0. 3569. Z. 139. 9. 0. 
1 142- 14 3 1 12 27 3422. 3439. 3439. 3666. 14. =7. 17. (D. 
1 143 9 0 1 10 28 3441. 3445. 3445. 3606. 4. 161. 4. c). 
1 145 0 E3 1 11 17 3400. 3489. 3496. 37Z1. 0. 243. 0. 2. 
1 145 12 0 1 4 la 3492. 3492. 349.2. 3683. 0. 191. 0. c). 
1 146 21 12 1 7 1 3525. 3537. 3511. 3694. 0. 147. 12. 26. 
1 148 0 11 1 5 1 3-552. 3563. 3550. 3664. 0. 101. 11. 5. 
1 149 la 17 1 6 1 3570. 3597. 3569. 3709. 0. 121. 17. 10. 
1 148 1S 17 1 8 2 3570. 3587. 35 1 E). 37: 32. 0. 145. 17. 69. 
1 150 15 0 1 9 0 3615. 3615. 3520. 3790. 0. 183. 0. 95. 
1 151 0 6 1 10 1 3624. 3630. 3606. 3798. 0. 169. 6. 24. 
1 152 7 0 1 13 0 3655. 3655. 3519. 3071. 0. 216. C). 1: 37. 
1 152 15 0 1 14 0 3663. 3663. 3591. 3823. 0. 160. 0. 72. 
1 153 2 4 1 5 1 3674. 3679. 3664. 3847. 0. 169. 4. 14. 
1 153 17 0 1 4 0 3689. 3689. 3683. 3871. 0. 182. 0. 6. 
1 153 2.2 E3 1 7 1 3694. 3702. 3694. 3946. 0. 144. EI. la. 
1 154 19 11 1 2 1 3715. 3726. 3710. 3870. 0. 144. 11. 16. 
1 154 2,2 a 1 6 2 3718. 3726. 37013. 3929. 0. 203. S. iß. 
1 156 1 6 1 3 1 3745. 3751. 3736. 3896. 0. 145. 6. 15. 
4 157 1 7 4 1 1 3769. 3971. 3971. 4042. 95. 171. 102. 0. 
1 156 -0 9 1 8 1 3792. 3901. 3732. 3970. 0. 169. 9. 69. 
1 159 5 5 1 9 1 3821. 3826. 3798. 3971. 0. 145. 5. 213. 
1 
'159 
123 0 1 10 0 3829. 3829. 3799. 4019. 0. 189. 0. 31. 
2 159 17 5 2 1 1 3933. 3838. 3694. 4043. 0. 205. 5. 154, 
1 159 21 13 1 5 1 3837. 3950. 3B47. 3994. 0. 144. 13. 3. 
1 160 21 14 1 d- 1 3861. 3875. 3970. 4044. 0. 169. 14. 5. 
1 161 la la 1 3 1- 3882. 3900. 3896. 409.2. 0. 11 19d.. 1 E3. 4. 
1 162 1 5 1 4 2 3999. 3994. 3971. 4069. 0. 175. 5. 23. 
2 162 11 2 2 2 1 3899. 3950. 3950. 4491. 49. 531. 51. 0. 
1 163 a 6 1 7 1 3920. 3926. 3946. 4062. 0. 136. 6. 90. 
1 163 a 6 1 11 2 3920. 3926. 3731. 4070. 0. 144. 6. 195. 
1 164 11 4 1 6 1 3947. 3951. 3929. 4097. 0. 136. 4. 2; 2. 
1 164 16 0 1 12 0 3952. 3952. 3666. 4192.. 0. 230. 0. 286. 
1 164 20 10 1 13 1 3956. 3966 3871. 4159. 0. 193. 10. 95. 
1 166 1 5 1 E3 1 3985. 210990: 3970. 4158. 0. 16B. 5. . 20 - 
1 166 3 3 1 9 2 3987. 3990. 3971. 4162. 0. 172. 3. 19. 
1 166 4 2 1 14 3 3988. 3990. 3823. 42142. 0. 252. 2. 167. 
1 167 6 0 1 5 0 4014. 4014. 3994. 4199. 0. 174. 0. 20. 
1 167 19 11 1 10 1 4027. 4038. 4018. 4182. 0. 144. 11. 20. 
1 169 1 6 1 1 2 4033. 4039. 4039. 4209. 0. 169. 6. 1. 
1 169 0 a 1 2 1 4056. 4064. 4044. 4304. 0. 240. a. 20. 
1 169 9 0 1 7 0 4065. 4065. 40621. 4257. 0. 192. 0. 3. 
1 169 10 0 1 15 0 4066. 4066. 3522. 4166. 0. 100. 0. 544. 
1 169 12 0 1 4 1 4063. 4069. 4069. 4194. 1. 115. 1. 0. 
1 169 13 0 1 11 2 4069. 4070. 4070. 4203. 1. 1 ZE3. 1. 0. 
1 169 la 14 1 6 1 4074. 4038- 4097. 42-SO. 0. 192. 14. 1. 
4 170 1 a 4 1 1 4081. 4089- 4042. 4259. 0. 170. S. 47. 
1 170 E3 1 1 3 1 4098. 4092- 4092. 430E3. 1. P '15. jý 4. 
0. 
1 170 11 0 1 a 2 4091. 4159- 4159. 4283. 67. 124. 67. 0. 
1 170 20 13 1 13 2 4100. 4159- 4159. 4282. 46. 1263. 59. 0. 
1 171 13 0 1 9 3 4117' 4162. 4162. 4354. 45. 192. 45. 0. 
1 171 17 17 1 15 4 4121. 4166. 4166. 4379. 29. .2 13. 45. 0. 
1 172 1 10 1 11 lý 5 4129. 4182- 4182. 4333. 43. 151. 53. 0. 
2 172 17 la 2 1 1 4145. 4163- 4043. 4620. 457. la. 120- 
4 173 22 14 4 1 1 4174. 4259- 4259. 4453. 71. 194. 85. 0. 
1 174 22 B 1 4 1 4198. 4206. 4194. 4357. 0. 151. s. 2.2. 
1 175 6 0 1 5 0 4206. 4206. 4188. 4374. 0. 168. 0. la. 
1 175 11 3 1 1 1 4211. 4214. 4208. 4375. 0. 161. 3. 6. 
1 175 19 11 1 10 1 4219. 4230- 4192. 4327. 0. 97. 11. 48. 
1 175 21 9 1 11 .2 4221. 4230- 4208. 4375. 0. 
145. g. 
2 176 11 4 1 2 1 4235. 4304. 4304. 4743. 65. 439. 69. 0. 
1 176 19 11 1 14 2 4243. 4254. 4242. 4359. 0. 105. 11. 12. 
1 176 23 7 1 7 3 4247. 4257. 4257. 4446. 3. 189. 10. 0. 
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1 517 22 10 1 4 441'. "ý430. 124136.12496.12-609. 46. 12: 3. 56. 0. 
1 51E3 4 5 1 10 4512436. 12516.12516.12610. 75. 94. 90. c). 
1 519 6 3 1 7 4612439. 12534.12534.12645. 93. 111. 96. 0. 
1 518 7 2 1 6 4712439. 12545.12545.125681. 104. 136. 106. 0. 
1 510 12 0 1 12 3812444. li;. 56(D. 12560.12634. 116. 74. 116. 0. 
i 51E3 -;. 0 13 1 13 3912,452. 12561.12561.1275:. 3. 96. 192. 109. c). 
2 519 9 1 1 2 4012465. 129 1 E3.129 1 EL 13-283 - 452. 365. 453. 
0. 
2 519 13 0 1 1 4112469. 13017.13017.13355. 549. 330. 548. 0. 
1 520 3 e 1 E3 491.1248::.. 12570.12570. l'e737. ' 79. 166. 87. 0. 
1 520 22 13 1 15 4312-502. 12608.12608.12731. 93. 123. 106. 0. 
4 5"d. ' 1 9 -13 4 1 112513. 12.516.12297.12695. 0. 169. 3. 219. 
1 NU 21 15 1 4 4412525. 12609.12609.12-694. 69. 75. 84. 0. 
1 52: 3 7 0 1 10 4512559. 12610.12610.12750. 51. 140. 51. 0. 
1 524 13 2 1 11 28125E39. 12620.12620.14.2784. 29. - 164. 31. 0. 
1 524 14 1 1 14 2912590. 12621.126.241.1.2750. ZO. 130. 1-1- 0. 
1 5125 5 1 1 9 3012605. 12632.12632.12E323. 26. 191. 27. 0. 
1 526 E3 0 1 12 3112632. 12634.12634.12774. 2. 140. 141. 0. 
1 526 13 4 1 5 3212637. 12.644.12644.12785. 3. 14. -. 7. 
0. 
2 526 22 a 2 1 2212646. 13097.13097.13494. 433. 408. 441. (D. 
1 527 4 2 1 7 3312652. 12654.12645.12846. 0. 192. w. 9. 
4 52-0 4 3 4 1 2676. 1U 12665.12685.12840. 6. 16', r. 9. o. 
1 529 10 0 1 4 2612706. 12706.12694.12873. 0. 167. 24. 
1 5Ä9 13 0 1 6 2712709. 12709.12691.12875. 0. 166. 0. 28. 
1 529 21 11 1 15 2812717. 12731.12731.12E397. 3. 165. 14. 0. 
1 5' 30 20 13 1 E3 ' . 2912740. 12753.12737.1'6-'946. 
0. 193. 1 -Z,. 16. 
1 
1 
!; -;. 0 21 12 1 10 3012741. 12753.12750.12900. 0. 147. 12. 3. 
1 5,31 3 7 1 1: 3 3112747. 12754.12753.12970. 0. 216. 7. 1. 
2 531 17 17 2 212761. 13110.13110.13455. 332. j-45. 349. 0. 
n7%«, : -, CP -. A n7 CD 1Q 
- 
414 - 
1 533 12 0 1 11 3312804. 12804.12784.12996. 0. 192. 0. 12.0. 
1 534 6 0 1 12 3412822. 12022.12774.12950. 0. '10. Ild (D. 4B. 
1 535 7 0 1 7 2212947. 12947.12946.13015. 0. 169. 0. 1. 
1 536 7 0 1 9 231,42871. 12871.12923.12990. 0. 119. 0. 49. 
1 536 a 0 1 14 2412972. 12872.12750.12999. 0. 127. 0. 122. 
1 536 11 4 1 4 2512975. 12979.12073.13071. 0. 192. 4. 6. 
1 536 20 10 1 6 2612994. 12894.12875.13038. 0. 144. 10. 19. 
1 538 11 6 1 5 . 2.612923. 12929.12901.13097. 0. 169. 6. ýS. 
1 539 6 0 1 10 2712942. 12942.12900.13087. 0. 145. 0. 42-s 
w2. 539 20 10 1 3 2212956. 13244.13244.13602. 279. ZSB. 483. 0. 
1 540 4 3 1 a 2912964. 141967.12946.13140. 0. 173. 3. 21. 
1 540 19 
ld'. ' 1 9 3012979. 12991.12990.13139. 0. 149. 1'. 1. 
2 541 3 5 1 2 31129B7. 13293.13283.13929. 291. 645. 296. 0. 
1 542 15 6 1 7 513023. 1-3029.13015.13161. 0. 132. 6. 14. 
1 544 9 2 1 6 613065. 13067.13039.13294. 0. 2.17. 2-. 29*. 
1 545 7 5 1 4 713097. 13092.13071.133j12. 0. "ýO. 51. 21. 
1 545 10 2 1 10 s13090. 13092.13067.13189. 0. 97. 2. 5. 
1 545 22 14 1 5 913102. 13116.13097.13240. c). 124. 14. 19. 
1 546 10 3 1 11 1013114. 17.117.12996.13: 334. 0. . 217. 21 
2 547 12 2 1 1 1113140. "113. 557. 215. 0. 
1 547 19 11 1 8 1213147. 1315B. 13140.13326. 0. 169. 11. 10. 
1 548 13 2 1 7 1313165. 13167.13161.1-0335. 0. 160. 't d- . 6. 
1 550 5 1 1 9 1413205. 13206.13139.133-75. 0. 169. 1. 67. 
4 550 22 0 4 1 11322 2. 13230.12849.134.23. 0. 193. S. 3sil. 
1 553 11 0 1 5 161131-83. 13293.13240.13443. 0. 165. 0. 43-. 
553 15 17 2 2 113.2.0 7. 13455.13455.13891. 151. Z 4.;. 5. 169. 0. 
553 17 15 1 6 613289. 13304.13294.13449. 0. 145. 15. 20. 
553 19 13 1 IC. ) 713291. 13304.13189.13379. 0. 75. 13. 115. 
554 -13 
0 1 12 813309. 13309.12950.13478. 0. 
. 
169. 0. 359. 
555 6 4 1 4 913326. 13330.13312.13474. 0. 144. 4. 18. 
555 6 4 1 0 1013326. 13330.1332-6.13474. 0. 144. 4. 4. 
13 1113328. 133.30.12970.13429. 0. 99. 2. 360. 
1 555 19 15 1 7 1213339. 13: 354.13. Z. 35.13475. 0. 121. 15. 19. 
2 556 22 13 2 1 213366. 13494.13494.1380: 3. 115. za9. 129. 0. 
1 557 10 2 1 9 113379. 13380.13. -375.13548. 0. 169. 2. 5. 
1 557 21 15 1 10 113389. 13404.13379.13548. 0. 144. 15. , 25. 
1 559 7 6 1 11 213399. 13405.13334.13615. 0. 210. 6. 71. 
1 559 7 0 1 14 013423. 13423.12999.13519. 0. 96. 0. 424. 
1 559 16 0 1 13 0134329-. 13432.13429.13-574. 0. 142. 0. 3. 
2 560 6 0 1 3 113446. 13602.113602.14178. 156. 576. 156. 0. 
1 560 10 5 1 5 213450. 13455.13449.13649. 0. 1971. 5. 7. 
1 561 1 5 1 6 313465. 13470.13449.13567. 0. 97. 5. 21. 
1 561 10 6 1 4 413474. 13480.13474.13624. 0. 144. 6. 6. 
1 561 14 2 1 7 513478. 13480.13475.13662. 0. 182. 2. 5. 
56d2 4 2 1 a 6133492. 113494.13474.1364.2. 0. 143. 
`N 
d.. 20. 
1 52 62 6 0 1 12 713494. 13494.13478.13710. 0. 216. 0. 16. 
1 562 14 3 1 15 a13502-. 13505.12897.13635B. 0. -0. 609. 
1 5 6. "&ý' 24 0 1 E) 1 14 913509. 13519.1: 3519.13687. 1. 169. 11. 0. 
1 563 7 0 1 10 1013519. 13549.13549.13663. 2.9. 115. 2.9. 0. 
1 563 11 0 1 9 1113523. 135413.13549.13675. 25. 1. i. 6. 425. 0. 
1 565 4 4 1 6 1213564. 13569.13567.13-797. 0. 229. 4. 1. 
1 565 4 4 1 13 1313564. 113574.13574.13795. 6. 21111. 10. 0. 
1 565 17 3 1 11 1413577. 13615.13615.13808. '35. 194. Ze. 0. 
1 565 le 14 1 4 1513578. 13624.13624.13761. 32. 136. 46. 0. 
1 566 6 3 1 15 1613590. 13638.13638.13058. 45. 220. 48. 0. 
1 566 14 0 1 E3 171: 3599. 13642.13642.13786. 44. 144. 44. 0. 
567 la 16 2 2 113626. 13861.13881.14362. 2.39. 2 48ý. 255. 0. 
1 56E3 21 14 1 5 '7653. 113 13667.13648.13965. 0. 190. 14. 19- 
1 570 10 3 1 7 113690. 13693.13662.13940. 0. 147. Z.. Z. i. 
1 570 23 7 1 9 113703. 13710.13675.13955. 0. 145. 7. 35. 
1 571 15 0 1 10 013719. 13719.1: 3663.13910. 0. 191. 0. 56. 
1 571 19 11 1 12 113723. i3734.13710.13E363. 0. lý9. 11. 214. 
1 573 0 6 1 14 113752. i3758.13697.13B65. 0. 107. 6. 71. 
1 573 11 5 1 4 113763. 13760.13761.139297. 0. 159. 5. 7. 
1 574 5 1 1 13 113781. 13785.13785.13961. 31. 177. 4. 0. 
1 W., 7 W. 1 1 4 11 911m11 1 1-, 7Q7 1-Q7c:; A 1 41C2 W Q 
- 415 - 
1 575 4 2 1 0 213B04. 13906.13786.13907. 0. 101. 2. 20. 
- 575 4 2 2 1 213804. 13993.13883.14290. 77. 406. 79. f). 
1 575 15 15 1 11 113915. 13030.13809.13927. 0. 97. 15. 
1 576 
n 
4. 5 1 7 213926. 13(340.13840.14120. 9. 2so. 14. 0. 
1 576 la 13 1 9 113842. 13955.13955.14000. 0. 145. 13. 0. 
1 577 3 5 1 15 -113951. d- 13,959.13959.14075. 217. 7. (D. 
4 577 9 0 4 1 013956. 13356.13423.14005. 0. 149. 0. 4-3-. 
1 577 12 0 1 12 113960. 13963.1386: 3.1Z953. 3. 90. 3. 0. 
1 577 16 16 1 5 113864. 13880.13965.14000. 0. 120. 16. 15. 
1 578 4 5 1 14 42.13876. 13991.13965.14074. 0. 193. 5. 16. 
1 570 23 10 1 a 113--995. 13907.13907.14097. 2. 190. 12. 0. 
4 579 1 9 4 1 113997. 14005.14005.14146. 99. 141. 100. c). 
1 579 6 4 1 10 '. 2 13 902. 13910.13910.14075. 4. 164. G. 0. 
1 500 6 5 1 1 11: 3926. 1: 3931.13912.14196. 0. 265. Z. 19. 
1 590 7 4 1 2 2.13927. 13931.139299.14100. 0. 169. 4. Ii. 
1 590 14 0 1 4 013934. 13934.13927.14100. 0. 166. 0. 7. 
1 591 1 11 1 11 113945. 13956.13927.14124. 0. 16B. 11. 29. 
1 581 3 9 1 12 213947. 13956.13953.14053. 0. 97. 9. Z. 
1 582 17 0 1 6 013995. 13995.13975.14167. 0. 192. 0. 1 C). 
582 19 11 1 13 113997. 1Z99E3.13961.14153. 0. 155. 11. 37. 
5E32 22 ß 1 9 "i- ý -0990. 14000.14000.14173. 2. - 17-1. 10. 0. 
583 17 0 1 5 014009. 14009.14000.14142. 0. 133. c). 9. 
1 505 15 1.6 114055. 14056.14053.14240. 0. 184. 1. 
1 535 17 0 1 14 114057. 14074.14074.1423B. 17. 164. 17. 0. 
j 596 16 1 1 10 114090. 14081.14075.14249. 0. 169. 1. 6. 
1 5E37 3 3 1 15 114091. 14094.14075.14244. 0. 150. Z.. 19. 
1 5E37 0 0 1 a 114096. 14097.14097.14267. 1. 170. 1. 0. 
1 597 la 12 1 2 114106. 14119.14100.14263. 0. 145. 12. la- 
1 5SE3 8 0 1 4 014120. 141.;. 0.14100.14315. 2 0. 195. 0. 20. 
1 589 3 5 1 5 114139. 14144.14142.14315. 0. 171. 5. 2. 
1 599 14 6 1 7 114150. 14156.14120.1431.2. 0. 156. 6. 36. 
1 599 la 14 1 6 214154. 14169.14167.14349. 0. Iso. 14. 1. 
2 590 2-2 11 1 3 114182. 14193.14178.14721. 0. 529. 11. 15. 
1 591 4 6 1 9 2-14188. 14194.1417: 3.14362. 0. 168. 6. 21. 
1 591 6 4 1 11 Z '10 14190. 14194.14124.14. -88. 0. 194. 4. 70. 
1 591 15 (-) 1 1 014199. 14199.14196.14363. 0. 164. 0. 3. 
1 592 2 9 1 13 114210. 142-19.14153.14397. 0. 169. 9. 66. 
1 592 Id! 0 1 14 114220. 14239.142: 38.14411. la. 173. 113. 0. 
1 22 59 22 1: 3 1 12 214230. 142.43.14240.14366. 0. 11. ILZ1-. 13. 3. 
il 
, 
592 . 22 1: 3 1 m d- 314230. 14.21.63.14263.14604. 
1910. 341. 33. 0. 
1 592 23 12- 1 15 414231. 142-44.14244.14399. 1. 155. 13. 0. 
1 593 0 12 1 10 514232. 14249.14249.14345. 5. 95. 17. 0. 
1 593 3 9 1 0 614235. 167.14267.144142. 141. 2: 3 . 145. =Z. 0. 
1 594 0 6 1 7 514256. 14312.14312.14440. 50. 127. 56. (D. 
1 594 2 4 1 4 614258. 14315.14315.14455. 53. 140. 57. 0. 
1 594 142- 1 1 5 314269. 14315.14315.14455. 46. 140. 47. 0. 
1 594 16 0 1 10 414272. 14345.14345.14461. 73. 117. 73. 0. 
1 595 3 3 1 6 5142E33. 14349.14348.14479. 62. 131. 65. 0. 
1 595 10 4 1 9 614290. 14362.14362.14526. 68. 164. 72. 0. 
1 595 11 3 1 1 714291. 14363.14363.14551. 69. las. 72. 0. 
1 595 la 12 1 12 814298. 14366.14366.14502-. 56. 136. 68. 0. 
1 596 4 42 1 13 914308. 143B7-14397.14408. 77. 100. 
79. 0. 
1 596 21 9 1 11 714325. 14: ZE3E3-14389.14552. 54. 16-.; 1. 63. 0. 
3 597 23 7 3 1 114351. 14358.12343.14551. 0. 193. 7.2015- 
2 2 59E3 2 4 2 1 1142554. 14359.14290.14746. 0. MG. 4. 69. 
i 59E1 20 10 1 15 314372. 14399.14399.14551. 17. 152. 27. 0. 
1 599 la IdI» 1 14 214394. 14411.14411.14550. 5. 12,9. 17. 0. 
1 600 2 1 S 214405. 14412.14412.14436. 5. 
"3. 
d6 7. 0. 
1 601 0 a 1 8 114424. 14436.14436.14625. 4. 199. 12. 0. 
1 601 IC) C) 1 7 214434. 14440.14440.14629. 6. 109. 6. 0. 
1 60.22. 6 3 1 4 114454. 14457.14455.14650. 0. 193. 
1 602 7 -2, - 1 5 214455. 14457.14455.14625. 
0. 169. 2. 2. 
1 60: 3 3 7 1 6 114475. 14402.14479.14651. 0. 169. 7. 3. 
1 604 E) 3 1 10 114504. 14507.14461.14633. 0. 26. 1'W'. 3. 46. 
4 605 11 1 4 1 114531. 145Z-2.14146.14678. 0. 146. 1. 386. 
- 416 - 
1 606 13 0 1 9 0 14557. 14557.14526.14752. 0. 195. 0. ::. 1. 
1 607 la 12 1 11 114506. 14593.14552.14750. 0. 152-. 12. 46. 
1 607 23 7 1 Eß. 2-14591. 1459B. 14502.14719. 0. 11. 12 7. 96. 
2 609 0 6 2 2 114592. 14599.14362.15151. 0. 5573. 6. 236. 
1 608 12 3 1 2 114604. 14607.14604.14766. 0. 159 3 3 
1 609 2 4 1 13 114610. 14622.14499.14742. 0. . 1.1610. . 4. 
. 
134. 
2 609 3 3 1 1 214619. 14694.14694.152.09. 72. 514 7 c5 0 
4 609 13 3 4 1 114629. 14678.14673.14014. 46. . 136. . . 49. 
. 
0. 
1 610 12 5 1 4 214652. 14657.14650.14B38. 0. 191. 5. 7. 
4 611 14 4 4 1 114679. 14914.14814.15042. 132. 228. 136. 0. 
1 612 14 5 1 5 1147026. 14707.14625.14039. 0. 132. 5. W. 
1 613 6 1 6 114710. 14720.14651.14969. 0. 149. -b. 6 9. 
4 613 13 0 4 1 214725. 15042.15042.15224. 317. 102. 3,17. c). 
1 614 15 6 1 3 114751. 14757.14721.14930. 0. 181. 6. 36. 
1 614 22 11 1 , --) i- 114759. 14769.14766.14966. 0. 97. 11 3 1 615 3 7 1 7 214763. 14770.1462: -9.14939. 0. 169. 
. 
7. 
. 
141. 
1 615 6 4 1 0 314766. 14770.14625.14E391. 0. 121. 4. 145. 
1 615 23 11 1 9 114703. 14794.14752.14962. 0. 169. 11. 42. 
1 616 7 4 1 10 214791. 14795.14633.15011. 0. 6. 4. 16 
1 617 5 7 1 11 114813. 14S2-0.14750.14909. 0. 168. 7. 70. 
1 617 5 7 1 12 214813. 14820.14719.15016. 0. 196. 7. 101. 
1 617 12 0 1 13 014920. 14920.14742.15017. 0. 197. 0. 78. 
1 617 20 16 1 4 114B28. 14944.1483B. 14965. 0. 11211. 16. 6. 
1 6113 0 5 1 5 214940. 14945.14839.14910. 0. 65. 5. 6. 
1 619 6 0 1 14 014862. 14862.14550.15055. 0. 19z. 0. 312. 
2 6220 10 5 2 1 114990. 14895.14746.15306. 0. 411. 5. 149. 
1 621 23 7 1 2 114927. 14934.14866.150B9. 0. 155. 7. 69. 
1 622 11 6 1 114939. 14945.14938.15179. 0. 234. 6. 7. 
2 62-22 11 6 1 2 214939. 15089.15099.154B7. 144. 398. 150. 0. 
1 6= e. l' 1 E3 1 4 214964. 14992.14965.15175. 0. 193. la. 17. 
1 623 19 11 1 5 314971. 14982.14910.15174. 0. 192. 11. 72. 
1 624 9 0 1 6 414995. 14995.14069.15109. 0. 1'. 9'4. 0. 116. 
1 624 16 15 1 7 514992. 15007.14939.15107. 0. 100. 15. 69. 
4 625 14 19 4 1 215014. 15224.15ý 224.15464. 192. 240. 210. 0. 
1 627 0 10 1 8 615048. 15050.14991.15226. 0. 169. 10. 167. 
1 62-7 4 6 1 9 715052. 15050.14962.15227. 0. 169. 6. 96. 
1 627 9 1 1 10 215057. 15059.15011.15231. 0. 173. 1. 47. 
1 6'9'. E3 5 6 1 11 915077. 15093.1498E3.1522B. 0. 145. 6. 95. 
1 629 0 12 1 7 115096. 15109.15107.15325. 0. 217. 12. 1. 
1 629 11 1 1 12 215107. 15100.15016.15228. 0. 120. 1. 92. 
1 629 la la 1 6 115114. 15132.15109.15301. 0. 169. la. 23. 
1 630 1 5 1 13 215121. 15126.15017.15304. 0. 179. 5. 109. 
1 631 23 7 1 14 115167. 15174.15055.15271. 0. 97. 7. 119. 
1 6-ý-. i" 0 0 1 4 015176. 15176.15175.15400. 0. 224. 0. 1. 
1 632- 17 0 1 3 015185. 151B5.15179.15328. 0. 14--. 0. 6. 
4 633 11 5 4 1 21520: 3. 15464.15464.15593. 256. 119. 26.61. 0. 
1 634 5 1 1 1 115221. 15222.15209.15366. 0. 144. ý 1. 14. 
1 634 6 0 1 5 015222. 15222.15174.15439. 0. 217. 0. 49. 
1 634 9 0 1 15 015225. 152.2.5.14551.15426. 0. 201. 0. 674. 
1 636 22 9 1 0 115296. 15295.15226.15369. 0. 74. 9. 69. 
1 638 9 0 1 6 015321. 15321.15301.15514. 0. 193. 0. 20. 
2 638 22 11 2 1 115334. 15345.15306.15730. 0. 385. 11. 39. 
1 639 14 0 1 3 015350. 15350.15328 . 15539. 0. 1SS. 0. 22'. 
4 640 16 0 4 1 215376. ' 207. 175. 207. 0. 
1 641 5 7 1 1 1153eg. 15396.15366.15541. 0. 14.1. 7. 30. 
1 641 20 16 1 4 115404. 15420.15400.155B9. 0. 160. 16. 20. 
1 642 2 4 1 7 215410. 15414.15325.15543. 0. 1129. 4. 99. 
1 642 7 6 1 a 315415. 15421.15369.15591. 0. 170. 6. 52. 
1 642 16 0 1 9 015424. 15424.15227.15607. 0. 183. 0. 197. 
1 643 2 4 1 10 115434. 15439.15231.15535. 0. 97. 4. 207. 
2 643 4 2 2 2 115436. 15438.15151.15970. 0. 432. 2. 287. 
2 643 12 2 1 2 115444. 15497.15487.15990. 41. 504. 43. 0. 
1 643 23 7 1 5 215455. 15462.15439.15606. 0. 144. 7. 
1 644 4 2 1 11 315460. 15462.15228.15591. 0. 129. 2. 234. 
1 645 2 4 1 12 415492. 154B6.15228.15654. 0. 168. 4. 250- 
,a d, a, 4 mý 1 A 1 12 1 ý- ý. AQ 1 C; 79:; p 1 cý7wp 1 CM 19 -), an 141 111 aQ A 
- 417 - 
1 646 11 6 1 6 115515- 15521.15514.15737. 0. d'l 6. ýL. 7. 
2 646 12 5 1 3 22 15516. 15533.13539.16098. 17. 559. 11 22. 
1 646 21 9 1 13 215525. 15534.153104.15726. 0. 192. 9. 11 =O. 
1 647 17 IZ- 1 1 115545. 15559.15541.15702. 0. 144. 17. 17. 
2 649 6 1 1 1 115559. 15702.1570.2.16327. 14-1. 625. 144. c). 
1 640 19 12 1 7 215571. 15593.15543.15776. 0. 193-. 12. 40. 
1 649 5 3 1 10 31 55E3 1. 15594.15535.15704. 0. 1 "Z o. J. 49. 
1 649 9 0 1 14 415595. 15595.152.71.15752. 0. 167. 0. 314. 
1 649 17 15 1 4 515593. 1560B. 15599.15776. 0. 16B. 15. 20. 
3 650 17 16 3 1 115617. 15633.14551.15969. 0. 336. 16. IOS:!. 
1 651 6 4 1 5 615630. 15634.15606.15930. 0. 196. 4. 28- 
1 651 9 2 1 0 7 15 6 33 -2. 15634.15591.15730. 0. 96. 2. 43. 
1 652 14 0 1 9 915662. 15662.15607.15852. 0. 190. c). Z 5. 
1 652 23 124- 1 11 915671. 15683.15591.15975. 0. 192-. 12. 9 12 . 
1 653 7 5 1 12 1015679. 15684.15654.15903. 0. 219. 5. 30. 
1 653 7 5 1 15 1115679. 15684.15426.15701. c). 97. 5. 250. 
4 653 14 0 4 1 2156B6. 15919.15919.16093. 2335. 174. 2--3. 0. 
1 655 15 0 1 13 015735. 15735.15730.15971. 0. 13 6. 0. Z. 
1 656 21 9 1 6 115765. 15774.15737.16000. 0. 2-26. 9. 37. 
-' 657 3 3 2 1 115771. 15774.15730.1623.03. 0. 459. 3. 44. 
1 657 2-1 9 1 4 115789. 15798.15776.15977. 0. 179. 9. &, Z. 
1 658 4 2 1 7 215796. 15798.15776.15846. 0. 40. Im d- . 2-. 2 
1 65B 2.4, - a 1 10 115814. 15922.15704.15945. 0. 12 «Z. E3. 11 s. 
1 659 -2 4 1 13 215818. 15922.157 26.15990. 0. 168. 4. 96. 
1 659 14 4 1 5 30. 115W 15034.15B30.16003. 0. 16,9. 4. 4. 
Z 660 9 
C) 19 
i. » 
-b 
L. 115949. 151370.15870.16327. 21. 457. 21. 0. 
1 660 10 0 1 7 015050. 15950.15846.15997. 0. 147. 0. 4. 
1 660 20 11 1 E3 115060. 15071.15071.16040. 0. 169. 11. 0. 
1 661 0 E3 1 9 d1.15964. 15872.15852.16019. 0. 146. S. 20. 
1 661 1 7 1 14 315365. 15972-15752.16053. 0. 131. 7. 120- 
1 661 13 0 1 11 015877. 15877.15875.16067. 0. 190. 0. 2. 
1 661 23 9 1 15 115997. 15996.157B1.16064. 0. 168. 9. 115- 
1 662 'KM 12 1 12 115909. 15921.159033.16019. 0. 97. 12-. la. 
1 663 16 0 1 10 015976. 15976.15945.16189. 0. 21 13. 0. --1. 
4 666 9 4 4 1 115993. 160913.16093.16254. 96. 162. 100. 0. 
2 666 17 0 1 4.. 016001. 16001.15990.16423. 0. 442-. 0. 11. 
2 667 7 0 1 3 116015. 16098.16098.16791. a: z. 693-0. WO. 0. 
1 660 1 5 1 4 216033. 16039.15977.16121. 0. 03. 5. 61. 
3 669 10 5 3 1 116042. 16047.15969.16264. 0. 217. 5. 76. 
2 660 20 10 2 1 116052. 162,3.3.16233.16864. 171. 63.01. 181. 0. 
1 669 0 6 1 5 316056. 16062.16003.16192. 0. 1130. 6. 59. 
1 669 13 3 1 6 416069. 16072.16000.16206. 0. 134. 3. 72-. 
2 670 IC) 0 2 2 216090. 16327.16327.17034. 23-01. 7071. 237. 0. 
,' 671 12 la 1 1 116116. 16327.16327.16759. 193. 431. 211. 0. 
4 671 17 13 4 1 116121. 16254.16254.16446. 120. 192. l= 0. 
1 673 EI 0 1 4 216160. 16160.1612-1.16332. 0. 192. 0. 39. 
2 673 15 17 1 2 316167. 16423.16423.16952-. 239. 529. 256. 0. 
2 674 290 13 1 1 416196. 16759.16759.17122. 550. 363. 563. 0. 
1 675 17 17 1 5 516217. 16234.16192.16331. 0. 97. 17. 42. 
1 676 3 E3 1 6 616227. 16235.16206.16403. 0. 160. 0. 29. 
1 676 20 15 1 7 716244. 16259.15997.164.28. 0. 169. 15. 2,62. 
1 677 3 9 1 E3 916251. 16260.16040.163a0. o. 120. 9. 2120. 
1 690 10 5 1 5 7163Z0. 16335.16331.16490. 0. 145. 5. 4. 
1 690 19 11 1 9 016339. 16350.16010.16470. 0. izo. 11. 3361.. 
2 682 16 1 1 3 916304. 16791.16791.17190. 406. 400. 407. 0. 
1 694 7 0 1 4 916423. 16423.16352.16544. 0. 121. 0. 71. 
1 695 5 3 1 6 1016445. 16440.16403.16605. 0. 157. 45. 
1 607 3 7 1 Z 1116491. 16499.16490.16655. 0. 157. 7. lE3- 
2 630 16 0 2 1 116529. 16964.16964.17221. Z- -1, '6 . 353. 336. 
0. 
1 6139 lE3 la 1 4 1216554. 16572.16544.16719. 0. 146. la. 29. 
1 699 23 13 1 7 1316559. 16572.16428.16765. 0. 193. 13. 144. 
2 690 20 10 1 "2 1416580. 16952.16952.17297. 362. 345. 3742. 0. 
1 692 4 41.1 1 6 1516612. 16614.16605.16767. 0. 153.. 
9. 
1 692 4 2 1 8 1616612. 16614.16380.16791. 0. 177. 234. 
1 692 10 5 1 9 1716619. 166.23.16470.16767. 0. 144. 5. 15::. 
1 AW, 17 A 1 in 1 Pl 141po 14CI-C2 ri 111 A (*ý 
A-4 
- 418 - 
-. --0 . .- --- 
---- - - ---- -I-. -I. & -ý- Ia -. I. 
. 
I 69Z; 8 01 11 1916640. 16640.16067.168ZO. 0.190. 0.573. 
4 693 IS 12 4 1 116650. 16662.16446.16GO7. 0.145. 12.216. 
1 694 19 It 1 5 2016675. 16686.16655.16E307. 0.1161.1. Il. :: I. 
1 695 12. IS 1 12 2116692. 16710.16OIE3.16903. 0.19'--. Is. 692. 
1 695 22 a1 13 2216702. 16710.15990.161355. 0.145. 0.7220. 
FIRST 626. ARRIVALS IGNOR ED. 
TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAXQ 
1.00 13.74 497.00 '. 25 706.6 7z01. -. 5 0 160.34 50.00 
2.00 235.26 134.00 931. Ili, 10.91 45'0.79 4.00 
3.00 29.07 10.00 5880.54 68.92 221.71 1.00 
4.00 101.39 -3ý5.00 2-757.45 32.32 161.63 oo 
TYPE=I QUEUE LENGTHS 
0 40 
1 116 
2 63 
3 . 19 .. 6 
4 :: 0 
5 Is 
6 17 
7 17 
0 16 
9 15 
10 9 
11 9 
12 9 
1: 3 7 
14 a 
15 5 
16 5 
17 5 
1 El 4 1 
19 4 
ý'C) 4 
4 
4 
24 4 
26 5 
27 6 
28 6 
29 6 
30 7 
:51 6 
Z2 7 
:; z 7 
: 34 5 
35 5 
36 4 
37 4 
138 5 
39 4 
40 4 
41 4 
42 4 
43 4 0 
44 4 
45 3 
46 2 
47 2 
48 1 
49 1 
50 1 
419 
TYPE=2 QUEUE LENGTHS 
o 1 
4 . 4.. 
4 9 
4 2 
TYPE=';, QUEUE LENGTHS 
00 
1 10 
TYPE-4 QUEUE LENGTHS 
03 
1 24 
28 
TYPE=l WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 7>36 12-23.99 83 24-35.99 23 
36-47.99 11 48-59.99 16 60-71.99 10 
72-e3.99 9 84-95.99 4 96-107.99 
108-119.99 2 
TYPE--'--2 WAITI NG TIMES 
0-11.99 15 12-23.99 4 
24-35-99 1 36-47.99 1 48-59.99 1 
60-71.99 2 72-83-99 6 84-95.99 1 
108-119.99 1 izo-lzl. 99 144-155.99 
156-167.99 4 168-179.99 1 leo-191.99 
192-2603-99 1 204-215.99 4 216-29.26.7.99 
2-9-8-239.99 2 29.40-2.51-99 1 252-263.99 
287.99 276-. d. 2 2-68-299.99 1 324-3'05.99 
Z48-3-59-99 1 360-371.99 372-383.99 
Z84-395-99 1 396-407.99 2 408-419.99 
432-443.99 1 444-455.99 504-515.99 
5-68-539.99 2 540-551.99 . 6. 552-563.99 
564-575.99 1 576-587.99 1 600-611.99 
TYPE=3 WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 6 112-23.99 3 204-215.99 1 
TYPE=4 WAIT ING TIMES 
0-11.99 11 12-23.99 1 36-47.99 2 
48-59-99 1 60-71.99 1 72-83.99 1 
84-95.99 1 96-107.99 3 108-119.99 
IZ2-143.99 3 204-215.99 2 2.28-239.99 
240-251-99 P, 19. 25A 2-263.99 1 312-3w. -3.99 2 348-: 359-99 1 
TYPE=l IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 213 12-23.99 92 24-35.99 26 
36-47.99 32 48-59.99 15 60-71.99 22 
72-83-99 5 84-95.99 12 96-107.99 
JOB-119.99 12 120-131.99 9 13.296-143.99 
144-155.99 5 156-167.99 4 leo-191.99 
192-203.99 1 204-215.99 2 216-227.99 
'128-239-99 4 252-26-. 5.99 3 276-287.99 
300-311.99 2 312-323.99 1 324-335.99 
'036-347.99 1 348-359.99 2 384-1395.99 
420-431.99 1 432-443.99 1 480-491.99 
564-575.99 1 600-611.99 1 612-623.99 
672-683.99 1 684-695.99 1 70e-719.99 
TYPE=2 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 72 12-23-99 4 24-35.99 1 
36-47.99 60-71.99 1 144-155.99 
228-239-99 1 276-287.99 1 
TYPE=3 IDLE TIMES 
n-1 I QQ 1 1717-P-1 QQ 1 171 00 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
252-263.99 
984-995.99 
-; 
5 9 3ýý-3 5:; 9 
1080-1091.99 
- 420 - 
444-455.99 
1200-1211.99 
TYPE=4 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 24 12-23.99 1 60-71.99 1 
84-95.99 2 204-215.99 1 216-227.99 
Z48-Z59.99 1 372-383.99 1 Z84-Z95.99 
432-443.99 1 480-491.99 1 
-l 
1 
- 421 - 
APPENDIX F 
LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMME AND 
SIMULATION OUTPUT FOR 1992 AND 1998 
- 422 - 
1992 
-423 - 
5 VDU 3 
10 R=RND(-I) 
'"'o ARRAYSZE=Z50: TIDEl=0: NEWDAYS=-l 
30 DIM SUMSERV(. '; -), NUML4('dl)gSTD(2)gC(100,2), CI(2()0,2). Q(ARRAYSZE.. '-) 
40 DIM START(2), FA(2), QUEUE(9'-), MAXQL(2), CQ(250,2) 
50 DIM AVLOAD(2), AVUNLOAD(2), STIME(2), TCONST(2), NODERTHS(2), BERTH(20, z) 
60 DIM TSERV(2), SUM(2), NO(2), SUMIT(2) 
70 @%=1401000004 
80 PRINT" TYP", " DAY", " HR", " TDE". " BTH". " BTH"; " 0 
90 @%=&01000007 
100 PRINT ARRIV"., "ENTER". "LEFT", "LEAVE", "DELAY", "SERV"q "WAIT". "IDLE" 
111) NOARRIVS=-. )036 
120 FDAYS=1919: NT=2: NN=l 
130 FOR T=l TO NT: READ NOSHIPS: TCONST(T)=Z65*'ý14/NOSiiIPS 
140READ NOBERTHS(T), TSERV(T), STD(T): NEXTT 
150 - REM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
160 FOR T=l TO NT: TCDNST=TCONST(T): PROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
180 MAXDL(T)=O: DUEUE(T)=TRUE: START(T)=O: FA(T)=O 
190 STIME(T)=TINTERV: NEXT 
200 REM***FIND EARLIEST SHIP. 
210 GOTOZo-20: FOR T=l TO 3: STIME(T)=10-'-6o. NO(T)=I: NUMB(T)=I : NEXTT 
2260 XSTIME=O: IDLET=O: STIME=10-'6: FDR T=l TO NT 
2301F STIME(T)<STIME THENSTIME=INT(STIME(T)): TYPE=T 
240 NEXT T: TPRINT=STIME 
250 HOURS=STIME MOD 24: DAYS=STIME DIV 24 : HRS=HOURS 
260 PROCDELAY(STIME) 
290 STIME=STIME+XSTIME 
ZOO REM*** CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
310 PROCNORMAL I 
- 424 - 
:;:! o r4OBERTH=NOBERTHS(TYPE): MINDELAY=100(-)C)L) 
Z, lo 011. =&00000004 
7,40 PRINT TYPE, DAYS, HRS, XSTIME; 
-50 PROCMINDELAY 
Zec) EN*TERE, =STIME+MINDELAY: PROC(DSIZE : PRINT TYPE, FIRST, QL; 
`, 90 @"s. =&00020006: PRINT TPRIt4TpENTERB, BERTH(FIFýST, TYF'E); 
400 WAITIME=MINDELAY+XSTIME 
410 
4260 BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)=STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOURS=BERTH(FIRST, TYF'E) mor) 24: 
LTIME=BERTH(FIRST, TYF'E) 
425 HR=HOURS 
4'-10 XSTIME=O: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 TSERVICE=TSERVICE+XSTIME: BERTýi(FIRST, TYPE)=DERTýi(FIRST, TYPE)+YcýTIML: 
450 IF NN>FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)=SUMIT(TYF'E)+IDLET: CD(DL, TYPE)= CC! (DL. TYFE)+l 
460 PRINT BERTH(FIRST, TYPE). " so; 
470 0%=&00020005: PRINT MIt4DELAY, TSERVICE, WAITIME, IDLET 
490 IF NN<=FDAYS GOTO 530 
500 SUM (TYPE) =SUM (TYPE) +WAITIME : NO (TYPE) =NO (TYPE) +1 SUMS ERIVI (TY FE) z SUMSCRY (T 
YPE)4TSERVICE: WT=ItiT(WAITIME/12): IF WT-50 THEN WT=50 
510 IT=INT(IDLET/12): IF IT'elOO THEN IT=100 
5.40 C(WT, TYPE)=C(WT, TYPE)+I: CI(IT, TYPE)=CI(IT, TYF, E)+i 
5ZO TCONST=TCONST(TYPE) 
540 IF NN=FDAYS THEN FDAYTIME=STIME 
550 PROCINTERV 
560 STIME(TYPE)=STIME(TYPE)+TINTERV 
570 IF NN=NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
2 580 NN=NN+I: IF NN,. '. =NOARRIVS GOTO. "19-0 
5911. )PRINT' "FIRST 11; FDAYS; " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
600 @%=&0002()2C)B : TIMTOT=TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
610 PRINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SE 
RVICE MAXQ" 
620 FOR T=l TO NT: PRINTT, SUM (T) /NO(T) , NO (T) , SUMIT (T) . SUMIT (T) /TIMTOT. * lo(-.,, 'SUMSE 
RV(T)/NO(T), MAXQL(T) 
630 NEXT T 
640 @, /. =&00000004 
645 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT `TYPE="; T; " QUEUE LENGTHS" 
647 FOR IQ=O TO MAXQL(T) : PRINT IQ, CQ(10, T) 
648 NEXT IQ: NEXT T 
650 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT`TYPE="; T ;" WAITING TIMES" 
660 FOR IW=O TO 100 
670 IF C(IW, T)<>C) F'RINTIW*17; "-"; IW*1,1-+11.99, C(IW, T); " f-, MOD 
3=o PRINT 
680 NEXT IW 
690 NEXT T 
700 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT'"TYPE="; T. " " IDLE TIMES" 
710 P-, =O: F(3R IW=O TO 200 
7d'60 IF CI(IW, T)<>O PRINT IW*12; "-"; IW*12+11.99, CI(IWT); " ll;: l*., lrý--. *+l: IF t' M 
OD : 3=0 THENPRINT 
730 NEXT: NEXT : PRINT 
740 @%=IO: VDU3: STOP 
750 DEF PROCINTERV 
760 R=RND(l) 
770 TINTERV=-TCONST*LN(1-R) 
780 ENDPROC 
790 DEF PROCMINDELAY 
010 REM***CHECF-: ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
8,660 FOR N=l TO NOBERTH 
840 DELAY=BERTH(N, TYPE)-STIME 
850 IF DELAY<O THEN MINDELAY=O : FIRST=N : IDLET=-DELAY: GOT0870 
'MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY=DELAY: FIRSTFN 1360 IF DELAY-' 
870 NEXT N 
900 ENDPROC 
940 DEF PROCNORMAL 
950 SUMN=0: FOR I-1 TO 12: R=RND(l) 
960 SUMN=SUMN+R: NEXT I 
970 TSERVICE=STD(TYPE)*(SUMN-6.0)+TSERV(TYF, E) 
- 425 - 
913k) ENDPROC 
990 DEF PROCOSIZE 
1000 START=START(TYPE): FA=FA(TYF'E): QUEUE=OUEUE(TYPE) 
1010 Q(FA, TYPE)=ENTERB 
1020 CEND=FA 
1040 IF TPRINT---O(START, TYPE) (30TO 1070 
1050 IF QUEUE AND START<QEND THEN START=START4,1 : 00TO 1040 
1055 IF QUEUE AND START>=QEND THEN START=O FA=O: QL=O: GOTO 116'. ) 
1060 START=START+l 
106"d IF START>ARRAYSZE THEN START=O: DUEUE=Tr%UE 
1064 GOTO 1040 
1070 IF QUEUE THEN QL=QEND-START+l ELSE QL=ARRAYSZE-START+DEND+2 
1080 FA=FA+l 
1090 IF FA>ARRAYSZE THEN FA=O: QUEUE=FALSE 
1110 IF OUEUE=FALSE AND FA>START THEN PRINT"Q TOO LONG"; " START="SjTAR'T; " FA=". "F 
A 1.11 OL=11; OL 
1160 START(TYF'E)=START: FA(TYPE)=FA: QUEUE(TYF'E)=QUEUE 
1170 IF NN"FDAYS AND CL>MAXDL(I'YPE) THEN MAXDL(TYPE)=OL 
1180 ENDPROC 
1190 DATA 804,15,161,36 
1200 DATA 1115,7,54,9 
1490 DEF PROCDELAY(LSTIME) 
1500 PROCXSTIME(0,6, HOURS): PROCXSTIME(18, 'oO, HOURS) 
1510 D=DAYS-NEWDAYS : IF D=O GOTO 1560 
1520 TIDE1=(TIDEI+D) MOD 24 
1570 TIDE2-=(TIDEj46) MOD 24 
1540 TIDE'-)=(TIDEI+12) MOD 24 
1550 TIDE4=(TIDEI+18) MOD 24 
1560 NEWDAYS=DAYS 
1570 IF TIDE2<TIDEI THEN PROCXSTIME(O, TIDE2, HDURS): PROCXSTIME(TIDE1, TIDE2+24, H 
OURS)ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDE1, TIDE'9-, HOURS) 
1580 IF TIDE4<TIDE3 THEN PROCXSTIME(O, TII)E4, tiOURS): PR(3CXSTIME(TII)E-',, TII)E4+:.! 4, HO 
UPS) ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDEZ, TIDE4, HOURS) 
1590 IF XST,. ': >(-. ) GOTO 1500 
1600 ENDPROC 
1610 DEF PROCXSTIME(TlpTZ, H) 
1620 XST=O 
1630 IF H>=Tl AND H<T2 THEN XST=T2-H : XSTIME=XSTIME+XST 
M0D . 24 
1640 ENDPROC 
2 736 11 02 :3 12417675.18752.1(3752- 11382, E3. 
2 736 2-1 14 24 12517685. W756.18756.18803. 
2 737 5722 1261769: 3.16757.18757.18305. 
2 737 6621 12717694.18758.18758.18805. 
2 737 12 025 12517700.18764.18764.18829. 
1 7Z7 16 01 15 2817704.18030. IBOZO. le252. 
'1617704.10778.18778.18831. 2 737 16 026 12 
2 737 17 027 12717705. IB803.18803.18858. 
2 7-13 0624 121817712.18803.188OZ. 18857. 
1 738 18 12 19 27177ZO. 18041.18041.18'6-05. 
: HOURS=(LSTIME+XSTIME) 
1077. 75.1077. 0. 
1057. 49.1071. 0. 
1057. 49.1064. 0. 
1059. 47.1064. 0. 
1064. 65.1064. o. 
326. 2212.31026. 0. 
1074. 5 --0.10 14. 0. 1098. 55.1098. 0. 
1095. 53. lo91. 0. 
1.199. 165.311. 0. 
FIRST 1919. ARRIVALS IGNORED. 
TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAXO 
1.00 315.52 790.00 0.00 0.00 165.85 57.00 
2.00 729.25 1127.00 0.00 0.00 59.55 130.00 
TYF'E=i QUEUE LENGTHS 
00 
10 
0 
30 
40 
5 C) 
60 
70 
- 426 - 
a (. ) 
90 
16 
12 5 
17. a 
14 1: 7 
15 19 
16 31 
17 29 
is 31 
19 36 
20 26 
21 32 
22 45 
23 46 
24 56 
25 Z1 
26 2C) 
27 17 
23 13 
29 20 
70 10 
31 11 
72 9 
37 E3 
74 9 
35 18 
M 24 
W 16 
38 26 
79 14 
40 14 
AIQ 
42 9 
U 11 
44 14 
45 10 
46 12 
47 16 
48 9 
49 5 
50 9 
51 10 
52 1" 
53 S 
54 7. 
55 131 
56 4 
57 2 
TYPE=2 QUEUE 
0 0 
1 0 
0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 
12 0 
13 0 
LENGTHS 
- 427 - 
IAQ 
15 0 
16 0 
17 
113 C) 
19 0 
20 ", C) 
21 0 
0 
0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
In9 0 
70 0 
31 0 
0 
C) 
0 
0 
3.7 0 
3B 0 
-9 0 
40 0 
41 
42 1 
41 
44 2 
45 
46 2 
47 2 
48 4 
49 7 
. 50 16 
51 14 
52 1 -, 
57, (3 
54 11 
55 17 
56 21 
57 21 
58 17 
59 16 
60 22 
21 61 
62 27 
63 37 
64 33 
65 'AIEI 
66 29 
67 11 
68 11 
69 13 
70 22 
71 20 
72 25 
73 25 
74 27 
75 22 
76 16 
77 19 
78 17 
79 11 
- 428 - 
"I BQ 1,66 
El 1 12 
82 6 
83 7 
84 1Q 
E35 7 
E36 4 
87 2 
E38 3 
89 7 
90 9 
91 11 
92 9 
93 9 
94 3 
95 2 
96 4 
9-11 5 
98 4 
99 :3 
101 4 
102 4 
1 Qý .0 .3 104 4 
105 :3 
106 1 
107 
108 5 
109 7 
110 10 
112 11 
113 12 
114 17 
115 20 
116 1B 
117 1 El 
118 17 
119 14 
120 15 
1-911 23 
12-2 26 
1 Z. 3 '.; 6 
124 
2,4 
125 2.3 
126 26 
1 '.; -' 7 22 128 1 17, 
1 29 4 
130 3 
TYPE=l WAITING TIMES 
84-95.99 1 96-107.99 3 108-119.99 2 
120-131.99ý 3 1-2-143.99 17 144-155.99 19 
156-167.99 19 168-179.99 38 180-191.99 -"'a 
192-203.99 zi 204-215.99 27 216-227.99 47, 
228-239.99 51 240-251.99 42 252-263.99 '., r5 
264-275.99 25 276-287.99 28 288-2-99.99 30 
300-ZII. 99 13 312-323.99 1-ý Z24-3-P5.99 I:: 
336-347.99 15 348-359.99 10 Z60-371.99 25 
372-ZB3.99 20 384-Z95.99 20 396-407.99 17 
408-419.99 14 420-431.99 27 432-443.99 9 
4 -455.99 44 5 456-467.99 IS 468-479.99 l1n . 6. 
480-491.99 5 492-503.99 17 504-515.99 11 
516-529-7.99 El 528-539.99 z; 540-551.99 4 
- 429 - 
55 2 -5 6 13.9 9 
580-599.95, 
TYPE=ý WAITING 
Z84-395.99 
Z96-407.99 
4Z2-44'. 99 
468-4719.99 
504-515.99 
540-551.99 
576-587.99 
1Q 564-575.99 4 576--5a7.99 8 
G 600-611.99 31 
TIMES 
6 408-419.99 5 420-471.99 '26 
22 444-455.99 16 456--467.99 19 
Z4 480-491.917 Z. z 492-50Z. 99 " Fj 
77 516-52-7.99 60 528-539.99 Z5 
-6 -- 552-563.0.99 P% 1 d. 564-575.99 16 
12 588-599.99 15 600-611.99 703 
TYPE=l IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 790 
TYPE=2 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 1127 
5 VDU Z; 
10 F%=RND(-I) 
20 ARRAYSZE=25-*): TIDE1=0: NEWDAYS=-l 
. jc) DIM SUMSERV(2), NUMB(, '-), ST*D(2), C(IOC), -ý), CI(200,2), Q(ARRAYEZE, 2) 40 DIM 
- 
START(2), FA("ý), QUEUE('ý), MAXCL(ý'-), CQ(250,2) 
50 DIM AVLOAD(2), AVUNLOAD(, '-), STIME(2), TCONST(2), NDBERTHS(2), DEPTH(:.! k*., 'ý1) 
60 DIM TSERýl(*-ý), SUM(ý"), NO(2), SUMIT(Z) 
70 0%=&01000004 
EK) PRINT" TYP", " DAY", " HR", " TDE". " DTH", " BTH", " "0 
'=&01000007 90 @A 
Io Cl PRINT ARRIV", "ENTER". "LEFT", "LEAVE", "DELAY", "SEI--ýV", "WAIT". "IDLE" 
110 NOARRIVS=-836 
120 FDAYS=1919: NT=2: NrA=l 
130 FOR T=l TO NT: READ NOSHIF'S: TCONST(T)=, ->65*. 64/NOSHIF'S 
140READ N(DBERTýiS(T), TSERV(T), STD(T): NEXTT 
150 REM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
160 FOR T=l TO NT: TCONST=TCONST(T): PROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
iso MAXQL(T)=O: QUEUE(T)=TRUE: START(T)=O: FA(T)=O 
190 STIME(T)=TINTERV: NEXT 
1100 REM***FIND EARLIEST SHIP. .6 
'110 GOTO220: FOR T=l TO Z: STIME(T)=l()-"6: NO(T)=I: NUMB(T)=l : Nr_XTT 2 
"), 10 XSTIME=O: IDLET=O: STIME=10-'*-6: FOR T=l TO NT ýA_ 
ýMF STIME(T)<STIME THENSTIME=INT(STIME(T)): TYF'E=T 23 
240 NEXT T: TPRINT=STIME 
250 HOURS=STIME MOD 24: DAYS=STIME DIV 24 : HRS=HOURS 
260 PROCDELAY(STIME) 
.. 90 STIME=STIME+XSTIME 
zoo REM*-** CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
110 PROCNORMAL 
320 NODERTH=NODERTHS(TYPE): MINDELAY=IOOC)OO 
3-ýo @%=&. 00000004 
340 PRINT TYF'E, DAYSgHRS, XSTIME; 
750 PROCMINDELAY 
ZBO ENTERB=STIME+MINDELAY: PROCOSIZE sPRINT TYPE, FIRST, QL; 
IM 0%=&00020006: PRINT TPRINT', ENTERBpBERTi-i(FIRST. TYPE); 
400 WAITIME=MINDELAY+XSTIME 
410 
420 BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)=STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOURS=BERTH(FIRST, TYPE) MOD 24: 
LTIME=BERTH(FIRST, TYPE) 
425 HR=HOURS 
430 XSTIME=(): PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 TSERVICE=TSERVICE+XSTIME: BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)=BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)+XSTIME 
450 IF NN>FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYF'E)=SUMIT(TYPE)+IDLET: CQ(QL, TYPE)= CQ(QL, TYPE)+l 
460 PRINT BERTH(FIRST, TYPE); " 11; 
470 @%=&0002.0005: PRINT MINDELAY, TSERVICEpWAITIMEvIDLET 
490 IF NN:, =FDAYS GOTO 530 
500 SUM(TYPE)=SUM(TYPE)+WAITIME : NO(TYPE)=NO(TYPE)+l : SUMSERV(TYPE)=ZUMSERV(T 
YPE)+TSERVICE: WT=INT(WAITIME/12): IF WT>50 THEN WT=50 
510 IT=INT(IDLET/12): IF IT>100 THEN IT=100 
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520 C(WT, TYPE)=C(WT, TYPE)41: CI(17*, TYF'E)=CI(IT, TYF, E). +i 
530 TCONST=TCONST(TYPE) 
540 IF NN=FDAYS THEN FDAYTIME=STIME 
550 PROCINTERV 
560 STIME(TYF, E)=STIME(TN'PC)+TINTERV 
570 IF NN=NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
590 NN=NN+1: IF NNýý=NOARRIVS GOT0220 
590PRINT' "FIRST "; FDAYS; " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
600 @%=140002020B : TIMTOT=TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
610 PRINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SE 
RVICE MAXQ" 
62-0 FOR T=l TO NT: PRINTT, SUM (T) /NO (T) , N6 (T) , SUMIT (T) , SUMIT (T) /TIMTOT-0-100. F)Lltll---E RV(T)/NO(T), MAXCL(T) 
630 NEXT T 
640 @%=&00000004 
645 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT `TYPE="; T*. " QUEUE LENGTHS" 
647 FOR 10=0 TO MAXDL(T) : PRINT IQ, CQ(IQ, T) 
640 NEXT 10: NEXT T 
650 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT`TYPE="; T ;" WAITING TIMES" 
660 FOR IW=O TO 100 
670 IF C(IW, T)-: *->0 PRINTIW*12; "-"; IW*12+11.99, C(IW, T). " K HOD 
3=0 PRINT 
680 NEXT IW 
690 NEXT T 
-704-) FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT`TYPE="; T; IDLE TIMES" 
710 f--, =o: FOR IW=O TO 200 
720 IF CI(IW, T)<)'0 PRINT IW*12 ll;: V'=K41: IF '; "-"., IW*1: -! +11.99, CI(IW, T); " 
OD 3=0 THENPRINT 
770 NEXT: NEXT : PRINT 
740 i3,11. =l0: VDU3: STOP 
750 DEF PROCINTERV 
760 R=RND(l) 
770 TINTERV=-TCONST*LN(1-R) 
780 ENDPROC 
790 DEF PROCMINDELAY 
(310 REM***CHECF' ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
8-20 FOR N=l TO NOBERTH 
840 DELAY=BERTH(N, TYPE)-STIME 
1350 IF DELAY-<0 THEN MINDELAY=0 : FIRST=N : IDLET=-DELAY: GOTOE37(: ) 
860 IF DELAY'MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY=DELAY: FIRST=N 
870 NEXT N 
900 ENDPROC 
940 DEF PROCNORMAL 
950 SUMN=O: FOR I=l TO 12: R=RND(l) 
960 SUMN=SUMN+R: NEXT I 
970 TSERVICE=STD(TYPE)*(SUMN-6.0)-+-TSERV(TYF'E) 
980 ENDPROC 
990 DEF PROCOSIZE 
1000 START=START(TYPE): FA=FA(TYPE): QUEUE=QUEUE(TYPE) 
1010 Q(FApTYPE)=ENTERB 
1 20 QEND=FA 0ý 
1040 IF TPRINT<O(START, TYPE) COTO 1070 
1050 IF QUEUE AND START, XEND THEN START-START41 : COTO 1040 
1055 IF QUEUE AND START>=QEND THEN START=O FA=O: QL=O: GOTO 1160 
1060 START=START+l 
1062 IF START'I'ARRAYSZE THEN START=O: DUEUE=TRUE 
1064 COTO 1040 
1070 IF QUEUE THEN 0L=QEND-START+l ELSE OL=ARRAYSZE-START+OEND-4-2 
1080 FA=FA+l 
1090 IF FA>ARRAYSZE THEN FA=O: QUEUE=FALSE 
1110 IF QUEUE=FALSE AND FA>START THEN PRINT"D TOO LONG"; " START=11START; ', FA="; F 
A ; ll OL="; QL 
1160 START(TYPE)=START: FA(TYPE)=FA: DUEUE(TYPE)-DUEUE 
1170 IF NN)'FDAYS AND 0L)MAXQL(TYPE)*THEN MAXOL(TYPE)=QL 
1180 ENDPROC 
1190 DATA 804,16,161,36 
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120. ) DATA 1115,8,54,9 
1490 DEF PROCDELAY(LSTIME) 
1500 PROCXST I ME(0.6, HOURS): PROCXST I ME (I El,: 3o, HOURS) 
1510 D=DAYS-NEWDAYS : IF D=O GOTO 1560 
1520 TIDE1=(TIDEI+D) MOD 24 
1530 TIDEZ=(TIDEI+6) MOD 24 
!) MOD 24 1540 TIDE3=(TIDEl+lZ. 
1550 TIDE4=(TIDE1+16) MOD 24 
1560 NEWDAYS=DAYS 
15 '17 0 IF TIDE-'! '<TIDEI THEN PROCXSTIME(0. TIDE2, HOURS): 
OURS)ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDE1, TIDE2,14OURS) 
PROUST I ME (T I DE I, TI DE'. `+. 'A,, H 
1580 IF TIDE4<TIDE3 THEN PROCXSTIME (0, TIDE4, HOURS): PROCXSTIME (TIDEZ, 71DE4+24.1.10 
URS) ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDE3, TIDE4. HOURS) 
1590 IF XST<'X. 0 GOTO 1500 
1600 ENDPROC 
1610 DEF PROCXSTIME(Tl, T2', H) 
1620 XST=O 
1630 IF H,,, =Tl AND H, *. T2 THEN XSI*=T, '--H : XSTIME=X-STIMC. +XST : HOUrel., =. LC; TIMI. 4-XSTI. Mr, '") 
MOD 2-4 
1640 ENDPROC 
RUN 
36 11 0 3 017675. 17675.17672.17747. C). 72. 0. 
2 7: 36 21 14 2 a 117685. 17699.17697.17749. 0. 49. 14. 
2 73-7 5 7 2 6 217693. 17700.17677.17749. 0. 49. 1 23. 
2 737 6 6 2 5 317694. 17700.17700.17748. 0. 43. 6. 0. 
2 737 12 C) 2, 4 CM7700. 17700.17697.17754. 0. 54. : %. 3. 
1 737 16 0 1 7 71770,4. 17801.17801.18013. 97. 212. 97. Cl. 
2 7Z7 16 0 2 7 C) 17704. 177()4.17703.17772. 0. 613. 0. 1. 
" 737 17 0 2 1 017705. 17705.17647.1777'; -. 0. 68. 0. 58. 
738 0 6 2 2 117712. 17725.17725.17790. 7. 65. 17. C). 
1 7-8 18 1Z 1 9 (317730. 17825.17B25.17990. [37). 165. 95. 0. 
FIRST 1919. A RRIVALS IGNO RED. 
TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME (. 'iV SERVICE MAX Q. 
1.00 50.91 790.00 10104.48 11: 3.44 1 66.06 20.00 
2.00 37.29 1127.00 Z899.49 43.78 59.52 1,10. ocl 
TYPE= l DUEUE LENGTHS 
0 59 
1 174 
2 99 
3 13--- 
4 62 
5 :; a 
6 375 
7 25 
8 17 
9 18 
10 112 
11 24 
1- , 24 .6 
3 22 1 
14 15 
15 24 
16 "5 
17 16 
18 5 
19 31 
20 2 
TYPE=21 DUEUE 
0 55 
1 127 
2 130 
3 131 
4 121 
LENGTHS 
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5 10 Id., 
6 as 
7 84 
S 79 
9 67 
10 34 
11 18 
12 11 
13 7 
14 5 
15 9 
16 14 
17 16 
le 15 
19 14 
.04 
TYF'E---l WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 270 12-ý 23.99 112 24-35.99 60 
Z6-47.99 56 48-59.99 47 60-71.99 . 25 72-83.99 215 84-95.99 19 96-107.99 1-11 
1C)e-119.99 16 120-131.99 2.3 IZ2-143.99 ZA 
144-155.99 3-1. 156-167.99 1.11 168-179.917 16) 
180-191.99 6 192-203.99 1 204-215.99 
216-227.99 
TYPE=2 WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 274 126-2.3.99 2-02 
24-Z5.99 164 36-47.99 159 48-59.99 115 
60-71-99 75 72-8'--. 99 40 84-95.99 22 
96-107.99 11 100-119.99 16 120-131.99 2.3 
132-143.99 21 144-155.99 5 
TYPE=l IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 622 12-2'... 99 71 2.4-Zý5.99 IS 
Z6-47.99 1.19 48-59.99 7 60-71.99 10 
7-2-83-99 I 64-95.99 a P, 96-107.99 . 6. IOS-119-99 1 120-1: 31.99 5 132-143.99 1-1 
156-167.99 2 169-179.99 1 leo-191.99 3 
'187.99 276-. d. 2 13,00-311.99 1 -'24-335.99 1 
ZZ-16-347.99 1 34e-359.99 1 3729-Ze3.99 1 
TYPE=. 'd. IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 1013 12-23.99 54 '. 64-35.99 26 
-, 6-47.99 11 48--59.99 11 60-71.99 4 
72-e3.99 6 84-95.99 1 108-119.99 1 
>L. 
5 VDU 3 
10 R=RND(-I) 
20 ARRAYSZE=250: TIDEI=O: NEWDAYS=-l 
30 DIM SUMSERV(2), NUMB(2), STD(2), C(100, d'), CI(. " 200, "), Q(ARRAYSZE, 2) 
40 DIM START(2), FA(2), QUEUE(2), MAXQL(2), CQ(250,2) 
50 DIM AVLOAD(2), AVUNLOAD(2), STIME(2), TCONST(2), NOBERTHS(2), BERTý4(20,6'-) 
60 DIM TSERV(2)pSUM(9'. ), NO(I';. ), SUMIT(2) 
70 @%-&01000004 
80 PRINT" TYP", " DAY", " HR", " TDE", " BTH". " BTH"; "0 
90 @%-&01000007 
100 PRINT " ARRIV", "ENTER". "LEFT", "LEAVE"p"DELAY"p"SERV", "WAIT", "IDLE', 
110 NOARRIVS<5836 
1120 FDAYS=1919: NT=2: NN=l 
130 FOR T=l TO NT: READ NOSHIPS: TCONST(T)=365*24/NOSHIPS 
140READ NOBERTHS(T), TSERV(T), STD(T): NEXTT 
150 REM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
160 FOR T-1 TO NT: TCONST=TCONST(T): PROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
180 MAXDL(T)=O: DUEUE(T)=TRUE: START(T)=O: FA(T)=O 
190 STIME(T)=TINTERV: NEXT 
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. 00 REM***FIND EARLIEST SHIP. -1 , 
210 GOTO2220: FOR T=l TO Z: STIME(T)=lC)--6: NO(T)=l: NUMB(T)=l : NEXT'T 
220 XSTItlE=0: IDLET=0: STIME=10-"6: FOR T=l 'TO NT 
230IF STIME(T)-:, STIME THENSTItlE=INT(STIME(T)): TYF'E=T 
240 NEXT T: TPRINT=STIME 
250 HOURS=STIME MOD 24: DAYS=STIME DIV 24 : HRS=HOURS 
260 PROCDELAY(STIME) 
-. 190 STIME=STIME+XSTIME 
. ý, 00 REM*** CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 310 PROCNORMAL 
320 NOBERTH=NOBERTHS(TYPE): MINDELAY=100('-)(. )C) 
3:, o @%=&00000004 
340 PRINT TYPEDAYS, HRS, XSTIME: 
Z50 PROCMINDELAY 
ZBO ENTERB=STIME+MINDELAY: PROCOSIZE : PRINT TYF, E, FIRST, C. L*. 
790 @%=&00020006: PRINT TF'RINT, ENTERB, BERTH(F'IFýST, TYPE); 
400 WAITIME=MINDELAY+XSTIME 
410 
420 BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)=STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOURS=BERTH(FIRST, TYr-, E') MOD 24: 
LTIME=BERTH(FIRST, TYPE) 
4,25 HR=HOURS 
4ZO XSTIME=O: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 TSERVICE=TSERVICE+XSTIME: BERTýl(FIRST, TYF'E)=BEFýTH(FIF, ST, TYPE)-+-XI. -: TIJIE 
450 IF NN, -FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)=SUMIT(TYF, E)+IDLET: CO(CIL, TYF, E)= CQ(o. L, TYFE)-, l 
460 PRINT BERTH(FIRST, TYPE). "' "; 
470 Cd7. =&00020005: PRINT MINDELAN', TSERVICE, WAITItlE, IDLET 
490 IF NN-, *. =FDAYS GOTO 530 
500 SUM (TYPE) =SUM (TYPE) 4WAITIME : tJO(TYF'E)=NO(TYF'E)+l SUMSEF"v'(TYF'E)=SUtlE)EF-, 'V(T 
YPE)+TSERVICE: WT=INT(WAITIME/lý'): IF WT'..: 50 THEN WT=50 
510 IT=INT(IDLET/ld"): IF IT>100 THEN IT=100 
520 C(WT, TYPE)=C(WT, TYF'E)+l: CI(IT, TYPE)=CI(IT, TYF, E)+l 
530 TCONST=TCONST(TYPE) 
540 IF NN=FDAYS THEN FDAYTIME=STIME 
550 PROCINTERV 
560 STIME(TYPE)=STIME(TYPE)+TIt4l'ERY 
570 IF NN=NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDUZ 
5eo NN=NN+I: IF NN;. '. =NOARRIVS GOTO2220 
590PRINT` "FIRST "; FDAYS; " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
600 @%=&0002020B : TIMTOT=TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
610 PRINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME 'i'. IDLE TIME A,, ' SE 
RVICE MAXQ" 
620 FOR T=l TO NT: PRINTT, SUM(T)/NO(T), NO(T), SUMIT(T), SUMIT(T)/TIMT(]T*1(: )O, SUMSE 
RV(T)/NO(T), MAXOL(T) 
6-0 NEXT T 
640 @%=&00000004 
645 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT '"TYPE="; T; " QUEUE LENGTHS" 
647 FOR IQ=O TO MAXQL(T) : PRINT IQ, C0(IQ, T) 
648 NEXT IQ: NEXT T 
650 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT"'TYPE="; T ;" WAITING TIMES" 
660 FOR IW=O TO 100 
670 IF C(IWgT)<>O PRINTIW*12; "-"; IW*12+11.999C(IW, T); " "; 0;:: =i-:. +l., IF F MOD 
-=O PRINT 
680 NEXT IW 
690 NEXT T 
700 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT'"TYPE="; T; " IDLE TIMES" 
710 K-O: FOR IW=O TO 200 
720 IF CI(IW, T)<>O PRINT IW*12; "-"; IW*12+11.99, CI(IW, T); " "; 0-:: =f,. +l: IF KM 
OD 3=0 THENPRINT 
730 NEXT: NEXT : PRINT 
740 @%=10: VDU3: STOP 
750 DEF PROCINTERV 
760 R=RND(l) 
770 TINTERV=-TCONST*LN(1-R) 
780 ENDPROC 
790 DEF PROCMINDELAY 
(310 REM**-KCHECý-.: ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
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820 FOR N=1 TO NOBERTH 
840 DELAY=BERTH(N, TYPE)-STIME 
850 IF DELAY<O THEN MINDELAY=0 : FIRST=N : IDLET=-DELAY: GOT0070 
860 IF DELAY<MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY=DELAY: FIRST=N 
870 NEXT N 
900 ENDPROC 
940 DEF PROCNORMAL 
950 SUMN=O: FOR I=I TO 12: R=RND(l) 
960 SUMN=SUMN+R: NEXT I 
970 TSERVICE=STD(TYPE)*(SUMN-6.0)+TSERV(TYPE) 
980 ENDPROC 
990 DEF PROCOSIAZE 
1000 START=START(TYPE): FA=FA(TYPE): DUEUE=QUEUE(TYF'E) 
1010 Q(FAqTYPE)=ENTERB 
1020 QEND=FA 
1040 IF TPRINT<Q(START, TYPE) GOTO 1070 
1050 IF QUEUE AND START<QEND THEN START=START+l : GOTO lo40 
1055 IF QUEUE AND START>=DEND THEN START=C) FA=0: 0. L=(. ): GOTO 1160 
1060 START=START+l 
1062 IF START'I. ARRAYSZE THEN START=(). -OUEUE=TRUE 
1064 GOTO 1040 
1070 IF QUEUE THEN 0L=0END-START+l ELSE QL=ARRAYSZE-START+CEND-, -:! 
1080 FA=FA*l 
1090 IF FA*e, ARRAYSZE THEN FA=C): QUEUE=FALSE 
I 110 IF QUEUE=FALSE AND FA.: -START THEN PRINT"O TOO LONC311; 11 START=" STAPT. FA=". ". F 
A ; 11 QL="; QL 
1160 START(TYPE)=START: FA(TYPE)=FA: QUEUE(TYPE)=QUEUE 
1170 IF NN>FDAYS AND OL, MAXQL(TYF'E) THEN MAX0L(TYPE)=QL 
I let) ENDPROC 
1190 DATA 804,17,161, Z-6 
1200 DATA 1115,9,54,9 
1490 DEF PROCDELAY(LSTIME) 
1500 PROCXSTIME(O. 6, HOURS): PROCXSTIME(18, -o., HOURS) 
1510 D=DAYS-NEWDAYt : IF D=O GOTO 156C) 
1520 TIDEI=(TIDEI+D) MOD 2'4 
1530 TIDE2=(TIDEI+6) MOD 24 
1540 TIDEZ=(TIDEi+l2) MOD 24 
1550 TIDE4=(TIDEI+18) MOD 24 
1560 NEWDAYS=DAYS 
1570 IF TIDE2<TIDE1 THEN I PROCXSTIME(0, TIDE. 2pHOURS): PROCXSTIME(TIDE1, TIDE2+24,1i 
OURS)ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDE 1, TIDE.;, HOU RS) 
1580 IF TIDE4--I'TIDE3 THEN PR(3CXSTIME (Q, TIDE4, HOURS): PROCXSTIME(TIL)Ez; ý, TII)E4. +: 24, HO 
URS) ELSE 
- 
PROCXSTIME(TIDE 3, TIDE49HOU RS) 
1590 IF XST4"1*0 GOTO 1500 
1600 ENDPROC 
1610 DEF PROCXSTIME(TI. T2, H) 
1 20 XST=O 62 
1630 IF H>=Tl AND H<T2 THEN XST=T2- H : XSTIME=XSTIME+XST : HOURS=(LSTIMEI XSTIME) 
MOD 24 
1640 ENDPROC 
I> RUN 2 736 11 026 017675. 17675.1767: 3.17747. 0.72. 4. 
2 736 121 14 29 117685. 17699.17684.17748. 0.49. 14.15. 
2 737 5,727 217693. 17700.17700.17749. 0.49. 0. 
2 737 6625 Z17694. 17700.17672.17748. 0.48. 6.28. 
2 7: 37 12 02Z 017700. 17700.176E35.17754. 0.54. 0.15. 
1 737 16 015 517704. 17743.1774'.. 17965. 39.212". : 39.0. 
2 737 16 02a 017704. 17704.177OZ. 1777"a-. 0.68. C). 1. 
2 737 17 022 017705. 17705.17647.1777Z. 0.68. 53. 
2 738 0621 117712. 17718.17599.17773. 0.55. 6.119. 
1 738 Is 12 12 317730. 17754.17754.17917. 12.. 164. 24. 
FIRST 1919. ARRIVALS IGNORED. 
TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAX0 
1.00 28.60 790.00 19604.48 -6120.10 165.95 16. (. )(. -) 
2.00 14.32 1127.00 12749.78 143.14 59.61 lz. (: )o 
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1-YF'E=l QUEUE LENGTHS 
0 ll--- 
I :! 7-. 7 
In 2 124 
3 58 
4 35 
5 -29 
2 5 6 6 
7 ---7 
a 31 
9 27 
10 28 
1 20 
13 7 
14 6 
15 
16 3 
TYPE=2 QUEUE LENGTHS 
'16 0 1ý 
1 285 
2 241 
:3 174 
4 110 
5 7/ 7 
6 47 
27 
a 15 
9 10 
10 7 
11 5 
12 71 
TYF'E=l WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 415 12-23.99 Ill 24-7-15.99 za 
. 6-47.99 28 48-59.99 49 60-71.99 33 
72.6-83.99 zi 84-95.99 33 96-107.99 
108-119.99 1:; 120-13.1.99 6 172-143.99 
144-155.99 2 156-167.99 1 16B--179.99 
TYPE=' WAITING TIMES .6 
0-11.99 595 1.2-23.99 326 24--35.99 98 
36-47.99 71 48-59.99 60-71.99 12 
72-BZ. 99 1 
TYPE=l IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 496 Ill 24-35.99 40 
-6-47.99 3 48 48-59.99 16 60-71.99 12 
72-S'P. 99 9 84-95.99 9 96-107.99 4 
108-119.99 4 120-131.99 7 1--1.2-143.99 
144-155.99 2 156-167.99 4 168- 179.91? 
180-191.99 2 1926-203.99 2 204-215.99 
216-227.99 2 252-263.9? 3 276-2e7.99 
288-299.99 1 348-Z59.99 1 372-383.99 
396-407.99 1 444-455.99 1 504-515.99 
684-695.99 1 876-887.99 1 
TYPE=2 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 1305 12-23.99 149 2.4--Z5.99 62 
36-47.99 
ý 
'a 29 48-59.99 26 60-71.99 17 
72-83.99 9 84-95.99 9 96-107.99 5 
108-119.99 a 120-131.99 2 132--14--. 99 
144-155.99 Z. 180-191.99 1 
5 VDU 3 
10 R=RND (-l) 
5 
1 
1 
I 
1 
2 
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2c, ARRAYSZE=250: TIDE 1=0: NEWDAYS=-l 
ZO DIM SUMSERV (2) NUMB (2) STV (2) ,C (100,2) , CI (200,2) , 0. (ARRAY'-,, E:, '--) Z 2 40 DIM START(:! ), FA(ý), QUEUE(2), MAXQL(2), CQ('ý-50,2) 
50 DIM AVLOAD(2), AVUNLOAD(ý 2) , ST I ME (2) . TCONST (2) , NOBERTHS (2) , BEr;, T i i, -x). 60 DIM TSERV(aý-), SUM(2), NO(ý'), SUMlT(2) 
70 a%=u&0 1000004 
80 PRINT" TYP", " DAY", " HR", " TDE", " FJTH", " BTH`ý" 0. 
90 @X=&01000007 
100 PRINT " ARRIV"ý, "ENTER", "LEFT", "LEAVE", "DELAY", "SERV", "WAIT", "IDLE" 
110 NOARRIVS=3836 
120 FDAYS=1919: NT=2: NN=l 
1: 0 FOR T=l TO NT: READ NOSHIPS: TCONST(T)=Z65*24/NOSHIF'S 
140READ NOBERTHS(T), TSERV(T), STD(T): NEXTT 
150 REM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
160 FOR T=l TO NT: TCONST=TCOt4ST(T): F'ROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP' OF EACH TYPE. 
180 MAXQL(T)=O: DUEUE(T)=TRUE: START(T)=O: FA(T)=O 
190 STIME(T)=TINTERV: NEXT 
`100 REM***FIND EARLIEST SHIP. 
210 GOT0=0: FOR T=l TO Z: STIME(T)=10-"'6: NO(T)=l: rJUMEI(T)=I : NEXTT 
-20 XSTIME=0: IDLET=0: STIME=10-"-6: FOR T=l TO NT 
23 ý; IOIF STIME(T), '. *STIME THENSTIME=INT(STIME(T)): TYPE=T 
240 NEXT T: TPRINT=STIME 
250 HOURS=STIME MOD 24: DAYS=STIME DIV 24 : HRS=HOURS 
260 PROCDELAY(STIME) 
4.90 STIME=STIME+XSTIME 
300 REM*** CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
310 PROCNORMAL 
1)20 NOBERTH=NOBERTHS(TYPE): MItJDELAY=10C),. )C)O :::., o Q-%=&000000Cp4 
340 PRINT TYPE, DAYS, HRS, XSTIME; 
Z50 PROCMINDELAY 
380 ENTERB=STIME+MINDELAY: PROCOSIZE : PRINT TYPE, FIRST, CL; 
390 e%=t(00020006: PRINT TF, RINT, ENTERD, BERTýl(F'IRST, TYPE)*, 
400 WAITIME=MINDELAY+XSTIME 
410 
420 BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)=STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOURS=BERTH(FIRST, TYP`E) MOD 24: 
LTIME=BERTH(FIRST, TYF-*E) 
4615 HR=HOURS 
4ZO XSTIME=O: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 TSERVICE=TSERVICE+XSTIME: BERTtA(FIRST, TYF'E)=BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)+XGIINE 
450 IF NN>FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)=SUMIT(TYPE)+IDLET: CQ(DL, TYF, E)=--- C0(0L, TYPE)+l 
460 PRINT BERTH(FIRST, TYPE); " "; 
470 e%=&00020005: PRINT MINDELAY, TSERVICE, WAITIME, IDLET 
490 IF NtJ.. -', =FDAYS GOTO 530 
5Q0 SUM (TYPE) =SUM (TYPE) +WAITIME : NO (TYF'E)=NO (TYPE) +1 SUMSEFý%'(TYPE)ý, ': -! JMI--icFý,, ý'(T 
YPE)+TSERVICE: WT=INT(WAITIME/l. d'): IF WT)50 THEN WT=50 
510 IT=INT(IDLET/12): IF IT>100 THEN IT=100 
5'20 C(WT, TYPE)=C(WTgTYPE)+l: CI(IT, TYPE)=CI(IT, TYF, E)i-I 
5-00 TCONST=TCONST(TYPE) 
540 IF NN=FDAYS THEN FDAYTIME=STIME 
550 PROCINTERV 
560 STIME(TYPE)=STIME(TYPE)+TINTERV 
570 IF NN=NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
580 NN=NN+I: IF NN<=NOARRIVS GOTO22-0 
590PRINT' "FIRST "; FDAYS; " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
600 i! %=, 9,. 000202(-. )B : TIMTOT=TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
610 PRINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SE 
RVICE MAXO" 
620 FOR T=l TO NT: PRINTT, SUM(T)/ND(T)gNO(T), SUMIT(T), SUMIT(T)/TIMTOT*14: )(: ). SUMSE 
RV(T)/NO(T), MAXOL(T) 
6ZO NEXT T 
640 e%=1400000004 
645 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT "'TYPE="; T; " QUEUE LENGTHS" 
647 FOR IQ=O TO MAXQL(T) : PRINT ID, CQ(10, T) 
648 NEXT IQ: NEXT T 
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65(. ) FOR T=l TO NT : PF. 1 NT -"'TYPE= `. T' '-, " WAIT`ING TIMES" 
660 FOR IW=O TO 100 
2; 11-11; Iw*l-+11.99, C(IW, -T. ) 67C) IF C(IW, T)-'>O PRINTIW*lý 
`7=0 PRINT 
+ 1: 11- 1, MCZ 
680 NEXT IW 
690 NEXT T 
700 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT-"'TYPE=", *T; IDLE TIMES" 
'100 710 K=0: FOR IW=O TO ý 
720 IF CI(IW. PRINT IW*l ; "-"; IW*1"+11-99, CI(IW, T); ll 
OD 3=0 THENPRINT 
730 NEXT: NEXT : PRINT 
740 0%=10: VDUl0: STOP 
750 DEF PROCINTERV 
760 R-RND(l) 
770 TINTERV=-TCONST*LN(1-R) 
780 ENDPROC 
790 DEF PROCMINDELAY 
sio REM***CHECV' ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
820 FOR N=l TO NODERTH 
840 DELAY=BERTH(N, TYPE)-STIME 
85f) IF DELAY<o THEN MINDELAY=O : FIRST=N : IDLET*=--DELAY: GOTO87C, 
860 IF DELAY4*. MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY=DELAY: FIRST=N 
870 NEXT N 
900 ENDPROC 
940 DEF PROCNORMAL 
950 SUMN=0: FOR I=l TO 12: R=RND(l) 
960 SUMN=SUMN+R: NEXT I 
970 TSERVICE=STD(TYF'E)*(SUMN-6. ())+TSERV(TYPE) 
980 ENDPROC 
990 DEF PROCOSIZE 
looo START=START(TYPE): FA=FA(TYPE): QUEUE=QUEUE(TYPE) 
1010 Q(FA, TYPE)=ENTERB 
1020 QEND=FA 
1040 IF TPRINT-', Q(START, TYPE) GOTO 1070 
1050 IF QUEUE AND START<QEND THEN START=STAR"r+l : GOTO 104C) 
1055 IF QUEUE AND START>=OEND THEN START=O FA=(: ): DL=(. ): GOT(I 116C) 
1060 START=START+l 
1062 IF START'. ARRAYSZE THEN START=C): QUEUE=TRUE 
1064 GOTO 1040 
1070 IF QUEUE THEN QL=OEND-START+l ELSE OL=ARRAYSZE-START+QEr4D+", - 
1080 FA=FA+l 
1090 IF FA>ARRAYSZE THEN FA=o: QUEUE=FALtE 
1110 IF QUEUE=FALSE AND FA', START THEN PRINT"O TOO LONG"; " START="START. " FA="; F 
A ;" OL="; OL 
1160 START(TYPE)=START: FA(TYF'E)=FA: OUEUE(TYPE)=QUEUE 
1170 IF NN>FDAYS AND QL>MAXQL(TYPE) THEN MAXOL(TYPE)=QL 
1160 ENDPROC 
1190 DATA 804,18,161,36 
1200 DATA 1115,10,54,9 
1490 DEF PROCDELAY(LSTIME) 
1500 PRDCXSTIME(C), 6, HOURS): PROCXSTIME(18,3o, HOURS) 
1510 D=DAYS-NEWDAYS : IF D=O GOTO 1560 
1520 TIDE1=(TIDE1+D) MOD 24 
1530 TIDE2=(TIDEI+6) MOD 224 
1540 TIDE3=(TIDEI+12) MOD 24 
1550 TIDE4-(TIDEI+18) MOD 24 
1560 NEWDAYS=DAYS 
1570 IF TIDE2<TIDE1 THEN PROCXSTIME(O, TIDE2, HOURS): PROCXSTIME(TIDCI, TIDE24-': -4, H 
OURS)ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDE1, TIDE2pHOURS) 
1580 IF TIDE4<TIDE3 THEN PRDCXSTIME(OpTIDE4, HOURS): PROCXSTIME(TIDEZ, TIDE4+'-ý4, HC 
URS) ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDEZ, TIDE4, HOURS) 
1590 IF XST<>() GOTO 1500 
1600 ENDPROC 
1610 DEF PROCXSTIME(TlqT2, H) 
1620 XST=O 
1630 IF H>=Tl AND H', T2 THEN XST=T-d-'-H : XSTIME=XSTIME+XST : HOURS=(LSTIME+XSTIMEi 
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M0D '24 
1640 ENDPROC 
>RUN 
7'-16 11 0 . 6. 
a 017675. 1'1675.17673.17747. 72. t). 
2 736 21 14 In . 6- 9 117685. 17699.17684.17748. 0. 4-,. 14. 15. 
2 77.7 5 2 10 217693. 17700.17700.17749. 49. 7. 
2 6 737 6 2 5 317694. 17700.17672.17740. 0. 413. 6. 2F. 
2 7Z7 12 0 2 4 01 770o. 177o(: ). 176b5.17754. 54. (: ). 15. 
1 737 16 0 1 16 017704. 1.7704.17696.17917. 217. 
2 737 16 (-) 2 7 ý)17704. 17704.17703.17772. 0. 6 S. 
2 737 17 0 2 017705. 17705.17599.177713. 0. 60. l0t,. 
2 738 0 6 11771ý. 17718.17599.17773. 0. 
1 738 18 1.4 B 117730. 17742.17,130.17911. 0. 
FIRST 1919. A RRIVALS IGNO RED. 
TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV sEryjcý- 
1.00 18.4 6 79(. *). 00 29074.45 326.42 1 65.96 
2.00 13.6 4 1127. oo 2158Z. 21 242.32 5'?. 64 
TYPE=l QUEUE LENGTHS 
0 145 
1 276 
135 
54 
4 : 7.6 
5 
6 30 
7 25 
a 22 
9 is 
I C) El 
11 6 
12 5 
13 5 
14 1 
15 1 
TYPE=2 QUEUE LENGTHS 
0 192 
1 364 
2 254 
3 159 
4 BE3 
5 44 
6 16 
79 
13 1 
TYPE=l WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 502 12-23.99 103 24-35.99 29 
36-47.99 Z7 4B-59.99 38 60-71.99 30 
72-B3.99 28 B4-95.99 11 96-107.99 
1OB-119-99 5 120-131.99 172-14Z. 99 
3 
I 
TYPE-2 WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 794 12-23.99 2669 24-35.99 49 
36-47.99 15 
TYPE=l IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 424 12-23.99 128 . 2.4-35.99 47 
36-47.99 56 48-59.99 16 60-71.99 18 
72-83-99 9 84-95.99 15 96-107.99 
108-119.99 1" d.. 120-131.99 13 l'. 02-143.99 
144-155.99 5 156-167.99 1 168-179.99 
180-191-99 2 192-203.99 2 204-215.99 
216-227.99 1 228-239.99 2 25.2-263.99 
276-287.99 1 288-299.99 1 300-311.99 
7 
10 
5 
1 
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99 2 --4FJ- 7,57.99 60 --:; 7 1.9? 
372-387.99 3 396-407.99 1 612-627.99 
624-6Z5.99 1 648-659.99 1 916-927.9Y 
948-959.99 1 "11.99 12100-1ý 1 
TYPE=2 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 649 -, I- 121-23.99 24 - 7.5.9 9a 
36-47.99 49 48-59.99 3Z 60-71.99 18 
72-83.99 25 84-95.99 ig 96-107.99 9 
108-119.99 7 1210-131.99 6 11ý2-IAZ. 99 
144-155.99 6 156-167.99 4 16a-179.99 
180-191.99 P, 204-215.99 A 408-419.99 
5 VDU 3 
10 R=RND(-l) 
20 ARRAYSZE=2-5(: ): TIDE1:! -Q. l NEWDAYS=-l 
(2 11 J;, r 30 DIM SUMSERV(2), NUME4("-). S'TD('ý'), C(lC)C), 2). cj(, -)(-. )t. ).:! ), (p ZE: QUEUE (2') , MAXQL (2) . CO. (250.2) 
AYS 
40 DIM START(2), FA('4- 
50 DIM AVLOAD(. '6. ), AVUt4LOAD(2), STIME(2), TCONST("ý). tAOBERTtiS(-ý'), E, EFýTtli-7"-.. '-'I 
60 DIM TSERV(2), SUM(2), NO(2), SUMIT(lý1) 
70 @%=&01000004 
130 PRINT" TYP". " DAY". " HR", " " EITH", " BTH"". "0". TDE", 
90 rs27. =&010()0007 
1c)() PRINT " ARRIVII, "ENTER", "LEFT", "LEAVE", "DELAY". 
110 NOARRIVS--=7-a. '6 
SERV,,, , wA I -T- %"i EILE " 
120 FDAYS=1919: NT=2: NN=1 
130 FOR T=l TO NT: READ NOSH I PS: TCONST (T) =765*24/NOSH IF"', 
140READ NOBERTHS(T), TSERV(T), STD(T): NEYTT 
150 REM**-*CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIF 
160 FOR T=l TO NT: TCONST=TCONST(T): PROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
180 MAXQL(T)=O: DUEUE(T)=TRUE: STAFZT(T)=C): FA(T)=O 
190 STIME(T)=TINTERV: NEXT 
2-100 REtl***FIND EARLIEST SHIP. 
210 GOT0220: FOR T=l TO Z: STIME(T)=lC)'-6: t4(3(T)=l: NUMEI(T)=I : NEXTT 
4.120 XSTIME=O: IDLET=O: STIME=10-`-6: FOR T=1 TO NT 
230IF STIME(T)<STIME THENSTIME=INT(STIME(T)): TYF'E=T 
240 NEXT T: TPRINT=STIME 
'150 HOURS=STIME MOD 24: DAYS=STIME DIV 24 : HRS=HOURS 
260 PROCDELAY(STIME) 
290 STIME=STIME+XSTIME 
300 REM*** CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
310 PROCNORMAL 
=0 NOBERTH=NOBERTHS(TYPE): MINDELAY=IOOOCiO 
ZZ-0 lb%=&00000004 
:; 40 PRINT TYPE, DAYS, HRS, XSTIME; 
Z50 PROCMINDELAY 
z8o ENTERB=STIME+MINDELAY: PROCOSIZE : PRINT TYPE, FIRS-T, (N-; 
Z90 0%=&00020006: PRINT TPRINT, ENTERB, BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)t 
400 WAITIME=MINDELAY+XSTIME 
410 
420 BERTH(FIRST, TYF*E)=STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOURS=BERTH(FIR3T. TYPE) MOD 24: 
LTIME-BERTH(FIRST, TYPE) 
425 HR=HDURS 
430 XSTIME=O: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 TSERVICE=TSERVICE+XSTIME: BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)=BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)+XS'TIIIE 
450 IF NN>FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)=SUMIT(TYPE)+IDLET: CQ(OL, TYPE)= CO(OL, TYF'E)+l 
460 PRINT BERTH(FIRSTTYPE); " 
470 @%=lc00020005: PRINT MINDELAY, TSERVICEOWAITIME, IDLET 
490 IF NN<-FDAYS GOTO 530 
500 SUM(TYPE)=SUM(TYPE)+WAITIME : NO(TYPE)=NO(TYPE)+l : SUMSERV(TYPE)=SUMSER'. '(T 
YPE)+TSERVICE: WT=INT(WAITIME/12): IF WT'-50 THEN WT=50 
510 IT=INT(IDLET/1"1-): IF IT>100 THEN IT=100 
520 C(WT, TYPE)=C(WT, TYPE)+l: CI(IT, TYPE)=CI(IT, TYPE)+I 
530 TCONST=TCONST(TYPE) 
540 IF NN=FDAYS THEN FDAYTIME=STIME 
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550 PROCINTERY 
560 STIME (TYPE) =STIME (TYPE) +Tlr4l*ER',. ' 
570 IF NN=NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
590 NN=NN+1: IF NN*"=NOARRIVS GOTO220 
590PRINT' "FIRST ", "FDAYS; " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
600 12%=&0Q02Q20B : TIMTOT=TPRINT--FDAYTIME 
610 PRINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIHE 
RVICE MAX0" 
620 FOR T=l TO NT: PRINTT, SUM (T) /NO (T) NO (T) , SUMIT (T) , SUMIT (T) /TIMTOT 0 JOC'. SITIrSIZZ 
RV(T)/NO(T), MAXCL(T) 
630 NEXT T 
640 @_%=&00000004 
645 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT "'TYPE="; T, "' QUEUE LENGTHS" 
647 FOR IQ=O TO MAXQL(T) : PRINT IQ, CQ(1Q, T) 
648 NEXT IQ: NEXT T 
650 FOR T=1 TO NT : PRINT`TYF'E=11, 'T ;" WAITING TIMES" 
660 FOR IW=0 TO 100 
670 IF C(IW, T)-"..: 0 PRINTIW*I'ý". "-"; IW*12+11.99, C(IW. T); " 1'. =t + 1: 1Ff. MCE. 
3=0 PRINT 
680 NEXT IW 
69CI NEXT T 
700 FOR T=1 TO NT : PRINT""TYPE="; Tq " IDLE TIMES" 
710 f:, =O: FOR IW=O TO ý00 
720 IF CI(IW, T)-:: '. ': 'O PRINT IW*1-ý-"-"*%IW*12+11-99, CI(IW. T). " IN 2 
OD -_I=o THENPRINT 
77.0 NEXT: NEXT : PRINT 
740 Q%=10: VDU3: STOP 
750 DEF PROCINTERV 
f6c) R=RND(l) 
770 TINTERV=-TCONST*LN(1-R) 
780 ENDPROC 
790 DEF PROCMINDELAY 
810 REM***CHECI' ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
820 FOR N=l TO NOBERTH 
840 DELAY=BERTH(N, TYPE)-STIME 
850 IF DELAY-: 'C) THEN MINDELAY=C) : FIRST=N IL)LE1'=-DELAY: GC3T0070 
860 IF DELAY<MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY=DELAY: FIRST=N 
870 NEXT N 
900 ENDPROC 
940 DEF PROCNORMAL 
950 SUMN--20: FOR I=l TO 126: R=RND(1. ) 
960 SUMN=SUMrJ+R: NEXT I 
970 TSERVICE=STD(TYPE)*(SUMN-6.0)+TSERV(TYF, E) 
900 ENDPRCIC 
990 DEF PROCOSIZE 
1000 STAPT=START(TYPE): FA=FA(TYPE): QUEUE=CUEUE(TYF'E) 
1010 D(FA, TYPE)=ENTERB 
1020 OEND=FA 
1040 IF TPRINT<O(START, TYPE) GOTO 1070 
. QEND THEN START=START+l : G070 1040 1050 IF QUEUE AND START.. ` 
1055 IF QUEUE AND START>=DEND THEN START=C1 FA=0: QL=Cw: GC1TO 1160 
1060 START=START+l 
1062 IF START>ARRAYSZE THEN START=O: QUEUE=TRUE 
1064 GOTO 1040 
1070 IF QUEUE THEN QL=DEND-START+l ELSE QL=ARRAYSZE-START+CEND+2 
Joao FA=FA+l 
logo IF FA>ARRAYSZE THEN FA=O: QUEUE=FALSE 
1110 IF QUEUE=FALSE AND FA,, START THEN PRINT110 TOO LONG"'. " START= "START*. " FA= ;F 
A ;" CLý"; QL 
1160 START(TYPE)=START: FA(TYPE)=FA: OUEUE(TYPE)=DUEUE 
1170 IF NN'1FDAYS AND OL*,. MAXDL(TYPE) THEN MAXQL(TYPE)=OL 
1180 ENDPROC 
1190 DATA 804,19,161, Z6 
1200 DATA 1115,11954,9 
1490 DEF PROCDELAY(LSTIME) 
1500 PRDCXSTIME(0,6, HOURS): PROCXSTIME(18,7C), HOURS) 
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151Q D=DAVS-NEWDAYS : IF D=O GOTCJ 
152C) 'TIDLI=(TIDE1+D) MOD 24 
15""o TIDE2=(TIDE1+6) MOD 24 
1540 TIDE7=(TIDEI+12) MOD 24 
1550 TIDE4=(TIDEI+18) MOD 24 
1560 NEWDAYS=DAYS 
1570 IF TIDE2-,,. 'TIDE1 THEN PROCXSTI ME (C), TII)E2, HOURS): PROCXSTIMC (TIDE 1, 
OURS)ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDE1 , TIDE2. H OURS) 
1560 IF TIDE4:. TIDE, -, THEN PROCXSTI ME (Q. TIDE4, HOURS): PROCXSTIME (TIDE: 7, TInui i-io 
URS) ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDEZ . TIDE4, H OURS 
1590 IF XST<>t) GOTO 1500 
1600 ENDPROC 
1610 DEF PROCXSTIME(Tl, T -", H) 
1620 XST=O 
167.0 IF H"=Tl AND H, "T' TH EN Xr: )T=T 2-H : XSTIME=XSTIME+XSI- 
M0 1) -d "4 
1640 ENDPROC 
RUN 
10 2 7Z6 11 0 017675. 17675.17672.17 ,, 47. 0. 
2 776- 21 14 29 1176C5. 17699.17624.17743. 0.4?. 44. ll=ý. 
1: 7 51 7a 21769-1; -. 17700.17677.. 17749. C). 4T. 7. 
2 777 667 717694. 17700.17700.17740. C). 4 0. 
2 -7-" 1- (: 1 25 017700. 17700.17635.177,54. 54. 0. 
i1 777 601 19 017704. 17704.17671.1 917. 
7Z; 7 16 2 11 017704. 17704.17703.17772. 69. C). 1. 
In 2 77.7 17 04 017705. 17705.17599.1777 - 
11 --?:: a 06- 117712. 17718.17610.17773. 5'-). 
1 7-'E3 I E3 1: 2 1 15 117770. 17742.17728.17911. 0.1.6 T. 12.14. 
FIRST 1919. ARRIVALS IGNORED. 
TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARR 1 V. TOT. IDLETIME *4', IDLE TIME SEP'. 11CF.. Mi--, X0 
1.00 1 . 01 790.00 179.9ý M 1' 9- 420.6! 25 1&6.16 17. 
00 6.85 1127. oO -70292.44 34o. Io 50. -'1 
TYPE=l QUEUE 
0 167 
1 A29 9 
2 129 
3 66 
4 Z 57 . 25 5 
6 
7 16 
B 9 
9 6 
10 31 
6 
4 
TYPE =2 OUEUE 
0 229 
1 390 
264 
z 138 
4 72 
5 2.6 
6 8 
LENGTHS 
LENGTHS 
TYPE=l WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 546 
Z6-47.99 28 
72-13: 3.99 El 
413-59.99 22 
84-95.99 6 
24-35.99 46 
60-71.99 '611 
96- 10 ". 99 P-1 . w- 
TYPE=2 WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 1379 12-23.99 -9629 24-35.99 is 
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36-47.99 
TYPE=l IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 358 12-27.99 157 "-75-99 51 
36-47.99 65 48-59.99 21 60-71.99 _-, 2 72-83.99 15 04-95.99 14 96-107.99 e 
108-119.99 9 120-131.99 9 172-147.99 a 
144-155.99 5 156-167.99 z 168-179.99 1 
180-191.99 7. 192-203.99 7. 204-215 99 71 
216-2.27.99 3 228--2: 719.99 1 . 240-251.99 4 
252-263.99 5 280-299.99 1 300-711.99 1 
312-323.99 1 348-Z59.99 7.1 U72-ZqZ. qq 1 
396-407.99 2 408-419.99 7. 472-447.99 2 
444-455.99 1 456--467.99 1 600-611.99 1 
6Z6-647.99 2 648-659.99 1 744-755.99 1 
780-791.99 1 838-899.99 1 1092-11o7.99 1 
1176-11B7.99 1 1200-1211.99 1 
TYPE=2 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 542 12-23.99 246 "-75.99 99 
Z6-47.99 W 48-59.99 45 60-71-99 2? 
72-83-99 is 84-95.? 9 15 96-107.99 113 
108-119.99 16 120-lzl. gg 6 172-147.99 A 
144-155.99 8 156-167.99 7 168-179.99 7.1 
100-191-99 1 192-203.99 1 204-215.99 4 
216-227.99 1 240-251.99 1 252-267.99 7 
276-2B7.99 7. 784-795.99 1 40e-419.99 1 
456-467.99 1 400--491.9(? 1 
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ý'ART (2). FA (2) - QUEUE (2). MAXOL (2). CO (250.2) 50 DIM AVLOAD(2), AVUNLOAD (2). STIME (2). TCONST (2). NOBERTHS (2). BERTH (20.2) 
60 DIM TSERV(2). SIJM(-ý'). NO(2). SUMIT(2) 
70 @%-&01000004 
60 PRINT" TYP". " DAY". " HR". " TDE". " BTH". " BTH"! " 0 
90 &%-&01000007 
100 PRINT " ARRIV". "ENTER". "LEFT". "LEAVE". "DELAY". "SERV". "wAIT". "IDLE" 
110 NOARRIVS=ý836 
120 FDAYS-1919: NT-2: NN-1 
130 FOR T=l TO NT: READ NOSHIPS: TCONST(T)-365*24/NOSHIPS 
140READ NOBERTHS(T). TSERV(T). STD(T): NEXTT 
150 REM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
160 FOR T-1 TO NT: TCONST=TCONST(T): PROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
160 MAXQL(T)-O: DUEUE(T)-TRUE: START(T)-O: FAM-0 
190 STIME(T)-TINTERV: NEXT 
200 REM***FIND EARLIEST SHIP. 
210 GOTO220: FOR T-1 TO 3: STIME(T)-lC)^6: NO(T)=l: NUMB(T)-I : NEXTT 
220 XSTIME-O: IDLET-0: STIME-10`16: FOR T-1 TO NT 
230IF STIMEM(STIME THENSTIME-INT(STIME(T))ZTYPE-T 
240 NEXT T: TPRINT=STIME 
250 HOURS=STIME MOD 24: DAYS-STIME DIV 24 : HRS-HOURS 
260 PROCDELAY(STIME) 
290 STIMEmST&YME+XSTIME 
300 REM*** CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
310 PROCNORMAL 
320 NOBERTH-NOBERTHS(TYPE): MINDELAY-100000 
330 e%=&00000004 
340 PRINT TYPE. DAYS. HRS. XSTIME. - 
350 PROCMINDELAY 
380 ENTERB-STIME+MINDELAY: PROCOSIZE : PRINT TYPE. FIRST. OL*, 
390 e%=&00020006: PRINT TPRINTIENTERBtBERTH(FIRST. TYPE)! 
400 WAITIME=MINDELAY+XSTIME 
410 
420 BE. RT. Li(FIRST. TYPE)-STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOUkS-BERTH(FIRST. TYPE) MOD A14: 
L'77ME=BERTH(FIRST, TYPE) 
425 iR-HOURS 
4=40 xS-i! mE-0: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 ISERVICc---TSERVICE+XSTIME: BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)-BERTH(FIRST. TYPE)+XSTIýME 
450 IF NN)FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)-SUMIT(TYPE)+IDLET: CQ(QL, TYPE)- CQ(QL, TYPE)+l 
460 PRINT BERTH(FIRST. TYPE). G" ". - 
470 e%=&00020005: PRINT MINDELAY, TSERVICE, WAITIME, IDLET 
490 IF *%N(-FDAYS GOTO 530 
tsoo Su: w(TYPE)-SUM(TYPE)+WAITIME INO(TYPE)-NO(TYPE)+l SUMSERV(TYPE)-SUMSERV(T 
YPE)+7:; i-zRV. 'CE: W*, '-. '&. NT(WAIT: ME/12): IF WT)50 THEN WT-50 
: 5-*0 T=INT(IDLET/lý , ): IF IT)100 THEN IT-100 
5: 2C) c(w-,. -. YP---)-C(W".. TYPE)+I: CI(IT. TYPE)-CI(IT, TYPE)+i 
5, Zoýo TCONST-TCONST(TYPE) 
, 40 I, = NN-p: DHYS THEN FDAYTIME-STIME 
t550 PROC. rNTERV 
- 444 - 
560 STIM, -: (,, 'YPýi)=STIME(TYPE)+TINTERV 
570 IF NN=NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
580 NN-NN+I: IF NN(-NOARRIVS GOT0220 
590PRINT' "FIRST"': FDAYS-, " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
6C)o &%-&0002020B : TT. NITOT-TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
610 PR&NT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SE 
RVILE : "PXQ" 
620 FOR T-1 TO NTIPRINTT, SUM(T)/NO(T), NO(T), SUMIT(T), SUMIT(T)/TIMTDT*100. SUMSE 
RV (7) /., %U (T). MAXQL (T) 
6zo NEXT T 
640 &%-900000004 
645 FOR T-1 TO NT : PRINT '"TYPE-'l-, T, -" QUEUE LENGTHS" 
647 FOR 10-0 TO MAXQL(T) : PRINT IQ. CQ(IQ, T) 
646 NEXT 10: NEXT T 
65c) FOR T=1 70 NIT -*PlRINT"TYPE-'l: T ;" WAITING TIMES" 
660 FOR Iw-0 TO 1.00 
670 jiw: C('AW. -)()O PRINTIw*12! "-"-. IW*12+lr. 9g. C(IW. T); " ":: K-K+1: IF K MOD 
3=0 PRINT 
680 NEXT W 
61.10 NEXT l' 
7UC, F-OR 'b? '-l 70 INT : PRINT' "TYPE-11.,, T: " IDLE TIMES" 
710 xwo: FOR IW-0 TO 200 
7:,: Cf 1F CI(IW. T)()O PRINT IW*12: 11-II. -, IW*12+11.99. CI(IW. T), " ":: K-K+1: IF KM 
OD 3-0 THENPRINT 
730 NEXT: NEXT : PRINT 
740 a%-: O: VDUZ: STOP 
750 DEF PROCAINTERV 
760 R-RND(l) 
770 -r.! N',? ERV--TCONST*LN(1-R) 
760 _ENDPROC 790 DEF ; )ROCmINDELAY 
6'. 0 REm***CHECK ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
820 ý-OR N=l TO NOBERTH 
d40 DELAY=BERTH(N, TY; JE)-STIME 
650 A7 F DEL. AY(O THEN MINDELAY-0 : FlTRST-N : IDLLT--DELAY: GOT0670 
660 IF DELAY(MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY-DELAY: FIRST-N 
870 NEXT N 
g(lo ENDPROC 
940 DEF ; jROCNORMAL 
. ý50 SUMN=O: FOR 1=1 TO , L2: R-RND(l) 
960 SUMN=SUMN+R: NEXT 1 
970 TSERVICE-STD(TYPE)*(SUMN-6.0)+TSERV(TYPE) 
980 ENDPROC 
990 DEF PROCOSIZE 
. 1c)(1c) 7*ART(TYPE): FA-FA(TYPE): QUEUE-QUEUE(TYPE) 
1010 a(FA, TYPE)=ENTERB 
; o2v UEND-FA 
7040 IF TPRINT<D(START, TYPE) GOTO 1070 : 050 jF UuEUE AND STARTWEND THEN START-START+l : GOTO 1040 
i055 IF QUEUE AND START)-DENO THEN START-0 FA-0: QL-0sGOTO 1160 
106c) START-START+l 
1062 :F START)ARRAYSZE THEN START-0: QUEUE-TRUE 
jo64 GOTO 1040 
! 070 !F QUEUE THEN DL-OEND-START+l ELSE OL-ARRAYSZE-START+QEND+2 
: 060 '-A-FA+l 
1090 IF FA)ARRAYSZE THEN FA-O: QUEUE-FALSE 
1110 IF QuEUE-FALSE AND FA)START THEN PRINT"Q TOO LONG": " START-"START! " FA-"! F 
*, " QL, 8"; QL 
libo byAi, r(TYPE)=START: FA(TYPE)-FA: QUEUE(TYPE)-QUEUE 
: 170 IF NN)FDAYS AND QL)MAXQL(TYPE) THEN MAXQL(TYPE)-QL 
; Zbo iNDPROC 
-190 DPTA 604,20,161,36 
;: 2c)() DA-A 114.5-12.54.9 A. 
490 DEF PROCDELAY(LSTIME) 
j5oo PROCXSTIME(C). 6. HOURS) tPROCXSTIME(18.30. HOURS) 
t5'. 0 D=DAYS-NEWDAYS 91F D-0 GOTO 1560 
- 445 - 
; 520 TlDEl-(TlDEl+D) MOD 24 
1530 TIDE2-(TIDE1+6) MOD 24 
1540 TIDE3-(TIDEI+12). MOD 24 
1550 TIDE4-(TIDEI+18) MOD 24 
1560 NEWDAYS-DAYS 
1570 IF TIDE2(TIDE1 THEN PROUSTIMEW, 
CURS)ELSE PRUCXSTIME(TIDEI. TIDE2, HOURS) 
1580 IF TIDE4(TIDE3 THEN PROCXSTIME(O, 
URS) ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDE3, TIDE4. HUURS) 
1590 IF XSTOO GOTO 1500 
1600 ENDPROC 
1610 DEF PRDCXSTIME(TI, T2. H) 
1620 XST-0 
TIDE2, HOURS)l PRDCXSTIME(TIDEI, TIDE2+24, H 
TIDE4, HDURS)tPRDCXSTIME(TIDE3, TIDE4+24, H(3 
16: 50 IF H)-TI I AND H(T2 THEN XST-T2-H : XSTIME-XSTIME+XST IHOURS=(LSTIME+XSTIME) 
,M0D 
-d. 'u 
1640 ENDPROC 
)RLN 
L 7'06 11 0 2 11 017675. 17675.1767,21.17747. 0. 72. 0.3. 
2 736 21 14 2 10 117685. 17699.17684.17748. 0. 49. 14.15. 
" A. 7.57 5 7 2 
9 2176133. 17700.17673.17749. 0. 49. 7.27. 
2 737 6 6 2 a 317694. 17700.17700.17748. 0. 48. 6.0. 
ý 7: 37 !2 0 2 6 017700. 17700.17685.17754. 0. 54. 0.15. 
1 737 16 0 1 12 017704. 17704.17656.17917. 0. 213. 0.48. 
2 737 16 0 2 12 (117704. 17704.17703.17772. 0. 68. 0.1. 
2 737 17 C, 2 5 017705. 17705.17599.17773. 0. 68. 0.106. 
" 7:; 80 6 2 4 117712. 17718.17610.17773. 55. 6.1 Cis. 
1 738 Is 12 1 Is 117730. 17742.17719.17911. 0. 169. 12.23. 
FIRi3T 1919. AR RIV ALS I GNORED. 
TYPE AV . WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAXQ 
1.00 9.51 790-00 47220.65 530.15 1 66.09 11.00 
2.00 6.10 1127.00 38894.71 436.68 59.65 6.00 
TYPE-1 QUEUE LENG T"S 
0 . 63 
! 3L4 
2 140 
3 sno 
4 38 
5 -, o 6 14 
7 7 
a 6 
9 4 
.0 
2 
TYPE=2 QUEUE 
0 246 
1 409 
2 266 
3 135 
4 60 
5 is 
6 3 
LENGTHS 
Ty;: )E-1 WAITING TIMES 
(1-11.99 594 
36-47.99 23 
72-83.99 1 
TY: ýE-2 WAITING TIMES 
u-i". 99 920 
24-35.99 11 
7YPE-I DUE TIMES 
o-11.99 321 
501-iL7.99 64 
12-23.99 112 
48-59.99 20 
12-23.99 196 
12-23.99 162 
48-59.99 25 
24-35.99 33 
60-71.99 7 
24-35.99 51 
60-71.99 30 
- 446 - 
72-83.99 12 
icla-l. 'g. 99 13 
144-15: 5.99 5 
180-191.99 3 
216-. 227.99 3 
252-263.99 6 
300-311.99 3 
: 548-359.99 3 
408-419.99 1 
456-467.99 1 
600-611.99 2 
792-803.99 1 
924-935.99 2 
1176-1187.99 1 
TYPE-2 IDLE TIMES 
0-11-99 467 
6-47.99 56 
72-83.99 is 
108-119.99 17 
144-155.99 10 
ISO- 191.99 3 
216-227.99 2 
252_263.99 5 
384-395.99 1 
444-455.99 2 
552-563.99 1 
84-95.99 IS 96-107.99 'a 
120-131.99 9 132-143.99 10 
156-167.99 2 168-179.99 3 
192-203.99 2 204-215.99 1 
228-239.99 3 240-251.99 2 
264-275.99 1 288-299.99 2 
312-323.99 3 324-335.99 1 
372-383.99 1 396-407.99 2 
420-431.99 1 444-455.99 1 
480-491.99 1 504-515.99 1 
636-647.99 1 780-791.99 1 
828-839.99 1 900-911.99 1 
1092-1103.99 2 1104-1115.99 1 
1200-1211.99 2 
12-23.99 260 24-35.99 105 
48-59.99 47 60-71.99 29 
134-95.99 15 96-107.99 21 
120-131.99 10 132-143.99 5 
156-167.99 a 168-179.99 2 
192-203.99 1 204-215.99 6 
228-239.99 3 240-251.99 1 
276-267.99 5 300-311.99 1 
408-419.99 1 420-431.99 1 
456-467.139 1 540-551.99 1 
708-719.99 1 744-755.99 1 
- 447 - 
1998 
BEST COPY 
AVAILABLE 
00 
V ri ble print 
qI ity 
- 448 - 
>L. 
5 vDU 3 
10 R=RND(-I) 1 
20 i4RRAYSZE=Z00tTIDEl-0: NEWDAYS--l 
A ZO DIM SUMSERV(2), NUMB(2), STD(2), C(100,2), CI(. 'ZOOg2)gQ(ARR YsZE#2) 
40 DIM START(2), FA(2), 12UEUE(2), MAXGL(2), CQ(300,2) 
50 DIM AVLOAD (2), AVUNLOAD (2) 9 STIME (2), TCONST (2), NODERTHS (2) p BERTH (45,2) 0a 
DIM TSERVC.. 'ý,, SUM(2), NO(2), SUMIT(2) 
Eu FR. Nl" fYP", " DAY", " HR", w TDE", " BTH"p" BTH"; " 0 105 
I(JO PRINT ARRIV", "ENTER, "LEFT"p "LEAVE" p "DELAY" j 11SUway "WAIT"# IDLEO 
11V NOARRIVS=7912 
120 FDAYS-395b: NT-2sNN-l 
130 FOR T-1 TO NTZREAD NOSHIPS# TCOW1 (T)-365*24/NOSHIPS 
140PEAD NOBERTHS(T)#TSERV(T)oSTD(T)SNEXTT 
150 REM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
160 FOR T=l TO NT: TCONST-TCONST(T)sPROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALC TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
Mý; XUL(T)-ý. ): UUEUE(T)-TRUE: START(T)-Ot FA(T)-o 
STlME(rl--, INTERV: NEXT 
; -. EM***FINL) EARLIEST SHIP. 
: iU, U:, l:. ýQtFOR r-i TO . 39 STIME (T) -10"', 6& NO (T) -1 &NUMB (T)ml sNEXTT 
2: ý: fv xSTIME-OxIDLET-0s STIME-I(rbsFOR-T-1 TO NT 
-ZolF STIME(T), ýSTIME THENSTIME-INT(STIME(T))BTYPE-T. 
. 640 NEXT T: 
TPRINT-STIME 
250 HOURS=STIME MOD 241 DAYS-STIME DIV 24 sHl; S=t*3LRS. 
26(. ) FROCDELAY(STIME) 
S'IIME-STIME+XSTIME 
- 449 - 
fr UNCIM eb fw A . 1, 
31 PROCNORMAL 
tIOBERTH-NOSERTHS(TYPE)SMINDELAY-lOOOmo6"'ý' 
-&00000004 =0 
FRINT TYPE, DAYSIHRSgXSTIMEJ : 40 
I .... 
". ý. V. N50 FRCCMINDELAY Ll ý. .1.. 
.; Ieu ENTERB=STIME+MINDELAYsPROMSIZE SPRINT 
TYPEpFIRSTgO 
'190 Cb'l-&Q0020006: PRINT TPRINTgENTERBIBERTH(FIRST@, TYPC)I*'. -. - . 
4U0 WAITIME-MINDELAY+XSTIME 
410 
MOD 24: 420 BERTH(FI*RSTpTYPE)-STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE 
: eH0URS=BERTHCF 
LTIME-bERTH(FIRST, TYPE) 
4-5 HR=HOURS 
I> -0: 
PROCDELAY(LTIME) 4 .0 XSTIME 
44(1 'iSERVICE-TSERVICE+XSTIME& BERTH(FIRSToTYPE)-BERTH(FIRST, YiýýXSTIME 
450 lF NN, FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)-SUMIT(TYPE)+IDLETiCQ(gLgTYPC)- CQ(9l_, TYPE)+l 
461. PRINT bERTHlF'lRST, TYPE); " "1 0 
41v =&C-lv0Zv00'5: PRINT MINDELAY9 TSERVI CEp WAIT I ME, IDLET 
44u %N*, =FL; t4TS t3O"O 53U 
6--v zUM(TYPE)-SUM(TvPE)+WAITIME : NO (TYPE) -NO(TYPE)+l SUMSERV (TYPE) -SUMSERV (T 
'fFE--'ýzERVý'CE: WT-INT(WAITIME/12)IIF WT>50 THEN WT-50 
Lý,, $ T-, NT. IDLET/l_-): IF IT>100 THEN IT-100 
TYF, E*. -C(WT, T'fF, E)+!: CI(IT, TYPE)=CI(IT, TYPE)-ýI C WT, i 
;o- ýLjNs r =1 L UNG TtTY PS) 
TIME -, 4 NN=FADAY!! T11EN FDAY -STIME 
tc*li j: Q (L C; 1 1% - E: .. 61 - 
50C. 6-'-IE(TYF'E)-STIME(TYPE)+TINTERV 
57t) IF NN=NOARRIVS-io rHEN VDU2 
5au NN=NN+I: IF NN,, -NDARRIVS GOTO2120 
5,4-. jPF.: N'. ' *'FIPST "; FDkYS; " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
7'08 : TIM'OT=TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
0 i--, RINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SE 
Rl)rl: CE 
-Z) r=i TO NT: PRINTTO SUM (T; /NOt T), Not r), SUMIT (T) 9SUMIT (T) /TIMTOT*100, SUMSE 
reV tT-l NO i T) , M#; 4 CIL t T) 
670 NEX TT 
z4tf, ;, JR 7=1 lU NT : PRINT `TYPE-"; T.; " QUEUE LENGTHS" 
--! JF. l-,! =C% Tul 71AACJIL(r) : FRINT ILI, CQ(IQ, T) 
NE0 NE*ý'. ' T 
; =' :u -1,11 : PRINT ", vPE="; T 'e" WAITING TIMES" 
ý-L)K Iw=Q ru It. A. ) 
.; tý _ý! W,. *)- Q 
F'R. LNI-. 'W*12; "-"; lW*12+11-99, C(IWpT); 'I ";: K. -K+l: IF K MOD 
3=-, j izr-INT 
ibc! u rjEXI 
IW 
e4v NEXT T 
ý-uR r=l iU r4l l. PRINT""TYPE-'; Tl, " IDLE TIMES" 
"Ou t-: =v: FJR i, 4=0 TO 
7ý: qj IF t; 1(11W, t`)-ýý() PRINT IW*121"-"; IW*12+11.99, CI(IW, T); 'I "I: K-K+I: IF KM 
r: t& PF% I NT 
=3 , us %, 1) L: Zý: 1 UP 
f:,, L,. =F rHL]L; INl*ERV 
!: hV--TCONST*LNtl-R) 
; 2v tINLoPROC 
"go ; Lt- F'RUCMINDELmY 
810 kr--M***CHECK ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
9. -(l r-ulýe %-11 
TO NUIJERTH 
P-4l. 1 : )tL. AY=ýfF_RfH(N, ' ePE)-STIME 
!F ; ýELf4yf. v IHEN MINDELAY-o tFIRST-N sIDLET--DELAYiSOT01370 
Q li- DLLiL4'f 11IML)ELAY THEN MINDELAY-DELAYsFIRST-N 
IQ NL A, 74 
.. cx. h; i *I, - 1ýuL 
. 10 12.: R=RND(l) 
- 450 - 
:., ERVIL: E=. -ý,; t)(rYPE)*CSUMN-6.0)+TSERV(TYPF_3--- 
490 ! )EF PRDCUSIZE 
1,.; RT =S I AR I(7 YPE) : FA-FA (TYPE) : GMLJE="LjE CF yft) Id 
,, - I L) c! t 1-; 4, rY FE) -EN TERB 01 
L'END=FA 
IF ! Fk. INT,, Q(START9TYPE) GOTO 1070 
104J.: IF UUEUE AND START, ý. OEND THEN START-START+j 160T0,164.0 
jqýt5 IF UUEUE AND START>-QEND THEN START-0 -ýt FA-0tGLmosWT*,: j 
Sj 4RT=START+l 
IF-. START>ARRAYSd. E THEN START-OtGUEUE*TRUE 
1 v64 LOTO 1040 
1'. 1-70 IF QlUEUE THEN 12L-QEND-START+l ELSE OL-ARRAYSZE-START+ 
luso FA-FA+l 
Ju9c IF FA. ýARRAYSAZZE THEN FA-0sQUEUE-FALSE 
Ill... IF QUEUE-FALSE AND FA>START THEN PRINT"G TOO LONG"J" START-"STAFTT; " FA-"IF 
A QL=-WL 
Bir; ý. 'r. 7'tF'E)=START: FAtTYPE)-FAiDUEUE(TYPE)-OUEUE 
41!: * NN... FCi-; y3 AND QL; MAXGL(TYPE) THEN MAXQL(TYPE)-QL 
I :, : 54, q 
! 'ýUL Wt2 ', 'ý"E -0, z,. H'jURS): PROCXSTIME (lE3.30, HOURS) 
. 11F D=(: ) GOTO 15bO 
r. I týE. +D - MOD -14 
f1 MOD 24 '; E - 
LE 1 -4- 1 -1) MOD 24 
MOD 24 
IF 71, '. )E2-rTIDEl THEN PROCXSTIME(O, TIDE", HOURS): PRDCXSTIME(TIDElpTIDEZ+24, r 
OURS-ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDEl, TIDE2, HOURSl 
15.8v F TILE4.. TIDE3 THEN PROCxSTIME(OprIDE4pHOURS). *PRCCXSTIME(TIDE3, TIDE4+24, HO 
V. R5, E, -:. E F-f,, CC. XSIIME(TIDE3, TIDE40HOUF., S) IF GOTO 15oO 
t; 74, )PPIC 
iýEF f-R0LxsrIME(Tl, T2, H) 
_441) ý+T2 THEN XST-T2-H : XSTIME-XSTIME+XST : HOURS-(LSTIME+XSTIME) 
51 le 6517473.17771.17771.17959.293.188.298.0. 
- 7ze 15Z 12 27017473. IB6B6. IB6B6. IB759.. 120B. 74.1213.0. 
2 7.69 1521 27117473. IB702. IB702. IB775.1224.73.12.29.0. 
0,11 15 6617477.17771.17771.179B2.293.211.294.0. . :! a 
5 
ý 7: 9 9622 26517481.163703.18703.1E3751.1216.48.1222.0. 
ý 72E? :14 .%" 266174B3. lB703. lB70Z. lB751.1216.47.1220.0. 0. :! /'E 13 2Za 266174135. lB726. lB72.6. lB799.1239.72.1241. 
'. 66717487. IS726.18726.19799.12' P9.72.1239.0. I 
729 15 02 10 '68174137.18727.18727.18784.1240.1091240.0. 
7, ý? 17 025 26917489.18727.113727.1879E?. 1238.72.1238.0. 
1:! H, zT ARRIVALS IGNORED. 
T'vPE AV. WT.. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAXQ 
L. 00 168.65 1871.00 0.00 0.00 180.06 75.00 
oo 673. "30 2085.00 0.00 0.00 59.55 271.00 
. -, UEUE LENGTHS 
. - 
451 
7 
90 
cl 
13 0 
14 ý6 
15 9 
16 13 
17 -. 6*9 
is 705 
19 44 
43 
4 
, 's t)-- 
54 
4;. *) 
4 *k 
45 
54 
Z4 52, 
:,: 5 51 
'Zo 79 
-- 4.3, 
:3 t3 4'«-' 
::, 9 4-1 
40 44 
4 A. 76 
4: 2 4-2 
44 7., 5 
45 dZ5 
.11 -V 0-Z 
. ýq 47 .6 
48 :. 5 
49 29 
t-() ZO 
2,8 
54 
-ý'7 :: 9 
-10 
7, 
P'- 
61 
6-1 
4 
7 
15 
a 
, == 6 
7 
- 452 - 
77,9 
74 7 
75 5 
TYPE=-" QUEUE 
0 
30 
4 f) 
50 
6 (1 
7 C) 
9o 
it 
0 
14 0 
15 V 
16 0 
1-7 0 
is 0 
14 1? 0 
20 0 
Z. 
I.;, 
24 0 
2t 0 
28 0 
29 0 
zo 0 
14 110 
7 
ZB 
39 0 
40 
41 0 
4: 2 0 
47 V 
44 C) 
45 1) 
46 
-47 0 
48 0 
4 1? 0 
: so 
51 0 
52 C) 
. 4a ý59 1) 
LENGTHS 
-S"----.. . ---- ___ -_:. __ -- -- 
- 
453 
- 
61 0 
bp% 40 
&3 1 
64 4 
65 4 
66 6 
67 5 
68 6 
69 9 
70 9 
71 6 
72 7 
7Z 10 
74 1 2. 
75 -- 1 
76 Is 
77 15 
Is 10 
79 S 
so 9 
al 7 
S. '- 4 
8: 7.3 
E34 6 
85 10 
86 10 
E37 11 
as 16 
eg 1-7 
-7 Q is 
91 A, 
0 
9'ý, 25 
93 ; ý6 
94 -. 0 
95 Z6 
96 
97 2.9 
CPS 26 
qq '6 20 
: 00 20 
. 02 
7 
10-3 12 
104 19' 
105 17 
LQ& 18 
107 2 
108 : 7.1 
109 73 
1 tc) 28 
25 
112 
tj -1 2") 
114 '22, 
I It Z1 
116 17 
117 14 
lie 9 
; 19 10 
120 it 
1-1 4 
122 
'. 9 
1.6 
- 454 - 
4 _Q IL 6 
127 ,a 
129 5 
12.9 4 
130 3 
131 5 
1 »»p- 27 
1Z3 9 
1: 34 6 
1 -5 11 
1Z6 12 
l'7 la 
ize 19 
1-19 121 1 
140 22 2 
141 
142 
14- 
144 14 
1-49 1 
i Jib 1 
147 14 
17 
14-7 1f 
1,2 
151 7 
9 
v 
1 '. 5 40 
155 4 
15b 4 
157,7 
158 6 
i59 4 
7 
162 7 
16-7 5 
L, 9 2 
70 2 
171 Z 
-2 4 
5 
74 7 
-75 
1 
- 7-; 4 
SO 4 Ir 
7 
i pl.: 
134 1 
: 35 9 
4 
LS 
4 
-_ .. . t__ -- -----*.. _t__a_ -- -- - __ - -. -- - 
- 
4 
- 455 - 
A-- .6 
6+ 
19: 3 15 
! 94 10 
195 12 
19b 1: 7. 
197 1? 
298 14 
19q II 
-100 a 
ý04 1 
9 
2 .. '6 8 207 9 
7 
d. 09 7 
6 
2.1 z4 
4 
4 
T 
12 
227 
zZ8 
zzo 
34 
L 'ý6 
ZZE) 
"40 
. ý41 : 4: 2 
4z, 4 
.;. 44 6 
-4b 
ý: 4/ 
7 
El 
Az 
Ar jib 
- 456 - 
- 
_. -- 
-- 
259 10 
-L-0 10 
261 a 
'62 
263,5 
-b4 4 
265 3 
2. ib 64 
267 3 
. r. 6B 2 2 
270 1 
271 1 
TYPE-1 WAITI NG TIMES 
. 6-47.99 1 
1 48-59.99 3 60-71.99 25 
72-87-99 Be B4-95.99 109 967107.99 157 
Joe-jjq. 99 147 12U-131.99 13B 132-143.99 117* 
144-155.? 9 1.09 156-167.99 134 16B-179.99 133 
IBO-iql. gg 102 192-203.99 B5 204-215.99 76 
216-Z-7.99 76 228-2. ý9.99 66 240-251.99 64 
25=-=63-99 66 2-64-275.99 5B 22.76-167.99 20 
Zee-299-99 . 611 300-311.99 27 312-323.99- 22 
Z`14-3. Z-5- 99 '922 336-347.99 9 
TYF'E=- WA17I NG TIMES 
276-287-99 4 
, ý. Se-. ý99-99 15 "00-311.99 17 312-323.99 21 "5-99 724-7-1 :: 7 ZZ6-747.99 35 34B-359.99 2B 
7160-3111. -79 is 372-3B3.99 to 3B4-395.99 24 
:,, ýc)-4;. 17.99 43 40B-419.99 65 420-431.99 96 
43Z-443.99 79 444-455.99 43 456-467.99 41 
4oB-479.99 40 4eO-491.99 71 492-503.99 53 
5Q4-515-99 48 516-527.99 47 52B-539.99 38 
5 540-. 651. i9 zi 552-563.99 45 564-575.99 48 
5-/6-587.99 : 72 588-599.99 21 600-611.99 1036 
TYPE=l IDLE TIMES 
0-! I. gi 1871 
T'i': 'E-- IDLE rIMES 
Lu 
-. -RND 1) 
-, -) ARRfAYSdE=, ', 0(). -TIDEl-0: NEWDAYS--l , 
7, c; LIM SUMSEF%V(2), NUMB(2), STD(2)gC(100,2), CI(20092)9(2(ARRAYSZE02) 
4v DIM START(2), FA(2)VUUEUE(2), MAXQL(2), CO(300,2) 
5(:; DT&M AVLOAD(2), AVUNLOAD(2), STIME(2), TCONST(2)#NOBERTHS(2)OBERTH(4502) 
: ýcl DIM TSERV(2)qSUM(26) NO (2) p SUMI T (2) 
00 U4 
P LA Y HR 9 BTF! "o" BTH"; " 0 IDE"s 
3%=*, U10o0007 
i; R-INT 11 ARRlV" "ENTER" "LEFT"# "LEAVE", "DELAY" I "SERV"q "WAIT"p! IDLE" 
rJOARRIVS-79121 
FDAYS-3956tNT-2: NN-1 
FUR T-1 TO NT: READ NUSHIPSiTCONST(T)-365*24/NDSHIPS 
14,. lKEAD NOBERTHS(T)vTSERVCT)tSTD(T)sNEXTT 
150 FEM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
160 FOR T-1 TO NT: TCONST-TCONST(T)sPROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALC 
TIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
'-31) MAXL! L(r)-l'. -: UUEUE(T)-TRUE: START(T)-Oi FAM-0 
1,; o -ý rI IME (T) =T I NTEPV: NEXT REM***FIND EARLIEST SHIP. 
J0T02'-lt:: FQR T-1 TO ZoSTIME(T)-10'1,6eNO(T)-liNUMB(T)-l : NEXTT 
ýS: 'TME-A. IDLET-03 STIME-10^6sFOR-T-1 TO NT 
S; IME(TINSTIME THENSTIME-INT(STIME(T))tTYPE-T 
- 457 - 
i4r. AII: 
50 HOURS=STIME MOD 24s DAYS -STIME Dl%#'24-vHRS-6a-d PA, - 
Z 60 PRCCDELAY(STIME) 
21,0' STIME-STIME+XSTIME 
300 REM*** CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAj). 
710 PROCNORMAL 
320 NC'rERTH-NOBERTHS(TYPE): MINDELAY-100000 
Z, OU @%-&OU000004 
340 PRINT TYPE#DAYSvHRSOXSTIMEJ 
350 PROCMINDELAY 
380 ENTERB-STIME+MINDELAYiPROCOSIZE SPRINT TYPEtFIRSTlogLl'. 
390 @%-&00020006: PRINT TPRINT#ENTERBoBERTH(FIRSTpTYPE)I 
400 WAITIME-MINDELAY+XSTIME 
410 
420 BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)-STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICF- lHOURS=BERTH(FlJt8TrTYPlE) MOD 24s 
LTIME=BEFTH(FIRST, TYPE) 
4Z5 HR=HOURS ý 1. 
4ZO XST.! ME=O: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 rSERVICE=TSERVICE+XSTIMEs BERTH(FIRSToTYPE)-BERTH(FIRýST, TYPE)+XSTIME 
450 IF NN. *-FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)-SUMIT(TYPE)+IDLET3Ll2(QL, TYPE)- CQ(QL, TYPE)+l 
460 PRINT BERTHtFIRST, TYPE)9" 11; 
4 70 -9%-, *vj00-`0005: PRINT MINDELAY, TSERVICEpWAITIME,, IDLET 
490 IF NN-ý=FDAYS GOTO 530 
5CO -=UM(TYPE)-SUM(TYPE)+WAITIME : NO(TYPE)-NO(TYPE)+l SUMSERV(TYPE)=SUMSERV(T 
YF'E)+TSERV'LCE: WT=INT(WAITIME/12): IF WT>50 THEN WT-50 
51c) IT=IN-l(IDLET/1Z): IF IT>100 THEN IT-100 
521: 1 CCWT, T*(F'E)=C(WTvTYPE)+liCI(ITvTYPE)-CI(IT, TYPE)+I 
5Z 0 INCONST=TCONST (TYPE) 
540 IF NN=FDAYS THEN FDAYTIME-STIME 
550 PROCINTERV 
560 STIME(TYPE)-STIME(TYPE)+TINTERV 
570 IF NN=NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
580 NPJ=NN-1:! F NN-NOARRIVS GOT02-20 
5cwPRINT' "FIRST "; FDAYS; " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
600 ý-d4=&QOU2020B : TIMTOT-TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
blQ PRINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV., TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SE 
RVICE MAX0" 
6-'0 IZOR T=l TO NT: F'RINTTvSUM(T)/NO(T)OND(T), SUMIT(T)pSUMIT(T)/TIMTDT*100, SUMSE 
PV(T)/NO(T), MAx0L(T) 
6-0 NEAT T 
640 t--d*l. =ZtC? 0Q()00U4 
645 FrjR T-1 TO NT : PRINT "'TYPE-"; Tl" QUEUE LENGTHS' 
647 FOR 10-0 TO MAXQL(T) : PRINT IQjCQ(IQ, T) 
648 NEXT 10: NEXT T 
65Q FOR T=l TO NT : PRINTIIITYPE-"; T ; 11 WAITING TIMES" 
660 FOR IW-0 TO 100 
670 IF C(IW, T)-ý>O F-RINTIW*121"-"; IW*12+11-991, C(lWpT); " ";: K-K+ltlF K MOD 
Z=O PRINT 
680 NEXT IW 
b9o NE4T r 
7Q0 ;; OR T-1 TO NT : PRINT"'TYPE-l'ITO " IDLE TIMES" 
71 -**p ý'-O-. FOR IW-0 TO 200 
-7-o IF Cl(lWg*T)<>O PRINT IW*12; "-"; IW*12+11.991CI(lWpT); " 'itK-K+lslF KM 
OD 7=0 THENPRINT 
-170 NEXT: NEXT SPRINT 
740 4%=IOzVDU3tSTOP 
050 DEF PROCINTERV 
160 R-RND(l) 
770 rINTERV--TCONST*LN(I-R) 
780 ENDPROC 
790 rEF PROCMINDELAY 
810 REM***CHECK ALL BERTHS OF THIS, TYPE. 
820 FOR N-1 TO NOBERTH 
840 3ELAY=SERTH(N, TYPE)-STIME 
S50 IF DELAY<O THEN MINDELAY-0 rFIRST-N SIDLET-DELAYsGOTO870 
90-0 IF CELAY,., MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY-DELAY: FTRST-N 
- 458 - 
... 
;.. 
43 .. vr-. % . .4 1ý I. 'V-W .. * . 
quu ENLFROC 
940 DEF PROCNORMAL 
950 SUMN=O: FDR 1-1 TO 12: R-RND(l) 
960 SUMN=SUMN+R: NEXT I 
97C) -ISERVICE=STD(TYPE)*(SUMN-6.0)+TSERV(TYPE) 
980 ENDPROC 
DEF FROCOSIZE 
1000 START-START (TYPE) : FA-FA (TYPE) i GK)EUE-GKAEUE 011PE) 
1010 D(FAOTYPE)-ENTERB 
: 0: 0 QEND-FA 
1040 IF TPRINT<G(START, TYPE) GOTO 1070 
1050 IF OUEUE AND START<QEND THEN START-STAFtT+l SGOTO 1040 
1055 IF OUEUE AND START>-QEND THEN START-0 I FA-0: GL-0: j3OTo 
1060 START-START+l 
106'2 IF START.:. ARRAYSZE THEN START-OtOMUE-TRUE 
1064 SOTO 1040 
1070 IF QUEUE THEN QL-QEND-START+l ELSE Gh--ARRAYSZE-START+QEND+2 
1060 FA=FA+l 
1090 IF FA>ARRAYSZE THEN FA-OsQUEUE-FALSE 
IIV) IF QUEUE-FALSE AND FA>START THEN PRINT"G TOO LONG"I" START-"STARTI" FA=lo*oF 
A- LIL="; QL 
11t)o START(TYF'E)-START: FA(TYPE)-FAsQUEUE(TYPE)-QUEUE 
IF NN. >F'-',, AYS ýAND 0L'llMAXQL(TYPE) THEN MAXQL(TYPE)-QL 
j-'so E., -, IDF, ROC 
I _-V) 
'ýýATA 194.9.40,175,40 
ý.. Zoo DATA 
20: 37.14,54,9 
1450 DEF FRCCDELAY(LSTIME) 
1500 F: -, -Dý-. XS'(: ME(0,6, HOURS): PROCXSTIME(189". '#OpHOURS) 
1510 D=DAYS-NEWDAYS : IF D-0 SOTO 1560 
1520 TlI)E1=(TIZEI+D) MOD 24 
1530 TlDE2=(TIDE1+b) MOD '.. 4 
1540-'71! )E3-(TIDEI+I2) MOD 24 
1550 TIDE4-(TIDEI+18) MOD 29.4 
1560 NEWDAYS=DAYS 
1570 IF TIDE2XTIDEI THEN PROCXSTlME(0vTIDE2pHOURS)s PROCXSTIME(TIDEIqTjDE: +*'ý4., -; 
OURS)ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDEI, TIDE2, HOURS) 
l5eu IF TIDE4. ýTIDEZ THEN PROCXSTIME(OpTIDE4, HCURS): PRDCXSTIME(TIDE3, TIDE4+Z,, I 
UPS) FLSE F'RICXSTIME(TIDE3, TIDE4, HOURS) 
159s) :F xST-,:.; -(. ) 130TO 1500 
joci: l E, *'. I'I)FR: )C 
1ý, jo DLF PROCXSTIME(TI, T'Z, H) 
It- -"X. 
ST=O 
tot,; u IF Hý. =Tl AND HIT2 THEN XST-T2-H sXSTIME-XSTIME+XST I HOURS- (LSTIME+XSTIME) 
MOD 24 
1640 
. ýRUN 
ENDPROC 
728 
7.2. B 
72B 
2 7.2 9 
22 7 --E3 
m 27 -'S 
- 728 
1 5 1 d26 3317473. 17623.17623.17B15. 145. 192. 150. 0. 
1 5 2 10 7B17473. 17797.17797.17871. 319. 74. 324. 0. 
1 5 2 3 7917473. 17797.17797.17862. 319. . 
65. 324. 0. 
5 1 1 3.9 3417477. 17624.17624.179'1'0'9. 146. 2t4. 147. 0. 
9 6 z. 6 8017481. 17B15.17i315.17963. 328. 4ä. 334. 0. 
11 4 :2 12 9117493. 17815.17815.17962. 329. 47. 332. 0- 
is 2 2 2- 77174B5. 17916.171316.17986. 329. 7b, 331. C. ) - 
15 0 2 4 77174B7. 17923.17823.179137. 336. 64. 336. C). 
15 0 2 7 7817497. 17938.17838.17895. 351. 57. 331. 0. 
17 0 2 1 7817489. 17939.17938.17910. 349. 72. 349. 0. 
FIRST -'ý? t-6. ARRIVALS 
IGNORED. 
ryPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAXQ 
1.00 67.22 ie7l. 00 5319.39 61.91 180.16 52.00 
2. () c) 101.09 2085.00 953.92 11.10 59.49 81.00 
I QUEUE 
LENGTHS , rypE 
o 5- 
L 91 
- 459 - 
4 71 
5 67, 
15 
7 
S 
9 
1 46 
1bI 
12 63 
17 57 
,4 54 
15 64 
16 4 
1 .75. 
Fj 
47 
47 
41 
45 
-4 '7 
25 22 
16 19 
`7 Z4 
"s ::! - 
4 
25 
.4 -Z" 
9 
78 12 
:? I: 
Ar 
4 
44 
4 
46 7 
-47 
48 4 
4.4 
QUEUE LENGTHS 
66 
59 
95 
- 460 - 
: -. 0 
14 69 
45 1 57 
16 52 
17 45 
is 47 
C? 
20 : 10 
22 12 
12 
24 14 
.5 13 
2b 10 
ý7 8 
6 
29 4 
4 
6 
7 
74 17 
-ý5 
21 
-ýb 26 
: 77 ';. 7 
: E3 :5 
. rg ýq -. 0 - 
40 2-9 
41 '-' () 
42 28 
4: ý 21 
44 2.1 
45 12 
47 6 
-9 3 
49 4 
54 15 
55 1: 2 
36 14 
57 17 
58 16 
!. r, 9 11 
60 7 
61 
9 
64 11 
67 9 
08 S 
69 11) 
70 15 
71 16 
16 
17 
4 19 
77 12 
a 
- 461 - 
? r. 
so 
.a.,;,; I.;,. - ". 
tYPE-1 WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 "302 
:: 6-4-7.99 1 Z., 3. 
-11-83.99 119 1.6. 
013-11q. " 136 
144-155.99 56 
180-191.99 21 
-2:: 7.; 9 2 4 216 
TYF, E='-' WAITING TIMES 
0-11. q9 146 
'4-.;:!.. 99 . 246 
6L)-71.91? 170 
96-107.99 29 
1 2-143.99 27 7.6 
! be-l7cj. s9 71 
,. Q4-, Z 'll 5.9 9 11.3 2 
, 240-: 5 1. qq7.2 
43--87.49 2.0 
i-1-72 4 
TvFE=l IDLE TIMES 
.! -I . 414 14.1ZO 
Zh-4 7. lv9 10 
7,2- a". q9 
108-1 i 9.99 1 
I 5b- 1, b-I . 99 1 
TfFE='.; ' IDLE T IMES 
- 
0-11.99 205 
11% ,.. 6-47.99 4. 
12-23.99 190 
48-59.99 192 
84-95.99 119 
120-131.99 94 
1-506-167.99 31 
192-203.99 24' 
12-2Z. 99 194 
J16-47.99 258 
72-83.99 109 
108-119.99 
144-155.99 
180-191.99 
216-227.99 
. 252-263.99 288-299.99 
72 -64-=5. q9 
12-2.3.99 94 
48-59.99 3 
E34-95.99 5 
12 0- 131.99 
i 6e-179.99 
12-2.63.99 21 
48-59.99 3 
24-1.5.99 a 
77 
24 
it 
9 
95 
17 
44 
24 
45 
3 
2 
>L. 
5 IDU 3 
*1 1. ) ;; =RND(-l) 
20 AFRAYSZE---, (? 0: TIDEl-0: NEWDAYS--l 
21 Zo DIM SUMSERV(.. )pNUMB(2), STD(2), C(100,2)qCI(2OOv2)90(ARRAYSZE. d. ) 
4; ' D: M START(2), FA(2), QUEUEi2)pMAXDL(d'. ), CQ('OOOp2) 
50:; DIM AVLUAD(2). oý"VUNLOAD(2), )STIME(4'), TCONST(. 16)pNOBERTHS(2)pBERTH(45ý'! ') 
p .6 qSUMIT(2) 'o DIM rSE--qV(': ), SUM(2), NO('). 
F'--INT" TYP". " DAY" p" HR" p" TDE" p-" BTH".., " BTH"; "0"I 
%Y(, g%=-1,01000007 
1.: 0 j; RINT " ARRIV", "ENTER" 9 "LEFT"p "LEAVE", "DELAY", "SERV", 18WAIT", "IDLE" 
111" '40ARRIVS-7912 
I: 0 FDAYS-. l_'95b: NT-2.: NN-1 
17(i FOR T=l TO NT: READ NOSHIPStTCONST(T)-365*24/NOSHIPS 
140FEAD NC!? ER'THS(T)ITSERV(T)pSTD(T)sNEXTT 
KEM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
T-1 T3 NT: TCONST-TCONST(T): PROCINTERV 
I'() i; EM***CALC TIME UF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
'LIT)-OIDUE'. JE(r)-fRUE: START(T)-Ot FA(T)-O 
t;; ) : --,. ME(T)-rINTERV: NEXT PEM***FIND EARLIEST SHIP 
, 11) C-. jlCj2'20: F0R T-1 TO Z: STIME(T)-10"6: ND(T)-IINUMB(T)-I iNEXTT 
: 20 KSTIME-OtIDLET-Ot STIME-10^6: FOR T-1 TO NT 
2'1(jLF SrIME(T)<STIME THENSTIME-INT(STIME(T)): TYPE-T 
Z40 NEXT T: TPRINT-STIME 
. ýýu HOURS=STIME MOD 241 DAYS-STIME 
DIV 24 : HRS-HOURS 
1, ý 0 F+-, 0Cr)ELAY (ST I ME) 
r im E-srL ME +AsrI ME 
. -tji. ) lýEM*** LALC IIME 
TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
:. j P'-'L; NU: -, MAL 
H=! "; ULIEP r, Hb t TYPE) MI NDELAY- 100000 
4 
24-35.99 147 
60-71.9? 149 
96-107.99 95 
132-143.99 
16G-179,99 
204-215.99 
48-5c?. c? 9 195 
e4-95.99 50 
21 120-131.99 
54 156-167.99 
47 19.2-203.99 
27 228-239.99 
30 264-275.99 
48 ZOO-311.99 
25 ZZ6-347.99 
24-35.99 15 
60-71.99 5 
96-107.99 
1 144-153.99 
- 462 - 
r 
.ý 
(s II r41 1* t. 0-. 1 -- pAQp 
Z5) PROCMINDELAY 
780 ENTEF%I? =STIME+MINDELAY: PROCOSIZE sPRINT TYPEpFIRSTpcmLj; - 
lk*4=&0(. ', Q2()()06: PRINT TPRINTgENTERB, EtERTH(FIRST#IYPE)$', ý : "', '.. 
4oo WAll r lj'lE-MINr. ELAY+XSTlME 
410 
4ZO BE 
, 
RTHýFIRSTpTYPE)-STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE $HlOURS-BERTH(FlFtsTpTYPE) MOD 248 
L 'ME-BEFTH(FIRSTpTYPE) l". 
425 HR=HDURS 
4:. u XST: ME-0s PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 TSERVICE-TSERVICE+XSTIMEs BERTH(FIRSTpTYPE)-BERTH(FIRSTo JXSTIME 
451) 'IF NN>FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)=SUMIT(TYPE)+IDLETICO(GLy I 0LvTYPE)+l 
460 
ýRINT BERTH(FIRST, TYPE); " 
410 iý%=t4uOO2OOO5tPRINT-MINDELAY, TSERVICEpWAITIME, IDLET 
490 F* Nl - -, ýDAYS GOTO 5ZO 
50c -BUM, TfFE, )-SUM(TYPE)+WAITIME sNOCTYPE)-NO(TYPE)+l SUMSERV(TYPiE)-SUMSERV(T 
er, E)+'TC-ERI-1, LCE. *WT=INT(WAITIME/12): IF WT>50 THEN WT-50 
it-. l l! *=. lNT(I0LET/l. 61): IF IT>100 THEN IT-100 
F-, 0 . '. WT, T'iFE) =S (WT. T t'PE) +1. - CI (ITp TYPE) -Cl (IT9 TYPE) +1 
51", - -p 00-44ST-TCONST (TYPE) 
54t: IF *AN=FrAYS THEN FDAYTIME-STIME 
t5u F-zr'C. NTEPV 
"-blý t: TIML(TYF, Eý=srIME(TYPE)+TINTERV 
!:, 7, *. 1, '7 NN=rJOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
t8L* NN=NN+1o. IF NN, ý-NOARRIVS GOTO220 
5 INTIP "FIPST "; FDAYSI" ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 15 c; C? r- ý; I 
w)v, *. TIMTOT-TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
0 CRINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV 
., V: 'E *IAXQ" 
6L. ) FOR T=*& TO NT: PRINTTvSUM(T)/ND(T), NO(T), SUMIT(T)pSUMIT. (T)/TIMTCT*100, SUMSE 
WV * "! INIC t T) .; "A. x CIL tTI 
0,70 NEXT T 
64CY 
CF. T=t TO NT -FRINT '"TYPE-"; Tl" QUEUE LENGTHS" 
047 i: -, P 10=0 'rO MPAXOL(T) : PRINT IQpCO(IC)vT) 
---3413 NEXT ILI: NEXT T 
050 F-', "R T=l TO NT : PRINTP"TYF'E-"; T WAITING TIMES" 
661) F! jp Iw='. l TO 1, C)o 
!: "? o IFCkIW. i) z PRINT I W*1 2; 11-11; IW* 12+11. c? 9, C (IWo, T) I 11; tK-K+12IF K MOD 
Z-0 PSINT 
1, NEX7 IW 
ýo AEY 7T 
'ýR T=l .0 NT : PRINT-"TYPE-"lT; " IDLE TIMES" 
ý-=(AFQR IW=(. ) TO 200 
PRINT IW*I, -Z; "-"; IW*12+11.99pCl(IWpT)I', ";: K-K+I: IF KM 
CD Tý4ENPRINT 
77-Y -JF-x'T. -NEXT : PRINT 
74,. ) 0: VDU3: STOP 
750 02F PPCCINTERV 
*1 ,* 
: 17 1': , 4-EP'J=-TCONST*LN(1-R) 
-., 4: )F, ROC F'ROCMINDELAV 
9. 'I: l PEM***CHECK ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
A2') -",. jR N-1 TO NOBERTH 
;, 4f, ? ELAf-BERTHl. N, TyPE)-STIME 
t3tso IF DELAY<O THEN MINDELAY-0 sFIRST-N IIDLET--DELAYeGOT0870 
96V IF LELAY<MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY=DELAYiFIRST-N 
2 't; NliX rN 
E 1410F F OC 
L-M-F PROCNOPMAL 
1-1 TO l2fiiR-RND(I) 
NEXT I 
: Ff-'It: E-cbT0 (TYPE) (SUMN-6.0) +TSERV (TYPE) 
- 463 - 
Z. r4r. i -I. z - Ah i%If t-'h) 2'ý A1ý4: i3t I YFE) I UUEUE- 
YFE). 
1010 QýFA, TYPE)-ENTERB 
1020 CEND=FA 
1040 IF TPRINT<Q(STARTOTYPE) SOTO 1070 
1050 IF QUEUE AND START<QEND THEN 9TARTuSTART+1 18CM0 16"* 
1055 IF QUEUE AND START". -DEND THEN START-0 i FA-OsGL-O: SCTG 1160 
1060 START-START+1 
1062 IF START>ARRAYSZE THEN START-01M)EUE-TRUE 
1064 GOTO 1040 
1070 IF QUEUE THEN QL-QEND-START+1 ELSE 0L-ARRAYSZE-8TART+G1EN0+Z 
1080 FA-FA+I 
1090 IF FA>ARRAYSZE THEN FA-OiQUEUE-FALSE 
Ill() IF QUEUE-FALSE AND FA>START THEN PRINT"D TCK3 LONG"i" STPOrl'u""Ti" FA-"; F 
A ;" OL-"IOL 
1160 START(TYPE)-STARTsFA(TYPE)-FAiGUEUE(TYPE)-QUEUE 
1170 IF NN; FDAYS AND DL>MAXQL(TYPE) THEN MAXDL(TYPE)-GL 
11,90 ENDPROC 
1190 DATA 1919.41.175,40 
I _1(. )Q DATA 20-7,7,15p54,9 
140C., DEF PROCDELAY(LSTIME) 
1500 FPOCx--TIMEtO, 6, HOURS)sPRCCXSTIMECIS. 30, HOURS) 
1510 C=DAYý--NEWDoAYS : IF D-0 SOTO 1560 
1 'ýý _0 7: L, El=(-IDF_l-D) MOD 24 1, C 2- 11 IDE1 -6, MOD ' 
'6Ed. 24 
! VL7=(TILEI+12) MOD 24 
. rUE4=(ý'IuE1+l8) MOD 24 
NEWrAfS=DAYS 
13"". ) IF 1. _*E:: -TI! )E1 THEN PROCXSTIME(0.. TIDE2pHOURS)i PROCXSTIME(TIDE1, TIDE2+24, H GURS)ELSE PROCXSTIME(TIDElpTIDE2, HOURS) 
1580 IF TIDE44. 'TIDE3 THEN PRDCXSTIME(f), TIDE4, HOURS)tPRDCXSTIME(TIDE30TIDE4+24, HO 
UPS, ELSE F`RLiCXS7IME(TIDE3, TIDE4vHOURS) 
1590 IF XST<>O SOTO 1500 
160t. 1 ENDPROC 
1611. ) UEF PROCXST'AMEtTIvT2vH) 
1 b2c) x S- T -. ) 
16.: u IF H., --Tl AND H<T2 THEN XST-T2-H : XSTIME-XSTIME+XST : HOURS-(LSTIME+XSTIME) 
MOD :4 
1640 ENDPROC 
RJN 
. -: 13 1 &: ý 0. 1 Z7 191747Z. 17553.17553.17742.75.189.80. 
52 10 1517473.17532.17532.17607.54.75.59.0. 
.2 
--$s 1 2 11 lbl7473.175,34.1 75Z. 4.175913.56.65.61.1). 
1 20 . 2017477.17554.17554.17767.76.213.77.0. 
22 1717481.17534-17534.17583.47.49.53.0. 
728 11 421 1717483.17550.17550.17599.63.48.67.0. .6 
"1 2 7:: e 1'-, 225 1717485.17551.17551.17623.64.72.66.0. 
= 7-: 'B !5 ýj 2 15 IBI74B7.17551.17551.17622.64.71.64.01. 
L, 7&B 15 029 19174B7.17559.17559.17623.72.64.72.0. 
6 17 1. ) 2a 1917489.17559.17559.17623.70.64.70.0. 11 -1 - 
FEF-%S'b AF%; ýIVALS IGNORED. 
,? PE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAXO 
37.74 1871. UO 13791.26 160.51 IE30.15 41.00 
.6 . 'Jo 26.132 
2()85.00 5856.137 68.17 59.54 30.00 
'*iFE-1 QUEUE LENGTHS 
-) 1*68 
1 184 
4 i 
- 464 - 
. Z.; Z' 
11 57 
12 Z5 
13 51 
14 46 
15 4o 
16 Z6 
17 32 
1 40 424 
19 23 
20 'r. 4 
21 23 
22 1415 
23 la 
24 la 
19 
2 19 
27 11 
29 1.12 
29 7 
*lo 10 
Z17 
32 5 
Z 33 6 
Z 
-35 6 
'Xö 6 
74 
-a 5 
-9 
40 5 
41 2 
TYPE=2 QUEUE 
0 91 
1 158 
2 ISO 
:3 190 
4 187 
E . 69 
,b 155 
". 42 
a 12 
9 In 
10 91 
11 75 
1'2 70 
1 Z. 6Z; 
14 66 
15 62 
lb 5: 3 
17 37 
18 23 
19 is 
7 
7 
. 24 4 5 
6 
.. 7 
- .0 
1 
"1 ------- __I__" ----- 
LENGTHS 
6L 
06 
U) 
41t IN LTJ 
r4 U) 
> III U- 
IT z 
Ix U) 
-ýE x Ix 
4 
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425 HR-HOURS 
4-0 wSTIME-0: PROCDELAY(LTIMEi 
440 TSERVICE-TSERVICE+XSTIMEB BERTH(FIRSTtTYPE) 
450 IF NNFDAYS THEN SUMI T (TYPE) -SUM IT (TYPE) +IDLJETs CII_W, T. Ypr&) Cg(QLOTYPE)+i 
460 PRINT BERTH(FIRST, TYPE); " 11; 1. 
470 @7. =&00Q20005: PRINT MINDELAY9 TSERVICEj WAITIMEO IDLET., 
490 IF NN<-FDAYS GOTO 530 
500 SUM (TYPE) -SUM (TYPE) +WAITIME I NO (TYPE) -W(TYPE) +1 1 SUMSEW(TYPE)-SUMSERV(T 
YFE)+TSERVICEtWT-INT(WAITIME/12)$IF WT>50 THEN WT=50 
510 IT-INT(IDLET/12)ilF IT>100 THEN IT-100 
520 C(WT, TYPE)-C(WT, TYPE)+J: Cj(lTpTYPE)-CI(IT, TYPE)+I 
5--o TCONST-TCONST(TYPE) 
540 IF NN-FDAYS THEN FDAYTIME-STIME 
55U FROCINTERV 
E60 STIME(TYPE)-STIME(TYPE)+TINTERV 
570 IF NN=NDARRIVS-10 THEN VDUZ 
580 NN=NN+I: IF NN<-NOARRIVS GOT0220 
594. lPRINT' "FIRST "; FDAYS; " ARRIVALS IGNORED. " 
60Q ! dl. -&0f_)020208 : TIMTOT-TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
61Q PRINT TYPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SE 
RvICE MAXC" 
62.0 FLJR T=l TO NT: PRINTT, SUM(T)/NO(T), ND(T).. SUMIT(T),, SUMIT(T)/TIMTDT*100, SUMSE 
RVfTt)/NO(T), MAXOL(T) 
b. 70 NEXT T 
VQ004 
645 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT "'TYPE-"; TO" QUEUE LENGTHS" 
647 ý: 'CR 1_ý=O TO MAXQL(T) : PRINT 10, CQ(10, T) 
64B NEXT IU: NEXT T 
b5f) FOR r=l TO NT : PRINTlllTYPE-, l; T I" WAITING TIMES" 
6=0 FOR IWýQ TO 100 
e, 70 IF cýiw, r)<>o PRINTIW*12; "-"; IW*12+11.99, C(lWpT)I" ll; tK-K+l: IF K : 41- 
z-0 PRINT 
6eo NEXT IW 690 NEXT T 
700 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT"'TYPE="; T; " IDLE TIMES" 
70 ý-O: FOR IW-0 TO 200 
7'V IF Cj(! W. T)<>O PRINT IW*12; "-"; IW*12+11.9g. cl(IW, T)I" "; sK-K+I: IF KM 
OD THENFRINT 
"70 NEXr. --4ExT *PRINT 
7 4:. ) 1-i-. V CIIJ: 7: S TOP 
7! 5c _'EF PR, 2CINTERV 
7 f-,; ) k=RN01.1) 
771; r. 'NTERV=-TtCONST*LN(l-R) 
. 73! 
) ENDPROC 
790 DEF PROCMINDELAY 
810 PEM***CHECK ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
920 FOR N-1 TO NOBERTH 
840 DELAY-FERTHtN, TYPE)-STIME 
850 IF DELAY-ýO THEN MINDELAY-0 : FIRST-N : IDLET--DELAYSBOTO870. 
SO., ;F DELAY1, MINDELAY 'THEN MINDELAY-I)ELAY: FIRST-N 
9-, ) NEXT N 
-ENC-PROC 
940 iýEF PROCNORMAL 
950 SUMN-0: FOR 1-1 TO 12: R-RND(l) 
ýjbo iUMN-SUMN+R: NEXT 1 
970 TSERVICE-STD(TYPE)*(SUMN-6.0)+TSERV(TYPE) 
ýiqo ENDPROC 
cp-: ýo DEF PROCUSIZE 
S'. "ART-START(TYPE): FA=FA(TYPE)zQUEUE-QUEUECTYPE) 
: D(FA, TYPEI-ENTERB 
1 12 C, CEN&"; =FA 
1040 IF TPkINT-, 0(STlART, TYPE) GOTO 1070 
IF OULUE AND START<QEND THEN START-START+l : GOT0 1040 
:F '-'UELJE AND START>-QEND THEN START-0 2 FA-O: QL-O: SOTO 1160 
- 467 - 
rKr-114 zI HK I' -(J: uutuLld, MIX, 
jo'. 11.140 
.)" -f 'F THEN lJL-QEND-START+l ELSE OL-ARRAYSZE-STAR 1 01-1 EUE T+QEND+2 
cjt3L) =A-FA+l 
f. ')9(. 1 IF FA.,, iARRAYSZE THEN FA-O: QUEUE-FALSE 
1110 IF UUEUE=FALSE AND FA>START THEN PRINT"Q TOO LONG111 " START-"STARTI" FA-111F 
A s" CIL="; QL 
1160 -OTART(TYF, E)-START: FA(TYPE. )-FA: QUEUE(TYPE)-QUEUE 
1170 IF NN. >FDAYS AND QL>MAXQL(TYPE) THEN MAXQL(TYPE)-OL 
1180 ENDFROC 
I: 90 DATA 1919942pl75,40 
j-lQo DATA 2037p16,54,9 
149U DEF PROCDELAY(LSTIME) 
15ou PRoCxSTIME(0,6, HOURS): F, ROCXSTIME(18,. 'ýO, HOURS) 
Cý=DAYS-NEWDAYS , IF D-0 GOTO 1560 
15-o -&uEl=('rllDEl+D) MOD 24 
115. X., `4 '7`E:: =(TlDEl-1-ib, ' MOD - 
2 
lCE-. =ZT*DEl+l-., 
MOD 24 
MOD 24 
l. *ljE-Zý-TlDEl THEN PROCXSTIME 10, TIDE2, HOURS) s PROCXSTIME(TIDEI. TIDE2+:: 4. H 
ouRE-Ei. 3E ý. 4; tXXSTrME i TIDE1, TIDE2, HOURS) 
1-200 iF TIDE4ý, TIDEZ THEN PROCXSTIME (0, TIDE4, HOURS): FROCX STIME (TIDE'. Pp TIDE4+=4. WJO 
UPS) ELiE F-ROCXSI'IMEfTIDE3., TIDE4, HOURS) 
159t) !F xST:; ýO GOTO 1500 
-m--, NLFROC 
161,,, NFF FROCXSToIME(Tl, T2, H) 
I., *--(.; 
IF H: =Il AND H;: T= THEN XST-T2-H : XSTIME-XSTIME+XST i HOURS= (LSTIME+XSTIME) 
. jr)Ll 
L 4 
: -j4f) 
, -RUIN 28 451 37 1 '-17 473.17511.17511.17704. ZZ. lqz. ze. 0. 
7-19 152.15 61747, -;.. 17490.17490.17559. 1.6 . 70. 11 17.0. 
,. 6 528 71747". 17490.17490.17560. 12.70.17. : J. 
7Z3 5114 1717477.17526.175 26.177473. re. :Ii. 47. 
.6 7_'S 9626 6174S1.17502.17502.17550. 15.48. ZI. D. 
41 717483.17503.17503.17551. 16.48. : 0. Il. 
. 13.17503.17574. 17 29 617485.175ý 71. , a. Cl 16. 
7"91 'f j. 14 bl 7487.17509.17509.17575. 66. 
zi: 5 21 :: - 717487.17514.1.1751(). 17574. 
' .3 
. 62 . b5. ZZ. 0. 
1 81.7489.17526.17526.17599. Z7.7':.. 77 . 
r; F'1-kTv-, L5 LGNURED. 
NO. ARRIV. T07-IDLETIME %IDLE TIME. AV SERVICE MAAQ 
57 1671.00 2113204. C14 . 2670.07 180.22 75., )Q 1,3L. 24 ýývB5.00 13710.14 159.57 .59. a21a. "'30 
-ý2LILIJE LENSTHS 
. 124 
eb 
4, z 
1. .;.. 0 
. -. -"---. 
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-/ 
AZ 
is 20 
19 27 
20 24 
21 16 
22 10 
23 10 
24 7 
25 10 
26 9 
27 9 
2s 7 
29 2 
zo 2 
31 2 
32 3 
SZ 3 
34 2 
Z5 2 
TYPE-2 QUEUE LENGTHS 
0 216 
1 101 
1 134 
1 299 
.: -- 5 
1 E34 
146 
97 
72 
9 55 
10 42 
11 38 
12 29 
13 -710 
14 13 
15 E3 
16 4 
7 1 
& I 
A'71. "4G TIMES WA 
c)-1 J., ig 847 
:: 6-47.99 150 
7:: -83- 99 53 
108-119-99 36 
TYPE-2 WAITING TIMES 
v-11.99 1166 
, 6-47.99 so 
TYPE-1 IDLE TIMES 
0-11.99 1390 
-a-47.99 51 
-1-1-8Z. 99 10 
103-119.99 9 
144-155.99 6 
! 30-191.99 1 
16-227.99 
34B-Z59.99 I 
T'y P -I-- -2d; IDLE 
TI MES 
C-11. qq 1696 
-16-47.99 
29 
72-az. 99 9 
's-119.99 
! 44-155.99 
12-23.99 ZE32 
48-59.99 93 
84-95.99 37 
120-131.99 
12-23.99 584 
48-59.99 34 
24-35.99 181 
60-71.99 60 
96-107.99 19 
132-143.99 
24-35.99 212 
60-71.99 9' 
2 
12-23.99 274 24-35.99- 38 
4B-59.99 14 60-71.99 21 
84-95.99 21 96-107.99 
120-131.99 132-143.99 4 
156-167.99 5 168-179.99 2 
192-203.99 1 204-215.99 3 
240-251.99 2 252-263.99 1 
360-371.99 1 
12-23.99 243 24-35.99 55 
4B-59.99 19 60-71.99 13 
84-95.99 6 96-107.99 2 
120-131.99 2 132-143.99 2 
156-167.99 2 180-191.99 1 
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ab d -7 911,41 4741W :y .7A 
>L. 
5 VDU 3 .. I. 
-; e - -% 40 
10 R-RND(-I) 
20 ARRAYSZE-300: TIDEI-0: NEWDAYS--l 
30 DIM SUMSERV(2), NUMB(2)vSTD(2)iC(lOOg2)gCI(20092JpG(ANtAV84702) 
40 DIM START(2), FA(2), QUEUE(2), MAXGL(2)gCQ(3OOp2) .4*.. ... ir 
50 DIM AVLOAD(2), AVUNLOAD(2)gSTIME(2)pTCONST(2)oWDBER7HB(2)@SMTH(45p2) 
60 DIM TSERV(2)vSUM(2), NO(2)qSUMIT(2) 
70 @%-&01000004 
80 PRINT" TYP"P" DAY", " HR"j" TDE"p BTH"p" 9TH"10 Q- 411 
90 @%-&01000007 
loo PRINT ARRIV", "ENTER", "LEFT"p"LEAVE"g, "DELAY"9"SEkVno a 
110 NOARRIVS-7912 
220 FDAYS-3956: NT-2: NN-1 
izo FOR T-1 TO NTsREAD NOSHIPS: TCONST(T)-365*24/NOSHIPS 
140READ NOBERTHS(T), TSERV(T)gSTD(T): NEXTT 
15-1) REM***CALC. TIMEINTERVAL CONSTANT FOR EACH SHIP 
160 FOR T=1 TO NT: TCONST-TCONST(T)-. PROCINTERV 
170 REM***CALc rIME OF FIRST SHIP OF EACH TYPE. 
184) MAXDL(T)-OsQUEUE(T)-TRUEsSTART(T)-O: FA(TI-0 
190 S-#IME(T)=TINTERV: NEXT 
REM***FIND EARLIEST SHIP. 
210 GOTO. =U: FOR T-1 TO -': STIME(T)-101ý6: NO(T)-I: NUMB(T)-I &NEXTT 
220 XSTIME-0: IDLET-0: STIME-10,116: FOR T-1 TO NT 
2U, IF STIME(T)sSTIME THENSTIME-INT(STIME(T))tTYPE-T 
24U NEXT TsTPRINT=STIME 
HUIýRS=STIME MOD 24s DAYS-STIME DIV 24 &HRS-HOURS 
260 FROCDELAY(STIME) 
. 9() STIM-"=S',! 
ME+XSTIME 
ZQQ REM*** CALC TIME TO LOAD & UNLOAD. 
31o PROCNORMAL 
Z210) *40SERTH-NOBERTHS(TYPE): MINDELAY-100000 
. ý40 PRINT 
TYPE, DAYS, HRS, XSTIME; 
.. ý50 FROCMINDELAY ZBO EtJTERB=STIME+MINDELAY: PROCOSIZE 3PRINT TYPE, FIRST, GL; 
:: g(. ) iýj%=&0o020006: PRINT TPRINTpENTERE(pBERTH(FIRST, TYPE); 
400 wAIT'LME=MINDELAY+XSTIME 
4';:, 
. j--)o BERrHtFIRST, 
TYPE)-STIME+MINDELAY+TSERVICE : HOURS-BERTH(FIRSTOTYPE) MOD 24t 
LT: #"E-&ERTH(FIRST, 
TYPE) 
425 HR=HOURS 
4ZO xSTIME=O: PROCDELAY(LTIME) 
440 TSERVICE-TSERVICE+XSTIMEs BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)-BERTH(FIRST, TYPE)+XSTIME 
450 IF NN>FDAYS THEN SUMIT(TYPE)-SUMIT(TYPE)+IDLET: CG(gLgTYPE)- CQ(QLvTYPE)+l 
46U PRINT eERTHtFIRST, TYPE)lll 11; 
470 @%=&oou2Q0v5: PRlNT MINDELAYpTSERVICEpWAITIMEgIDLET 
491) 41F NN-FDAYS GOTO 530 
-5()() SUM (TYPE) -SUM t TYPE) +WAIT IME : NO (TYPE) -NO (TYPE) +1 : SUMSERV (TYPE) wSUMSERV (T 
YF'E)-TSERVICE: WT-INT(WAITIME/12): IF WT>50 THEN WT-50 
5, -() r: -INT(IDLET/12): IF IT>100 THEN IT-100 
-c) c(WT, TYPE)-C(WTvTYPE)+IsCI(ITpTYPE)-CI(lTpTYPE)+I 
fLUNST=TCONST(TYPE) 
540 IF NN-FDAYS THEN FDAYTIME-STIME 
55v FROCINTERV 
560 STIME(TYPE)-STIME(TYPE)+TINTERV 
5-0 IF NN-NOARRIVS-10 THEN VDU2 
t8u NN-NN+ISIF NN%'-NOARRIVS GOT0220 
-Z. 9C. PRINTI "FIRST IIIFDAYS; m ARRIVALS ISNORED. 0 
bou @%=&0l)02fj2'QB : TIMTOT-TPRINT-FDAYTIME 
PRINT " TYPE AV. WT. * NO. ARRIV. TOToIDLETIME %IDLE TIME AV SE 
F. V l! `E 11A XU" I.. 
-ýUR T=l rO NT: PRINTT9 SUM (T) /NO (T) p NO (T) p SUMIT (T) 9 SUMIT (T) /TIMTOT*1009 
SUMSE 
I'l , ftlA AOL t T) 
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b40 
ýý45 FOR T=l TO NT : PRINT '"TYPE-"; Tl" QUEUE LENGTHS" 
547 FOR IQ=Cl TO MAXQL(T) : PRINT IQ, CQ(l9qT) 
648 NEXT IQ: NEXT T 
650 FOR T=l IrD NT : PRINT`"TYPE-,,; T ;" WAITING TIMES" 
660 FUR IW-U TO IVO 
6,10 IF t; ciw, r)-, >o PRINTIW*12; "-"; IW*12+11.99,, C(IWtT); " "ISK-K+I: IF K MOD 
,.;. =O PRINT 
6131,1 NEXT IW 
590 NEXT T 
700 FOR T-1 TO NT : PRINTIOITYPE-"; T; " IDLE TIMES" 
71*J K=0tFOR IW-0 TO 200 
72-0 IF CI(IW, T)<>O PRINT IW*12; "-"; IW*12+11-99vCICIWpT . )111 OI&K-K+I: IF KM 
OD THENPRIN-r 
77,0 NEAT: NEXT : PRINT 
740 10: VDU-': S TUP 
, 'r'5V DEF 
PRUC! NTERV 
A-0 R=F-ýND t 
. 7-7, L) "rlNTERV=-TCONST*LN(l-R) 
'ev hNI)PPOC 
vEý- FRUCMINDELAY 
REM***CHECK ALL BERTHS OF THIS TYPE. 
zUR N-1 TO NOPERTH 
. E4'. ) 
CELAY=? ERTH(t4, TYPE)-STIME 
E5U IF LELAYý. O THEN MINDELAY-0 : FIRST=N : IDLET--DELAY: GOT0870 
860 IF DELAY<MINDELAY THEN MINDELAY-DELAY3FIRST-N 
8.70 NEx r ri 
%iov h-NDPROC 
'14u, DEF t; ýRLXNURMAL 
950 SUMN=O: FOR I=l TO 12: R=RND(l) 
96V SUMN=SUMN+R: NEXT 1 
970 Tt-zERVI'L-'E=EiýD(TYPE)*(SUMN-6. V)+TSERv(TYPE) 
Q&v- ENDFRCC 
i:!:. F L'R0C: QSI- 
c)(r) ='rAF. I-=S'IrAPT(TYPE): FA-FA(TYPE): QUEUE-QUEUE(TYPE) 
I C) I C. Q(FAqTYPE)=ENTERB 
Q-: 0 L-END=FA 
Q. F TPH I NT -. * Q (ST AR To, I YPE) 130TO 1 Q70 
F 0, UEUE AND START<DEND THEN START-START+l sGOT0 1040 
5 IF TUEUE AND START>=QEND THEN START-0 FA-0sQL-0tG0T0 1160 
1ý16cý Sv#ART=BTART+l 
C):, ý IF 3Tp-; F., T-APRAYSZE THEN START=O: QUEUE-TRUE 
4 bi-TO 104U 
IV70 .! F QUEUE THEN 
QL=UEND-START+l ELSE QL-ARRAYSZE-START+QEND+2 
1! 08 1 Fii=FA+ I 
FAvSJZE [HEN FA=0sQUEUE-FALSE q () IF FA *, Ar%' 
it) IF QUEUL-FALSE AND FA>START THEN PRINT"Q TOO LONG"; " START-: ISTARTI" F. A-"; 7 
LlL=*'; LlL 
S:, 4RT( rYPE * =START: FA (TYPE) -FA: QUEUE (TYPE) -QUEUE 
IF ý. N--FDAYS AND OL,, MAXDL(TYPE) THEN MAXDL(TYF'E)-QL 
ENLý-'ROC 
1919p43p175,40 
.; AIA 2037,17,5499 
`-EF PROCDELAY(LSTI&ME) ,4 
ut) -t-il,: XS#'IME(O, &, HDURS): PROCXSTIME(IlBp3OlHOURS) 
1510 C=CAYS-NEWDAYS : IF D-0 GOTO 1560 
15--v iIZEl-(TIDEl+D) MOD 24 
-;, ý ; (: I Tl'f. E-'=(fIDE1+6) MOD 24 
44*. 'IuE-'-=(TIDE1+12) MUD 24 
r.,. l'E4=(TIVEl+113) MOD 24 
%EWDývf S=014YS 
F THEN PRUCXSTIME(O, TIDE2pHOURS)3 PROCXSTIME(TICElpTI0E-! -: ý4fH 
QJPS)ELaE FACC: Xzi-IME,,, rIDEI, TIDE2, HDURS) 
I-)et) IF' TLDL41 ' llý)E3 THEN PRUCXSTIME (Op TIDE40 HOURS) IPROCXSTIME C TIDE3, TIVE4+14, H0 
TIDE3p TIDE4, HOURS) E, 
-471 - 
Lo-rt-, ar 
16oo ENDPROC 
1610 DEF PROCXSTIME(TIIT29H) 
to ; 1620 XST-0 
- -T2-H lXSTIME-ibTIPIVýi lt,. >o IF W-T1 AND H<T2 THEN XST X ST ONOURS-(LSTIME+XSTIME) 
MOD 24 
1640 ENDPROC 
,, RUN 
17 'd. E 31 3" 1 23 1117473.17508.17508.17696. '36.35.0. 
* 728 152 17 517473,17483.17485.17559.70.12.0. 
* 728 1 -5- 24 617473.17485.17485.17551.7. '. 32,0. 
1 728 51-, 1 25 1217477., 17509.17508.17719,. 
. 
30. w"t - 31.0. K. 
9. A. 8 96-2 12 4174131.17490.17490.17550.31,0. 2 
2 728 11 42 11 517483.17502.17502.17550.15.19.0. 
2 728 13 222 417485.17503.17503.17575.16. Is. 0. 
2 -/=a 15 026 417487.17503.17503.17575.16.16.0. 
2 728 15 02 16 5174e7.17509.17509.17562.22.53; 22.0. 
27 
: ze 17 023 617489.17510.17510.17574.21.65.21.0. 
FIRSr Zq56. ARRIVALS IGNORED. 
r'YPE AV. WT. NO. ARRIV. TOT. IDLETIME XIDLE TIME AV SERVICE MAXQ 
1.00 1B. 75 1871.00 33673.00 391.91 1130.28 29.00 
9.71 20135.00 22334.87 259.95 59.60 15.00 
TYPE-1 QUEUE LENGTHS 
0 2A. "le 
I ZOO 
2 
4 173 
5 141 
6 90 
7 49 
a 45 
9 45 
20 47 
11 40 
12 45 
1 ý9 
14 
15 -10 
la . 6,60 
19 14 
2U 10 
21 12 
22 5 
23 4 
:4 3 
45 4 
4 
27 
28 
29 
rYPE-2 OUEUE LENGTHS 
0 294 
3 : ý., 99 
4 -40 
5 
b 1'6 
7 73 
- 472 - 
L1 15 
1: 2 a 
1,; 4 
14 Z 
15 1 
TYPE=l WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 1009 12-23.99 367 24-35.99 160 
Z6-47.99 ill 48-59.99 95 60-71.99 50 
72-83.99 31 84-95.99 40 96-107.99 7 
108-119.99 1 
rYPE-', WAITING TIMES 
0-11.99 1417 12-23.99 508 
24-Z5.99 121 Z6-47.99 Z6 48-59.99 3 
. fPE=l IDLE TIMES 
:-II. 99 1 *26 4 12d. -23.9 9 319 24-35.99 46 
-, -47.99 64 48-59.99 19 60-71.99 42 
99 14 84-95.99 96-107.99 9 
11620-131.99 4 132-14Z. 99 12 
144-! t5. *49 5 156-167.99 5 168-179.99 
1 192-. ý. 03-99 8 204-215.99 2 
1 228-239.99 3 240-251.99 3 
55: - -. ý 6 1 -,. '64-275.99 1 
276-287.99 1 
lli8--1149.99 1 '00-311-. 99 2 Z48-359.99 I 
, eD( -, 17 1.1; 9 2 372-Z83.99 & 408-419.99 1 
IV-'E=2 ! DLE TIMES 
Q- I 1. *19 1466 -60 84 24-: 35.99' 
: 6-47. QQ . 38 48-59.99 29 60-71.99 29 72-SZ. qg 16 34-95.99 12 96-107.99 8 
12- 11 5 1: 0-131.99 1 132-143.99 5 
-5.99 144-1'ý ýz 156-167.99 4 180-191.99 1 
t'. ;, 9 1 240-251-99 1 2BB-299.99 I 
1 348-1359.99 1 
